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the Government. rn some instances,
they may be advised to employ a
solicitor, but in any case I feel that a
degree of guidance and assistance
would be in the best interests of all
concerned.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD
(Minister of
Electrical Undertakings).-The matter
raised by the honorable member for
Benambra-namely, the dispute between the State Electricity Commission
and the municipality concerned-will be
referred to the Minister !for. Local
Government without delay.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I shall direct the attention of the
Acting Attorney-General to the remarks
of the honorable member for Brunswick
West when they are published in
Hansard.

In reply to the Leader of the Opposition, who spoke concerning the Morning
Star mine at Wood's Point, I expect that
every member of this House is sympathetically disposed towards the residents
of Wood's Point and those persons who
have derived their livelihood for many
years from the Morning Star mine, as
well as the people who have derived a
living, indirectly, from the earnings of
the mine. However, I desire to point out
that the Morning Star mine is a private
organization which, over the years, has
managed its own affairs. In the past, it
received, I think, £55,000 from the
Government for developmental works.
The company had an issue of shares,
and there was a change of management.
In the year 1953, I think, the company
ploughed back into the mine about
£80,000 of profits, and there was a profit
distribution of £60,000 among its shareholders. My impression is that over the
past ten years the capital put into the
mine has amounted to £500,000.
With all the goodwill in the worldand I think I still possess some-I say
that I am still prepared to consider any
proposition in which the shareholders
participate, but I do not think it is poss:
ible for the Government to use taxpayers
money on the project for, say, a year.
What would happen at the end of a
year? I believe the same position would
obtain. There would still be at stake the
livelihood of the people concerned and
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those dependent upon them. It could well
be that the Government would eventually
own the mine, and the position could
go on and on.
No one wants
charity, and far be it from me to
suggest it. Nevertheless, it would be far
better, from an economic viewpoint, if
the 40 or 50 people who have been employed in the mine were given the sum
of £1,000 annually to do nothing.
That would represent an expediture of
approximately £50,000 per annum.
I point out to the Leader of the Opposition that, if the sum of £100,000 was put
into the Morning Star mine to-morrow,
it would only discharge the debts owed
to creditors. I would even commit the
Government to the point of saying that
if the shareholders are prepared to put
in some of their money-to have another
call or another issue of shares-and
share with the Government in further
developmental work, we will co-operate.
But we must have a firm undertaking
that the shareholders are prepared to do
their part.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.56 p.m.

1Jltgi.alntint Qtnuuril.
Wednesday, May 15, 1963.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Gordon McArthur)
took the chair at 2.29 p.m., and read the
prayer.

MOTOR CAR

(ROADWORTIDNESS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of Immigration), was read a first time.
DIVISION OF STATE
DEVELOPMENT.
STAFF.

The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
AgricultureHow many members were employed on
the staff of the Division of State Development for each of the years from 1956 to
date, and in what capacity were they employed?
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Division of

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The number o1
persons employed in the Division of

State Development and the capacities in
which they were employed, in the years
mentioned, are--
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ROAD TRAFFIC.
ACCIDENTS: UNROADWORTHY VEHICLES.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister of
Agriculture-<a> During the months of January, Feb-

accidents were reported, and how many road
deaths occurred in the metropolitan and
country areas, respectively?
(b) How many unroadworthy vehicles
were detected in the same period?

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .-The answers are--

ruary, and March, 1963, how many road

(a)

Road Accidents.

Road Deaths.

City.

January
February
March

..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..

Suburbs.

Country.

City.

Suburbs.

Coutry.

129

1,311

985

Nil

16

50

121

1,239

846

Nil

21

35

99

1,563

993

Nil

30

35

(b) Figures for .the whole o,f the· State
would take some time to obtain, but the
following figures represent unroadworthy
vehicles detected ·by members of the Mobile
Traffic Section who operate from Melbourne:January
280
February
225
March
226

under each of the following headings:Hairdressers; Food Premises; Apartmenthouses; Boarding-houses; Lodging-lhouses;
Private Hospitals; Public Halls; Public
Buildings; Offensive Trades; Camps and
Caravan Parks; Food Vending Machines;
Egg Chilling Stores; gating Houses; and
Dangerous Trades?

HEALTH ACT.

The Department of Health does not kee.p
detailed information concerning registrations of alJ of the businesses named as many
are effected by the councils of municipalities
in which such businesses operate.
Tlhe information will be obtained ·and will
be supplied to .the honoraible member as
soon as possible. Should it be available
before the end of the session, I shall seek
leave to have it incorporated in Hansard.

REGISTRATION OF BUSINESSES.

The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
AgricultureHow many businesses are registered under
the Health Act 1958 in the respective munidpalities within the metropolitan area,

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The answer is-
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VICTORIA PROMOTION
COMMITTEE.
SIGNATORIES TO TRUST DEEDS: REPORTS:
FINANCE.

The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
Agriculture--

<a> Who were the six prominent citizens
of Melbourne .who signed the trust deed to
administer the 'fund to which the Government makes annual grants for the Victoria
Promotion Committee, and what are their
responsibilities under such trust deed?
(b) Have any changes of the signatories
to the deed been made since 1956?
(c) Has the committee made any published or written reports to the Government
stating the activities on which the money
has been spent; if so, will the Min1ster Jay
on the table of the Library copies of such
reports?
(d) Does the committee raise or receive
and/or ·administer funds in addition to the
annual Government grant?

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-There are lengthy
answers to these questions and, with the
leave of the House, I should like them
incorporated 'in Hansard without my
reading them.

Leave was granted, and the answers
were as foUows :-

<a>

Harold Joseph Austin.
John Clemenger.
William John Jungwirth.
Robert Roy Macartney.
Alec Benson McKay.
Maurice Arnold Nathan.
The responsibilities under the trust deed
are set out in the following sections of
the deed:" 1. The trustees will hold aU moneys
which may hereafter be given to them
in such manner as to become subject to
the trusts hereof or of which no other
or special application or appropriation
shall be directed or declared (all of
which moneys are hereinafter called
' the trust fund ')
Upon trust(a) to apply the trust fund in accordance with and subject to the
provisions hereof for the purpose
of promoting the City of Melbourne and the State of Victoria
in overseas countries (particularly the United States of
America and the United Kingdom) with a view to attracting
tourist trade, investment and

Promotion Oommitree.

other benefits to the said City
and State (hereinafter ·called
' the primary trust ') ; and
(b) in .the event of the trustees at any
time being of the opinion either
that by reason of the amount of
the trust fund being insufficient
they can no longer effectively
apply the trust fund for the purpose of the primary trust or
that by reason of there being
other adequate provision for the
•promotion as afore said of the said
City and State there is no longer
any need for them so to apply
the trust fund, then to apply the
trust fund for such other charitable purpose as the Treasurer
f.or the time being of the said
State (hereinafter called ' the
Treasurer') may direct.
3. The trustees subject only to their
expending the sum of Five thousand
pounds at least for the purpose of promoting as aforesaid in the United Kingdom the said City and State shall have
an absolute and uncontrolled discretion
as to the manner time and place of
execution of the primary trust: And for
the ·purpose of the primary trust the
trustees shall have full power to enter
into such contracts and to employ such
professional or other persons as they may
think desirable.
4. The trustees may( a) from time to time appoint upon
such terms as they think .fit such
officials and servants as the
trustees may deem expedient for
any purpose connected with the
trusts hereof and may from time
to time remove any official or
servant so appointed;
(b) pay out of the trust fund the
salaries and wages of the
officials and servants so appointed
and all other expenses of and
1ncidenta1 to the management of
the trust fund or any purpose
connected
with
the
trusts
hereof;
(c) from time to time in writing
authorize any two of their
number together with any one
of the officials and servants
nominated
by
the
trustees
for the purpose to sign or
endorse on their .behalf any
cheques drawn or paid to the
credit of the account mentioned
in ·Clause 5 hereof;
(d) sell any property purchased or
otherwise acquired for any pur•pose connected with the trusts
hereof and all moneys arising
from any sale of property as
aforesaid shall be deemed to be
part of the trust fUnd and shalt
be applicable accordingly.

Police Department.
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5. All moneys subject to the trusts
hereof shall from time to time be
deposited by the trustees .with The
English Scottish and Australian Bank
Limited to be placed to the credit of an
account called ' The Victorian Promotion
Trust Fund Account.'
7. All or any of the trusts and powers
vested in or exe11cisable by the trustees
hereunder shall so long as the trustees
consist of not less than three persons .be
capable of being performed or exercised
by a majority of the trustees and any
action or decision of that majority shall
;be as valid and effectual as it would
have .been if done or made .by all the
trustees.
9. Upon the happening of either of the
events mentioned in paragraph (b) of
clause 1 hereof the trustees shall forthwith give notice
thereof to
the
Treasurer.''
(b) Two.
(c) No.
(d) So far as the Government tis aware,
the answer is, " No."

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
BURNLEY SUB-STATION.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister of
AgricultureIs it the intention of the Police Department to establish a full-time police st·ation
in Westbank-terrace, Burnley, in lieu of the
present sub-station; if not, why?

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The answer isNo. The present sub-station was opened
in 1959 and is manned by personnel from
Richmond police station.
When police are not on duty at this substation, t!he public can use, without charge,
the telephone outside the office .to call the
Richmond police station on a direct line.
In addition, Burnley is patrolled by the
divisional van from Richmond.

MEDICAL TRAINING.
REPORT OF VICTORIAN MEDICAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ON BUILDING OF THIRD
MEDICAL SCHOOL: INTAKE OF FIRSTYEAR STUDENTS AT MELBOURNE AND
MON ASH UNIVERSITIES.

The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
Health<a> Has the Government received from
the standing committee which advises it on
medical matters a report concerning the

Housing Commission.
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building of a third medical school; if not,
w:hen is it anticipated that this report will
be forthcoming?
(b) What was the intake of first-year
medical students for 1963 at-(i) University
of Melbourne; and (ii) Monash Unive:nsity?

The Bon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-The answers are-

<a> No; the matter was referred to the
Victorian Medical Advisory Committee,
which has the subject under consideration.
The Government has been informed that the
report will not be presented for some
months.
(b) I am informed by the universities that
the intake of first-year medical students for
1963 was:1. University of Melbourne
180
2. Monash University
135
HOUSING COMMISSION.
SUBSIDIES: APPLICATIONS GRANTED FOR
TENANCY AND PURCHASE: OUTSTANDING APPLICATIONS.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Mel·
bourne Province) asked the Minister of
Housing<a> How many tenants occupying Housing Commission houses or flats receive
Government subsidies?
(b) During the year 1961-62, how many
families with four or more chLldren-(i)
were granted tenancies; and (ii) purchased
Housing Commission homes?.
(c) How many applicants with four or
more children were on the waiting list of
the Commission as at 'March, 1963?

The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-The answers
are--

<a> 3,968 tenants were in receipt of rental
rebates as at 31st March, 1963.

I point out that rental rebates are based
on a formula whereby no tenant is required to .pay a rent more than about
one-third of the family income.
(i) 529 tenancies were granted.
Of the new ·and vacated homes sold
by the Commission within this period, 320
were sold to ·families wit:h four or more
children.
Of 1:.!he 341 units sold within this period
to tenants, the information concerning
.f.amily status is not available.
(c) Metropolitan applicants in this category total 590.
Information concerning country applicants is not readily available but will be
obtained ·and made available to the honorable member as soon as possible.
(b)

(ii)
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SURVEY OF VICTORIAN HOUSING NEEDS:
HOME CONSTRUCTION TARGET.
The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
HousingHas he or his Department initiated any
survey during the past three years to
ascertain Victorian housing needs to assist
future planning for both private and public
home building; if so, what was the date
and the result of such survey, and what
is the target figure for home construction
during 1963, 1964, and 1965 respectively?

The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-The answer isDuring 1962, a survey was made to provide information on the present housing
accommodation of recently married persons
with one child with particular reference to
evidence of the existence of a deposit gap
as indicated by the necessity of obtaining
short-term finance, in addition to the maximum first mortgage loan available.
The survey was made of 207 families
whose first child was born between January
-April, 1962.
One hundred and forty-six replies were
received indicating that 44 were purchasing
their own homes and 102 were renting
premises.
Of the families renting premises, 95 indicated they intended to acquire their own
home eventually.
Arising from deliberations at the recent
conference of State housing Ministers in
Melbourne, the conference agreed to recommend to the Commonwealth Government that
a Committee of Inquiry should be established consisting of representatives of the
Commonwealth Government and the State
Governments to inquire into the anticipated
increased housing requirements during the
next five years.
The terms of the resolution have been
conveyed to the Minister for National Development but to date no reply has been
received.

MUNICIPALITIES.
ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province).-! desire to
ask the Minister of Agriculture when I
may expect a reply to my former question which seems to have disappeared
from the Notice Paper. The honorable
gentleman did indicate that he would
furnish me with an answer when it was
received. My question was in these
termsHow many municipalities have--(i) parttime municipal engineers; and (ii) qualified
building surveyors?

Settlement Commission Bill.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-When
was the question asked?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.About two or three weeks ago. I have
not yet received a reply.
RURAL FINANCE AND
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
BILL.

The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 4,
relating to a lessee being entitled to
obtain a grant in certain circumstances.
The Hon. R .. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-It will be recalled that yesterday, when the Committee reported
progress on this clause, I indicated that
I might have inadvertantly misled
honorable members by a statement
which I made in the course of my secondreading speech. I have since had the
opportunity of checking the statement
which I made, and I am pleased to saynot so much from my point of view as
from the point of view of the Housethat I did not make any incorrect statement.
However, perhaps I did not sufficiently
emphasize the situation that exists when
a soldier settler dies and leaves a widow
and children, and I think I ought to
explain what happens in those circumstances. The Commission has always
taken the view that, i1f it is rpossible
for the widow to carry on, she should
step into the shoes of her late husband
with the same privileges as he possessed
and, even when the Commission has had
some doubt as to the capacity of the
widow to carry on, it has given her the
opportunity to do so. The proposal
which is contained in the clause now
being considered by the Committee was
requested by the returned soldiers'
league, and it is not a new one. It was
previously contained in a clause of a
Bill which was rejected by this House.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-No, it was
not.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-That is my
information on the subject.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The Legisla tive Council inserted an amendment
that was rejected by the Assembly and,
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because of the insistence of the Council
on that amendment, the Assembly withdrew the clause. The clause was not
rejected hy this House.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! think I
now remember the situation. Messages
were passing between the two Houses.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Was that in
1961 or earlier?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-lt was in
1959.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! had
forgotten the actual year, but I accept
Mr. Walters's statement that it was 1959.
So that the Committee may be informed
exactly Of what happened in this matter,
I propose to read a letter that was sent
by the returned soldiers' league, !from
Anzac House, to the Hon. K. H. Turnbull, Minister of Lands. I shall read ·
the communication in full so that there
may be no question of leaving out any
aspect that may be pertinent.
The
lette.r statesDear Mr. Minister,
You will probably remember that some
weeks ago, the State president, Mr. McKay,
and myself approached you about reintroducing legislation which would e.nable
a settler desiring to vary the .terms of his
purchase lease to enter into a new agreement at bond rates of interest instead of
2 per cent., which was a special rate applying to land allocated under soldier settlement.
You will probably also remember that
we intimated that we had approached the
Opposition parties as requested, and their
reaction was that they would not again
oppose our request. We also urged that
because of the impending merger between
your Commission and the Rural Finance
Corporation we would like early action
taken before :this was finalized. However,
there appears to have been no progress
made that we know of.
We also spoke to the chairman of the
Soldier Settlement Commission about this
same thing.
I am enclosing, for your information,
item 7, the resolution which was sponsored
by the Moyhu sub-branch and ·the amendment to No. 7 which was followed by our
visit to your office.
Your Commission will probably .be contemplating early amendments to the Act
because of the new set-up, and my committee have requested that, in addition, the
necessary legislation be introduced to make
provision for a fresh loan to those general
settlers who are desirous of breaking their
contract.
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This matter has been given a great deal
of careful thought by the committee. Their
main endeavour is to to bring about a
reasonable and happy solution which will
put the general settler on identical terms
with the single-unit farm fellow and not
on a different basis which, if adopted, may
cause dissension among many.
I am to ask that your earnest consideration be given to this request, and in particular to the last point made in relation
to keeping the fellows on an equal basis.
I shall await your early advice.
Yours faithfully,
J. A. CASHMORE,
Secretary, Land Settlement Commission.

The first of the two resolutions referred
to in that letter isThat the Minister for Soldier Settlement
be requested to reintroduce into Parliament
the amendment of the Soldier Settlement
Act which will provide facilities enabling
the settler who desires to vary the terms
of his purchase lease and enter into a new
agreement and further that the Parliamentary Labour and Country parties be asked
to support the amendment.

The second resolution isThat the above resolution be left to the
President's discretion but with power to
act if he considers it advisable to do so.

That clearly sets out the views of the
returned soldiers' league, and the
Government has included this clause in
the Bill at the request of that body.
So far as I have been able to ascertain,
there has been no further request from
the league for other amendments dealing
with this or any other matter affecting
soldier settlement. If it is true that the
league is not satisfied-The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-! did not
say it was not satisfied.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! did not say
the honorable member did. I inferred
that Mr. Walters thought this provision did not go far enough. It
goes as far as the league has asked
the Government to go, and for that
reason I believe the Committee should
accept the clause. It definitely carries
out the specific request of the league in
the matter.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province.-! wish to make it clear that
I did not say that the Minister misled
Parliament. He explained the situation
exactly as it exists, that the widow or
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the son could carry on the block, and
there is no question about it. If for
some reason the widow was not capable
of carrying on the block and desired to
live off the farm, then under this provision she was given the right to take
up a Crown grant. I pointed out that
by taking up this Crown grant, on the
figures presented by the Minister, the
capital cost to the widow would be much
higher and her income from the farm
would be reduced .becaus~ she would
have to share it with a manager or a
share farmer.
We have not questioned the fact that
the returned soldiers' league asked for
this amendment. The league has never
asked me, nor anyone else so far as I
know, to bring before Parliament this
matter of the right of the widow or the
sick soldier to live off the block. For
that reason I have told Sir Charles
McKay and Mr. Cashmore, as well as
other members of the league, that, if
they did not ask for this, the members
of the soldier settlement committee of
the league are not the men I knew in
the early days. The league wants this
amendment because a resolution requiring it was passed at a conference and
because soldier settlers who have been
successful would have the right to live
off their blocks and put in share farmers.
All the league is concerned about at the
moment is the successful settler. If it
is not concerned with the widow or the
sick settler, then it is not the league
I have known since 1919. In the days
when I was a member of the soldier
settlement committee of the league, the
committee would not have agreed to
what has been proposed. The Country
party supports the clause. We did not
oppose it when it was introduced originally, but suggested an amendment
which was rejected by the Legislative
Assembly. Statements were made which
were grossly unfair not only to this
House but to me personally.
The Minister has not answered the
question I posed to him. I should like
to know whether the regulation which
states that the settler has to reside ipersonally on his block overrides an Act
of Parliament. That is the crux of my
argument. The Minister has the ·advice
of the Crown Solicitor, so he should be
able to answer that question. If the
The Hon. D. J. Walters.

regulation does not override the Act,
this clause is not necessary. If any
widow approaches me on this question,
I shall be prepared to pay her legal
expenses to fight the matter in a court
of law. I know that the league is in
favour of what is proposed and it also
believes that as a result of the next
conference in July the position may be
different. I hope it will be. I trust
that the remarks I have made will sink
into the minds of some of the soldier
settlers and that they will ask the
Commission to repeal the regulation or
to amend it slightly to permit, in particular cases, with the consent of the
Commission and the Minister, a sick
soldier or an unfortunate widow to live
off the block without having to pay the
balance outstanding over 20 years at 5
or 5! per cent. interest. Unless that is
done, the Government will :be taking
away the rights given to soldier settlers
by Parliament, and it has no right to do
that.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne
Province).-! speak on behalf of the
Labour party and as a very much
younger member of the returned
soldiers' league than is Mr. Walters.
Because of that youth and inexperience,
I ibow to Mr. Walters's knowledge of
and dedication to the league and exservicemen generally. I pay a tribute
to his sincere remarks in that direction.
It seems to me that when legislation of
this type is being put through Parliament, once again there is an indictment of a mild nature against us because
sometimes we just set in motion the
machinery that concurs with the wishes
of certain bodies. We have to be
thankful for the fact that Mr. Walters,
as a member of the league and as a
member of Parliament, has seen fit to
go beyond the amendment requested by
the league to ensure that full protection is available to ex-servicemen and
ex-servicewomen. The fact remains that
to-day too much legislation, which
originates from lobbying and exercising
the wishes of bodies and organizations
outside Parliament is passed by Parliament.
It is to be hoped that this will :be
borne in mind in connexion with land
settlement not only !from the ipoint of
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view of the returned soldier but also
from that of the civilian. We must
attract more peo,ple to the land and
provide them with security which, unfortunately, is sadly lacking to-day so
far as young people on the land are
concerned.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-! feel that the Minister of
Health has not entirely fulfilled the
promise which he gave to the House
yesterday on the point raised by Mr.
Walters concerning the conflict between
the regulation and the Act. Mr. Walters
quoted the relevant .provision in fue Act
and the conflicting regulation and asked
the Minister to seek an opinion from the
Crown Solicitor and furnish a statement to the House with regard to the
situation.
Mr. Walters did not in any way
question the amendment which is now
before the House or the lucid explanation of it given 1by the Minister. What
he did question, and I think rightly so,
was the bona tides O'f the returned
servicemen's league in this matter, as I
do too. I have been a member of the
"league for 44 years. If it will not take
up a case and make representations in
the manner adopted by Mr. Wa.ltersboth Mr. Walters and myse1f ardently
fight for those who fall by the waythe league is not worthy of being the
~resentative of the returned soldiers
of this State. I say that with all the
knowledge I have of the activities of
the league and the position of soldier
settlers.
Mr. Walters agreed that fue Soldier
Settlement Commission should not
permit soldier settlers to leave their
farms, get others to work them and
then obtain :positions in towns. That
was never intended by Parliament, but
there should 'be some sort of hum.an
approach to these .problems. If a man
falls ill and is not able to work his
farm, he should he able to leave it and
allow a share farmer to work it.
The Hon. D. G. El..LIOT.-And retain
some equity in the property.
1

The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-Yes. I
know Olf the case of a widow and !her
children who were forced to leave her
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property because the lady could not
comply with the regulation to which
reference has been made. I ·know of
many settlers who have been .forced to
leave their farms because they were not
able to carry on. Of course, they could
have built another house on the farm
for a share farmer, .but that would have
increased the capital value of the property so greatly that it would not have
been an economic proposition.
I am prepared to support the amendment proposed in this clause, because
I know that it will give some
relief, but it is likely to give relief
in the wrong direction. The men and
women about whom Mr. Walters has
spoken need the relief. In simple but
very effective words, he revealed to the
House that a widow owning a .property
of a small capital value would be forced
to pay £200 more per annum than was
intended by Parliament. No person who
falls ill and is thus unable to fulfil his
obligations should be deprived of any
privileges that are •given to a man who
is fit and well.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The illness
could be the result of war service
exclusively.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-! agree.
That would be so in •perhaps ·95 per cent.
of the cases one could quote. Some 44
years ago, I was actively engaged in
the work of the returned servicemen's
league and all it stood for. Like my
colleague, Mr. Walters, I am disappointed about this aspect of soldier
settlement because what is being done
could rob a widow of 'her !Property.
When the props are pulled out from
under those who are fighting to live,
often they give way altogether. The
Soldier Settlement Commission should
be able, under the proper safeguard of
the consent of the Minister and on
receipt of medical evidence, to allow a
man to leave his farm, perhaps to go
into the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital !for six months, and get somebody
else to work it for him.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-lt is hardly
the true spirit of "Lest We Forget" to
deprive him of that opportunity.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-It seems
that they are only empty words-a
tinkling cymbal. I ask the Minister to
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re-examine the request of Mr. Wa;Iters,
which I support ardently. I urge him
to obtain an opinion from the Crown
Solicitor whether the regulation in question conflicts with the Act. In association with Mr. Walters, I would be quite
prepared to pay a share of the costs of
any person who tested this regulation
in court.
I feel that, in justice to
honorable members and those persons
who are so vitally affected, the Crown
Solicitor's opinion should be tendered
to Parliament.
The Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-If I have misled the House,
I am sorry. However, I am sure that
I did not give any undertaking to obtain
the opinion of the Crown Solicitor on
this matter.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-! suggested that you should.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-That is so.
The Commission contends that it is
right, and if it is wrong, it has been
wrong ever since the Act came into
force.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Not since
the Act came into force, but since 1954.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Then the
Commission has been wrong for 8 or 9
years. However, it contends that it is
not wrong, and I think there is some
merit in its contention. Sub-section (1)
of section 58 provides, inter alia-Every interim lease shall be in the prescribed form and shall contain the prescribed terms, convenants and conditions
and such further terms, convenants and
conditions Of any) not inconsistent with
those prescribed as .the Commission determines in any particular case . . .

An interim lease is entered into by the
Commission and the soldier settler, and
the terms are set out in accordance with
that sub-section. If that sub-section is
ultra vires) it appears that the flaw Mr.
Walters claims exists has existed for
some considerable time. I shall not
enter into an argument why the period
should date from 1954. All I can say
is that the Act appears, by that subsection, to fix the terms which are
freely entered into by both parties at
the time. Those terms are not abrroga ted by anything that is now proposed.

The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-We are
quite well aware of that.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-In fact, rwe
are seeking to improve the situation so
f:ar as all settlers, their widows and
their dependants are concerned.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-But at a
price.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Let us
examine the price. It is well known
that the settlers are paying a 2 per
cent. rate of interest. If a settler dies~
his widow and children continue to pay
that 2 per cent. interest rate so long
as .they stay on the property. If a
soldier or his dependants want to go
off the property, why should the State
of Victoria subsidize them by continuing to charge an interest rate of 2
per cent?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-lt depends
on the conditions under which the
soMier or his dependants want to get
off the property.
·
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-That may be
so, but at least it must be admitted that
if the cause is injury or illness suffered
as a result of war service that is a
responsibility of the Repatriation Department of the Commonwealth Government. Do not let us have any doubt
about where we stand in this matter.
We are making no attempt to take away
from an ex-serviceman, his widow or
his children, any of the rights and
privileges that he had in the first place.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-! agree that
that is the case as regards this Bill.
There is no argument there.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-1 am dealing
with the Bill now. Clause 4 clearly sets
out the intention of the Government. It
does not seek to do what Mr. Walters
suggested it might-reduce the advantages that a soldier settler may have.
Consequently, I can see no use in any
further argument on the clause at this
stage.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-! do not want to belabour
this matter, but the Minister of Health
is using the same arguments as were
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used by Sir Ewen Cameron when he was
the Minister in charge of a previous
measure dealing with this legislation.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-1 am in good
company, then.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Yes. I
suppose the words were put into his
mouth in the same way as they
were put into the mouth of the
Minister of Lands by either the
Soldier Settlement Commission or
other advisers. The Minister of Health is
twisting the whole matter around and
is not being fair to himself. His statement that the Repatriation Department
of the Commonwealth Government is
responsible for ill or injured soldier
settlers was unnecessary.
Nobody
questions where the responsibility lies
if a soldier is ill due to war service.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The next
thing to be suggested will be that the
Repatriation Department should take
over the property.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Yes. The
Minister referred to the contracts between the State Government and the
prospective settler. After the last war
very high qualifications were demanded
of the prospective settlers. To obtain a
qualification certificate, a man must have
worked for two or three years on a
farm. Then he was told that certain
things which were provided for under
the Act would be done for him. Men
were settled on those conditions only
until 1954. There could not be any
argument about such a contract because
it was made under the provisions of an
Act of Parliament which has not been
altered. However, early in 1950 the
Soldier Settlement Commission inserted
a clause in interim lease agreements
which stated that settlers must reside
on their properties. That was d'one
under a regulation.
As I tried to point out last night, that
is possible, but the Minister did not
appreciate that it was not inconsistent
with the Act, which definitely laid down
that for six years or any lesser period
approved by the Commission the settler
could not sublet or share farm his
block. It was not inconsistent, but
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four years
later,
on
the
3rd
February, 1954-no :purchase leases
had been issued up to that date-the
Commission calmly made a regulation
that the settler, who had gone on to
his farm under an Act of Parliament,
had to work his land personally. If a
right was given to him under the contract to sublet or share farm hfs block,
with the consent of the Commission, he
must have been given a right not to
work his farm personally. The regulation is completely inconsistent with that
provision.
Now the Minister is saying, "Why
not bring him under the same conditions
as apply to single-unit farms?" I think
the Minister has enough intelligence to
know the reason.
The single-unit
settler was on a different basis. He
selected the land where it suited him.
He was a mere borrower of money, and
usually the block was a going concern.
The soldier settler might have applied
for a block on a dozen oceasions and
have had to wait his turn. Some applicants had to wait five or six years.
They were settled on land bought by
the Government and split up into blocks.
The two things are totally different.
The single-unit arrangement was entirely a State matter, but the Commonwealth Government shared the expenses
associated with soldier settlement.
1

The Minister's statement that it is not
the Government's ·policy to repatriate
soldiers or to pay their medical. expenses
has nothing to do with the matter. In the
regulation to which I have referred, the
Government of the day broke a contract
with the settler. I am sure the Subordinate Legislation Committee would
have disallowed such a regulation.
All I am seeking on behalf of
the Country party is an assurance
that the Government will examine
that regulation. If there is a right
to make a regulation, there is a
right to alter it. Soldiers and their
widows should have the same rights as
they had before the regulation was
made. Red herrings should not be
brought into this matter. I have stated
the facts. The Repatriation Department
and single-unit farms have nothing
whatever to do with it.
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The Hon. W. 0. FULTON ( Gippsland
Province).-! express regret at misunderstanding the Minister and believing that he intended to contact the
Law Department concerning this regulation. I also regret the Minister's attitude, with due deference to his feelings.
We understand that the amendment confers the same benefits on the people
about whom we have spoken-" at a
price." If a person is fit and well but
has not anyone to work his farm, he
can leave it or sublet it or share farm
it or go into industry or business, and
benefit accordingly. We do not want
that person to have the benefit of cheap
money made available under the soldier
settlement scheme. However, if a man
is affected by ill health, irrespective of
whether or not it is due to war service,
he should be given some consideration.
Often, 'it is difficult to determine
whether incapacity is due to war service.
I know of a lad from my own town
who an army medical officer said was
malingering, but after a year or two
he was admitted to Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital where he died within
twelve months. That lad could have
had a block of land if his health had
permitted. Other soldiers have been
blown up in action but have not reported
the incident as they did not feel any ill
effects at the time. Years later their
health may fail and they are thrown to
the wolves. I should like the Minister
to take this matter up with the Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia. Probably the matter has been overlooked
and the resolution that Mr. Walters
mentioned was sponsored by men who
were fit and did not think of their sick
comrades. AU we are seeking is consideration for these men. We do not
want cheap money for people who are
fit. If the Government makes it possiible
for people to hold this land and to
sublet it or share farm it while they
undertake other activities, that is the
Government's responsibility.
It is wrong for the Minister to assert
that this is a matter for the Federal
Government or for the Repatriation Department.
We are all aware that

pensions and medical treatment are provided for persons for whom responsibility is accepted by the Repatriation
Department. ·We are looking to the
State to do something for these men.
I should hate to think that this Government wanted to wash its hands in respect of providing any assistance to returned soldiers. I do not believe the
Government would want to do that. I
am sure that the Government and the
Minister of Health would want to do
something for the people we have mentioned, as well as for their widows and
children. The State must have some
responsibility in this direction. The
amount involved would be very small,
but it would provide justice by fulfilling
the original agreement made between
returned servicemen and the Soldier
Settlement Commission. I ask the Minister to give an undertaking that the
regulation referred to by Mr. Walters
will be referred to the Subordinate
Legislation Committee for examination
and report.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne
Province) .-I do not think Mr. Walters,
Mr. Fulton or I would like to give the
impression that we are banging a sentimental drum or bringing " hearts and
flowers music" into the debate. Nothing
is further from our minds. Every honorable member who had comrades during the war finds it easy to become sentimental about their security.
Mr.
Walters can go back 45 years. I am
only an 18-year man, so far as the
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia is concerned. The humane· aspect of the
regulations requires examination. While
paying full tribute to Mr. Cashmore and
the returned soldiers league, I .point out
that some of the executive members are
getting old. This is an age of youth.
Of course, Mr. Walters is mature but he
has discovered something, through his
love of the league, which needs full investigation. No Government, whether it he
of a Liberal, Labour or Country party
flav:our, would want to exploit exservicemen and their dependants. This
is the crux of the matter. A small
amount only is involved, and the matter
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should be investigated. The Returned
Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial
League of Australia should also examine it.
The Hon. L. H. s. THOMPSON.-When
did the Labour Government introduce
this regulation?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-1 do not
know. Perhaps it was an oversight. As
a private member, I say that this
matter should be examined closely.
There are people who, through no fault
of their own, cannot carry on, and they
have an equity which should be protected. Surely that is only common or
garden justice. If the circumstances
surrounding the case justify a humane
approach, that should be readily forthcoming. I do not care who introduced
the legislation or regulations in the
first place. There is too much of
that sort of talk in this Chamber,
particularly
when
humane
legislation is being discussed. It should be
a question not of personalities, parties
or Governments, ibut of the welfare of
the individual. As the so-called highest
authority in the State, this applies more
to members of this Chamber than to
the Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia. If
we must remind the league about this
matter, let us do so.
The Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-! give an undertaking to the
Committee that I shall direct the attention of the responsible Ministers-the
Treasurer and the Minister of Landsto the statements made by Mr. Walters,
Mr. Fulton and Mr. Elliot, and that I
shall ask them to consider those statements and all the implications associated
therewith. Beyond that, I cannot go.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 5, relating to the amendment of
Acts Nos. 6360, 6373, 6534, 6846.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne
Province).-In view of the fact that this
clause covers the whole ambit of the
legislation, I seek your indulgence, Mr.
Chairman, to offer an apology to Mr.
Fulton for the statement I made during
my second-reading speech last night
that I could cite many cases of young
farrp.ers, and farmers who are not so
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young, walking off their properties in
the Gippsland area. What I meant to
convey was that many farmers in the
Gippsland area are giving up their
holdings because of the high cost of
money associated with the financing of
the property and implements of work.
This short-term finance, of course, is
available only through private enterprise
banks. Since Mr. Fulton has such an
intimate knowledge of his area, I
thought I should tender this apology to
him.
The Minister of Health mentioned that
there was very little support for the
vesting of the responsibility for the
Rural Finance Corporation in the State
Savings Bank. Last night, by way of
interjection, I mentioned that the Distribution of Population Committee had
favoured the establishment of a country
development bank within the framework
of the State Savings Bank to provide
long-term, low-interest loans to decentralized secondary and tertiary industries.
That was one of the paramount recommendations submitted by the all-party
decentralization committee. I realize
that the Minister is a busy man whose
Department takes up a good deal of his
time and, in view of the fact that the
committee's report, which embraces a
total of 140 recommendations in 90
pages, was tabled in Parliament only
yesterday afternoon, he could hardly be
expected to be conversant with the entire report.
The CHAffiMAN (Sir Ewen Cam~ron).
- I hope Mr. Elliot does not propose to
pursue the question with which he is
dealing. It might be more appropriate
for the honorable member to deal with
this matter at the third-reading stage.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! shall
conclude by saying that the decentralization committee stated that the development bank should be indemnified by the
Government, and that the bank should
be empowered to lend at risks more or
less the same as those which are
accepted by other lending institutions.
The clause was agreed to, as was the
schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of the Hon.
G. L. Chandler (Minister of Agriculture)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
( Doutta Galla Province) .-The purpose
of this Bill is to cover the Supplementary
Estimates for the current financial year.
About eighteen months ago, the Government announced that it proposed to vary
the procedure that had been followed
up .to that time and, instead of bringing
down in the early part of a financial
year Supplementary Estimates covering
the previous year's commitments, it
would, as far as possible, deal with
them within the financial year to which
they applied. It was said that the adoption of this procedure would enable the
Auditor-General to certify to the State's
accounts in an expeditious manner and
enable his report to be presented to
Parliament with a minimum of delay.
The Labour party offers no objection to
the changed practice.
I do not propose to deal with the
various items of Supplementary Estimates, the largest of which is an amount
of £1,285,000, representing the extra
grant made available by the Commonweailth Government for the purpose
of relieving unemployment.
After
deducting the Commonwealth grant
from the total amount of the Supplementary Estimates, a. sum of only
£143,217 remains to cover the normal
departmental supplementary grant. Of
course, at this stage, the Government
may not know what savings could be
effected on various items within the
general appropriation, with the result
that the total requirement could yet be
the same as was originally anticipated.
In other words, the amount of £143,217
to which I previously referred could be
covered by savings on other items.
The general effect of Parliament's
passing these Supplementary Estimates
will be to complete the Government's
source of revenue for the current financial year.
As I have stated on other
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occasions when an appropriation measure is being dealt with, it is with great
regret that we must pass these supplementary sinews to a Government such
as
the present one, but there
seems to be no way of avoiding such
action. Recently, after a long and tortuous hearing, during which evidence
was submitted by all interested parties,
the Arbitration Commission gave a
judgment under which a marginal increase of 10s. was granted to metal
trades employees.
The application of
the increase will be extended to other
trades upon application. For some time
the usual practice within the governmental sphere in Victoria has been to
follow the decisions of the Arbitration
Commission and to adopt them as a
basis on which to calculate the wages of
employees working under State determinations.
The application of the 10 per cent.
marginal increase to Victorian Government employees would have an important bearing on the finances of the
State. I stress that the extension of the
marginal increase to State employees
would he a just reward to those
employees. The Arbitration Commission
has decided that the economy of the
country, as a whole, can sustain the
marginal increase. It appears, therefore, that the Government should now
be considering the application of the
relevant increase to its own employees,
but the Premier has stated that he is
in no hurry to apply the increased
margins to governmental workers in
this State.
The Hon. G. w. THOM.-When did
the Premier say that?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.A recent press statement indicated that
the Premier had made such a statement.
Possibly, as Mr. Galbally recently mentioned, it was one of the many statements which are occasiona:lly made by
the Premier's publicity officers without
reference to the honorable .gentleman.
However, the press statement in question, which was not contradicted,
emanated from sources close to the
Premier.
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Under Division 67 of the Supplementary Estimates, an amount of £9,327
is required for workers compensation insurance for the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
One can only
assume that this additional finance was
required as a result of the extra ,grant
which was made available by the Commonwealth Government. That is not
unreasonable, and I shall not argue
about it. However, it is obvious that
it will not cover additional payments
under the workers compensation legislation. It is evident ifrom the Government's attitude concerning the 10 per
cent. margina;l increase for governmental employees
and {!Oncerning
workers compensation, that it could not
care less about the welfare of the
workers. The two illustrations which
I have cited could be repeated in connexion with other spheres of Government administration.
An examination of the Supplementary
Estimates reveals that an amount of
£12,800 is required for Commissions and
Board's of inquiry under the Chief
Secretary's Department. No doubt this
finance is required to meet the costs df
the numerous Boards of inquiry which
the Government has set u.p in recent
years. Unfortunately, no one in the
State seems to be able to see any benefit
being derived from the inquiries. There
is some doubt in my mind whether the
Government proposes, under this item,
to meet the expenses which were incurred in the Healesville hospital· inquiry. If that is proposed it is an improper procedure to adopt.

I should like to refer once more to
the need for increased police at a time
when the community is crying out tfor
protection. On previous occasions, in
my· representations concerning the
Ascot Vale police station, which is only
one of many ipolice stations which are
understaffed, I have been supported by
Mr. Nicol.
Mr. O'Connell asked a
question on notice to-day concerning the
staffing of police stations in his province.
In many instances, where there is only
one person on duty, when a call comes
in and the officer on duty is required
to leave the premises, a police station
must be left unattended. The Govern-
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ment has always had great concern for
the punishment of capital crimes but,
unfortunately, the Police Force is so
understaffed that it cannot prevent
capital crimes. Crime is continuing in
its most rampant form. It is no wonder
that the greatest number of murders
and other capital offences on record have
been committed in the past year when
there has been no police protection.
The Hon. v. 0. DICKIE.-Does Mr.
Merrifield think another 1,000 police
would have prevented the murder at
St. Albans the other day?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.If the Police Force has any purpose, it

is that of protecting the community as a
whole. If it does not have that purpose, why have it at all? These things
occur and one can only assume that
they are as a result of the failure to
protect the people properly. I am not
arguing that one stops every crime with
a perfect Police Force. There is no
doubt that in the community there are
elements which are not under sufficient
surveillance because of a lack of a
properly-manned Police Force. Drunken
drivers commit crimes day after day
because the police cannot get on with
their detection work.
There is also failure to police the
provisions of the Labour and Industry
Act. We know that recently shopkeepers
at the Southern Cross Hotel attempted
to defy the law. In suburban areas, greengrocers' shops are open at all hours of
the day and night and even on Sundays.
Petrol selling stations, to which the
Government granted licences for additional trading hours, are open almost
round the clock, and are not under
supervision. These are examples of what
happens when there is inadequate
inspectorial staff to ensure that the laws
of the community are upheld.
Those are a few of the subjects which
relate to the items in the Supplementary Estimates. My party has not the
power to prevent the Supplementary
Estimates from being passed, but we
wish circumstances did not make that
action unavoidable.
Therefore, with
reluctance we agree to the passage of
the Bill.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-! take this
opportunity to direct the attention of the
Government to the fraudulent activities
of a company with calls itself the Cathedral Valley Softwoods Co-operative
Limited which is presently canvassing
for money from the community. My
attention was drawn to its activities by a
dentist in a suburban area who sent me
a letter he received from this company,
following a telephone call. The company
is apparently clearing some land about
80 miles from Melbourne in the BuxtonAlexandra area where it is proposed
at some stage or other, which is not
specified, to plant the remarkable pine.
The brochure is full of figures which,
without a very strict and careful
perusal, can be taken only to indicate
the remarkable activities of the company.

On the cover of the brochure there
is a picture of the harvest of the forest
-beautiful logs. On page one there is
a picture of the harvest which has been
gathered and lies ready for milling and
processing for its many commercial, industrial and domestic uses. Not one
log has been gathered, nor has one tree
been planted, but the brochure indicates
activities which are most remarkable.
The unfortunate investor will be led to
believe that he had only to put in his
money to-day to take out enormous
profits to-morrow.
The Hon. R. W. MAY.-The company
has to gather the cash first.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Yes.
On page five there is a picture of the
remarkable pine and it is said that
it grows to a height of about 96 feet.
It is stated in the brochure that its
height can be judged from the height
of a telegraph pole which appears in
the foreground of a picture. Then there
are photographs of roads, tractors, and
so on. There is also an aerial photograph and a close-up of the timber ready
to go into use. It is stated also that
the possible return on the investment
can be calculated from the table contained in the brochure, which is based
on a tree height of 93 ft. 6 in. but
which trees grow to an average height
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of 120 feet in 20 years. The tree selected
for illustration is said to be smaller than
the average. These people have shown remarkable restraint. Apparently ten logs
can be cut from one tree 93 feet in
height. A carefully calculated scale
shows that there are 1,182 super feet
of timber in each log. If 120 trees are
grown to the acre, it is reasonable to
presume that approximately 140,000
super feet of timber will be produced. A
long calculation is made showing the inevitable magnificent return to the investor.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-What do they
say the return is likely to be?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I shall
come to that. The brochure states that
between planting and final felling about
520 trees will have been sold for chipping and pulping, thus producing an
additional 40,000 super feet. It is stated
that pinus radiata dressed timber now
sells for approximately £8 per 100 super
feet. There are 1,182 super feet in each
log so apparently the return is to be
staggering. Assuming a 40 per cent.
recovery from the average tree and a
cost of £2 a 100 super feet to treat and
cut, this would mean that the tree
should be worth between £1 and 24s. a
100 super feet or approximately £1,600
an acre. It is stated also that the shares
may be paid for in instalments of 10
per cent. deposit and the balance over
five years. Persons who pay cash will
receive a 5 per cent. discount. That is
a very generous gesture. A management contract has been signed with
Cathedral Valley Softwoods Co-operative Proprietary Limited whereby the
company will, for a modest tee, look
after something or other. In regard to
underwriting, the provision of land .and
finance and the development of the project have been completely underwritten
by the U.S. Finance Corporation
Limited.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Who are
they?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-We
have heard about them before in this
House. I gather that their reputation
does not stand very high on present
assessments.
Then there are some
further figures about these magnificent
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forests and so on. The only conclusion
that one can safely arrive at is that this
company is fraudulent. It is the type
of gimmick-fraudulent enterprise is
more appropriate--which was current in
this community about 30 years ago when
we were told that there were wonderful
forests in New Zealand which were
virtually gold mines in themselves.
These things seem to arrive every time
there is some sort of a depression or recession in the community.
I direct the attention of the Government to the remarkable activities of this
company and suggest that they be
stopped. The information it is peddling
to the community is clearly fraudulent.
It has no trees. It may have some
land, but there is nothing in the enterprise as it exists to-day which would
justify an investor putting any money
into it. These and other incidents which
have been raised are not cases of shutting the stable door after the horse has
bolted. I suggest that these people be
locked up immediately and the enterprise stopped. I hope the Assistant Chief
Secretary will examine the activities of
the company and take appropriate
action.
The Hon. L. H. s. THOMPSON.-The
Government has already taken action.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
delighted to hear that. I do not know
how far the Government has gone because the letter received by my informant is dated a few days ago. Has
action been taken within the past 24
hours?
The Hon. L. H. s. THOMPSON.-Yes.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-A
couple of weeks ago I referred to the remarks of the Premier in which he said
that compulsory fingerprinting would
not be permitted by the Government
because it smacked of the police State.
I pointed out in this House that for
years the police had been taking fingerprints compulsorily, and I asked for a
reply. I acknowledge the courtesy of a
reply made by the Assistant Chief
Secretary, Mr. Hamer, in which he
saidThere is no statutory provision in Victoria for the taking of fingerprints of
persons charged with offences.
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That is the point I made.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-There is no
statutory power to take them compulsorily.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-My
proposition and Mr. Hunt's are the same.
There is no power by law to fingerprint
persons in Victoria-either by statute
or by common law. Apparently the
Government does not quarrel with that.
According to the letter, apparently this
is the procedure which is carried on in
VictoriaFingerprinting is carried out when a person is charged with a crime or an offence
under the provisions of the following Standing Orders of the Victoria Police Force.

These Standing Orders have no force in
law. The letter continuesWhen a person is charged by a member
with a crime or offence, the officer in charge
of the station must ensure that the fingerprints of such person are taken, unless
such person objects. Where there is a
watchhouse keeper, it will be Ms duty to
take such prints.
If an offender-

How that description applies to an
accused person upon whom the presumption of innocence still rests, I am unable
to say. An offender is presumably a man
picked up for some offence or crime and
not yet having been charged.
obj,ects
to
being
fingerprinted,
the
member to whom the objection is made
must at once submit a written report to the
officer in charge, :fingerprint section.
Details to be given in the report must
include the offender's full name description, offence, date charged, name of arresting constable and reason for refusal.
The fingerprints of offenders shall be
taken on each occasion on which they are
charged.
All fingerprints must be forwarded
immediately by mail or by hand to the
:fingerprint section, information bureau.

I am informed that they are then transmitted to a central bureau for use
throughout Australia.
The Government may consider it desirable that fingerprinting should be done
throughout Victoria. The seminar recently held at Canberra came to the
conclusion that all persons in the community ought to be fingerprinted.
As
I said on an earlier occasion, there is a
good deal to be saiid for that point of
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view. I am not arguing one way or the
other-for fingerprinting or against it
-but I contend-I am sure the House
will agree with me-that it is essential
that every person in the community
should obey the law and that the Police
Department should not be a law unto itself. If fingerprinting is carried out in
our community, it ought to be carried
out only by the will, authority and
sanction of Parliament.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-What about
the common law?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I shall
be interested to hear the Minister ol
Immigration on this point. I find that
there is no warrant in the common law
of Britain-of course, this applies to
Victoria-for the fingerprinting of anyone. Further, the fingerprinting of
people against their will is an assault. I
forwarded the Minister's remarks to a
university lecturer. I shall not mention
his name, but no one has had more experience in the courts than this practitioner. In reply, he referred to the
honorable gentleman's letter in this
way1 am glad that Mr. Hamer agrees about
fingerprinting provision. The trouble, of
course, is that very few people know there
is no power to compel the taking of :fingerprints. The police certainly are instructed
to do everything short of physical violence
to have fingerprints taken and, in fact, I
have been told on a number of occasions by
clients that they have .been forcibly fingerprinted. No doubt, you have been told the
same.

I have been informed to this effect.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Have you
raised the question of forcible fingerprinting with the Government at any
time?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No. I
said the other night that I raised this
matter only because I felt that I had a
valiant supporter in the Premier who
said that compulsory fingerprinting
would not do for Victoria, that it was
one of the hallmarks of the police state.
It was under that umbrella which the
Premier raised that I felt emboldened to
make my remarks.
Let us examine the situation in which
an accused person is placed. He is
arrested, and, following the usual pro-
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cedure, he is put in a cell; his property
is taken, a record is made of it and he
signs that record. Is he in any position
to object to being fingerprinted? He
probably believes it is the law that he
must agree to have his fingerprints
taken. If he says, " I do not want to be
fingerprinted" he is asked to state his
reason. Why should he give any reason?
There is no power to compel him to have
his fingerprints taken.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Is there
any power to compel him to give a
reason?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No.
My point is that it is not a good thing
for the police, who have been endeavouring under Mr. Porter to build better
public relations, to be taking fingerprints
without any warrant. It is a thoroughly
bad practice because for a long time
relations between the community and
the police were not always as friendly
or as good as we would wish them to
be. I believe this kind of action does
immeasurable damage to that relationship, and I ask the Government to investigate this matter.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-What is your
solution?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-My
solution is this: Unless Parliament is
prepared to say that all arrested per-·
sons are to be fingerprinted, this
practice should be abandoned. That is
the simple proposition which I advance.
In the meantime, before Parliament has
had an opportunity to consider it,
notices should be displayed in all police
stations informing every accused person
that upon his arrest he will be asked
whether he is willing to be fingerprinted,
that he is not bound to agree and that
he can be fingerprinted only with his
consent. I believe this procedure should
be adopted in the same way as a
policeman, on taking a person into
custody, is bound to give him a caution
to the effect that he is not obliged to
say anything or make any answer to
the charge. This principle applies right
through our law. When a person is
committed for trial by a stipendiary
magistrate, he is informed that before
making any answer to the charge or
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saying anything it is the duty of the
stipendiary magistrate to warn him in
relation to certain matters. When a
suspect or a person who is taken into
custody goes to a police station, before
he is fingerprinted, he should be asked
whether he consents. To be consistent,
the Premier should uphold my contention because he has said that compulsory fingerprinting '' smelled of the
police State."
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-He said that
of the whole community.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-People
who go to police stations under
arrest come from the community. I
trust that the Premier has not been
speaking with two voices; I hope he did
not make his statement with the idea
of getting on the bandwagon and, because he had done such a lot to injure
his relations with the community and
the legal profession, think that this
was a chance for him to lift his stocks
a little as the great liberator. I do
not intend to let the matter rest here;
it ought to be settled properly. I ask
the Minister to again take up this
matter with the Government so that
there will be no shilly-shallying on the
issue.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-The Supplementary
Estimates which are at present under
consideration seem to be a collection of
small sums, with the exception of item
No. 97 under the Treasury divisionpayment to special works trust accountCommonwealth Grant, 1963, £1,285,000.
This is a substantial sum of money and
accounts for the major part of the
Supplementary Estimates total of
£1,428,217. Our party ihas no objection
to the passage of the Bill; in fact, it
would not really matter whether it did
or did not because the money has been
spent.

I wish to direct my remarks to the
grant of £508 to the Nyah-Woorinen
Inquiry Committee and the grant of
£1,286 to the Swan Hill Irrigators Research Committee. The Woorinen research farm is owned and operated iby
the growers in that area in co-operation
with scientists of the Commonwealth
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Scientific Industrial Research Organization and the Department of Agriculture. The sums mentioned are capital
grants made for improvements on the
research fanns concerned, and the
growers in the district are thankful indeed to receive these sums. The farm
at Swan Hill undertakes research into
dairying and the one at Woorinen is a
research farm for fruit, both fresh and
dried. The growers in these districts
are grateful to the Minister of Agriculture for his assistance, and trust that
similar grants will be made next year.
Mr. Mansell yesterday referred to the
position of the dried fruits industry and
the fact that some assistance, both
State and Federal, is necessary for
persons engaged in that industry who
are in difficulties. An episode in Mildura on Monday night highlighted the
fact that there must be serious trouble
in that district. A meeting was held in
a public hall, and later some kind of
demonstration was held outside the
office of the Sunraysia Daily newspaper.
Certain resolutions were passed at the
meeting, and some publicity was sought.
An occUITence of this kind is unusual at
Mildura and would not happen without
good cause. It is difficult to say who
is to blame for the existing situation.
I do not think there is any point in
saying that the trouble is due to low
prices, or poor crops, that holdings are
too small or that the packing houses
have made certain sums of money available as advances against crops which
are inadequate to enable growers to meet
current liabilities. A combination of
these things is the reason for the
present trouble in Mildura.
This matter was raised in the
Commonwealth
Parliament
yesterday by Mr. Turnbull in a question directed to the Prime Minister.
Mr. Turnbull, the Federal member for
the Victorian electorate of Mallee, asked
what could be done to assist the industry,
whether anything was being done and
whether any application had been made
to the Commonwealth Government for
assistance to the industry in a broad
way. No application for assistance has
been made by the State of Victoria to
the Federal Government. I understand
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that if such an application is made assistance will be given on a £1 for £1 basis.
If · the Treasurer does not wish to offer
the full assistance through the Rural
Finance Corporation or some other
body, he can dbtain help from the
Commonwealth.
I wish to arrange a deputation to the
Premier on this matter so that the
people concerned may state their case.
The episode at Mildura, where there was
a meeting and much publicity, would
not have occurred if there was not a
considerable need for assistance. On
behalf of the growers, I should like to
have a more exact statement from the
Australian Dried Fruits Association.
Over the years, this organization has
managed the industrial side !for the
growers and has conducted negotiations
with the Government over a variety
of matters. In a direct way, it has a
great say in how fruit is sold and what
are the charges in the industry. It is
a most successful organization and has
been the pattern !for similar bodies in
other industries. I am prepared to go
to Mildura, and, with the assistance of
Mr. Mansell, to interview these people
if they will state their financial position. The infonnation they divulged
would .be confidential. I would then be
in a position to work with the growers'
representatives and to put their case to
the Premier.
I have been a director of a packing
shed for many years, and I have had
much ex1perience in these matters. I
can judge the requirements of the
people who seek financial assistance.
It is the custom for packing houses to
finance their clients. There have been
many arguments whether packing
houses should provide this service, or
whether it should be a matter for the
banks.
Notwithstanding those arguments, the packing houses, many of
which are co-operative organizations,
have helped growers in troublous times.
In 195'6, a situation similar to that
existing to-day occurred in the dried
fruits industry, and the packing houses,
at a meeting with fruit growers, asked
for certain figures. I was handed a listno names were mentioned--of .growers
who were in need of assistance, and
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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Mr. WaJ.ters and I accompanied Mr.
Fraser. the present Minister of State
Development, to Canberra where we had
discussions with the Hon. John McEwen
and Sir Arthur Fadden. As the result of
those discussions, we returned to Victoria
with a loan of £300,000 lfor the growers,
which was later converted to a grant.
I do not anticipate a similar result on
this occasion, because we have not the
information which I believe is necessary.
By and large, statements sometimes
may be exaggerated, hut also they may
be minimized because many people who
are in difficulties do not go about
advertising that fact.
Rafuer than
advertise their position to the world,
they will try to fight their way out of
troubles when they are in an almost
hopeless position.
The first step is to arrange a depqtation from the leaders of the industry to
the Premier and if the case justifies it
-which I believe it does-the Treasurer
could make a claim to the Federal
Government. Such a claim would need
to be initiated by the State.
Fruit
growers' organizations could not go to
the Commonwealth over the heads of
the State authorities because they would
only be referred back to their State.
Let us get away from the noise and
thunder of the .press that has occurred
recently; it is not doing fue industry
or the growers any good.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration) .-I should like to reply to
the remarks of Mr. Galbally concerning
the taking of fingerprints by members
of the Victoria Police. Mr. Galbally implied that the police, without authority
either by statute or by common law,
were compulsorily taking fingerprints
from persons they intended to charge or
had charged. Let us look at the position squarely. In the first place, the
police, in taking fingerprints, are acting
under the direction of their regulations.
Those regulations state that they are to
take the fingerprints unless the offender
objects. It is clearly recognized that an
offender may object to fingerprinting,
just as he may object to answering questions if he wishes to do so. Those
regulations have been operative in Victoria for 60 years. So far as I am aware,
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until this moment no one has yet regarded them as any infringement of
common law rights.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-Those
regulations are made by the Police
Department.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
They are not regulations made under any
statute; they are rules of conduct and
procedure for members of the Victoria
Police. Victoria is the only State in
Australia in which the taking of fingerprints is not compulsory. The other
States have legislated to make compulsory the taking of fingerprints of persons
who are charged with offences.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-Including
juveniles?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Fingerprinting is compulsory in other States.
As Mr. Galbally pointed out on a previous occasion, in 1952 under the
Magistrates Courts Act, the United
Kingdom made a similar provision for
compulsory fingerprinting. I wish now
to reply to the contention that there is
no justification even at common law for
this practice. As long ago as 1949, the
then Government-I am not sure which
Government it was-sought the advice
of the then Crown Solicitor, Mr. Frank
Menzies, on this point. Mr. Menzies, in
his opinion dated 22nd June, 1949, said
that certain questions had arisen about
the legality or otherwise of taking
fingerprints of persons not under actual
sentence. He referred to a case of Adair
v. McGarry reported at 1933 Scott's
Law Times and he said, inter alia-H was held by the Judiciary Court of
Appeal that, although there is no statutory
power enabJing the police to take fingerprints without consent, the .police, in the
exer.cise of their reasonable powers for ·the
investigation and detection of crime, are, ia:t
common law, entitled as a means of identifying a .person arrested and held in police
custody on suspicion of having committed a
felony, to take the fingeriprints of that person without his consent. This may be held
to be the law in this State so :f.ar as the
ipolice are concerned, but would certainly
not justify the taking of fingerprints of an
unwilling person detained in one o-f His
Majesty's gaols on a sentence of imprisonment.

That is an authority that the common
law does permit the police to take the
fingerprints.
Session 1963.-140
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The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-That was
a case in Scotland?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so,
but the Crown Solicitor applied it to
Victoria. It implies that the police are entitled, as part of their investigatory
duties, to take fingerprints without consent, but the police have never gone that
far in Victoria.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Is a person told that he can object to having his
fingerprints taken?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is the
point I am coming to. I shall certainly
make some further inquiries. In Victoria,
there is no statutory compulsion upon
a witness to give his fingerprints if he
objects to doing so. I am not clear
what the honorable member wants. It
seems to me that he may be inviting
Parliament to pass a law to make the
taking of fingerprints compulsory.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-No.
That is what Mr. Galbally said he wanted
to have discontinued.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The honorable member implied that Parliament
should pass legislation on the whole
thing. So long as the taking of finger.,.
prints 'is voluntary and no compulsion
is used, I say, having the support of the
Crown Solicitor and the common law
basis, that it does not seem to be a
practice with which we should interfere.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-That is
very naive.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-It is
important that the police should
have all reasonable powers to investigate offences. I stress that the taking of fingerprints has a dual purpose,
inasmuch as it exculpates the innocent
as well as helping to incriminate the
guilty.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-There
is some distinction between suspected
offenders and those persons who are
subsequently convicted.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! agree.
However, if Mr. Merrifield reads the
rules, he will see that the instruction
applies only where a person has been
charged.
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The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-It
should be possible not only to charge
a person but also to convict him.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-It necescessarily follows that if a person
charged is not convicted, the fingerprints
are of no use. It has been stated that
in the United Kingdom there is a softer
approach to the problem than there is
in Victoria but I have been informed
by a senior officer of the Police Department, who has spent three years at
Scotland Yard, that the position is in
reverse. In the United Kingdom, the
offender is asked to give his fingerprints,
and if he objects a threat is made that
an order will be obtained from a magistrate to have the fingerprints taken.
So in the United Kingdom the Act
is used to compel fingerprinting under
all conditions. I believe that, provided
the rules which operate in Victoria are
carried out, this State is in a better
position than any other State, and I
would be reluctant to see compulsory
fingerprinting introduced, unless Parliament thought it was appropriate to do
so and there was some real evidence
that the present arrangements were in
some way being abused.
I do not think it is proper for members
of Parliament to make statements that
compulsion is used unless they are prepared to substantiate those statements.
I invited Mr. Galbally to cite instances,
but so far he has not come
forward with any evidence. lf he
submits any in'formation on the
subject it will be investigated, because
police action such as that complained
about would be a breach of police orders,
and certainly the Government would not
condone that practice. So long as the
police ask questions, take fingerprints
or otherwise use their investigatory
powers in a proper manner according to
regulations, I can see nothing wrong
with the procedure.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Are fingerprints which are taken destroyed
subsequently if they are not needed?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No. They
are kept forever by the fingerprint section of the Police Department.
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The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That is
wrong. That is where Mr. Galbally's
remarks have some point.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-I am prepared to investigate ways and means
of drawing the attention of offenders
to their right to object to giving
fingerprints. Although they are warned
before they make a statement to the
police, I am not sur~speaking at short
notice - whether they are similarly
warned about the giving of fingerprints.
If necessary, the order should be
amended in that regard, because I agree.
that no citizen should be placed in an
unfair position by not being made aware
of his rights.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The Minister has destroyed an illusion which I
had. I thought the fingerprints left on
a mi·rror or some other objects by a
person suspected of murder could be
taken without his consent.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-A.pparently
that is so, because the person is not
present to object. However, Mr. Byrnes
has raised an interesting point. No one
asks a suspected murderer to come back
to the scene of a crime and consent
to having his fingerprints taken.
1

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES. - I f the
Minister of Immigration were shot in
the precincts of this Chamber, every
member here would be suspect, and our
fingerprints would be taken.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is
another matter. I am concerned to
ensure that there is no invasion of the
law and that the regulations are carried
out. That is the only aspect of Mr.
Galbally's remarks that merits investigation.
The Hon. I. A. SwINBURNE.-A man
is warned before he makes a statement
to the police, but there is doubt whether
he is warned before he submits to having his fingerprints taken.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is the
sole question which arises. It would
be wrong to say that there is an
encroachment upon legal rights under
the common law. I would not be a
party to impeding the police in the
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carry~ng

out of their normal duties by
trying to prevent them, in all circumstances, from taking fingerprints.
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province).-! desire to condemn
the Government, and I could not do that
effectively at the Committee stage.
Accordingly, I claim your indulgence,
Mr. President. I condemn the Government upon the callous indifference it has
shown to the people of Victoria by failing to provide an adequate Police Force
in this State. Every day, road accidents
are occurring and crimes are being committed.
As recently as to-day, the
Minister of Agriculture submitted
figures revealing what had happened
in the past three months. Obviously,
there are not enough police in this
State. I shall now read an arHcle which
was published in the Herald on 10th
May, this year. It statesMoRE POLICE STILL NEEDED.

The assurance yesterday by the Acting
Chief Secretary, Mr. Hamer, that the Victoria Police Force is only 71 short of its
authorized strength cannot give entire
satisfaction.

I agree.
This is bound to be, as Mr. Hamer himself comes close to saying, a paper figure.

We cannot accept paper figures.
want truths and facts.

We

The independent assessment of the situation by Judge Mulvany, the chairman of
the Police Classification Board, seemed to
express the realities of the situation better.
Judge Mulvany found the force "well
below the strength necessary to enable it
to perform its duties fully."
While much has been done to recruit
men to the Force and to apply its strength
more efficiently, traffic and other demands
are still not being adequately met. A
great need remains for more policemen
and for constant efforts to ensure that
police time is not wasted on tasks that
clerks might handle better.

We have previously told· the Government about the stupidity of having
policemen working as typists, issuing
summonses and acting as bailiffs.
Another article published in the Herald
on 10th May of this year statedPoLICE IN OUTER SUBURBS SCARCE.

The following passage will astound honorable membersFast-growing areas of outer Melbourne
were without police protection, several
municipalities said to-day.
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They said hard-worked and under-manned
stations .could not cope with the increase
in vandalism and petty crime.
Werribee Shire secretary, Mr. N. G.
Minns, said Laverton, which was growing
fast, had no police station.
The four-man station at Werribee was
trying to cover Laverton where petty
crime seemed to be increasing.
" Chain gangs " from Williamstown,
Altona and Sunshine sometimes visited
Laverton to make trouble.

The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Did you
refer to chain gangs?
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL.-Yes.
They c-omprise people who go about
using bike chains. The report proceedsWerribee council was seeking a deputation to the Chief Secretary, Mr. Rylah, to
ask for a police station at Laverton, Mr.
Minns said.
Doncaster and Templestowe shire secretary, Mr. J. W. Thomson, said the shire
wanted another station.
At present the 34 square miles of the
shire were covered by only two stations-at Doncaster and Warrandyte.
An area between Heidelberg and Doncaster was growing fast and vandalism was
increasing.
Council realized the available police were
doing a good job but could not be everywhere, Mr. Thomson said.
The Deputy Town Clerk of Waverley, Mr.
N. W. Bray, said the council had asked the
Commissioner of Police, Mr. Porter, for another station at Glen Waverley.
The 51,000 population of Waverley had
only five police-of whom never morie than
three were on duty at one time-to protect
them.

That is a shame, and it rebounds against
the Government for only three police to
be on duty at any one time when there
is a population of 51,000. The report
proceedsThe secretary of the municipal association,
Mr. J. D. Fagan, said fast developing tourist
areas wher.e holiday home subdivisions had
been made also needed more police in the
tourist season.
Municipalities were commenting on a
statement this week by the chairman of
the Police Classification Board, Judge
Mulvany, that the Police Force at present
appeared to be well below the strength
necessary to enable it to function so as to
perform its duties fully.
The Premier, Mr. Bolte, ·said to-c:iay the
State Government would consider increasing ithe strength of Victoria's Police Force
when it drafted the 1963-64 Bud~et.
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The Government has been saying that
each year.

(b) Then part of Mjnes Department.

" The Government is keen to increase the
Force, but the extent of the increase is
always a matter of finance," he said.

I take it that the nine persons referred to under note " (a) " have recently been appointed to the Department but have not yet taken up their
duties.

The Government is always squeezing the
lemon for something else, such as its
action in imposing additional fees on
hawkers and pedlers. The Government
should use some of the finance it obtains
to provide security for the people---particularly those whose interests have been
sadly neglected.
The Hon. ARCIDBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province) .-On a previous
occasion when a Supply Bill was before
the House, I mentioned what I considered to be a very important aspect
concerning the Department of Labour
and Industry, namely the provision of
sufficient inspectors to carry out the
needs of industry at the present time. I
have received from the Acting Minister
of Labour and Industry, Mr. Meagher, a
letter which I propose to read. It is
in these termsDear Mr. Todd,
I refer to your remarks concerning the
Department of Labour and Industry made
in the Legislative Council on 17th April,
1963 <Hansard, pages 2917-8).
It is pointed out that, during the term
of the present Government, the Department's activities in the field of industrial
safety hav:e been substantially increased,
particularly on the promotional and educational side and also on the inspeC'torial side.

I am inclined to think that the Department's contribution, up to the present
time, as compared with that put forward by private industry, is very small
indeed. The question of the promotional and educational side of safety is
unimportant in comparison with the inspectorial side. The letter proceeds'Dhe strength of the Department's general
and special inspection services ( ot her than
the apprenUaeship supervisory service) as
at the present time and as at 1953 is set
out in the following table:1963 1953
Inspectors of factories and
shops (all classes)
85(a) 62
Inspectors of lifts and
cranes . .
..
13
5
Inspectors of boilers and
iPressure vessels
19
( b)
Notes: (a) Includes nine appoinitments
currently in course.
1

On the matter of inspectors of lifts
and cranes, it will be remembered that,
following several incidents involving loss
of life and injuries in which cranes and
lifts were involved, legislation was
passed in this House for the setting up
of a section of the Department of
Labour and Industry to deal with that
aspect, and it is only natural that some
inspecto:rs would need to be appointed
to that section.

The duty of inspecting boilers and
pressure vessels was transferred from
the Mines Department, and the inspectors engaged on this job were
tran sferred to the Department of
Labour and Industry.
In themselves the figures do not reflect the
real position. When one considers the
number of inspectors that there are today compared with the year 1953 and
take into account the tremendous expansion that has taken place in industry,
it is clear that pace has not been kept
with industrial development and that it
is necessary to add considerably to the
Department of Labour and Industry if
it is to function properly.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-You did
not make a similar statement last night
on the subject of redistribution of electoral seats.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-!
may accuse the Department of Labour
and Industry of ·being under-staffed, but
I would never accuse it of being like the
Electoral Provinces and Districts Billpolitically rotten. The final paragraph
readsAs to the particular matter raised concerning the guarding of machinery in Gippsland timber mills, I would agree that to
exercise continued surveillance in this field
is not an easy matter. However, as a result of recent discussions between officers
of this Department and of the Timber
Workers' Union, special measures are now
being taken by the Department to cover
this field.
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That is true. With the secretary of the
union, I was one of the participants in
those discussions. We interviewed Mr.
Walsh before his departure overseas, and
expressed the displeasure of the union
regarding certain aspects of the inspectorial duties in the Gippsland district.
The letter concludesOfficers of the union have expressed their
appreciation of the steps taken by the
Department and it is to be hoped that the
co-operation of all concerned in the industry will produce beneficial results.

We hope that is so, but the union does
not know much about the steps pro ..
posed to be taken. While it is necessary
to publicize the subject of safety in industry, it is also necessary for the Department to have an efficient force of
inspectors so that the regulations can
be enforced.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sum available for the purposes
voted
by
the
Legislative
Assembly).
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-Mr. O'Connell
raised the question of an alleged shortage of police officers. Over the years,
with a rapidly expanding population, it
has become a first-class administrative
task to staff the various police stations,
particularly those in the rapidly growing
outer suburban areas. Perhaps an impression has been created that recruiting
has fallen far behind and that the
Government has neglected the Police
Force. The figures prove the opposite.
When this Government came into
office in 1955, there were 3,125 police
officers and now there are 4,263. Mr.
O'Connell has rightly interjected that
there has been a change in the population. During the past seven years,
while the population has increased by
18 per cent., the authorized strength
of the Police Force has increased by
36 1per cent. It may be a~gued that the
Force is a little below its authorized
strength.
In ifact, it is 71 under
authorized strength, so the revised
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figures would show that the actual
strength is 34 per cent greater than it
was in 1955, although the population
during that period has risen by 18 per
cent.
The Hon. J. M. TruPOVICH.-The
comparison is not exactly fair, owing to
the great difference in the numbers.
There are some 4,000 policemen in a
population of 3,000,000.
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON.-!
thought I made it clear that I was
comparing the ·population increase with
the increase in the strength of the Police
Force. One is of the order of 18 per
cent. and · the other is of the order of
36 per cent.
Mr. Todd raised the question of
increasing the number of inspectors to
supervise sa1fety in industrial concerns.
The Government, with the Opposition,
is vitally interested in the subject of
safety in industry, and I shall ensure
that his remarks are brought to the
attention of the Acting Minister of
Labour and Industry, Mr. Meagher.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) .-I hope the Legal Aid
Act 1961 will be proclaimed soon and
that provision will be made within the
course of a few months to appoint
officers as explained in an answer to a
question that I asked in the House on
the 17th April, this year. It has been my
privilege to receive considerable assistance from social workers within the City
of Melbourne, and I have come to understand many of their problems. Proclamation of the Legal Aid Act will help
them considerably.
Victoria has only one Public Solicitor
and he does excellent work, but he has
so many cases to handle that 7, 8 or 9
weeks sometimes elapses before he can
deal with cases which depend on
immediate treatment.
As has been
pointed out in this Chamber, this situation will be overcome by the proclamation of the legislation referred to.
I have no complaints with the Law
Institute o.f Victoria, and I pay a tribute
to Mr. Arthur Heymanson, whose
" brainchild " I believe the Legal Aid
Act 1961 to be. It is based on ex_.
perience gained in South Australia and
Tasmania.
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Social workers consider that the
Public Solicitor is limited by the means
test, which prejudices the proper hearing of some cases. In many instances,
the Public Solicitor finds it difficult to
provide the assistance required in t!he
time necessary. Many of them are
maintenance and custody cases which
demand immediate attention. To impress upon the Government the necessity
to expedite the proclamation of the
Legal Aid Act, I shall quote the studied
views of one welfare society.
It
statesIn regard to the matter of legal aid, we
have been making use of lawyers who are
friends of ours and they have not charged
for their services which have been quite
intensive and extensive over 30 years. It
would be very desirable to have a better
arrangement for giving legal aid to people
who need it but cannot afford !to pay for it.

Certain legal practitioners, acting in an
honorary capacity, render a noble service in much the same way as honorary
work is performed by members of the
medical profession. If the Legal Aid
Act is proclaimed, such persons will be
able to receive at least some remuneration. Another welfare society, after
furnishing a number of examples of
disadvantages under which it labours at
present, statesThe reasons for not using the Public
Solicitor varied.
Partly the language
problem has been involved-

That is due to the influx of a large
number of immigrants to Victoria, a
number of whom are neurotic or suffer
from some psychological maladjustment.
This welfare society states alsopartly reluctance to go to a public body,
and at times because it was felt the matter
would be dealt with more quickly. Also,
of course, some types of problems are not
dealt with by public solicitors.

Problems such as these can be overcome by the implementation of the Legal
Aid Act. I have stated what seems to
be the general impression of all the
welfare societies. I shall quote a few
cases that the Government should
consider as reasons why the legislation
should be expedited. I quote from some
information that has been supplied to
me-Mrs. L., a divorcee with a three-yeiar-old
-boy, living in one of our four migrant
hostels, asked for help with changing her
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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name back to her maiden name. When sent
to the ·Public Solicitor, it was indicated to
her that such unimportant matters are not
usually dealt with. In this case the change
of name was of great psyc·hological signi.:ficance to the client and she was referred
privately.

It is true that the Public Solicitor cannot

be bogged down with insignificant cases,
but the facts I am adducing illustrate
the need to proclaim the Act and have
it put into operation. One man will
not have to deal with everything; several
men are willing to help. I pay a great
tribute to the solicitors acting under the
aegis of the Law Institute who will take
part in the scheme. I instance another
case-Mr. N., an unsuccessful PoHsh tailor,
had been forced to close down his small
" Alterations and Repair" business due to
lack of customers. In spite of some request
from the landlord, he had left his furniture
and fittings behind in the shop, which were
subsequently put in storage without his
knowledge. ·When he could not meet the
moving and storage expenses, 'he was sued
and came to . . .

a society for assistance.
He was sent to a solicitor, who achieved
a small cash settlement for N. to repossess
his goods.
Here is another case that cou.l!d not wait

for seven or eight weeks for attention
by the Public Solicitor. Perhaps the
person concerned did not act as he
should have acted, but I invite honorable members to listen to the import of
thisMr. and Mrs. D. were referred to an
agency for marriage counselling. They are
a young couple with one child aged six.
During the contact with the agency, Mrs.
D. forced her husband to leave the house
as she had evidence that he had sexually
interfered with the child. Mr. D. comes
from a very influential famHy who made
many efforts to keep custody of the child
for Mr. D. When Mrs. D. went to the
Court of Petty Sessions to claim maintenance and custody of the child, Mr. D.'s
family decided to contest the case and employ a solicitor. Mrs. D. came to the Agency
extremely upset, as she felt she would not
have the ability to stand up in court and
be examined by a solicitor. The social
worker agreed with her own assessment of
iherself, and felt that the case could' end
with Mr. D. obtaining the .custody of the
child.

What a dreadful thing, in view of what
Mrs. D. already knew. The case continuesThe social worker felt the only way this
could be avoided was to employ a solicitor
for Mrs. D.
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As the Public Solicitor will not deal with
cases in the Court of Petty Sessions, the
agency decided to employ a solicitor for
Mrs. D. This was done at a cost of £15 to
the agency, and Mrs. D. obtained a maintenance order and custody of the child.

If any case should impress the Government of the need to expedite the proclamation of the Act to which I have
referred, this should. Its implementation
should overcome most of these difficulties. It was commended by all parties
when passed in 1961, yet in 1963 the
legislation has not been proclaimed.
I have two further cases to quote.

The CHAffiMAN (Sir Ewen Cameron).
-Order! I think the honorable member has illustrated his point very well
with the cases he has quoted, and I have
given him some latitude.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I am
most grateful, Sir, for your indulgence,
but I should like to quote these two additional cases.
The next one is as
follows:This man suffers from a severe speech
defect which makes him very frustrated and
causes violent tempers at times. His wife
commenced purchasing a second-hand television set on hire-purchase.
One month
when there were difficulties because payments were two months in arrears, our
client became abusive towards the collector
and insisted that the machine be repossessed
because they could not afford to pay for it.
The machine was repossessed within the
next few weeks. Later summonses were
received both from the selling firm and the
finance firm. Our social worker appeared at
the Court of Petty Sessions with the client.
The first summons had been cancelled but
the client is now being sued for ·the balance
of payment plus repossession costs.
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after about three months, suffered a severe
illness, which prevented him from working
for several months so that, when the war
service loan became available, the interest
payments on temporary finance were in
arrears. They were persuaded to sign over
their loan to another ex-serviceman who
had recently lodged an application for war
service assistance. They had a little more
tlhan £250 assets including the money they
had paid as deposit on the home, ·and were
not therefore entitled to representations
from the Public Solicitor's Office, and as
they had already signed some papers before
we were aware of the situation and therefore their rights under any poss~ble legal
action ·were doubtful, it was not possible to
obtain .Jegal assistance without a guarantee
of full legal costs being obtained.

I now wish to quote another case.
The CHAIRMAN (Sir Ewen Oameron).
-Order! I think the honorable member has amply illustrated his point and
has quoted the two additional cases he
mentioned. If he continues quoting he
may weary the Committee and not improve the illustration of his point.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1 bow
to your decision, Mr. Chairman. I conclude by urging the Minister of Immigration to take what steps he can to have
this legislation proclaimed as quickly
as possible

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-The legal aid scheme
was put into the statutory form after it
had been drawn up and formulated by the
Law Institute of Victoria. It will be a
great voluntary scheme carried on by
members of the legal profession with
the aim of helping persons of the kind
Mr. Tripovich has mentioned. I assure
These are the views of a social organiza- Mr. Tripovich that the Government is
tion which has been closely associated only too anxious to proclaim the
with this case, and are not my opinions Act and bring the scheme into
or those of any other person in the operation, and it will do so as
soon as the Law Institute is in
State. The case continuesWe feel legal representati.on at a court of a position to commence the service.
petty sessions should have 'been :available to The Institute has advised the Governthis man from the beginning, and certainly ment that the Act should not be profor the next hearing.
claimed because it is not yet ready with
But it will not be available from the the provision of accommodation such as
Public Solicitor, and cannot be made interview rooms and the necessary
available from the other source because offices. Also a full-time administrative
the Government has not yet proclaimed officer wi'll be needed and other prethe Act. The other case isparations made before the Law Institute
A couple, who had applied for a war will be able to proceed.
The GovernservLce loan, arranged to purchase a home,
ment will proclaim the Act as soon as
into which they moved. The ex-serviceman,
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the Institute is ready. I shall direct the
attention of the secretary of the Institute
to the urgent need for this scheme and
see if the proclamation of the Act can
be expedited.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province).-! wish to make some
references to the Victoria Promotion
Committee under Treasury, item 34,
covering a contribution of £1,500.
On Tuesday, 7th May, I asked some
questions in relation to this committee,
and replies were furnished. I was told,
inter aliaThe Premier, as Treasurer, has the power
to appoint trustees and the annual grant
is met only if the Treasurer feels that the
terms of the committee have been fulfilled.

I was also advised of the grants made.
Since 1955-56 the Victoria Promotion
Committee has been granted £391,500. I
was astounded to find that the· Government would make grants of this size
available without even asking for a report. All that is required is that the
Treasurer shall be satisfied of the need.
He may be satisfied, but I am not, nor
is any member of my party, about the
absence of some statement from an
organization which has been granted an
allocation of £391,500. I point out that
the Division of State Development was
granted the sum of only £207 ,000.
I was told that of the committee's
achievements the most significant is that
it maintains monthly contacts with
15,000 industrial executives, banks,
financial institutions, and other key
organizations throughout America, Great
Britain, Europe ailld South East Asia.
For the financial year 1961-62, the grant
was £70,000, which really means that it
amounts to £5 a contact. We are entitled
to know more about · this committee
than has emerged up to date. I do not
regard myself as a business wizard,
nor do I put myself in the same class
as Sir Maurice Nathan. However, I
consider that if I were to have 15,000
pamphlets well prepared and sent overseas just as much would be achieved as
possibly has been achieved by this committee which has spent £5 per year per
contact. With the money saved, perhaps effect could be given to some of the
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recommendations of the Distribution of
Population Committee for practical
decentralization within this State.
I have yet to find one proposition put
forward by the Victoria Promotion
Committee which in fact promotes Vic~
toria. It is concerned with Melbourne
only, and within a very limited area
of the heart of Melbourne. The reply
I received to my question also included
the following:As a pointer to the effectiveness of this
committee, it is of interest to note that
the New South Wales Government which
maintained at considerable cost a publicity
office in New York, has recently decided to
pay Victoria the compliment of setting up
a similar body to the Victoria Promotion
Committee, and I believe that similar
action is in the process of being taken in
both Queensland and South Australia.

I hope to be able to tell members of th~
Government of New South Wales just
how effective this Victoria Promotion
Committee is. I do not think they will
go ahead with any proposal to form a
similar body to the Collins-street moguls
who spend Government money without
submitting any report.
I am not satisfied with the answers I
received to some further questions I
asked to-day. In reply to a question
seek-ing the names of the persons who
signed .the trust deed, I was given a list
of names. The first was that of Harold
Joseph Austin. With great respect, I
cannot readily identify him. The next
was John Clemenger. He is an advertising agent, I :believe, for the Liberal
party and the Democratic Labour party.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL.-You should
have another guess.
The Hon. J. M. TR.JPOVICH.-If Mr.
Nicol can give me the answer, I shall
be happy to receive it. However, I
believe Mr. Clemenger is associated with
advertising-let me put it that way.
If Mr. Clemenger is one of the trustees
for the Victoria Promotion Committee
which has received an allocation of
£391,000, he is fortunate that he is not
in the same position as is a municipal
councillor under the Local Government
Act. I do not propose to say anything more about Mr. Olemenger, as I
do not know if he got anything out of
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in the event of the trustees at any time
.being of the opinion either that by
reason of the amount of the trust
fund being insufficient they can no
longer effectively apply the trust
fund for the purpose of the primary
trust or that by reason of there
being other adequate .provision for
the promotion as aforesaid of the
said City and State there is no
longer any need for them so to
apply the trust fund, then to apply
the trust fund for such other
charitable purpose as the Treasurer
for the time .being of the said
State (hereinafter called " the
Treasurer ") may direct.

the Government contributfon or not.
However, he does seem . to be a very
strange trustee for an organization such
as this.
The next name supplied was that of
William John Jungwirth, who, I take
it, is the man we know as Sir John
Jungwirth, a highly respected former
public servant, who recently retired as
secretary of the Premier's Department.
The next name was Robert Roy Macartney and then Alec Benson McKay,
whom I associate again with Liberal
influences in the commercial world.
Then there was Maurice Arnold Nathan.
I make no personal attack on these
men; they are all very fine citizens of
Melbourne, but I doubt whether they
have any interest in promoting anything
outside the confines of the City of Melbourne. Theref ore, I think it is wrong
that they should call their committee
the Victoria Promouion Committee.
I am told that the committee is to
receive another £1,500. I should like
to know the purpose of that grant.
Again, I could get no sa tisfactfon from
the answer to my question whether any
public statement or written report had
been made to the Government setting
out the activities on which the money
granted had been spent. I asked also
if a report had been made whether the
Minister would lay on the table of the
Library, copies of such report. The
answer was " No."
Then the Government was at least
good enough to give me details of the
trust deed. The answer to my question
(a) stated, inter alia-

That is a really business-like sentence.
Does it not condemn the Division of
State Development? Is it deemed inadequate to promote Victoria overseas?
It is little wonder that to-night the
Minister asked to see a copy of this
question. I am sure he must be proud
of this deed of trust which favours an
outside organization ·in preference to his
own. As Mr. Elliot remarks, it is a " redhot handout." Clause 3 of the deed of
trust states-

The responsibilities under the trust dee<!
are set out in the following sections of the
deed:1. The trustees will hold all moneys
which may hereafter be given to
them
Upon trust(a) to apply the trust !uncl ln accordance with and subject to the provisions hereof for the purpose
of promoting the City of Melbourne and the State of Victoria
in overseas countries (particularly the United States of
America and the United Kingdom) with a view to attracting
tourist trade, investment and
other benefits to the said City
and .State . . .; and

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Why
does the Government not sack them if
that is the way it feels? The Victoria
Promotion Committee is obliged under
the trust deed to spend £5,000 a year in
the United Kingdom and United States
of America, and can do what it likes
with the remainder, so long as tlle
Treasurer is satisfied. The moment the
decentralization division can actively
carry on the promotion, of which it is
capable but has not had an opportunity
to do, the committee can use the money
for some other charitable purpose. Why
this provision using the term" charitable
purpose? "
·

The trustees subject only to their expending the sum of Five thousand pounds
at least for the purpose of promoting as
aforesaid in the United Kingdom the said
City and State shall have an absolute and
uncontrolled discretion as to the manner
time and place o·f execution of the primary
trust and for the purpose of the primary
trust the trustees shall have full power to
enter into such contracts and to employ
such professional or other persons as they
may think desirable.

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What is
wrong with the two excellent AgentsGeneral?
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Clause 4 is merely a machinery
clause. Paragraph (a) provides .for the
committee to employ staff, and paragraph ( b) provides for them to be paid.
Paragraph ( c) provides for authority
to cash or sign cheques, arid paragraph
(d) provides for the disposal of any
property that may have been acquired.
Clause 5 provides that all moneys
su'bject to the trusts must be hanked in
accordance with the provisions of the
relevant Act, which is sound. I do not
know what has happened to clause 6.
Clause 7 provides far a quorumAII or any of the trust and powers vested
in or exercisable by the trustees hereunder
shall so long as the trustees consist of not
less than three persons be capable of being
performed or exercised by a majority of
the trustees and any action or decision of
.that ma.joruty shall be as valid and effectual
as it would have been if done or made by
all the trustees.

Sir John Jungwirth is the only person
on the trust who has not a commercial
interest. Without him the sky would
be the limit. When I asked whether
there 'had been any alteration of the
trustees, I did not go on to ask, " Lf so,
who retired and who has been placed
on the Trust?" I was informed briefly
in reply to my question, "Two." I propose to ask a supplementary question.
In conclusion, I reiterate that the sum
of £391,500 has been granted by this
Government without one word being
said in a report. The Government members are all satisfied if the Premier says,
"Yes, it has been well spent." I agree
that it has been, on behalf of the Liberal
party.

The last question wasDoes the

committee raise or receive
and/ or administer funds in addition to the
annual Government ~ant?

Usually I can get some sort of an answer
from the Government, but in this
instance there was a qualificationSo far as the Government is aware, the
answer ds "No."

I think the Government should give me
a little more information than that. If
ever two men were hand-in-glove in
relation to certain interests in this
State, they are the Premier and the
Lo~d Mayor. I do not mean to suggest
that there is anything illegal about that.
I am sure that i·f the Government
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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wanted any information ifor itself it
would not have any difficulty in obtaining it .from Sir Maurice Nathan. The
position might be different when it is I
who wants the information. I say to
the Government: "Look at the Victoria Promotion Committee and the
Division of State Development." The
Government proposes to spend £391,000
on the Victoria Promotion Committee,
which is an outside commercial organization, as compared with £207,000 in
its own division. The Government is
frustrating every officer of the division
because it will not let them do anything.
When I have asked how many industrial
projects have been promoted outside a
radius of 30 miles of the General Post
Office, Melbourne, the Government is
loath to answer ·because it has done
nothing.
If everything is to be
settled
in
Melbourne,
whenever
any commercial interests are to be
looked after, the City Development
Association, which finances itself, can
look after them. There is no need for a
Government subsidy. The Government
should examine the whole question of
promotion of Victoria and make a
genuine attempt to carry out this
function, not conduct an "expand Melbourne " campaign. It should use the
money more wisely than it has done
up to date.
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing) .-I suppose the
Government could have adopted a negative approach at the time the foundation of the Victoria Promotion Committee was mooted. The Government could
have said, " This might be extravagant,
and it will not be possible to see exactly
what we a,re getting for our expenditure." But the Government believed
this was a crucial stage in the development of the State and that it should be
prepared to make every possible effort
to attract industry and population to
this part of the world. I believe that
unless we do so, someone else will, and
I do not mean Australians. Therefore,
the Government considered that no stone
should be left unturned to attract to
Victoria industry, capital and population from the other side of the world.
The sum of £350,000 was mentioned.
Mr. Elliot must know of organizations
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which are spending hundreds of thousands of pounds on some small, relatively
unimportant commodity.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What sort of
contract is involved?
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON.-!
can provide the details. How much
more important is it to spend large sums
ot money on advertising our State overseas? iI know the other States have
adopted some of the Victorian techniques. The Premier of New South
Wales, Mr. Heffron, wisely went overseas. The other States can recognize
a good idea when they see it. I am
quite sure the men concerned have had
the interests of the State at heart and
have not indulged in the advancement
of selfish commercial interests of their
own. From what I have seen of them,
these are big men who have tackled the
task with great enthusiasm in the interests of this State. Victoria has been
enjoying a period of unparalleled industrial expansion over recent years,
and the Victoria Promotion Committee
must share some of the credit for that
development.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) .-Who brings these
industries to the State? I had some
interest-not financia l-in the taking
over by private enterprise of the ball
bearing factory which was established
at Yarrawonga. Whilst the Minister of
State Development claimed some credit
for this, I was told at a meeting at
Yarrawonga on the authority of the
Deputy Prime Minister that the Department of Trade and Customs organized
private enterprise to take over the
Yarrawonga project. It had nothing to
do with Victoria. People overseas are
not interested in Victoria, Queensland,
New South Wales or Western Australia.
They are interested in AustraMa. The
Commonwealth Government has not
fallen down in this particular field. I
have offered this criticism before. If
the States are going to fight against
one another for the right of determining who can pay the greatest subsidy to
get people to settle in a particular State,
this ·Government is not " selling "
Victoria but is giving it away. If the
Government is to spend enormous sums
1
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of money and say with a wide sweep
that it is being well spent, this Parliament should be given a report on what
has been done with the money. I shall
insist on some information being provided.
The Hon. W. P. MAIR (South-Eastern
Province).-! wish to mention an item
which is covered by the Lands Compensation Act. Many Government instrumentalities have to acquire land from
private individuals for the extension of
State services. I do not propose to
enumerate these.
On a number of
occasions, I have discovered that an unreasonable delay occurs in effecting
monetary settlement with the landowners concerned. I believe this delay
occurs within the Attorney-General's
Department.
I know of a particular case in which
land was acquired for the re-alignment
of a road. The price to be paid for
the land was agreed to by both .parties,
who were quite satisfied. After the road
had been constructed, the landowner
had still not been .paid for the land. I
managed to tr.ace the matter and ascertain that the delay had occurred in the
Attorney-General's Department. It may
be that the various instrumentalities
have to channel the final settlement
through the Attorney-General's Department, and if so some reorganization or
extension of staff may be required. I
wish to make a further suggestion to the
Government. When it :has been determined that certain action will 1be taken
to complete a reservoir, road or railway,
the landowners affected should be given
the opportunity to have the negotiations
conducted and a settlement made ·before
the land is needed. I have known of a
number of pathetic cases where a blanket order has :been placed over an area
of land for a considerable time, and the
farmer or home-owner has suffered
accordingly. This is very difficult from
the point of view of individuals. I hope
action can be taken to provide relief.
and to avoid such delays and unfortunate circumstances in the future.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Are these
under interim orders?
The Hon. W. P. MAIR.-No.
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The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Forests).-! shall bring Mr.
Mair's remarks to the attention of the
three Departments concerned. In reply
to Mr. Galbally's remarks concerning a
firm known as Cathedral Valley Soft·
woods Co-operative Limited, which sent
out a brochure invitillg subscriptions
from the public, I point out that in recent
years, the Forests Commission has endeavoured to step up the planting of
softwoods in the State. Only approximately 70 per cent. of the timber used
in Victoria is grown here. The Commission has managed to lift the annual
plantation rates from under the 1,000acre mark to somewhere between 4,000
and 5,000 acres, and approximately
three-quarters of those plantings relate
to softwoods. At the same time, it has
endeavoured to encourage private enterprise to increase the acreage of softwoods planted. Countries such as New
Zealand have placed a good deal of emphasis on this aspect in recent years.
The firm to which Mr. Galbally
referred wrote to me about three months
ago requesting me to open up this
Cathedral Valley plantation. Having in
mind the experience of the perpetual
forest companies of the 1930's only one
of which, namely, Sapfor of South Australia, has stood the test of time, I informed the company that I should like
to see a draft of its brochures before
they were circulated. About three weeks
iago, a representative of the company
called at my office and left a rough draft
of the brochure. I stated that there was
some technical detail in the brochure
which was the crux of the matter. As
I was not prepared to express an opinion
concerning the brochure at the time, I
said that I would hand it to the Commission's experts who were continually
dealing with the value of timber, production capacity, and such like.
Yesterday, I was informed by the
officials concerned that they were not
satisfied with some of the statements in
the brochure. Immediately, I informed
the company and requested that a repre·
sentative should call at the Commission's
offices. Representatives of the company,
who spent most of yesterday afternoon
with the Commission's officers, have now
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been asked to redraft the prospectus
completely, particularly the page dealing
with the productive capacity and the
acreages in the area in question.
The
brochure states that, in twenty years'
time, the average size of the trees would
be 120 feet. The Commission's estimate
is that the size of the trees would
be more in the vicinity of 75 feet. The
brochure also states that the capacity per
acre would be of the order of 180,000
super feet of timber, but the Commission's experience indicates that it would
be between 90,000 and 100,000 super feet.
The representatives of the company were
told frankly that the Commission would
not be prepared to support the organization unless the page on which these
statements appeared was redrafted. In
fairness to the company concerned, I
point out that the chairman of the Commission felt that it had reached its
statistical conclusions in good faith, but
they were inaccurate.
I should like to thank Mr. Galbally for
raising this matter. I was not previously
aware of the fact that some of the
brochures had already been circulated to
the public, and I shall take steps to ensure that persons to whom this literature
has been circulated are supplied with a
corrected version of the brochure.
The Hon. ARCIDBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-! am pleased
that the Minister of Forests has taken
notice of Mr. Galbally's remarks concerning people who endeavour to induce
members of the public to invest money
in reafforestation. In view of the threat
of sirex noctilio to pine plantations
to-day, it is obvious that there is no
place for amateurs in this sphere of
activity. Furthermore, pine plantations
are not a suitable field of investment
for persons who seek an early return
for their money because trees do not
grow quickly. In fact, a pine plantation
must be between 25 and 30 years old
before it becomes of commercial value,
although thinning work is sometimes
performed, the young trees being sold
to Australian Paper Manufacturers
Limited and other companies for paper
manufacture.
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Certainly the pine-growing industry
is no field for amateurs, nor does it pay
dividends for a long time; I do not think
it would pay rosy dividends at any time.
It is pleasing to know that the Minister
heeded the warning that every care
should be taken before the company in
question was allowed to go too far.
I
made some preliminary investigations
concerning the matter, and none of the
names which were mentioned are known
in the timber industry as far as field
works are concerned. If they were
known, we might have greater confidence
in the promotion of a reafforestation
scheme of the type envisaged.
It is
true tiha t the Sapfor company, to which
the Minister referred, has been operating for a number of years, but I do
not think it is remarkable for its administration. It would not be comparable with the administration of the
South Australian Government Mills
which operate alongside it in the Mount
Gambier district. If people wish to
make money out of pine plantations today, it is essential that the plantations
should be operated and administered
efficiently.
The brochure to which the Minister of
Forests referred contains a number of
photographs which obviously related to
businesses operated by companies other
than the one in question. I !believe the pictures could have been
taken on the property of Australian Paper Manufacturers Limited
or perhaps in the south-east of
Victoria where pine plantations flourish.
The mills and stacks of timber which
may be seen in the photographs obviously
belong to a company which has been
operating for a number of years and they
bear no relationship to the organization
which is endeavouring to promote this
scheme. Publicity of this type tends to
implant in the mind of any person who
is interested in investing in a co-operative of this nature the thought that the
company possesses avenues for the disposal of timbers, which it does not have.
I do not wish to throw cold water on
any attempts to bring in something of
value to the State, but Parliament must
be careful to ensure that the truth is
presented to the public.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-lt is encouraging for members of my party,
who have brought this matter forward,
to be told :by the Minister not only
that he knew all about it, but also
that he has taken some action in the
matter. Over the years, we have issued
a number of warnings concerning the
activities of certain types of companies,
and it is regrettable that, in many cases,
the Government has taken no action.
Perhaps a number of unfortunate persons in the community might have saved
their life's earnings if appropriate action
had been taken by the Government.
My informant in this matter is a
dentist, who lives not far from
this House and who has no 1great
interest in investment. He was visited
by a salesman or share hawker
on behalf of the company and he was
sent a letter, including a brochure, and
an invitation to purchase shares in the
organization. In view of the fact that
he received a letter, it is reasonable to
assume that a number of communications were forwarded to other people.
I hope that before too much money is
garnered from unfortunate people, the
Minister will be able to step in and take
appropriate action. I am grateful for
the Minister's early interest in the
matter, and we feel assured now that
many people who might have lost some
money will retain it in their pockets.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South-Eastern
Province).-Probably everybody in this
Chamber knows that Mohammed would
not go to the mountain, so the mountain
came to Mohammed.
That story is
paralleled by an equally remarkable, but
as yet little known, modern-day saga in
which the reservoir was going to Ansett,
so Ansett pushed it away. The facts relate to a matter which affects the province which I represent, but the issues
which it raises are much wider. They
are an indication of the fact that a man
of influence, of wealth, and of persistence can frequently bend a Government
instrumentality to his will. I raise the
issue not .because of its local interest,
but because of its general implications.
The story, which I have already mentioned, is a remarkable one and is unfolded in a file which was produced
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recently in answer to · a question asked
by me in this House. The file would well
repay a study by a number of honorable
members. I prepared extensive notes
on this question, intending to bring them
with me to-day. Had I done so, I would
have been tempted to dwell on the issue
for at least an hour, but fortunately, I
left the notes at home.
In the early 1950's the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission realized that
because Mount Eliza was developing
rapidly and would develop at an
even faster rate, a high-level service
reservoir would be needed there. Surveys were conducted, and the ideal site
was found adjacent to a road which is
now known as Kunyong-road on property
which was subsequently acquired by Mr.
R. M. Ansett.
At that stage, no
announcement was made because plans
were in the preliminary stages only.
However, by 1956, the development was
moving on much faster than had been
anticipated and the Commission realized
that steps would have to be taken in the
immediate future to build its high-level,
service reservoir. Notice for the acquisition of an area of roughly 13
acres was served on Mr. Ansett who
owned the property in question. As
might be expected, the person who received the notice objected most strongly
and made approaches to the Commission,
to Ministers and to members of all
parties.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Did you
say to Ministers?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes. If any
honorable member likes to take me up
on it, I shall name those through whom
approaches were made.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I will take
you up on it. No approaches were made
to me concerning the matter.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! am not
suggesting that they were made to Mr.
Galbally personally.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-N 0
approaches were made to me, either.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! do not propose to go through a process of elimination.
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The Hon. J. w. GALBALLY.-No
approach was made to any member of
the Labour party in this Chamber.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
I am glad to say, was firm in its rejection of all approaches. It pointed out
that the selected site was the only suitable one, that it had engineering advantages and advantages of convenience
over any other site. Nevertheless, despite the absolute rejection of his representations that the reservoir should be
moved somewhere else-to anybody's
property other than his own-the
greatest possible consideration was .given
to Mr. An sett, and ultimately, after
further requests, a high-level team of
investigators, including the deputy chairman of the Commission and senior engineers, was sent down to the area.
They inspected Mr. Ansett's property
and the two other sites which he had
suggested were available. Both of those
sites were in subdivided areas with roads
running through them and in which
easements existed. On both alternative
areas there were some houses. Mr.
Ansett's suggestion was that the reservoir site should be removed from his
stud property on to one or other of the
areas he suggested. These approaches
were rightly rejected by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, which
made its position extremely clear. The
Commission and the Minister again and
again made it clear that from a social
point of view it was much better to
establish a reservoir on broad acres
than in the middle of subdivided land,
that it was not prepared to interfere
with the established roads and easements over roads, and that there were
advantages in the type of soil. The clay
was more impervious on Mr. Ansett's
land.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Did elevation come into it?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The elevations were approximately the same. For
those reasons, the approaches that were
made over a period of years, and which
were repeated again and again, were rejected. Notwithstanding this fact, the
objector did not give up. Comparatively
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early in the piece, he had submitted
a "without prejudice" valuation of
approximately £9,000 for his land.
The Hon. W. R. GARRETT.-Wa:s that
for the 13 acres?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The Commission, in its desire to 1give Mr. Ansett
every courtesy, had ultimately agreed to
reduce the area from 13 to 9! acres,
although it considered that the 13 acres
would make more .provision for future
development.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Whose
pressure brought that about?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Bradbury should examine the file. If he
does so, he will find that a prominent
member of his party made consistent
representations on behalf of Mr. Ansett
and wrote at least five letters on the matter. When Mr. Ansett realized that his
objections were meeting with no success, an amended valuation of £75,000
was submitted on his behalf. It was on
the basis that the land would be suitable
for subdivision, whereas his earlier
argument was that he did not want his
stud ibroken up. Of course, the two
arguments are entirely inconsistent.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Did
Mr. Hunt say that the land was classified
in the town planning scheme as rural
land?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes. Early
in the piece, after consultation with the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Mornington Shire Council set
aside the 13 acres as a site for public
purposes, namely, the provision of this
very service reservoir.
After the
amended valuation had been submitted,
there were some changes of heart in
the Commission. People began to doubt
their own valuations, even though they
had been high in comparison with the
original without prejudice valuation.
The figure offered by the Commission
gradually crept up until it reached
£20,212, lOs.-still a long way below the
figure claimed by Mr. Ansett but much
above the original valuation submitted
on his behalf.
The story moved along to July, 1960,
when Mr. Ansett sought and obtained
an interview with a senior officer of the
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Commission. At that interview-I was
not present, but I have seen the report
of the interview-Mr. Ansett put the
proposition that he would acquire all
the land from the lot-holders on the subdivided area and make it availaible to the
Commission at the same price as the
Commission was prepared to pay for his
land less the estimated difference in the
engineering costs involved. This officer
of the Commission agreed in principle
to that proposal, quite overlooking the
fact that not only the interests of those
people from whom the land was to be
acquired hut also the interests of everybody else who owned land in the vicinity
were being ignored. The interests of
those who have the rights of drainage
and those who have their views of the
sea blocked out by the dam were overlooked.
Within a matter of days, the Commission had formally adopted the proposal, Mr. Ansett had confirmed it in
writing, and the Commission had .put it
on paper to Mr. Ansett. Three reservations were made. First, it was incumbent on Mr. Ansett to acquire each and
every one of the necessary lots ; secondly,
this had to be achieved by the end of
August, 1960, because the installation
of this service :basin had become a matter of urgent necessity; and, thirdly,
Mr. Ansett must himself arrange for
the consent of the Mornington Shire
Council to the closure of the road and
the diversion of easements of drainage.
Apart from that, Mr. Ansett, once he
had acquired the lots, was to receive
£20,212 10s. less £4,500, which was the
estimated difference in engineering costs.
The end of August came and went.
Extensions were sought and granted.
November came. I ask honorable members to remember that Mr. Ansett
had been given until the end of
August at the latest to acquire
these lots. By November, Mr. Ansett
had acquired all except one of them,
which was owned by a widow, Mrs.
Felsenthaal, whose husband had bought
the block many years before.
She
liked the area and had a sentimental attachment to the allotment. She
stOOd her ground and would not sell.
She was told by the agents that a
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dam was to be built near.by and that her
block would be worthless, anyway. She
was not told that the dam was to be
built over her lot. It is interesting to
note that there are indications on the
file that other landholders had also been
induced to sell tby the representation
that the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was about to build a dam in
the vicinity, which would depreciate the
value of the land.
The Mornington Shire Council was
not approached and in fact knew nothing
about the matter. In November, Mrs.
Felsenthaal went to the council to find
out what it knew.
Of course, the
council knew nothing. At about that
time, the Commission agreed to exercise
its :powers of compulsory acquisition in
respect of the one remaining lot on the
subdivision if Mr. Ansett failed to obtain
it.
The only argument that could possibly
be found for the trans.fer from Mr.
Ansett's property to the residential subdivision was that the Commission would
be acquiring land from willing sellers
rather than from a man who did not
want to sell. However, this lady did
not want to sell, and the Commission
advised Mr. Ansett that if he was unable to acquire this land it would
exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition. Of course, he was supposed
to have concluded the purchase of this
land by the end of August, but this was
November. In November, the Mornington Shire Council, having inquired
further and found that something was
afoot, wrote very strong letters of protest to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, to members of Parliament and to several Ministers point..
ing out that, after consultation with the
Commission, it had for many years
zoned the 13 acres for future public
purposes, as the site for a reservoir, and
knew nothing of the negotiations. It
also stated that it had not been given
the courtesy of consultation and that it
objected to a reservoir being constructed
in a residential area.
There were two houses on the land
which Mr. Ansett was seeking to
acquire, and there were numerous
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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houses around the perimeter.
The
council was told what had been done,
and that Mr. Ansett had gone to a
great deal of expense to acquire . this
land. It was told also that if he did
not get the other block the Commission
would exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition. Ultimately, the Commission
did in fact serve on the widow, Mrs.
Felsenthaal, a notice of acquisition. It
withheld from the money paid to Mr.
Ansett the sum of £2,000. Ultimately,
after the service of a notice to treat,
Mrs. Felsenthaal agreed ,to accept £1,500
for her lot. It is interesting to note
that Mr. Ailsett had paid up to £1,800
for other blocks which he had bought
on the open market.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-How
many lots did he buy?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Nineteen;
the Commission originally preferred 23.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-When
the council wrote to members of Parliament, did they further its representations?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes, but they
had not had the opportunity of seeing
the file and of ascertaining the whole
background.
The council was told
that the matter was a fait accompli
because the agreement with Mr. AnseH
had been signed. I point out that
even then the Commission could
have got out of the agreement because it had been conditional on
the basis that Mr. Ansett acquired
all the blocks on the free market,
that he did so by the end of August,
and that he made the necessary arrangements with the Shire of Mornington,
all of which he had failed to do. The
agreement should never have been made
in the first place with or without conditions. Even so, those condiNons had
not been fulfilled.
That seems to be a pretty sorry
story, but it is even worse when
the matter is taken a shade farther. In about November, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
realized that there were on all the titles
in this large subdiV1ision covenants
against excavation except for the
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purpose of home foundatfons.
The
Commission was greatly worried at the
possibility of actions by other lotholders for breach of the covenant
against excavation, and of course that
covenant would need to be broken if a
dam were to be constructed. This
matter was kept quiet and, as one would
e~pect, no one drew to the attention of
the various lot-holders the fact that
they would have a possible cause of
action against the Commission for
breach of the covenant against excavation. It is interesting to note, however,
that the Commission was so concerned
about the position that it in fact obtained
from Mr. Ansett an 1indemnity in case
of act·ions by other lot-holders against
it for breach of this covenant. Those
actions will take place.
The lot-holders on the surrounding
subdivision have, for the past few
years~
been incensed by what has
occurred.
The
Mornington
Shire
Council has never given up its objections and has felt that it has received
a shabby deal throughout. The service
basins are now almost completed-a lot
later than they would have been if the
Commission had proceeded earlier with
its original plans-and the view of the
sea of a number of householders has
been built out. The houses concerned
have dropped considerably in value.
In fact, all the blocks in the immed!iate
vicinity have decreased in value. People
have lost certain road access, and certain
drainage easements had to be diverted.
All of these things have happened
although they need not have occurred
if the Commission had proceeded with
its plans.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Without
the consent of the munictipality?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-If the Commission had continued with its original
plans, the consent of the municipality
would not have been necessary. These
things have been done without the consent or approval of the municipality
and, in fact, in the face of its opposition.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
point is that all of this land which the
Commission now has, has not been
acquired by compulsory acquisition; it
was acquired by voluntary agreement?
1
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-One lot was
in fact compulsorily acquired.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD. - I
thought you said that Mrs. Felsenthaal
came to an agreement?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-After she
had received a notice of acquisition, she
came to an agreement on the amount
of compensation. One lot was compulsorily acquired, but so far as Mr. Ansett's
land was concerned it would have been
only part of one lot.
One cannot escape the conclusion that
Mr. Ansett received far greater consideration than did the widow, Mrs.
Felsenthaal, and that he received it
because he was a man of greater
influence and of greater persistence. In
this House and in Parliament, I believe
we all have a duty to ensure that matters
of this kind are brought to light so that
Departments will continue to act with
justice, fairness and equality to all
regardless of their wealth, influence or
social position. I raise this matter not
as a parish pump issue, but because of
those principles.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Prov;ince) .-The Committee has just heard from Mr. Hunt
a most remarkable set of facts, involving allegations aga-inst a prominent
citizen in this community.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! made no
allegations against him.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
allegations involve a prominent citiizen
in this community. Mr. Hunt said that
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission should not have given consent, and he referred to Ministers of
the Crown. He also said that members
of the Labour party had made representations. In the short time which
has been ava·ilable to me, I am able to
give a categorical assurance that no
member of the Labour party in this
House has made any represen ta Hons on
behalf of Mr. Ansett in connexion with
the matter raised. In addition, I ·sent
a message to Mr. Stoneham, the Leader
of the Opposition in the other House,
and he assures me that no member of
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that House has made any representations. I trust that the Leader of the
Government in this House will be able
to give a similar assurance concerning
members of his party.
These allegatfons are of a serious
nature and should not pass unnoticed,
because the public conscience ought to
be satisfied on this matter. No doubt
Mr. Hunt has given the matter serious
consideration after perusing the file.
He said that Mr. Ansett, by reason of
his position in the community, was able
to bring pressure to bear on certain
people to enable him to get things done
which were not available to fue
oroinary citizens. If we take these
statements seriously, we ought not to
let this matter go without taking appropriate action. It is our duty to investigate the truth of the matter. When the
House resumes after dinner, the
Government should announce that it is
ready to appoint a select all-party committee to consider the allegations which
have been made. At this stage, we
ought not to involve the public purse;
there is no present necessity for the
appointment of a Royal Commission,
1but some of the allegations made concerned members of Parliament and
Ministers of the Crown.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! made no
allegations of corruption.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I see.
There were certain allegations of great
impropriety, as I understood Mr. Hunt's
remarks. If that is so, I think a great
scandal has been revealed. I must remember the position of our party in
this matter. I do not need to go into the
points which have been detailed so carefully by Mr. Hunt, but it seems to me,
for Mr. Ansett to have accomplished
what he did, he must have had the ear
of people in high places. Mr. Hunt
mentioned Ministers of the Crown-I
did not. Who they are, we know not,
but Mr. Hunt referred to Ministers in
his Government and members of his
party. The public mind must be reassured. I trust that the Leader of the
House will be prepared to announce
after the suspension of the sitting for
dinner that the Government will not let
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pass unnoticed allegations of a remarkable nature made in this House by a
prominent member of the Government
party who has apparently sifted a file
carefully and disclosed information
which must be disquieting indeed to
people in the community and at this
stage represents a blot on our Parliamentary institution and on the Government. I ask that this matter be probed
at once.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-! congratulate Mr.
Hunt on having the courage to bring
this matter to the attention of the Committee, not because we wish to indulge
in any muck-raking inquiry but because
the information is profoundly disturbing.
Apparently, this lone woman was up
against power and money and was finally
defeated in her objective. She was the
only one of the people concerned who
had the moral courage to stand out
and say, "I wish to retain my land.''
However, she was put into such a position that she was finally forced to come
to terms by somebody who has had
great experience of takeovers and that
type of business. This woman was no
more than a clod of dirt in the road
so far as he was concerned. This was
a takeover which affected an unfortunate
individual. The information disclosed
by Mr. Hunt reveals that one of our
great public Departments completely
ignored a local council. Although an
authority may not be legally obliged to
keep a municipal council informed, there
exists a moral obligation, and in all cases
where land is acquired by the State
Electricity Commission or the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission that authority advises the local
council and keeps in touch with
it.
A municipal council has a
duty to protect its ratepayers. In this
instance, the local council was ignored
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and, irrespective of the
attitude taken by Mr. Ansett, the Commission is deserving of censure. I am
sure that Mr. Hunt raised this matter
not as a parish pump issue but because
of the principles involved. In these days
of great expansion, when land is being
acquired throughout the State, if the
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rights of the individual are ignored by
Government Departments and if municipal councils which have a duty to safeguard the interests of ratepayers are
ignored, the Government should immediately undertake an inquiry. Honorable
members are entitled to a statement
by the Government why the municipality
was left in ignorance and why this deal
was consummated without the knowledge of the council.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-As Mr. Galbally and Mr.
Byrnes have said, the extraordinary
story told by Mr. Hunt warrants a full
investigation. I do not know what
action this House can take, but I believe the Government should institute
an inquiry. I take it that the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
acted with the knowledge of its chairman and with the acquiescence of the
Minister. I find it difficult to imagine
that any Government Department would
act in the manner described by Mr. Hunt.
This situation warrants protests from
Parliament, no matter who may be involved, because our parliamentary system is above any individual. Mr. Hunt
has referred to letters written by someone from my party. Any member who
makes representations to a Government
or a Department on any subject cannot
be held to have committed any breach of
the law or any offence.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Of course not.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-! wish to
make that point clear, because the name
of the person who made the representation was not mentioned. Whatever
representations were made, it is for the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to decide whether the representations are worth while or not. My party
had nothing to do with the actions of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission in this matter. I believe if a
poor person with small means were involved, he would not get the same consideration as has been afforded to Mr.
Ansett. People have already built homes
in this area-as Mr. Hunt has statedand I reaffirm that the reservoir should
have been built on the original site. The
State Rivers and Water Supply Commis-
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sion has, in a high-handed manner, overridden the legal rights of the municipality. The Commission, in the first
instance, stipulated that Mr. Ansett
should carry out certain conditions by a
certain time. He violated all of those
conditions, and then the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, in a manner
of which this House would not approve,
endeavoured to expel a lady from her
private property so that a reservoir could
be constructed on land amongst houses
that have been erected for years. I support the requests of Mr. Galbally and the
Leader of my party that the Leader of
the House should :seek the appointment
of an all-party committee to investigate
this allegation, because, unless some
action is taken, people will lose confidence in our parliamentary system. To
a great extent, they have already lost
confidence in many of our governmental
authorities.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Mr. Fulton, of course, is referring to the case
of the late Mrs. Mudge?
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-That is
I am
so, and to other cases as well.
thinking of many cases where people
have not had the money or the will to
fight constituted authorities. To-night,
the Committee has heard a member of
the Government party not of the Opposition or the Country party, directing
attention to a serious case. I have a
great admiration for Mr. Hunt and for
his courage in asking this House for an
investigation to be made of allegations
that a dam is to be constructed in a
residential area-it has been so declared
under a town planning scheme-and of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission reversing an earlier decision to
build this reservoir on rural land. The
Government should conduct a full inquiry into the allegations.
The Hon. W. P. MAIR (South-Eastern
Province).-! rise to make a personal explanation. I am one of the elected
representatives for South-Eastern Province. Mr. Ansett is a resident of that
province. I was never at any time
approached by Mr. Ansett or by any of
his representatives. I knew nothing
about this matter concerning the actual
negotiations with Mr. Ansett until it
was raised in the Chamber to-night.
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The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-!, too, have not
heard of this case before, and I shall see
that :it is immediately investigated by
the Government with a view to appropriate action being taken.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-In view df
the grave importance of the matter
directed to the attention of this Chamber to-night, I believe some stronger
assurance from the Minister should be
forthcoming that it wHI be not an
investigation by the Government alone,
but a broad investigation, preferably by
a Select Committee df Parliament along
the lines suggested tby Mr. Galbally.
This institution is supposed to protect
the most humble in the community
against the richest and the strongest.
It is obvious to-night that the little
people at Mornington have been
"pushed around." The engineers of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission selected a site for a reservoir
among broad acres and on a stud farm
owned by Mr. R. M. Ansett, who-if we
are to believe recent stories in the press
-is able to twist the Commission
around his finger.
The Hon. A. J. HuNT.-No.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-It
appears that the Commission has backed
down on decisions formerly made; it
has, on the objections of Mr. Ansett,
rejected the original site for this dam
and has decided to build it in an area,
not only where homes have !been built,
but where others are likely to be built.
This man has been able to convince the
authorities that they should put the dam
not on his land but on residential land.
What is more important in this
community, people who reside in a
residential area, or a bunch of horses
running around a paddock? The implications of this case are serious in
these days of planning schemes when
the ordinary person is expected to cooperate with the State, and to submit
to acquisitions for the provision of
freeways, over-passes and other forms
of development. Yet when Mr. Ansett
..:...._this man who battens on the State-is asked to co-operate with the authorities in the construction of a reservoir,
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he replies that his little stud .farm is
not to be disturbed but that the 1people
who have built homes or propose to
build them in a residential area should
·be " pushed around." When one woman
had the courage to say, " I wish to
remain here," the authorities came to
the assistance of Mr. Ansett and
b~udgeoned her into submission. Parlia.
ment to-night is placed "on the spot";
it has to justify itself in the eyes of
the ordinary people, the humble of the
community, to show them that Parlia·
ment will protect them against people
like Mr. Ansett.
If Mr. Ansett can be exonerated lby
a Select Committee of Parliament, my
party shall acknowledge that he has
done nothing wrong. In justice to Mr.
Hunt, who has had the courage to expose this matter on the floor of the
Chamber to-night, this case should be
resolved, not by a Government inquiry
but by an all-party committee, as
suggested by Mr. Ga1bally, which can
reach a conclusion based on the evidence
put before it. If there are culprits,
those culprits should be punished.
The sitting ·was suspended at 6.26 p.m.
until 7.54 p.m.

The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province).-Prior to the
suspension of the sitting, the Committee
was discussing a matter which Mr. Hunt
-raised and which I think caused considerable concern to all honorable members.
Much has already been said
about this matter, but I believe it is of
sufficient importance to warrant my recapitulating some of th·e salient features
as I see them. Obviously, the first point
is why a senior officer of the Commission .gave tacit agreement to the proposed arrangement that the site which
had been selected-I suppose, for technical and economical reasons-was to
be abandoned in favour of another.
Authorities usually seek broad acres for
sites because, in those circumstances,
they have to deal with only one owner
whereas, when sites are located in a
residential area, the authority becomes
involved with several owners.
Any acquiring authority knows the
additional difficulties and technicalities
that arise in procedures of · that sort.
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That would be one grave reason why an
officer, with a full appreciation of the
responsibilities involved, would hesitate
to agree to a change of site. Naturally,
Mr. Hunt could not explain all the circumstances of the case in a limited
period of time. Moreover, he may not
·be aware of all the facts. But there is
one query which obviously arises. I
presume that, if an area of 9! acres
was .to be acquired, from 40 to 50 blocks
of land would be involved.
The Hon. C. S. GAWITH.-! think the
honorable member said the number was
-eighteen.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.The point I make is that there was
probably a certain number of allotments.
Were those allotments contained in a
complete subdivision? We do not know
in what way the rights of the people
concerned would be affected. We can
only assume that if the roads concerned
were blind roads there was a prima
facie case for their closure. But, every
lot in the subdivision would have had
rights in the matter, and there would
obviously have been easements. The
normal easement is for drainage but, in
the case of an area contiguous to an
urban park, an easement is normally
defined as a drainage and sewerage
easement. I do not know what is the
sewerage authority in that district, nor
do I know whether it is adjacent to
the Mornington one, but the point I
make is that some authority might possibly have had a very sound reason for
disagreeing with the closing of the
easements. Yet, the Commission is
supposed to have agreed, in light
fashion, to a change of site.
From what Mr. Hunt said, I glean
that most of the owners eventually
:agreed to sell to Mr. Ansett, and therefore the covenant which existed-possibly over the whole subdivision-would
remain on the land in the event of sale
by agreement. It could be removed
·only by a Supreme Court order, which
would involve a tedious and expensive
bearing before the Supreme Court at
which all people, including any possible
objectors, would have the dght to be
heard.. Therefore, it is possible that
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.the Supreme Court would, in its wisdom,
decide not to remove the covenant.
What the precise terms are, I do not
know. But, I should say that if it came
into conflict with a somewhat large
undertaking or work such as a reservoir,
the authority which accepted the transfer from Mr. Ansett would be in real
strife. That is why I asked Mr. Hunt
the rather difficult question whether,
in .the case of one allotment, it was a
sale or an acquisition. If it were a
compulsory acquisition, that would
override all the rights and other privileges existing on the land and would
overcome the covenant, but it would not
overcome the covenant for all the rest
of the land and therefore, as I see it,
if the authority has proceeded without
removing the covenant, it may be in
much strife. After hearing Mr. Hunt
speak, I am not sure who are the legal
advisers to the authority and how far
they propose to proceed, but the authority could be in considerable difficulty.
As regards the town planning scheme,
again I am not sure of the precise facts,
but I understood Mr. Hunt to imply
that the Mornington shire town planning scheme was under the town
planning Act and was not merely the
subject of an interim development
order. I ·Understood him to say that it
was a scheme as we appreciate it.
Therefore, if that is so it would
he 'binding on the authority; it
could not be overridden, and works
could not be constructed on the
land if it was zoned for residential purposes. That difficulty would have to be
overcome. According to Mr. Hunt's
version, the shire council made submissions, so it would not appear that it was
a consenting party to the amendment
of the scheme.
It takes some time to
prepare an amending scheme and have
it opened to objectors and finally get it
approved.
Within the Town and
Country Planning Act, there is a provision which enables the Minister to
remove any special area from a planning
scheme.
I am interested to know
whether the Minister for Local Govern·
ment, on the assumption that this
happened since the Local Government
Department was formed, the former
Minister of Public Works removed the
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area from the planning scheme, or
whether the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission proceeded with the
work in conflict with the planning
scheme.
During the suspension of the sitting,
I inquired whether the file was still
available so that I could ascertain the
facts. Unfortunately, it has been re-turned, and I have to accept the facts
as stated by Mr. Hunt. I have no reason
to doubt his version or interpretation,
and I can only assume that the Committee has heard a reasonable statement
of what has occurred.
If this is the case, the statement made
by the Minister of Housing does not
reassure members of the Labour party.
Apart from the technicalities of the
matter, which are deep, Mr. Hunt's
story contains an implication that a
certain person of substantial means in
the community can do things and persuade authorities, possibly Ministers; I
do not want to be definite on that point.
All I can say is that the implication is
that a person of substantial means can
get something that the little men of the
community cannot get. If that is the
implication that Mr. Hunt intended to
convey, it is a pretty serious one. This
matter has not been raised as an
objection from the Opposition, whose
members might be assumed to be reasonably critical at all times. As the matter
has been voiced by a member of the
Ministerial party, the Government ought
to take more notice of it than it has
done so far.

Therefore, if one can be kind to a
Government which is recreant in all
its public duties-it is obviously unfitted
to receive the goodwill of the House, as
events of recent date indicate-I say in
all kindness that, if the Minister of
Housing wishes to remove the stigma
placed on the Government, it is a
party to such matters as those about
which we have heard to-night, the honorable gentleman has a responsibility to
proceed with something infinitely more
reassuring and definite than the state-ment he has made. The Government has
had an hour and a quarter in which to
consider the matter and the Government
The Hon. Samuel Merrifield.
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ought now to be able to give members
something more definite than the very
vague, pious hope expressed by the
Minister of Housing.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! should like to
make a statement on this matter, be-cause the speech made by Mr. Hunt has
left many people in doubt as to the
integrity of various people. That was
my interpretation of his statement.
Therefore, I wish to say that in view
of the statement made by Mr. Hunt in
the House to-night, the Government
consideiis that the whole of the circumstances of the case warrant an
independent inquiry, and the Government gives a categorical assurance that
such an independent inquiry will be
instituted without delay.

I make that statement after discussion
with the Premier and other Ministers
because I consider that the House is entitled, after having heard Mr. Hunt's
speech to-night, to have an independent
inquiry made. When an honorable member speaks in a House of Parliament
and leaves doubts in the minds of .people
as to the integrity of people-probably
of Ministers; that interpretation could
be placed on Mr. Hunt's statement-The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That was
never intended.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-It may
not have been intended.
The Hon. J. w. GALBALLY.-That was
the impression Mr. Hunt left.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-! think
it is fair to say that that interpretation
could ibe put on the statement.
The Hon. J. w. GALBALLY.-I must
agree with the Leader of the House.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That
was my feeling. In view of the circumstances, the Premier and the other
members of the Government will, without any hesitation, institute an independent inquiry. I feel that what has
been said could cast a reflection on many
people whose integrity should not be
doubted. Only an independent inquiry
will reveal the true position. After what
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Mr. Hunt said to-night, members of this
House and the .people of the State are
entitled to know the actual .facts.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-! am glad
that the Government reconsidered its
position during the suspension of the
sitting, because I consider that no member of this House felt satisfied with the
attitude---! do not criticize him personally-adopted by the Minister of
Housing, who stated that the Government would look into the matter. I had
intimated that members of the Labour
party regarded it so seriously that it
favoured the appointment of a Select
Committee to conduct an investigation
into the allegation that had been made.
I was reinforced in that view iby members of the Country party, who supported
me.
The Government has apparently become alarmed at the nature of the
charges that have been made by a responsible member of its party who, as a
lawyer, must be taken to have carefully
examined the matter before taking the
unprecedented step of mentioning in this
Chamber the name of a prominent
·businessman in the community, and the
Government now has said that it will
institute an inquiry.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-An independent inquiry.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I wish
to deal with that point. I take it that
the Minister of Agriculture is in a position to assure the House that the terms
of reference will be wide enough to cover
aH the matters canvassed by Mr. Hunt,
including, as I remember them, the
allegations concerning Mr. Ansett himself.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The Leader
of the House said that the whole of the
circumstances would be investigated.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1 take
it that the statement that the inquiry
will 1be undertaken by an independent
person can be taken to mean that it will
be carried out by a Judge, barrister,
stipendiary magistrate or other person
of some legal standing in the community,
and that the inquiry will be an open one;
it ought not to be behind closed doors.
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It is idle to pretend that there has
not been a great deal of uneasiness in
the community concerning the activities
of some Government instrumentalities.
Recently, the Board of Land and Works
and the Lands Department have come
under fire. It is idle also to ignore the
fact that Mr. Ansett has been mentioned,
rightly or wrongly, as being credited
with being able to influence the Federal
Government. That statement has been
made, and there is :public uneasiness. The
suggestion that he is able to influence
either this Government or its Ministers
or some of them ought not to be allowed
to go unchallenged. It is clear that the
necessary Order in Council would have
had to be signed by a Minister of the
Crown. There seems to be the recognition of Ministerial responsibility here,
and we want to know which Minister it
was who signed the relevant Order in
Council and the reasons that caused the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to change its plans over this site.
The public has a deep and growing concern in all these matters. They affect
parliamentary integrity and the standing
in the community of the Government.

Mr. Hunt, who is a supporter of the
Government, has made the charges. If
members of the Labour party had made
them, it might have been said that our
motives were unworthy or that they had
been dictated by political considerations,
I am sure that all members adopt the
attitude that our integrity in the com..
munity demands that there be an open
and full inquiry so that the truth of this
matter can be ascertained without delay.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-The Country party
is pleased that the Minister of Agriculture has made a clear and unequivocal
statement on this matter.
My party
would also like an assurance that the
report or the findings of the tribunal
appointed to make the inquiry will be
presented to this House. I take it that
this will ibe done. There is room
for considerable doubt whether all the
actions taken by interested parties in
this matter have been correct. We do
not accuse anybody of corruption-there
is no evidence of it-but there is definite
evidence of some form of impropriety
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and that persons who are unable to defend themselves have been pushed into
a corner and made to suffer considerable
financial loss and inconvenience. This
sort of action appea!'.s to have been
taken in the locality where the dam has
been built. I emphasize that the .reservoir has been constructed and it cannot
be removed elsewhere.
The Country party would welcome an
assurance that the report of the tribunal
to undertake the inquiry will be brought
before the House. We accept the statement of the Minister of Agriculture that
the inquiry will be held without delay,
but we want the report presented so that
we can be made aware of the findings
of the committee in the case. Parliament must not be ignored. It is time
that Parliament took the correct viewpoint in these matters. Members of this
House are guardians of public as well as
their own integrity.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South-Eastern
Province).-! should like to associate
myself with the remarks of Mr. Byrnes
who, I think, has put the matter in proper perspective.
I did not make any
allegations of corruption. It is clear that
the Government's integrity in the matter
throughout is unquestioned.
That is
established by the fact that after reading
the file, I discussed it with the Minister
of Water Supply, told him that I intended to raise the matter in the House,
and was told by him to go ahead. That
is an indication where the Government
stands in the matter.
Mr. Galbally has endeavoured, I tltink,
to find innuendos that were not implied
in anything that I said.
I believe the
story I have related is a sorry one, and
that the events I have narrated should
not have occurred. However, .there is
no justification for treating anything
that I have said as giving rise to an
innuendo against any Minister of the
Crown.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That will be
judged by the inquiry.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! agree.
The Hon. J. w. GALBALLY.-It is no
good back-pedalling now.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! am not
back-pedalling. I stand by everything I
said. Any member of the House was
and is at liberty to read the file, and all
my information was obtained from that
file. So far as the mention of Ministers
is concerned, they merely passed on inquiries from Ansett to the Minister of
Water Supply who, in turn, passed them
on to the Commission. These Ministers
received in writing from the Minister
of Water Supply the reasons for the
decision to put the reservoir on Mr.
Ansett's property and in turn passed
the information on to An sett. It will
be recalled that I made it quite clear
that the Commission and the Minister
of Water Supply had always stood
quite firm, and that the change came
at the interview with a high official
in July, 1960. I informed the House
that ·the virtual committal of the
Commission at the conference between
this high official and Mr. Ansett was
confirmed by the Commission, and the
matter proceeded from there. It seems
to me that it may be a case where perhaps to get the matter off his back after
a period of years, an official has been
careless, to say the least, in the face of
strong and persistent pressure.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Pressurt?
by whom?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-From a man
who was not prepared to give up. It
is alleged that I made charges against
Ansett, but I made none, except that he
put his own interest, rather than that of
the public, first, and, secondly, that he
consistently endeavoured to have the de·
cision of the Commission changed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-In the
matter of the purchase of the property,
the agents for Mr. Ansett acted improperly.
The Hon.· A. J. HUNT.-It appears
from the file that some agents did so,
and that pressure was brought to bear.
I must add that I am pleased with the
decision that has been announced.
.The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-! wish to say
at the outset that we are delighted that
this matter will be brought to the light
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of day. I do not know whether Mr.
Hunt has got a little worked up about
the storm he has created in the Council
this evening. The vital principle that is
involved is that one man was able to
convince a Commission, whose engineers
had made a certain recommendation
- I do not suggest that the Commission
was convinced by logic, because all
the logic was on the side of the
Commission-that it ought not to
take up too many acres of rural land
but should transfer the site of the proposed reservoir from his stud farm to
a residential area. That in itself is important enough for an inquiry to ascertain who in the Department concerned
was on the side of Mr. Ansett and who
was not.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-We appreciated the position of the Minister of
Housing.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN (Melbourne West Province).-The debate tonight has shown the need for the power
of Parliament to be supreme, transcendent and absolute. Mr. Hunt has performed a service to this House to-night
in bringing before it the function
for which Parliament was created-that
is, to right wrongs in the community
and to bring to light any faulty adminis ..
tration. There is a suggestion abroad in
the community to-day that one ruthless
man has forced his wishes upon a re ..
sponsible authority. It is a case of a
man with wealth being able to buy land,
obtain advice and use other methods to
retain something that he wants for himMr. Galbally did not cast any innuen- self. I do not say that he did this
does; he just accepted the story as Mr. through Government officers, but it did
Hunt told it this evening. The fact that not matter to him who went down in
expert knowledge is turned around in the process. Poorer people who had no
order that action can be taken in an reasonable way of fighting their case
opposite direction indicates to Parlia- were led to believe that they eit.her took
ment that there is impropriety attached what was offered or got nothing.
to this matter. I, too, hope that this inAfter engineers had agreed on a site
quiry will be open to the public and for a reservoir and after plans had been
that people will be able to obtain in- drawn up, everything was changed.
formation so that the matter can be This is a serious indictment of an auth..
cleaned up once and for all, and Parlia- ority and of a Government which perment acknowledged as the guardian of· mitted the authority to act in such a
the rights of the people. If somebody manner. Parliament should be grateful
has been remiss, Parliament should know to Mr. Hunt· for giving it a chance to
all about it, whether he be a lowly or air this matter. With Mr. Galbally and
highly placed official or a Minister of other members of this House, I hope
the Crown.
that no one will be shielded and that
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON everything will be brought to the light
(Minister of Housing).-! should not of day. If there are culprits, we should
like it to be thought by Mr. Galbally that find out who they are. If any ·redress
in my earlier remarks I in any way can be made to the people who suffered,
opposed the move for an independent the Government should be prepared to
inquiry. I think the honorable member take action.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Northwill appreciate that it was not possible
Eastern Province) .-I should like to
for me to commit the Government at
know whether the Leader of the House
five minutes' notice to the holding of an stated that the report of the proposed
inquiry of this nature. We appreciated committee would be tabled in the House?
the opportunity of the suspension of the
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minissitting for dinner to consider the matter. ter of Agriculture).-That is the usual
I wholeheartedly support the proposal practice in connexion with reports on
to hold an independent inquiry, but I independent inquiries.
suggested to the Leader of the House
The clause was agreed to.
that because of the importance of the
The Bill was reported to the House
matter he himself should make the without amendment, and passed through
official announcement of the decision.
its remaining stages.
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MOTOR CAR BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of Immigration), was read a first time.
MOTOR CAR (INFRINGEMENTS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of Immigration), was read a first time.
NORTH MELBOURNE MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS SITE BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The
PRESIDENT
(Siir
Gordon
McArthur).-! have examined this Bill,
and in my opinion it is a private Bill.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-In another place,
this Bill was also ruled to be a private
Bill, but it was treated as a public Bill
except as to the payment of fees. I
propose that a similar procedure should
be adopted in this House. Therefore, I
move-That this Bill .be dealt with as a public
Bill except in relation to the payment of
fees.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! produce a receipt
showing that a sum of £20 has been
paid into the Treasury for the public
uses of the State to meet the expenses
of the Bill.
On the motion of the Hon. G. L.
CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture),
the Bill was read a first time.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES (BUILDING
SOCIETIES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON (Minister of
Housing), was read a first time.
RACING (TROTTING CONTROL)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 7)
on the motio?li of the Hon. R. W. Mack
(Minister of Health) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.

Control) Bill.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province) .-This is a Bill to
amend section 16 and Part II. of the
Racing Act 1958. The proposals contained in this short measure are to
increase the number of trotting racemeeti'ngs which may be held on racecourses situated beyond 20 miles of
the General Post Office, Melbourne,
from a total of 150 to 175 meetings a
year; secondly, to increase from 75 to
100, the number of trotting meetings
which may be held during the day-time;
and, thirdly, to give the Trotting
Control Board the status of a body
corporate.
The number of trotting race-meetings
actually allotted to each club is determined by the annual meeting of the Racecourse Licences Board. Section 34 of
the Racing Act 1958 makes provision
for the Racecourse Licences Board,
whi.ch consists of three members, one of
whom is the Under Secretary-he is
chairman-and two other members
appointed :by the Governor in Council.
One of these is to be a person with a
general knowledge of horse-racing interests throughout Victoria, who shall
be nominated by the Chief Secretary
after consultation with the chairman of
the Victoria Racing Club, and the other
is nominated by the Chief Secretary as
representing in his opinion the trotting
racing interests of all the race-meetings
districts. These members hold office for
a term of three years. As stated in the
Minister's second-reading notes, the
Racecourse Licences Board is frequently
asked to increase the number of
trotting meetings allotted to registered
clubs, and often the Trotting Control
Boavd is :requested to register new
trotting clubs, but these requests cannot
lbe granted because of the restriction in
the Act that only 150 meetings per year
shall be allowed for country trotting
clubs and that not more than 75 meetings may be held before 7 p.m.
The Trotting Control Board has stated
that night-trotting clubs require more
than 100 meetings a year to meet public
interest and to obtain a reasonable return for their capital outlay. As was
stated, 104 of the 150 trotting meetings
have been allotted to the night-trotting
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clubs, leaving only 46 to clubs racing in
the day-time. Trotting has progressed
in Victoria in the last couple of years.
When night trotting was inaugurated
fourteen or fifteen years ago, it became
popular and attendances at meetings
were very good, but during the past few
years the position has deteriorated and
attendances have fallen considerably. I
am happy to say that since the advent
of the new chairman, Mr. Russell White,
who has given yeoman service to the
Board, attendances at trotting meetings
have increased, and are back to what
they were in the earlier years. This is
supported by the figures submitted by
the Minister of Agriculture, which show
that during the past two financial years
the sum of £487,737 has gone into the
Treasury out of trotting taxation. This
amount was made up of £203,283 from
the totalizator, £221,198 from bookmakers' turnover tax and £63,256 from
entertainments tax.
An article which appeared in the
Heral.d of the 7th May" last, written by

Mr. Keith McClure, a sporting writer of
racing fame, who is also familiar with
trotting in Victoria, statesR1sE IN TROTS BETTING.

Bookmakers, the on-course tote and the
T.A.B. handled more than £8~ million on
the night-trotting meetings at the Melbourne Showgrounds for the 1962-63 season.
This was £107 ,578 more than last season.
Attendances were about 10,000 higher
and the T.C.B. distributed £16,105 more in
stake money than in 1961-62.
The T.A.B. holdings showed the biggest
increase of the betting mediums. They
handled £2,185,653 compared with £1,294,036
for the previous twelve months.
Bookmakers
holdings
increased
by
£133,045 to £5,221,107.

That shows what big business is involved, and some credit must be given
to Mr. Russell White and his Board for
bringing the sport back to its present
level. The Cranbourne club has just
opened a very fine track and its first
meeting, which was held a few weeks
ago, was most successful. It was a daytime meeting held on a Monday. I understand that the Cranbourne club applied
for permission to meet at night, but
that Warragul, where the local club
conducts excellent night meetings, was
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considered to be too close for Cranbourne's request to be acceded to. At
Kilmore there is another club which has
put down a fine t:r.ack. This has not yet
been completed, and I am sure the club
will come under notice in a few weeks'
time when the work is finished and
meetings can take place.
As the Minister stated, Hamilton and
other centres in the Western District
have made overtures to the Board for
additional meetings. This is a sporting
district with racing clubs at Casterton,
Something
Coleraine and Merino.
should be done about trotting in the
district. The Terang Trotting Club has
an excellent track where night trotting
is conducted. Of course, good entries
make good meetings. I understand that
no trotting is undertaken between Terang
and the South Australian border. In the
northern districts, successful day meetings are run at Wedderburn and
Charlton. Night trotting is conducted
at Ararat, Bendigo, Ballarat and
Geelong, .where it is very popular. As
the Western District is poorly served
with trotting facilities, I hope it will not
be long before a couple of night-trotting
clubs begin to 1function there.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-What
about in .Richmond?
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL.-Richmond used to have the best cinder track
in Victoria, and two meetings a week
were held there at one stage.
I am
happy to say that Richmond has done
its duty in providing a fine housing
settlement on the land that was formerly
used as a racecourse.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Were not
pony races conducted there?
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL.-That
is so, and as many as seventeen races
were held in a day. Perhaps that
matter can be discussed on a later Bill.
I urge the Government to ensure that
trotting does not reach saturation point
with meetings all over the country. It
is not that good attendances will not
be achieved but that people do not like
to see walkovers, and this can occur ~
sufficient entries ·are not obtained by
the clubs.
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Clause 3 proposes to make the Trotting Control Board a body corporate.
This will allow the Board to enter into
contracts, hold real property and do
such acts as a body corporate is legally
entitled to do in its own name. Then
the Trotting Control Board and not the
individual members of the Board will
be the responsible body. My party
raises no objection to the passing o.f
the Bill.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-This small measure deals
with the sport of trotting. It imple.
ments two recommendations which have
been made to the Government by the
Trotting Control Board, whose chairman
is Mr. Russell White.
Both the
Board, including its chairman, and its
secretary, Mr. Alan Dunn, have done a
very good job, and the House can . be
confident that they will carry out the
intentions of the Bill if it is agreed to
by the House. The Minister o!f Health
made it clear that the chairman of the
Board has the confidence of the Government. I think the records substantiate
the worth of this Board. One can agree
that it has done a remarkably good job.
I am sur.prised that it has been left
so long to make the Board a body
corporate, which will enable it to sue
and be sued. At present the members
of the Board must be .dealt with as
individuals. The sport of trotting has
waxed ·and waned in this State over a
good deal Of my lifetime. In my
younger days, I was closely associated
with the sport, particularly in the
Gou~burn
Valley and north-western
parts of the State. Trotting flourished
in those areas for a number of years.
On many occasions the Trotting Control Board has been asked by clubs to
make more meetings available. I should
like the Minister to assure the House that
clubs whieh have a good track and
which are anxious to conduct daytrotting meetings will be given the
o.pportunity to do so. !Without wishing
to detract from the importance of other
places. including Hamilton, to which
Mr. O'Connell referred, I should like to
commend the trotting club at Nyah,
which is in Mr. Byrnes's territory, for
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its excellent work. If the various clubs
throughout the State could show the
Trotting Control Board that they are
anxious and willing to provide a good
track and the necessary facilities for
the successful conduct of the sport, the
Board would consider granting them
some racing days.
I understJand that Cranbourne, which
is 29 miles from the General Post Office,
Melbourne, and which was debarred
from conducting meetings at night
because such events would clash with
meetings at Warragul, wiU come within
the ambit of the legislation when this
Bill is passed. Of course, as honorable
members appreciate, the Warragul club
has a remarkable trotting track, which
is as good as any country track in Victoria. The Warragul club has carried
on very successfully, and the Trotting
Control Board was wise in its decision
to defer allowing the Cranbourne club
to organize race-meetings which would
adversely affect those conducted at
Warragul.
It is necessary with trotting, as with
most types of sport, to maintain
activity throughout the whole of the
year. It is of no use expecting to popularize the sport when there is simply a
short trotting season for a few months
each year.
The granting of the
additional 25 race days will enable the
Board to allocate the meetings where
they will prove of greatest advantJage
to the s·port. Of all the sporting activities with which I have been associated
since my youth, I think trotting presents the greatest spectacle. A horse
is at its best on the trotting arena and,
without detracting from gallopers,
which some honora'ble members may
prefer, I do not think any form of sport
is so pleasing to watch. In fact; if I
lived within reasonable distance of a
trotting track-the nearest one is more
than 70 miles from my home-I would
indulge in the sport more regularly.
The manner in which trotting is being
conducted at the Melbourne showgrounds reflects great credit on the
chairman of the Trotting Control Board,
the members of the Board, and the secretary, Mr. Alan Dunn, who, I understand,
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has been the secretary since the inception of the Board, and since the commencement of trotting at the showgrounds. I have had many dealings
with Mr. Dunn, who is a gentleman in
every way.
This small amending measure will
make the Trotting Control Board a body
corporate; at the same time it proposes an increase in the number of
meetings that may be held to 175, consisting of 100 day meetings, and 75
evening meetings.
I feel that due
regard should be given to some of the
established trotting dubs. It takes a
good deal of money to establii-sh a good
trotting track and the necessary amenities, and probably the Board, in its wisdom, may grant some extra meetings
to the established clubs. The Bi1l. has
the support of the Country party. I feel
it will prove to be in the best interests
of the sport, which I have described as
one of the greatest spectacles in the
sporting arena.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province) .----Both Mr.
and Mr.
Fulton,
who
O'Connell
have
endeavoured
to
present
trotting
at
its
best
for
the
benefit of the House, have indicated
that no opposition will be offered to the
Bill, which has two main purposes;
first, to make the Trotting Control
Board a body corporate, and, secondly,
to provide for additional trotting
meetings. It is true that, over the
years during which trotting has been
conducted 1in Victoria, it has had a
chequered career, and it is a far cry
from the days when the trotters and the
pacers raced at Ascot and Riehmond
to the present day when the sport is
conducted under the guidance of the
Trotting Control Board.
Whatever
happens to the sport is the responsibility
of those who are directly engaged in
it, namely, the owners, trainers and
drivers. If these people combine ito
maintain the sport on a high level, it(
will retain public support, and meetings
which are held throughout the State
will be well patronized.
Since the introduction of night trotting in Victoria, there has been a remarkaible change in the quality of the
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horses that have been bred for trotting
and pacing. A different type of horse
is being bred to-day from the type
which was once raced at Ascot and
Richmond.
To-day, there are finely
bred horses, educated for trotting and
pacing, and these animals command
high prices at sales. Some breeders
spend large sums of money in purchasing sires from overseas in order to
build up the stock they will use in
future in Victoria.
The Trotting Control Board has not
always experienced a period of milk
and
honey,
as
it
is
enjoying
to-day.
As the outset, night trotting received a tremendous amount of
public support which, to some degree,
it has retained. I doubt whether any
sport is as entertaining as night trotting.
A man can take his wife and children
to the showgrounds where they can
occupy comfortable seats and watch this
entertaining form of racing.
Since
the introduction of the off-course totalizator, it is obvious that money will flow
into the coffers of the Trotting Control
Board which, in turn, will be able to
feed funds into the sport in various
districts, both in the metropolitan area
and in country districts, for the good of
the sport. The future welfare of the
sport depends upon the owners, drivers
and trainers, who must ensure that iit
is conducted in such a manner that it
will justify the support of the Trotting
Control Board.
I join with Mr. O'Connell and Mr. Fulton in paying a tribute to those who
have endeavoured to keep the sport on
a high level. At one stage, trotting was
open to severe criticism, and during this
period attendances at the showgrounds
deteriorated. The sport has just begun
to be rehabilitated to some degree as a
result of strict steward control and firm
control by the chairman of the Board,
Mr. Russell White. Recently, I asked
a series of questions concerning the cost
of building the new stand at the showgrounds. The answers revealed that the
new stand cost £367,000 to build, of
which amount the Trotting Control
Board had assumed the responsibility of
repaying £232,123. The stw~ belongs
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to the Royal Agricultural Society, but
the Board was prepared to accept
liability to that extent.

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
The Royal Agricultural Society, in
Clause 2 (Tat:al number of trotting
having a tenant which is prepared to act meetings per year throughout Victoria).
in that manner, is in a favourable posiThe Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
tion. So far, the Board has repaid an Health).-1 undertake to bring the reamount of £41,358. A rumour was cir- marks of Mr. Fulton and Mr. O'Connell
culating recently to the effect that there to the attention of the chairman of the
was a possibility of the Royal Agricul- Trotting Control Board, if .possible totural Society asking for a higher rental morrow. It is true, as Mr. Fulton stated,
from the Board, having in mind that the that the Board will allocate the extra
Board would receive additional money as racing dates to the best advantage of
a result of the off-course totalizator. the sport as a whole. I have sufficient
Since the Board has been using the show- confidence in the Board to think it will
grounds, it has paid in rental to the act wisely in that manner. So far as th~
Royal Agricultural Society approxi., matter which was raised by Mr. Todd
mately £230,000 and, in addition, pay- is concerned, it was generally expected
ments have been made by the Board for that the off-course totalizator money
goods supplied, work and labour done, which became available to trotting
and electricity and water used over a clubs and race clubs would be used to
period of sixteen years. It would be improve facilities at the various raceimpracticable to ascertain the numerous courses and to increase the stakes,
sums which have been paid. So far as thereby encouraging a better type of
the Royal Agricultural Society is con- horse, more people to patronize the
cerned, what was practically a white sport, and generally to build up the
elephant, other than during the annual sport.
show period, has become a profitable
The clause was agreed to, as wa!
proposition. During the period of sixclause 3.
teen years, the society has collected on
The Bill was reported to the House
an average £12,000 a year in rent from
the Board. The society has very little without amendment, and passed through
to complain about, and if it is casting its remaining stages.
envious eyes on the off-course totalizaESTA~E AGENTS (AMENDMENT)
tor dividends being received by the
BILL.
Board, it would do well to remember
The debate (adjourned from May 7)
that it would be far better for the
Board to be able to feed that money into on the motion of the Hon. R. J. Hamer
the sport in order to command the atten- (Minister of Immigration) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
tion of the people who support it.
.The Hon. ARCIDBALD TODD (MelIt will not be long before horses will
be arriving from other States and from bourne West Province) .-This Bill prothe Dominion of New Zealand to com- poses to make several important
pete in the inter-Dominion trotting amendments to the .Estate Agents Act.
championships, which are to be held in I suppose no measure on this subject has
Melbourne next year. I have no doubt excited more comment than the one
that there will 1be large attendances af introduced in 1956 by the present
the showgrounds for these meetings, and Government, and I shall support my
those who attend will be privileged to remarks in that regard by quoting from
see the best trotters and pacers in Aus- the speech of the Chief Secretary, Mr.
tralasia in action. I hope the Board Rylah, when he introduced the Bill in
will continue to prosper, and that the another place. The honorable gentlesport will continue to command the man is reported at page 2717 of volume
attention of the public as it is doing to- 248 of Hansard as having saidThis Bill has been brought down for the
day.
1

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. Archibald Todd.

purpose of amending and consolidating the
law relating to the licensing of real estate
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agents and business agents and to the
control of their activities. Since the last
legislation for this purpose was passed by
this Parliament more than a quarter of a
century ago, there have been tremendous
changes in the conditions of this class of
business. Property values have soared,
and there exists a severe shortage of
accommodation both for living and business
purposes. Persons in desperate need of
such accommodation have been prevailed
upon by unscrupulous agents to enter into
what can only be described as most fantastic agreements in order to meet their
needs in this regard, and many have been
involved in substantial financial loss as a
result of the agents' subsequent failure to
keep such agreements. The only gainers
from such transactions have been the
agents concerned.
However, in all fairness, I must state
that the great majority of persons engaged
in the real estate agency business are
entirely reputable and, at all times,
endeavour to do their best both for the
principals who engage them and for the
persons with whom they deal. Unfortunately, during the last few years, certain
undesirable practices have 1been introduced
into the profession by persons who have
little or no knowledge of estate agency
business but who have been attracted by
the possibility of quick and substantial
returns and are prepared to take full
advantage of the deficiencies in the existing
law. It is to safeguard the general public
against this class of agent and also to
preserve and conserve the rights of reputable agents that this measure is introduced.

I think honorable members generally
will agree with the sentiments expressed
by the Chief Secretary on that occasion
that there was a great need for some
control over estate agents who were
having a Roman hoUday. It is also safe
to say that the legislation did not do
much to curb their activities in the years
following its passage.
Land and
property values soared, and the sky was
the limit so far as Victoria was concerned. In fact, that was the slogan of
this State. Agents and land developers
reaped a rich harvest. Now some
stability has been achieved, and we
concede that the Estate Agents Committee has done a fairly good job in
trying to restore order in the profession.
The Chief Secretary made some
references to reputable agents. I do
not know just where one draws the
dividing line and says to one agent,
"You are reputable," and to another
agent, "You are not reputable." In my
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opm10n, some of those who are deemed
to be reputable are not. On one
occasion when I was a member of another place, I read some letters which
had been sent out by an allegedly reputable firm of estate agents of some standing in Melbourne who were anticipating
a Bill which was to free rents from
control. They were demanding from
tenants rent increases of 100 per cent.
and 200 per cent.
Many of those
allegedly reputable agents are to-day
making use of the lease system introduced in the landlord and tenant
legislation by the present Government.
The unfortunate people who signed those
three-year leases now find, because the
leases are about to expire, that they are
receiving demands for increased rents;
in some cases the increases exceed 100
per cent.
to~ay

Such activities as those are of some
concern to members of the Labour party,
and we wonder when the Government
will get around to infusing some form of
control into this particular activity.
I
know that Government supporters have
no liking for controls, and when we suggest them we are accused of being
socialistic, irrespective of whether or
not these controls will benefit the community. The Government, which is the
great exponent of free enterprise, is
somewhat diffident about imposing controls, and as a result quite a lot of
damage has been done in the community
over the past few years, despite the
warnings issued by members of the
Labour party.
I have to concede that in this Bill the
Government is instituting a form of control which it hopes will bring ethics to
two aspects of business-the licensing of
estate agents and the use of sub-agents,
and the control of those who handle the
sale of small businesses. This measure
is the result of an inquiry by the Statute
Law Revision Committee, the majority
of whose recommendations have been
adopted by the Government.
Some
honorable members think that because
the committee makes a recommendation
the Government adopts it willy nilly.
Such is not the case. I am sure that
the Government, when examining the
recommendations of the committee,
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takes a good look at them and decides
for itself whether they are practicable
and should be written into legislation.
From time to time, some honorable
members who perhaps do not understand the workings of the committee,
have criticized it, particularly if the
report by the committee does not suit
their own line of thinking. The usual
allegation is that the committee is not
doing a good job.
The fact that the Government, in a
controversial Bill of this nature, is prepared to accept the recommendations of
the committee, and adopt and implement
them almost in their entirety is an indication that the members of the committee are doing a good job. I point out
that all parties are represented on the
committee, the members of which do not
always agree. Proof of that statement
can be obtained from the report of the
committee on this subject now being
debated. If honorable members examine
that report, they will see that the committee divided on whether the sale of
homes and land should be permitted on
Sundays. A perusal of the division list
will show that the names of members
of all parties appear on both sides of
the division list.
The committee devotes its time without prejudice and without resorting to
party politics to the tasks given to it
by the Government. Therefore, I think
it is unfair for individuals, particularly
members in another place, to resort to a
criticism of the committee just because
the decisions arrived at by the committee
do not suit them. I assure the House that
I have the greatest faith in the integrity
of my colleagues on the committee. The
fact that the Government rarely, if ever,
turns away from a report of the committee is some commendation of its
work.
The inquiry of the committee into the
Estate Agents Act 1958 was a particularly difficult job. ·The committee
could well have brought down recommendations which might not have been
acceptable to the profession but which
would be in the interests of the community because they would result in the
introduction of a code of ethics. I now
propose to quote from an address
delivered by the Chief Secretary to the
The Hon. Archibald Todd.
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Warburton conference of the Real
Estate and Stock Institute in August,
1962. On that occasion, the honorable
gentleman saidIt is just six years since I had the honour
of introducing legislation whic'h you had
been seeking for some time and whiclh to
my mind ·changed the whole approach of
Parliament :and the community towards
estate agents.

In 1956, even the more thoughtful agents
realized that something had to be done.
The Chief Secretary continuedThe changes in the legislation were not
drastic but they were important and perhaps the two most important .features of
the legislation were, first, the fact that for
the first time your representatives played
or were to play an active part in the administration of the legislation which affected
you. I do want to pay tribute to .the work
that has been done by your successive representatives on the Estate Agents Committee.
They have done a tremendous
amount of hard work. They have dealt
with many problems; from time to time
they have made recommendations to the
Government, some of which have been
carried out some of which are still under
consideration, and some of which have, for
reasons which I think they realize, not been
carried out. They have become impatient
on occasions because the Government was
not prepared to alter the legislation as
quickly as they would have liked it. t?. be
altered but legislators have a respons1b1hty,
first o'f course to see .that legislation is
kept up to date and in accordance ~th
the community needs, and, secondly, ~avmg
enacted legislation not to change it too
quickly. The important point is .that the
iperson who has an interest in a particular
form of legislation very quickly sees i~s
defects, or its so-called defects, and is
inclined to say that it won't work, or that
it is not working let us change it to meet
this or that case 'without having regard to
the many new '.problems that might be
caused by a change to meet a hard case.

The Chief Secretary's latter remarks are
particularly true to-day in regard to this
Bill. We have ibeen informed recently
that this or that part of the proposed
legislation will not work. To demonstrate that the committee did not come
to a hasty decision but endeavoured to
invite as witnesses to give evidence persons who were able to give considered
opinions, I shall quote the names of those
who appeared before the committee.
They were-Mr. I. F. McLaren, chairman, Real Estate Agents Committee; Mr.
M. Synott, former Registrar of Estate
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Agents; Mr. G. Press, secretary, Discharged
Servicemen's
Employment
Board; Mr. G. V. Thomas, secretary,
the Federated Retail Confectionery Refreshment and Mixed Business Association of Australia (Victorian Branch) ;
Mr. A. A. Burnside and Mr. H. J. Franksen. The latter two gentlemen did not
represent any association; they were
two men who had been victimized by
Further witnesses
business agents.
were: Mr. G. Scott Lang, junior, past
president, representing the Real Estate
and Stock Institute of Victoria; Mr.
Frank J. Foy, general secretary, representing the Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria; Mr. A. E. Jenkins
and Mr. G. L. Kellett, representing the
Real Estate Agents' Association; Mr. A.
V. Jennings and Mr. D. H. Murden, representing the Master Builders' Association of Victoria; Mr. L. P. Crockett,
representing the Australian Society of
Accountants; Mr. N. B. Boothby, representing the Law Institute of Victoria;
Mr. A.H. Gray, representing the Health
Inspectors' Association of Australia,
(Victorian branch) ; and Mr. C. A. Hulls,
School of Accountancy, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology.
Memoranda were received from:
Mr. L. L'Estrange, barrister and solicitor, the Estate Agents Committee, the
Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria, the Builders' and Allied Trades'
Association, the Federated: Retail Confectionery Refreshment and Mixed
Business Association of Australia (Victorian Branch). It is evident that a
wide variety of persons gave evidence,
each of whom was able to put a different
facet before the committee. I believe
the committee did a good job, and the
fact that the Government has been prepared to adopt most of its recommendaUons indicates that the Government
approved of the report.
This Bill certainly makes some substantial alterations to the Act. It recognizes the fact that the Estate Agents
Committee will have plenty of business
before it. Although in the past it has
not employed a full-time secretary, the
Estate Agents Committee will now be
under the Public Service Act and a secretary will be appointed. I believe this
Session 1963.-141
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will assist greatly in the work of the
committee because it will enable the
keeping of proper records.
Clause 4 of .the Bill contains a new
section 8A which will enable the Estate
Agents Committee to take effective
action against any 'licensed estate agent
for breaches of professional conduct. It
will provide power for the Estate
Agents Committee to act in the capacity of a court. If it finds that a man
is in breach of the rules, it may fine
him a sum not exceeding £50. The
Bill goes further. If the member who
has been fined is aggrieved, he may
appeal to a stipendiary magistrate sitting
alone in a court of petty sessions. This
is a good provision which is an asset
to the Bill. The committee will be
enabled to discipline its own members
and take appropriate action when an
estate agent is bringing discredit ori the
profession. The Real Estate and Stock
Institute of Victoria operates under its
own Articles of Association, number 166
of which providesA complaints, disputes and arbitration
committee shall as hereinafter provided
have the power to impose upon any member of the Institute a fine up to the ·Sum of
£250 and or to suspend membership of any
member for such time as it shall decide or
to expel any member.

The provision contained in clause 4 of
the Bill will permit the Estate Agents
Committee to impose a fine of not more
than £50 with the right of appeal, as I
mentioned previously.
The Statute Law Revision Committee
dealt at length with the question of
corporation licences. It was decided
that under certain conditions a licence
should' be held by a number of persons
constituting a directorship of a corporation but that in relation to pastoral
companies it would be reasonable if the
person who was employed solely for the.
purpose of dealing with real estate was
the only person to hold a licence.
Clause 6 of the Bill relates to the
eligibility of persons to obtain a licence.
Reasonably firm conditions are laid
down, which indicates that it will not
be easy for any Tom, Dick or Harry to
apply to the appropriate authority and
expect to be granted a real estate agent's
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licence. An applicant will have to conform to certain educational standards
and will need certain other assets in
order to justify his application. I wish
to quote from the committee's report
regarding its attitude to educational
standards. Paragraph 5 of the report
statesThe educational standard required by the
rules of the Estate Agents Committee is
a pass in the second year of the Real
Estate Managen:ient course conducted by
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. At the present time any person
who possesses an intermediate certificate
is qualified to undertake the course, but
as from 1964 admission to the course will be
restricted to students of leaving certificate
standard, and persons not of this standard
will be required to complete a one year
pre-qualifying course. It is understood
that the Institute has adopted this policy
because of the high rate of failure among
students of intermediate certificate standard.

The committee agreed that the course
conducted :by the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology was a good course
which was designed to give sub-agents
in the main a workable knowledge of the
practical, legal and accountancy aspects
of estate agency work. It considered
that the intermediate standard is adequate at present and should remain as
the standard until such time as it ceases
to be recognized as of any educational
merit in the community. The committee
was not particularly enamoured of the
fact that an individual should possess a
leaving certificate before he was able to
qualify for entry into the estate agency
course at the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology. If he has only the intermediate certificate at present, he must
complete a one-year pre-qualifying
course. The subject of educational standards was discussed at some length by
the committee before it made its recommendation.
The committee's attention was directo the fact that some estate agents
operate in districts adj,acent to the Victorian border but have their offices in
New South Wales. It was decided by
the committee that provided such agents
live within 30 miles of the Victorian
border they will ibe eligible to hold a
Victorian estate agent's licence. It is
realized that in a city like Albury
t~
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estate agents do a considerable amount
of business on the Victorian side of the
border.
Clause 7 inserts in the principal Act
a new section llA relating to the eligibility of corporations to obtain an estate
agent's licence. This may appear to be a
rather harsh provision, and I take it
that it will apply to some of the larger
real estate corporations operating in
Melbourne. I do not know, but it may
apply to the L. J. Hooker organization.
It provides that at least half of the
directors of a corporation shall hold
estate agents' licences. If this provision
will bring ethics into the estate agency
business, even if it is a little harsh, I
believe it will be worth while. As I
said previously, an exception is made in
relation to pastoral companies, such as
New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Company Limited, and Goldsbrough Mort
and Company Limited. The officer in
charge of the properties section in those
organizations will be the only person required to hold an estate agent's licence.
Clause 8 of the Bill deals with the
manner in which an individual shal1
apply for an estate agent's licence.
Again, substantial alterations are made
to the principal Act. I do not think the
amendments proposed in this clause will
trouble any decent individual who wishes
to hold an estate agent's licence. A
fact which caused some concern to the
Statute Law Revision Committee was
the practice that had crept into the
real estate business of some land developers using individuals who, during the
first five days of the week had employment apart from real estate, and who
were induced by some form of reward
to go out on Saturdays and Sundays
and endeavour to sell blocks of land or
homes to land buyers or home-seekers.
The committee recommended to the
Government that before a person could
be employed as a sub-agent he should
be fully employed in the real estate
business. By this recommendation, it
is expected to exclude the " fly-by-night "
operator who works on Saturdays and
Sundays and who has no experience to
fully inform people about their transactions and their problems.
After a
person has served a period as a sub-
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agent, he may apply for an estate
agent's licence.
Members of this
Chamber have probably seen some of
the names that appear on suburban
business premises and have wondered
how the persons concerned managed to
·Obtain a real estate agent's licence. I
.am sure that when such people came to
this country they had no experience of
real estate.
The Bill contains proposals relating to
·corporations, which provide that employees of corporations and certain
directors may hold estate agents'
licences.
There are also machinery
clauses in relation to the renewal of
·ucences by a corporation and for the
transfer of licences. Clause 15 provides
.a term in which objections to the granting ot a licer.1ce may be lodged. An
·examination of those grounds will indi·cate that they are consistent with the
recommendations of the Statute Law
Revision Committee and are reasonable
to prevent the entry into the real estate
field of people of doubtful character.
There is also a provision relating to
what should be done when men and
women apply for estate agents' licences
and are refused. A period of two years
must elapse before they are permitted
to apply again.
The question of misleading advertisements has been dealt with many times
in this House. Advertisements can be
seen in newspapers stating that certain
services are available on various blocks
of land. The advertisements are couched
in such language that there is nothing
specific, and the purchaser of a block
of land may find that the services are
only elementary in character and cannot
be improved for many years. In such
circumstances, the unfortunate buyer is
left with the land on his hands.
The subject of misleading advertisements brings me to the question of small
businesses. Over the years, the sale of
small businesses has always been the
happy hunting ground for the commission agent-the higher the price, the
ibigger the commission. It has been customary practice to endeavour to gild the
lily when endeavouring to sell a business,
perhaps by advertising claims which
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could not be justified. The Statute law
Revision Committee has found it necessary to recommend some form of control.
To illustrate my point, I shall quote
some examples from the Age of 1st May,
one of which is as follows:KLEMMS •
THE MILK BAR SPECIALISTS.

Offer free .to all buyers the information
from experts about the things you should
know before you buy:
The loan on your house.
The ty.pe of business to suit you.
Different prices in different suburbs.
The repayments per week.
The deposit needed.
The stock required for every £100 takings.
The licences necessary.
How to maintain and improve your takings after purchase.
All are yours without obligation and
absolutely free.

That is not a bad advertisement, and
on factual grounds it would be a good
proposition if all the statements were
correct.
I
shall
quote
further
examplesDeposit £1,750; gross profit £85 per week.
Potential to double. A sacrifice at £4,450.
Freehold available or ten-year lease at only
£12 a week.

Here is a further example-Tiakings
£904;
colossal.
Enormous
potential; Milk bar de luxe. :Deposit £2,750.
Gross profit £120 per week. Three-bedroom
home. Only £7,700. Stock at value. Lease
for seven years. Twelve guineas a week.
A top-class milk bar at bedrock price.

There are many such advertisements
appearing in the Age of that date. Some
of these advertisements have been gi.lded
There is mention of gross
a little.
profits, but that is not sufficient. It is
proposed by this measure that the net
profit must be shown.
I wish now to quote from the evidence
given by Mr. G. Press, the secretary of
the Discharged Servicemen's Employment Board, before the Statute Law Revision Committee. He spoke on the
subject of misrepresentation.
When
discharged servicemen require advice,
many of them seek the assistance of this
Board. When Mr. Press was asked the
type of advice an ex-serviceman would
get, he replied. . . to advise him whether· the business
is good enough to support the necessary
Loans, to guide him whether he is ·capable
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of running the business and whether opposition is likely to spring up against him.
The Board cannot handle legal matters, but
the ex-serviceman is advised to go to a
solicitor and to watch closely certain things,
such as the tenancy, the contract of sale
and registration with Government Departments. The majority of ex-servicemen who
come to us for advice do not come back to
us after they buy into a business. We take
it that they are 'happy. We never tell them
to :buy a business. In r~.gard to a business
which is obviously unsound we may advise
against .purchase and give reasons for that
advice, but for fairly good reasons we do
not say "Go ahead and 1buy." Men fail in
business for reasons other than the
business itself.

It can be accepted that even if an advertisement for the sale of a business is
true, the buyer may fail because he may
have no business knowledge. Mr. Press
goes on to sayI would have liked members of the· Committee to see the type of men who seek
assistance from the Board. We do not
deal with accountants, solicitors and highlyeducated men. We deal with the ordinary
citizens-men who are easy money for
agents, who have no knowledge of books or
what the margin of profit should tbe or that
a.gents are likely to tell a lot of lies. They
are just the ordinary citizen, who has
watched newspaper advertisements, has
saved up his money and ·wants to be his
own boss.

Mr. Press then went on to detail a number of case summaries taken from the
Board's file. The following are the cases
quoted by Mr. Press:Case 1. Misrepresentation, low profit and
high rental. Children's and ladies' wear
/business. Price was £950, plus stock at
valuation estimated at £2,000.
This business ·was advertised as having
a turnover of £90--£92 per week and a net
profit of £22 or £23 per week. Actual
figures were: turnover £82 per week; net
.profit £4 10s. per week; rental was £13 per
week, i.e., three times the net profit. The
landlord was virtually .getting three times
as much out of the business as the man running it, who was working for 40 or 50 hours
a week.
Case 2. Apparent misrepresentation !by
agent. Garage and service station. Price
£3,500, plus stock at valuation.
Agent represented that weekly net 'Profit
averaged £70. Vendor advised Board that
net profit avera.ged approximately £40 per
week and 1books substantiated that weekly
net .profit was £43.
Other similar cases could be quoted
where vendors readily and emphatically
denied making claims even closely related
to representations made by agents.
The Hon. Archibald Todd..

(Amendment) Bill.

The chairman of the Statute Law Rev1s10n Committee asked Mr. Press
who were the agents. Mr. Press gave
the committee the names, but I shall not
mention them here.
He went on to
quote cases, which were as follows:Case 3. False representation due to incorrect tax return; also lack of finance and
high goodwill. Mixed business and subnewsagency. Price £3,250 (including £2,525
goodwill), plus stock at valuation £750
approximately.
Weekly turnover was claimed at £386 and
taxation figures were .produced showing
average weekly net profit of £75. The
Board's investigation revealed that actual
turnover averaged £301 .per week and
weekly net profit was only £21. The exserviceman would have borrowed £2,000
with repayments .of £17 per week in this
business which traded for 84 hours each
week. Gross mistakes were made even in
additions on the taxation return. Stock
had been left out, thereby showing an inflated profit. The return had ·been prepared
by a practising accountant. I am glad that
we do not often find that sort of thing.
Case 4. Over-borirowing and high goodwill. Milk bar. Price £3,500 (including
goodwill £2,450) plus stock at v•aluation
£400 approximately. Actual turnover was
established at £222 per week and net profit
£18 10s. per week. Ex-serviceman, who
had a wife and three young children to
support, was recommended by the agent to
borrow £2, 700, repayable at the rate of £23
per week fur three years. Moreover, the
trading hours of this busines.s were 98 h.ours
weekly.

The ~hairman asked who was the agent,
and the reply was that it was an agency
which commonly deals with this kind
of !business. Incidentally, that agency
has been making representations to the
Government to effect changes in the
Bill. I pass now to case No. 5Loss of capital through misrepresentation and over-borrowing.
(a) Milk bar purchased for £5,350 plus
S.A.V. on claimed ·turnover of £350
per week and net profit of £70
weekly. Actual weekly turnover
averaged £246 and net profit £11
per week and business was sold for
£3,500 plus S.A.V.-a loss of £1,850
plus agent's commission, moving
cost, interest, &c.

I could continue for some time because
a number of such cases were cited, and
the committee was convinced that something ought to be done about the matter.
The committee made certain recom ..
mendations to the Government, which
accepted those recommendations, and so
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the committee is satisfied. Finally, I
desire to read the detatls of case
No. 12Refusal by agent to allow investigation.
Milk bar and sub-newsagency.
Price
£7,950 plus stock at valuation £1,000
approximately.
Vendor stated he would allow any investigation if the agent was agreeable. The
agent said that investigations were unusual
and he would not agree to one unless a
deposit was paid.

The chairman inquired who the agent
was, and was informed that it was Mr.
Klemm, the man who inserts those fine
advertisements in the newspapers. The
committee was impressed by the manner
in which Mr. Press tendered his
evidence. I may say that he had statements to confirm whatever he said.
That brings me to the clauses which
are apparently causing some controversy. A new section is to be written
into the Act, and the Minister, in his
second-reading speech, gave the reasons
for so doing. The new section requires
that when a business is in the process
of ·being sold, the vendor shall supply
to the intending .purchaser a certain
statement which shall(a) State the average weekly sales made
in the business as disclosed by the
books of account of the business
in each of the preceding three
years;
(b) state the gross profit and the net
profit of the business (not taking
into account stock taken by the
owner of the business for his
personal use) for each of the preceding three years as disclosed by
statements having endorsed thereon
a report by a practising public
accountant as to the correctness
thereof;
(c) state the overhead costs of the
business during each of the pre·
ceding three years as disclosed by
statements having endorsed there·
on a report by a practising public
accountant as to the correctness
thereof;
(d) state the terms of any tenancy
agreement relating to the premises
in which the business is carried
on and whether or not it is in
writing;
(e) state the terms of any hire-purchase
agreement bill of sale or other
documents' affecting any equipment
fixtures or fittings to be included
in the sale;
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(/) state full particulars of any repair
or structural alteration order
issued by .the local municipal
authority
or
any
statutory
authority in respect of the premises
in which the business is carried on;
(g)

state the daily hours of trading in
each of the preceding three years;
and

(h) state in summary form(i)

.the total purchase price of
the
business
indicating
what amount thereof is
for stock;

(ii)

the amount of the deposit
payable by the purchaser;

the balance of purchase
money remaining payable
after payment of the
deposit;
(iv) how payment of the purchase
money will ·be provided
for, setting out the amount
and period of any loan or
loans of money to be made
to or obtained by the
purchaser, the rate of
interest payable on each
loan and the total amount
of interest payable on each
loan; and
(v) the average annual and
average weekly gross profit
calculated
from
the
amounts of gross pro·fit
stated pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subsection, the average annual
and average weekly overhead
costs
calculated
:from the amounts stated
pursuant to paragraph (c)
of this sub-section and
any additional amount of
wages estimated to be
payable, the total amounts
payable
annually
and
weekly on any loan or
loans and the net profit
remaining for the purchaser:

(iii)

Provided that(a) Where the statement is given within
the three years after the commencement of the Estates Agents
(Amendment)
Act
1963
with
respect to a business which the
vendor has carried on for less than
three years and the vendor is
unable to give the particulars
referred to in paragraphs (a) (b)
and (c) of this sub-section for the
period required by those paragraphs; or
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(b) where the statement is given with
respect to a business which has
been in existence for less than
three yearsthe statement shall give the particulars
referred to in the said paragraphs for the
period during which the business has been
in existence or for the period which it has
been carried on by the vendor (as the case
may be).

I regard that as a reasonable ;provision,
where a person goes into a new shop
and sets up business. I believe it is
often the practice for dummies to be put
in for the purpose of building up the
business to a degree, and then the
business is reso1d. The provision of
a statement covering a period of
three years has been criticized 'by
people who are engaged in the
disposal of businesses, and representations have been made to the
Government to the effect that the
period of three years is much too long
and that twelve months should be
sufficient to indicate the nature of the
business. However, the Government has
accepted the recommendation of the
committee, and I understand that it is
not prepared to make any alteration.
In the Bill, there is another provision
which states<4> If a statement is not given as requh:ied by this section or if 'the particulars
required by paragraphs (d) (e) and (/) of
sub-section (2) of this section are stated
inaccurately the purchaser may by notice
in writing given to the vendor or to the
estate agent within three months after he
first signs any contract, agreement or document in respect of t•he sale avoid ·N11e contract, agreement or document, and in any
civil proceedings arising out of or connected with the contract, agreement, or
document the onus of proving that .the
statement was duly given shall lie upon the
party so alleging.

Again, we believe this is a very good
provision, but it has been challenged by
some people ·who ·are interested in the
selling of small shops and perhaps
bigger shops and businesses, on the
ground that the period of three months
is too long to ·allow a purchaser to go
into and operate a shop and then walk
out, thus avoiding a contract. Whether
or not that is so, the fact that the pre.
ceding provisions regarding the furn ..
ishing of a statement are complied with
should put the matter in order. I do
not see why any person who wants to
The Hon. Archibald Todd.

(Amendment) Bill.

dispose of a business should not prepare
such a statement for the agent. If he
prepares such a statement, he has
nothing to worry about concerning the
avoidance of the contract within three
months. However, if the statement that
is provided is proved to be inaccurate,
the purchaser can get out of the contract within a period of three months.
On many occasions, it has been dis·
covered that an unfortunate purchaser
has walked into a business without any
guarantee as to tenancy of the dwelling
associated with the business.
I have received representations from
various organizations, and I have presented them to the Minister who has
indicated that, except for minor amendments, the Government's mind is made
up and that it intends to see how the
measure works out when it becomes
law. Builders and subdividers of land
also came under the notice of the committee in its investigations and, by
clause 21, they will be brought within
the ambit of the Estate Agents Act by
the insertion of a new section 37B.
There are provisions that will restrict
the period of sole agency for the disposal of any residential property or
business. It may not exceed 60 days,
even with a renewal by the person who
wishes to dispose of the property or business. There have been certain re-writings
of the legislation to implement recommendations which the committee made to
the Government. For instance, there are
provisions relating to the handling of
moneys and the keeping of accounts,
and these :pTovisions represent an improvement.
Our party has closely examined the
Bill, and the fact that it was a product
of the Statute Law Revision Committee
enabled those members of our party who
· are also members of that committee to
present their case. We agree with the
action which the Government has taken.
Our only regret is that such action was
not taken years ago. However, it is
better late than never. Our party supports the measure.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON (Gippsland
Province) .-This Bill deals with amend·
ments to the Estate Agents Act 1958.
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As was explained by Mr. Todd, the consideration of this measure occupied a
great deal of the time of the Statute
Law Revision Committee, to which body
it was referred. The Government accepted practically all of the recommendations of the committee and incorporated them in the Bill.
I believe
it would be possible to spend a vast
amount of time in the consideration of
this subject and yet not reach a real
solution to the problem, which is a
human one. On the one hand, there are
estate agents selling businesses, and, on
the other hand, there are persons seeking to buy businesses. For some years
past, there has been a rising market in
the sale of businesses and land. There
was a time when one oould buy to-day
and sell to-morrow or next week at a
profit, and that state of affairs led
many people to enter into contracts
which they were unable to fulfil, even
if things had remained on the basis I
have stated. But when the chill wind
started to blow and people began to
spend less in every avenue, there were
many failures in business all over the
land.
As I said initially, the matter was referred to the Statute Law Revision Committee for consideration and report. The
committee examined fifteen individuals
in different walks of life and also re..
ceived submissions from five others,
who put their cases in writing. It can
be seen that a most comprehensive
examination of the problem was made,
and many startling aspects were revealed to the committee. I do not intend to traverse the field as comprehensively as Mr. Todd has done because,
1being a member of the Statute Law
Revision Committee, I should say that
I agree with 95 per cent. of what has
been submitted. Members of the Committee do not vote on party lines. The
Minister of Immigration served as a
member of that committee for some
time and knows that statement is true.
Members vote as conscience dictates.
One subject that gave the committee
some concern was that of the eligibility
of independent persons to obtain estate
agents' licences. This matter has been
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dealt with comprehensively. I could not
agree with the other members of the
committee on this aspect. The status
of a profession can be raised only by the
efforts of its individual members, and
proper behaviour cannot be forced on
people who have not fundamental
decency.
The committee found that a proper
sense of ethics was lacking in many persons engaged in the real estate field. The
qualifications of estate agents must be
fairly high, although I do not believe
they should be placed on the same plane
as, for example, those of a :barrister and
solicitor. In my view, it is the concern
of an estate agent to sell businesses and
real estate, and the legal part of the
transactions should be left to lawyers.
. I consider that the provisions relating
to sub-agents are too drastic.
Many
successful estate agents have started in a
humble way, doing part-time work, and,
by exercising initiative and ability, have
risen to great heights. I put this viewpoint to the committee, but was in a
complete minority.
That does not
matter; one must put one's own views
in relation to matters affecting the
general public. I know what is incorporated in the Bill, and anYthing I say
on this subject will not make any
difference.
I recall conditions during the economic
depression of the 1930's, and I trust that
Australia never has another such experience, but there is a large pool of
unemployed in this country at pre.sent.
If I were out of work, I should be pleased
to work part-time as a sub-agent selling
land or looking for buyers for houses or
businesses, instead of taking social ser..
vice payments.
A friend of mine, who rose to the ranK
of captain in the first world war and
who received high military honours, subsequently participated in a business
which failed on the eve of the depression
and those concerned in it lost all their
possessions including their homes, which
they had mortgaged. During the depression, this man sold seedlings from door
to door. It might 'be said that he should
not be allowed to do so, because he was
virtually· a hawker or pedler. However
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he said that that was the best thing he
ever did. It was hard work, and he
received many insults from people living
in full and plenty, but it enabled him to
kee~his self respect. Eventually, he was
employed as a full-time salesman. Under
the Bill, men will not be allowed to take
part-time employment as real estate
agents. My party is overwhelmingly in
favour of the measure and will vote for
it.
The Bill contains many clauses, which
have been prepared by the Parliamentary
Draftsman in collaboration with the
Minister, officers of the Law Department
and other Government advisers. It is a
credit to the Statute Law Revision Commitee that most of its recommendations
have been implemented. To me, the
most unsavoury part of the business is
the noxious trade carried on in small
businesses.
Witnesses who appeared
before the committee spoke of practices
that should not be allowed to exist anywhere. I shall give instances. The committee was much impressed by the
evidence given by Mr. G. Press, secretary
of the Discharged Servicemen's Employment Board. Mr. Todd referred to the
recommendation malde by the committee
· as a result of his evidence, and I shall
not reiterate his statements.
In the
course of his evidence, Mr. Press saidIn the days when this Board started to
operate it was usually said that a person
needed three-quarters of the ingoing before he should dare to take it on. The
other day a man wanted to buy a business
for £4,000 and the agent encouraged him to
borrow £3,900 at moneylender's finance
repayable at 11 per cent. flat, which works
out at 21 per cent.
If there is anything that needs curbing,

it is this iniquitous system whereby
extortionist rates are charged. At one
time a person could borrow money from
the bank at a reasonable rate of interest,
but in many instances now it is necessary
to obtain finance in other directions at
a flat rate of interest.
Could anyone
conceive that a person would go into a
business purchased with borrowed
money and pay 21 per cent. on his
capital? Are we to let this practice continue or shall we, by passing sane legislation, endeav·our to curb it? The
.finding of the Statute Law Revision
The Hon. W. O. Fulton.

(Amendment) Bill.

Committee regarding these matters made
a great contribution towa:rids the preparation of the Bill. Referring to a particular case, Mr. Press saidThe Board's investigation revealed the
actual turnover averaged £301 per week
and weekly net profit was only £21. The
ex-serviceman would have borrowed £2,000
with repayments of £17 per week in this
business which traded for 84 hours each
week. Gross mistakes were made even in
additions on the taxation return. Stock
had been left out, thereby showing an inflated pro.fit. The return has been prepared
by a practising accountant. I am glad that
we do not often find that sort of thing.

Certain practices were brought to the
notice of the committee, including various
means of taking advantage of gullible
persons. One method was to show prospective buyers false taxation returns
indicating fictitious profits. This shows
the lengths to which some people will
go to take down their fellow men for
the sake of money. Many devices were
used to trap the unwary, who had little
redress. In one case brought to the
notice of the committee, a man and his
wife who went into business lost their
home and all their other possessions,
worth in all £5,500, in a period of six
months. It could be said that such
persons were not capable of managing
a business, but evidence placed before
the committee refuted that Hne of
reasoning. The actual state of the
business soM had been misrepresented
and adequate trade was not offering.
Many other malpractices could be mentioned. For example, a seller would
cut prices to increase turnover; some
leases were worthless; and in other instances businesses were carried on in
premises without leases.
All these things influenced the
Statute Law Revision Committee in
making its drastic. recommendations. To
me, they are drastic, because, when
given legal effect, they will interfere with
people wishing to do business.
It is
deplorable that a lo.w standard of ethics
applies to a number of persons engaged
in this sphere of activity, although the
great majority of agents act honourably.
It was submitted to the committee that
old-established estate agents refused to
act discreditably but that some were
virtually forced to do so in order to
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compete. It is not easy in the business
world to say that a businessman should
not do this, that or the other thing.
A person in a business must
endeavour to hold his trade. Most
people want to be able to compete in
an ethical way with others in the same
line of business. The committee :found
that in a number of cases agents refused
to allow investigations of businesses to
be made until a deposit was paid. On
a number of occasions, the Discharged
Servicemen's Employment Board was
refused .permission by an agent to
investigate
businesses.
I
wonder
whether some people 'believe they should
be able to sell something fuat does not
exist. I am of the firm opinion that
a person should get value for the money
he 1pays, whether it be for the purchase
of a home, a car, a washing machine
or ·anything else.
It was stated in evidence before the
committee that the vendor of a milk !bar
and sub-news-agency priced at £7,900
plus stock at valuation said that he
would not allow any investigation unless
the agent was agreeable. The agent
said that an investigation was unusual
and that !he would not agree to one
being conducted unless a deposit was
paid. These are the people we are
endeavouring to deal with in this Bill.
One of the principal objects of this
measure is to regulate the sale of small
businesses and to endeavour to knock
out some of the obnoxious practices that
have crept into this line of business.
Since its creation, the Discharged
Servicemen's Employment Board has
investigated some 25,000 cases, and I
understand that the average number of
persons coming to the Board for advice
is more than 1,500 a year. The stage
has been reached when some action
must be taken to curb the activities of
persons misrepresenting small businesses
or decent standards of ethics in 'business
will be wrecked.
When a measure is brought before
the House and it is stated that the
Statute Law Revision Committee has
investigated the proposals, members
generally realize that the committee is
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in possession of knowledge that they do
not have. If they wonder why some
clauses are inserted in the Bill, they can
regard that additional knowledge as the
reason. The committee held one of its
meetings on 11th October, 1962, when
Mr. G. V. Thomas, the secretary of the
Federated Retail Confectionery, Refreshment and Mixed Business Association of Australia (Victorian Branch)
was in attendance. Mr. Thomas stated,
inter aliaThis question of what is happening to
people who are buying small mixed
businesses has g;iven me a lot of concern
for a long time. Actually, <it is not the
concern of our Association because we deal
primarily with people who are in business
and not with people who are buying them.
We thought the situation was getting so
bad that we should try to do something
about it. However, it •is difficult .to say
what can be done, primarily because the
people who are buying these businesses and
who are making these mistakes are parti·
ally themselves to hlame. I .think the
greatest fault is <that they believe implicity
what they are told by the agent.
They read an advertisement in the newspapers, which can be very misleading.
They study them for months on end, their
mouths are watering all the time and then
they finally take the plunge, mortgage their
home and go into a business. I was talking
to a young couple yesterday morndng at
Coburg. It has taken them two businesses
and eighteen months only and they will be
out without a home and no money. They
had £3,000 capital when they went into this
esta:blishmen t.
I went out .to see these people particularly and in my opinion the establishment. is very well run. It is very clean,
the stock is well kept, and Wlithout seeing
them in operation I would say that Jthey
are not •to blame. As far as our business
is concerned there has been a recession in
the past six months amounting to something like 20 per cent.

I think that is a fair statement, because,
as I stated earlier, it is all very well
when one is 1buying on a rising market,
but it is a different thing altogether
when one is operating on a falling
market. Mr. Thomas had an extensive
knowledge of the trade about which he
was speaking. It was found by the
committee that a great many ·people
conducting small businesses were not
earning the 'basic wage although they
were working up to 80 hours or more
a week.
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Mr. Thomas stated further! have here something which I got out
two or three years ago for a milk inquiiry
and it shows that ·the returns per hour
vary considerably. These :fi.gures relate to
a different lot of businesses, and I went
through them in an enitirely different
angle from this inquiry. The wages of one
man returned to him the equivalent of ls.
an hour. Nevertheless, within six months
he. sold his business and made ·a capital gain
of £1,200 on his investment.

This is most interesting. When small
mixed businesses are worked by a family
the time put into the business by mem~
bers of the family is never allowed as
wages. A man does not pay his wife the
basic wage because she serves in the
shop all day.
The PRESIDENT
(Sir Gordon
McArthur) .-Order! I do not know
whether Mr. Fulton proposes to go
through all the evidence presented to the
Statute Law Revision Committee, but it
is the usual custom that when a Bill is
'>ased on the recommendations of an allparty committee the House is satisfied
that the committee has heard evidence
on the subject. I am loath to interrupt,
but I suggest that perhaps a not very
good purpose is to be served by going
through all the evidence tendered to the
committee. However, Mr. Fulton may
proceed as the House might be exceptionally interested in all the evidence.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-! bow to
-1our ruling, Mr. President.

The PRESIDENT.-It was
ruling.

not

a

The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-! consider
that if I were to quote all the evidence
put to the Statute Law Revision Committee this sessional period would not
end within the next six months. I am
sorry if I have digressed. I know that
enough evidence was submitted to the
committee to show why these obnoxious
practices should be stopped. The same
procedure is followed in every field. A
sale is recommended, and the purchaser
is persuaded to mortgage his home, and
then to go to a finance company to
obtain additional finance at rates of up
to 25 per cent. Within a few months
nothing is left.

(Amendment) Bill.

Another question that concerned the
committee was the practice of misleading
advertisements being inserted in the
press. I shall quote just one instance
which was taken from the Age newspaper of 21st April, 1962. The advertisement readsKLEMM'S.
MILK BAR SPECIALISTS.

A Klemm's Success Story:
A young chemist working for a large industrial organization was truly ·a man who
loved his work, but he just couldn't seem
to get ahead financialily. He wanted a home
of his own, a new car, and security that
goes with a comfortable sum in the bank.
He could see that his present job couldn't
give him these things for many years.
So this man went to Klemm's and put
his problems before them-he had a little
cash and wanted to know if Klemm's could
help him in selecting a milk bar that would
achieve his goals. Klemm's said they could
help him . . . and .they did! He had
Klemm's arrange the purchase and finance
of a small milk bar. Then after two years
·of ,profit, he again asked for Klemm's
aid . . . this time ·buying a larger business. Three years later the young man
went b'ack to industrial chemistry . . .
with a new £7,000 home, a car and a sizeable
bank account to meet the fu.tur~. Klemm's
who specialize in the selecting and selling
of milk bars, know their subject inside
out . . . know it better than anyone
else, and are equi pped to tell you everything
you could possibly want to know. Come
along and let us inform you, advise you, and
really .put you on the right track. Let us
help you to write your success story.
1

There are many other advertisements
like that. Some people would be able
to persuade others to go to Omeo in the
middle of winter without a blanket; and
that is putting things mildly. This
measure deals with the position very
comprehensively, and my party supports
it. We hope it will achieve what the
Government desires.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
The Hon. R. J. HAME.R (Minister of
Immigration) .-Mr. Todd and Mr.
Fulton have covered the purpose and
background of the Bill thoroughly. I
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merely wish to discuss two points
mentioned by Mr. Fulton. First, he
expressed some doubts concerning the
level of education and other qualifications which may be demanded of an
estate agent.
The Hon. W. 0.
mention education.

FuLTON.-1

did not

The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The Bill
does not lay down any qualifications
but leaves it to the Estate Agents Committee to do so. I think Mr. Fulton's
remarks arose out of certain evidence
given before the Statute Law Revision
Committee on the sort of standards
which might be demanded. I imagin·e
that the Estate Agents Committee must
have regard to the supply of estate
agents and the capacity of the persons
with whom they are dealing. It is a
laudable objective to raise standards,
but they must be equated with the
supply of persons available to do the
job. I think it can be left to the
Estate Agents Committee to supervise
this matter.
Secondly, Mr. Fulton had some
doubts about sub-agents. I .take it that
these related to whether they should be
employed full time. In due course, I
shall move a small amendment relating
to sub-agents in certain categories
which I shall mention later. All I can
say about .the rest is that in this measure the Government followed the recommendations of the Statute Law
Revision Committee. In view of Mr.
Fulton's reservations on the subject, I
am prepared to say that .the Government will closely watch how the Bill
operates. If it is found to be too
restrictive, we must be prepared to
make any necessary amendments or to
refer the matter to the Statute Law
Revision Committee for further examination.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON ( Gippsland
Province).-! am pleased that the
Minister has adopted that attitude because I think it is warranted. To
illustrate my point, I refer back to the
early days of the last war. In a discussion with a highly-placed Minister
in the Commonwealth Government, I
deplored that such high standards had
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been set for air crew that great numbers of young men were excluded from
being potential fliers. I said that before
the war was over the Government would
be taking boys from farms, factories,
offices and workshops, and training
them .to operate our aircraft, and that
they would be the best men the Air
Force would have. I do not want quali·
fications to be lowered, but if men
desire to enter a particular profession
and are prepared to equip themselves
by studying in a school or college, it
would be against the best interests of
those who are endeavouring to get on if
it is demanded that they be fully employed in a trade or profession for a
certain period.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 8.
Clause 9, providing, inter alia-For paragraph (b) of sub-section (2)
of section 13 of the principal Act there
shall be substituted the following paragraph:''(b) be accompanied by(iii)

a statutory declaration made
by the aipplicant declaring that he intends to
engage in full-time employment as a sub-agent
if the licence •is granted."

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration) .-1 move-That, in sub-paragraph (iii) of proposed
new paragraph (b) of sub-section (2) of
section 13 of the principal Act, the words
" declaring that he intends to engage in
full-time employment as a sub-agent if
the licence is granted" be omitted with the
view
of
inserting
the
following:"declaring that he intends if the licence
is granted to engage in full-time employment as a sub-agent or, where the certificate accompanying the application pursuant to sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph has been signed on behalf of an
estate agent being a declared corporation,
that he intends to ·engage in full-time
employment with that declared corporation."

This is a rather wordy amendment, but
it will have this effect: Clause 7 provides for the declaration of certain
types of corporations which could not
be expected to engage full time in
estate agency business. Mr. Fulton
mentioned the big pastoral companies,
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are a good example. Special
provision is made in clause 7 to enable
such companies .to be declared corporations, and it is only necessary for
the person in control to be an estate
agent. It is not required .that the
whole of the board or half of the directors shall be so engaged.
It seems
logical that if we apply .that principle
to the man in charge we ought also to
apply it to the sub-agents he employs,
who will not be engaged full time in
the estate agency work. I think we
have merely carried through .to a lower
level the principle we have already
adopted for the e~gent himself. If a
person applies to be appointed a subagent, in the case of a pastoral company he will not be able to declare
that he will be doing nothing but estate
agency work. The amendment provides
for a sub-agent employed by a declared
corporation not to have to declare that
he will be fully engaged on that work.
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ployed full time. The committee was
concerned about the number of .parttime sub-agents who operated at weekends and who were very ill-informed
about almost all matters relating to
estate agency work. They were not
able to provide potential .purehasers
with accurate information, led vendors
astray as to their rights and duties, and
generally created an unsatisfactory
situation.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-Would not
any mis-statement or misleading of a
purchaser be the responsibility of the
agent?

The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so,
but the committee was anxious to raise
standards generally, and it was considered that the activities of sub-agents,
who operated mainly at week-ends and
at night after performing their normal
work, were not advantageous to the profession. Many of them operated for
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY (North- only a few weeks in the summer and
Ea.stern Province).-This clause with the then did other work. It is necessary to
amendment may create some hardships endeavour to marry that principle, which
to corporations in country centres. A, has laudable purposes, to an exception
number of rural companies employ which will allow pastoral companies and
retired farmers part time on this work. others who have :been recognized as havBecause of their farming experience, ing only a part-time interest in estate
their services are invaluable, but com- agency work to employ sub-agents on
panies should not be required to employ the same basis. It is not easy to frame
them full time. The proposal could such a provision, and the amendment
have a detrimental effect on ,some pasmay not go far enough. It may cut out
toral and other country companies.
some .people who ought to be included.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON (Gippsland As this is an all-party Bill, the matter
Province).-'! concur with my colleague, must be discussed with members of
Mr. Bradbury. I respectfully ask the. other parties. Therefore, I suggest that
Minister of Immigration to examine this the clause be .postponed.
matter with a view to making provision
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY (Northfor the men mentioned by Mr. Bradbury,
who provide a valuable pool of know- Eastern Province).-! thank the Minisledge for country companies. Their in- ter of Immigration for his consideration.
tegrity is ibeyond doubt, but they can be I realize that it is not easy to overcome
employed only part time.
the difficulty. In some sections of real
estate,
there are sharp-shooters who,
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-! am .prepared to ex- literally, take people for a ride at the
amine the proposal and in due week-end. On the other hand, I know
course I shall ask the Committee to that in the city of Wangaratta there
report progress for that .purpose. I point are a number of retired farmers whom
out that in the Bill the Government the pastoral companies are .pleased to
has adopted the Statute Law Revision employ on a part-time basis, and who
Committee's recommendations in the would otherwise fall into decay, so to
bald form that sub-agents must ·be em- speak.
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The Hon. G. J. NICOL (Monash Province).-! should like to ask the Minister of Immigration whether it is proposed that the provisions of this clause
shall be retrospective. Will the status
quo continue, and will the new provisions apply only to applications for new
sub:-agency licences?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-These provisions, which
will come into force as soon as the Act
receives Royal assent, will relate only
to new applications for sub-agencies.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Will exist..
ing licence holders be required to apply
for re-registration?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The legis ..
lation will apply not to renewals of
licences, but only to new applications.
The clause was postponed.
Clauses 10 to 17 were agreed to.
Clause 18After section thirty of the Principal Act
there shall be inserted the foUowing sec ..
tion:" 30A. An estate ·agent shall not employ
a sub-agent in connexion with 'his ,business
as an agent except on a full-time basis."

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration) .-A proposed amendment
to this clause has been circulated to
honorable members. The clause, as it
stands, will modify the strict require..
ments in relation to pastoral companies
but, as Mr. Bradbury pointed out, it
may not take in part-time sub-agents to
the extent which is desired. It is considered that this amendment should be
considered together with the amendment
which has been foreshadowed to postponed clause 9 and, therefore, I suggest
that this clause should be postponed also.
The clause was postponed.
Clause 19, providing, inter aliaAfter section thirty-four of the Principal
Act there shall be inserted the lfollowing
section:(4) If a statement is not ·given as required by this section or if the particulars
required by paragraphs (d) (e) and (/)
of sub-section (2) of this section are stated
dnaccurately the purchaser may by notice
in writing given to the vendor or to the
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estate agent within three months after he
first signs any contract agreement or document in respect of the sale avoid the contract agreement or document, and in any
civil proceedings arising out of or connected
with the contract agreement or document
the onus of proving that the statement was
duly given shall lie upon the party so
alleging.

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration) .-1 move-That, in sub-section (4) of proposed new
section thirty-four A, the words " If a statement i·s not given as required by this section
or if the particulars required iby paragraphs
(d) (e) and (/) of sub-section (2) of this
section are stated inaccurately" be omitted with the view of inserting the words
" If in purported ·pursuance of this section a
statement is given which does not state all
the particulars required by paragraphs (d)
(e) and (/) of sub-section (2) of this section or which states any of those particulars
inaccurately or if no statement at all is
given pursuant to this section".

This amendment is intended to clarify
the clause because, already, some doubt
has been expressed as to its meaning.
The clause relates to the statement
which must be given by the vendor to
the purchaser of a small business before
any contract is signed or a deposit is
paid. Honorable members will recall
from the remarks of Mr. Todd and
Mr. Fulton that a purchaser is allowed,
under certain circumstances, three
months during which time he can avoid
a contract if the statement which is
furnished is defective. The Statute Law
Revision Committee recommended that
if the particulars required under paragraphs (d), (e) and (f) of sub-section
( 3) of proposed new section 34A were
given inaccurately, the purchaser should
have the right to cancel the contract.
Paragraphs (d), (e) and (f) are the
important provisions setting out the
terms of any tenancy agreement, the
terms of any hire-purchase agreement,
and the full particulars of any repair or
structural alteration order which is
issued in respect of the premises. These
are matters of fact, which are capable
of being checked, and it was, therefore,
logical that the Statute Law Revision
Committee should recommend that, if
the particulars which were supplied
were inaccurate, the purchaser should
be able to avoid the contract. The additional provision, which will be added if
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the amendment is adopted, was not mentioned by the Statute Law Revision Committee. I refer to the possibility that
the requisite statement might not be
supplied at all.
In preparing the
measure, the Government considered
that it would be the intention of the
Statute Law Revision Committee that,
if the statement was not supplied, the
purchaser should have the right to
avoid the contract during the relevant
period of three months.
·When inserting this provision in the
Bill, the wording which was used
was a little ambiguous. The amendment, which will remove the ambiguity, will not alter · the sense
of the clause in any way.
It
will allow the purchaser to avoid the
contract under three separate conditions: First, if the information set out
in paragraphs (d), (e) and (/) is not
supplied; secondly, if the information
is given inaccurately; and, thirdly, if the
statement is not furnished at all. I
think the amendment meets the intention of the Statute Law Revision Committee, and certainly it meets the intention of the Government.

Adjournment.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
MARKETING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message relating to an
amendment.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-When this Bill was
under consideration in the Assembly,
the following sub-dause was inserted to
follow sub-clause (2) of clause 3:< ) The person appointed pursuant to
the provisions of paragraph (i) of subsection (2) of the last preceding section
shall be entitled to receive such travelling
expenses and allowances as are determined
by the Minister.

The amendment, if adopted, will authorize the payment of ex:penses to the
member of the Marketing Advisory Committee who travels from places 100 miles
or more from Melbourne. I move-That the amendment be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.

HIS
EXCELLENCY
THE
GOVERNOR:
ADDRESS OF WELCOM:E--MELBOURNE
AND METROPOLITAN TRAM:WAYS BOARD:
FOOTSCRAY Bus SERVICE.

Clause
illegal).

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! move--

20

(Certain

commissions

The Hon. ARCIDBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-This clause
which inserts a new section 37A in the
principal Act, contains a provision concerning procuration fees which is similar to one in the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act. The new section prohibits
any agent from accepting from a hirepurchase organization any fees for arranging a loan between a purchaser and
that organization. The inclusion of this
provision will improve the estate agents
legislation considerably.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 21 ·and 22.
Clause 23 was consequentially amended and, as amended, adopted.
C~auses 24 to 26 were agreed to.
Progress was reported.

That the House do now adjourn.

The
PRESIDENT
(SiT Gordon
McArthur).-His Excellency the Governor has intimated that it will be con-·
venient for the presentation of theAdtdress of Welcome to be made at the
Governor's office, Old Treasury Buildings, Spring-street, on Tuesday next, 21st
instant, at 2.15 p.m. I therefore request that as many members as possible·
should meet at the Governor's office ·at
2.10 p.m.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN (Melbourne West Province).-! should like·
to direct the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture to the transport facilities at.
Footscray and ask the honorable .gentleman whether he will give serious consideration to the installation of illuminated route signs on tramways buses. r
point out to the Minister that the signs at
present in use are •about the size of a.
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sheet of foolscap paper, and it is most
difficult for intending passengers to
determine the destinations of the buses.
I should like the Minister to take this
matter up with the appropriate authorities in an endeavour to improve the
facilities. The buses are over-crowded
and outmoded and urgent remedial
action is necessary.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.1 p.m.

1Jlrgi.alatint A.a.armbly.
Wednesday, May 15, 1963.

The SPEAKER (Sir William McDonald)
took the chair at 3.12 p.m., and read
the prayer.

FREE LIBRARY SERVICE BOARD.
PAYMENT OF SUBSIDY TO PENINSULA
REGION AL LIBRARY SERVICE.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) asked
the Minister of Transport, for the Act..
ing Chief Secretary1. What is the reason for the delay in
making payment of the 1962-63 Government subsidy to the Peninsula Regional
Library Service?
2. When the subsidy will be paid?
3. On what date the Free Library Service
Board received the 1962-63 estimates of
receipts and expenditure of the Peninsula
Regional Library Service?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The Acting Chief Secretary has
supplied the following answers:1. Payment of municipal library grants
depends on a number of factors, the most
important of which is the necessity to check
in detail, forecast estimates submitted by
councils earlier in the year in the light of
changed conditions.
This work was carried out by the Free
Library Service Board staff and was continued until December, 1962.
Recommended allocations were then
submitted to the first Board meeting of
1963, held in February. Certain alterations
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requested by the Board were made and
fresh schedules of allocations were dealt
with by the Board at its March meeting.
The Board's recommendations were submitted to the Chief Secretary on 25th
March, and after examination by the
Minister, were finally approved on 2nd May.
2. It is expected that the subsidy will be
paid before the end of May.
3. Date of receipt of the estimates was
3rd April, 1962.

PLASTIC GARMENTS.
USE OF "lSOPHORONE."
Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Minister of Education, for the Minister
of HealthWhether the Department of 'Health is
aware of the presence of the toxic ketone
" Isophorone " in certain plastic raincoats
and rain-hats on sale in Melbourne; if so(a) what quantities of "Isophorone" are
used in the manufacture of such articles;
and (b) what toxic content remains in the
finished article and what effect this has
when the garments are placed next to food
in a bag or case?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education).-The Minister of Health has
fumished the following answer:-

<a> The Department of Health is aware
that " Isophorone " is used as a solvent in
the screen printing of designs on sheet
plastic. However, this substance would be
completely evaporated before the sheet
plastic is made into articles of apparel.
(b) There would, therefore, be no hazard
to the general public in any circumstances
connected with the use of finished articles
of apparel, even if such articles came into
close contact with food.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BOARD.
WORK ON PROPERTY IN NICHOLSONSTREET, FITZROY.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Minister of Transport1. What is the nature and purpose of the
work being carried out on the Melbourne
and
Metropolitan
Tramways
Board's
property in Nicholson-street, adjacent to
the Gertrude-street building?
2. By whom the work is being done?
3. Whether the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board has any responsibility to .inform Parliament of its actions?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answers are-1. Grading, levelling and preparation of
land not immediately required for the
Board's own use at the rear of its l<>!!t
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property office to permit the area to be
operated under lease as a car park and
as a taxi filling station. A petrol bowser
and associated equipment to service taxicabs are being installed together with
toilets and wash-room facilities for taxi
drivers.
2. Partly by the Board's own staff and by
Amoco (Australia) Proprietary Limited,
which is providing the bowser installation
and associated equipment.
3. Not in respect of work such as this.
Sub-section (4) of section 92 of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Act
1958 provides that the Board may demise
any such land in such manner for such
period and on such terms and conditions
as it thinks fit.

FAIR RENTS BOARD.
CLAIMS FOR ADJUSTMENTS IN RENT.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Acting
Attorney-General1. How many cases or claims for-(a)
decreases in rents by tenants; and (b) increases in rents by owners, have 1been
heard by the Fair Rents Board in each of
the years 1960, 1961, 1962, and since 1st
January, 1963?
2. How many cases or claims for decreases have been-(a) approved; and (b)
disallowed?
3. How many cases or claims for increases
·have .been-(a) approved; and (b) disallowed?
4. In how many cases where an increase
has been-(a) approved; or (b) refused,
the tenant subsequently has been evicted?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The :following answers have
been supplied by the Acting AttorneyGeneral:1. (a) Applications fur decreases in rents
by tenants.
1960
43
1961
270
1962
125
1st January, 1963, to 15th May, 1963, 14.
1. (b) Applications for increases in rents
by owners.
1960 . .
5,646
1961 . .
2,262
1962 . .
781
1st January, 1963, to 15th May, 1963, 177.
2. Applications for decreases.
(a) Approved
301
(b) Disallowed
151
3. Applications for increases.
(a) Approved . .
6,946
(b) Disallowed
1,920
4. There are no means of ascertaining
this information.

Housing Commission.
HOUSING COMMISSION.

ANDERSON-ELIZABETH STREETS,
RICHMOND, HOUSING ESTATE.
~- HOLDING (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the Minister of Housing-

1. How many additional housing units
will be .erected in the Anderson-Elizabeth
streets housing estate, what types of units
are proposed, and when the Housing Commission expe·cts that such units will .be completed?
2. How many children between the ages
of-(a) four to six years; and (b) six to
fourteen years, are resident in the
Anderson.....Elizabeth streets area?
3. What .playgrounds at present are available in the area f·or children in each of these
age groups?
4. Whether the Commission has completed
plans for the provision o.f playgrounds in
this area; if so, whether he (the Minister
of Housing) :will lay on the taJble of the
Library the files contaJining the plans?

Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works) .-The Minister of Housing has
furnished the following replies:1. Fifty-six three-bedroom fiats of concrete ·construction on stilts with end walls
and 'balustrading to balconies finished in
exposed stone ag1gregate.
It is expected that the fiats will ibe com1pleted in March, 1964.
2. (a) Four to six years, 34.
(b) Six to fourteen years, 113.
3. None.
4. Plans not finally completed.
When the .plans are completed they will
ibe made available for inspection .by the
honora.ible member.
·

WESTERNPORT (OIL REFINERY)
BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
ratify validate approve and otherwise
give effect to an agreement between the
Premier for and on behalf of the State
of Victoria and BP Refinery (Westernport) Proprietary Limited with respect to the establishment at Crib
Point in the State of Victoria of a
refinery to authorize the construction of
port facilities at Crib Point to authorize
and make provision with respect to the
·construction of certain pipe-lines from
Crib Point, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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GRIEVANCE DAY.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER.

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I moveThat Standing Order No. 273c be suspended for to-morrow so far as it requires that
the first Order of the Day on every third
Thursday shall be either Supply or Ways
and Means, and that on that Order of the
Day being read the question shall be proposed that Mr. Speaker do now leave the
chair.

The motion was agreed to.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
QUESTiONS ON THURSDAY: SUSPENSION
OF STANDING ORDER.

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
--By leave, I move-That Standing Order No. 79A be suspended
so far as to allow questions to be included
in the Notice Paper ·for to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.
WESTERNPORT (OIL REFINERY)
BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is one of the most important
measures that has been introduced into
this House in a very long time. The Bill
is important not only for what it does
immediately and directly, but also because of what it holds for the future. I
am sure that everyone in this House
will welcome any measure which will
ensure sound economic development
outside the metropolitan area.
The Bill provides the machinery for
the opening of a new era of development
in this State-the use of Westernport
Bay as a deep-sea port. It does this,
amongst other things, by providing for
the ratification of the agreement between
myself on behalf of the State of Victoria
and BP Refinery (Westernport) Proprietary Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of BP Australia Limited, to
establish an oil refinery at Crib Point.
It also authorizes the construction of
port facilities at Crib Point and provides
for the construction of certain pipe-lines.
To me it is beyond question that more
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than the development of the Westernport area will flow from the decision to
establish this refinery, and advantages
to Victoria will accrue far beyond our
original plans and hopes.
Undoubtedly with this event, the
Hastings-Crib Point area has reached
its stage of "take-off," and this, I am
sure, will be welcomed throughout the
State. It is yet another example of
practical and logical decentralization,
and provides the nucleus of an entirely
new industrial complex outside Melbourne.
This great development cannot be
attributed to any one cause. There was
a combination of factors-a growing
market tfor petroleum products as a result of the spectacular growth of this
State; the need for the refining companies to seek deep-sea ports in which
to berth the largest tankers-supertankers of 60,000 to 100,000 tons are
now common-and a place in which a
company wishing to invest a large
amount of money would be confident of
the future.
The virtues of Westernport have
long been known, but the development
of Melbourne and Geelong and the facilities and markets directly available from
those ports have, until now, attracted
industry and commerce-and naturally
the shipping. It is clear, however, that
Westernport will be able to take the
large tankers now in use-vessels which
cannot negotiate the Port Phillip
Heads and enter the iports of Melbourne or Geelong. The BP company expects ultimately to berth in
Westernport tankers of the largest size.
Marine surveys indicate that without any
dredging in the approach channels,
vessels of up to 70,000 tons will be able
to use Westernport Bay. The only dredging likely to be required will be near fue
wharf facilities, and it is anticipated
that, with minor amounts of dredging,
the channels can be improved to cater
for larger vessels, if desired.
The
parent
BP
company has
operated facilities at Laverton and
Port Melbourne for many years and,
when the question of providing additional refinery capacity was first mentioned, the Government readily accepted
1
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the investigation of alternative sites. It
was an excellent opportunity to further
decentralize this branch of industry
which had already began with the
establishment of the Shell company's
refinery at Geelong. The extension of
this policy was regarded as of prime importance.
In this case three alternative proposals
First, berthing facilities
Melbourne serving a refinery at Altona, where the company
already owned land; secondly, the estab·
lishment of a marine terminal at Crib
Point to serve by crude oil pipeline a
refinery at Altona; and thirdly, the
present proposal to establish both marine
terminal facilities and the refinery at
Crib Point. Apart from alternatives in
Victoria, there was a whole range of
alternatives open to the company
throughout Australia.
~ere discussed.
in the Port of

The Westernport proposal envisages a
pipe-line for "white" products-petrol,
kerosene and gas-from Cri'b Point to
Dandenong
and
possibly
further.
" Black " or heavy products of the
refinery will be transferred to Melbourne
by ship. Supplies for other eastern
States will also be shipped by tankers
from
Crib
Point. This is not
merely a question of the BP company being attracted to Victoria, because
that company has a major installation at
Kwinana in Western Australia. Apart
from the fact that this company could
have gone to Altona or Crib Point, they
could easily have increased the capacity
of the Kwinana refinery to handle the
needs for their produce in Australia, or
they could have gone to some other
State. It was not established until
recently that they would come to Victoria, let alone Crib Point.
The Government, for obvious reasons,
strongly pressed the advantages of
Westernport and the discussions and
negotiations-which have proceeded for
some months-have been directed towards the achievement of that end. The
Minister of State Development and
officers of the Division of State Development, have provided liaison between the
Government and the company and have
arranged discussions between its representatives and the Ports and Harbors
Mr. Bolte.
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Branch,_ State 'Electricity Commission,
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
Housing Commission, Lands
Department, Mines Department, Gas and
Fuel Corporation and Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. The services of the Fisheries and Wildlife
Department, the Town and Country
Planning Board and the Department of
Labour and National Service were also
availed of. Whilst overseas last year, I
also had the opportunity of discussing
the project with the London directors of
the company. These exhaustive discussions and investigations by the
Government and the company have resulted in this agreement, which is now
brought before Parliament for ratification.
It involves the erection at an estimated cost of £15,000,000 of a refinery
capable of processing, in the initial
stages of operations, 1,500,000 tons of
crude oil per annum. This refinery will
be located approximately 1 mile north
of the township of Crib Point on land
purchased iby the company some time
ago, and separated from the foreshore
by a Government road. The site is of
355 acres, and the greater part of it is
included within the industrial zone of
the proposed planning scheme of the
Shire of Hastings. The refinery to be
erected will be most modern in design
and will be constructed to world
standards. Construction labour is expected to rise to over 1, 000 on the refinery alone. At least another 150 men
will be permanently engaged in the
operation of the plant.

As I mentioned earlier, and as outlined in the agreement, the company
will construct a pipe-line to a distribution centre at Dandenong.
The possibility of extending the white products
line to the company's existing installations at Port Melbourne has been examined, but no decision has yet been
reached on this aspect. In this connexion, honorable members, from their
reading, are no doubt aware of the
developments in other parts of the
world in this means of transportation.
For example, last year the British Parliament passed a pipe-lines Act which
does generally what is provided for in
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this particular case in facilitating the
construction of pipe-lines required by
the company. Whilst the necessity for
general legislation in this field has not
yet arisen in Victoria, it could quite well
be that something of this nature will
be required in the near future. Particularly would this be so if oil in commercial quantities were discovered in
this State.
I may mention that, whereas some 70
or 80 years ago the emphasis was on
development of any country area iby
means of transportation by rail, because
the railway was the popular means of
providing access, to-day it is just as
important to make legislative provision
with respect to pipe-lines, because a new
era has been entered. This aspect has
only recently ·been realized in England,
and in that country legislation has been
enacted to permit a network of pipelines to be constructed throughout the
length and breadth of the United Kingdom.
Mr. ScHINTLER.-The railways served
a useful purpose.
·
Mr. BOLTE.-That is so. Nevertheless, we have now embarked upon a new
era, and it is incumbent upon us to
do as has been done in England and
to legislate for the construction of pipelines, because the pipe-line will virtually
become the life line of the country.

The State will be responsible for the
cost of those works which are necessary
to establish a permanent harbor and the
necessary harbor facilities. All these
structures and facilities will be built by
the company to the satisfaction of the
Chief Engineer of Ports and Harbors.
The agreement limits the responsibility
of the State for these works to
£3,500,000. Honorable members will
appreciate that jetties to handle these
large tankers are not very numerous in
the world and form a specialized field
of construction. The parent company
has for some time been carrying out
negotiations with one of the foremost
engineering companies in the world on
these matters, and it is proposed to use
the same consultants to bring this proposed work to conclusion.
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It was originally proposed that the
company would finance the construction
of the harbor works and that the State
would repay the investment progressively out of the wharfa:ge charges.
This, at first, looked attractive, but it
actually involved many difficulties and
it became evident that the only clean
arrangement was the one adopted.
Mr. STONEHAM.-Does that mean that
it wiU, of itsel!f, be an economic proposition?
Mr. BOLTE.-! should like to explain
that aspect carefully and in detail. The
original proposition of the company
was that it was prepared to spend the
sum of £19,000,000 plus and provide its
own facilities. Naturally, if tihe com1pany was to .provide port facilities and
all the other things that go with the
successful operation of a harbor, those
facilities would ultimately become the
property of the State. But, i'f the
company paid for tllose installations,
the company must lbe repaid, and the
original proposition was that the company could amortize its ex.penditure per
medium of whar.fage dues and so forth.
Although no difficult problem was
involved, it could he construed that we
would be in some way dodging a gentlemen's agreement with the Loan Council
inasmuch as the transaction could be
said to be a Government loan. Naturally a firm the size of BP Australia
Limited could not borrow at the semigovernmental rate of interest. Such a
transaction could never be countenanced
by the Loan Council because, of necessity, the interest rate would be higher
than the semi-governmental rate. That
was the deciding factor and so, instead
of the company financing the port facilities and being repaid out of its own
wharfage charges, the Government's decision was that a far cleaner arrangement would be for the Government to
provide the port facilities.
I shall now answer the question posed
by the Leader of the ·Opposition by
saying that ·th·e wharfage charges will
provide very good interest on the Government's investment. If !honorable
members read the agreement, they will
discover that this is so. It is as simple
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as this: If there are 1,000,000 tons
handled at a rate of 4s. a ton wharfage
charge, the Government will receive the
sum of £200,000.
If the sum of
£3,000,000 were invested, it would he at
the rate of 6! per cent. So, even at the
minimum through-put, it is antidpated
that the Government would derive about
7 per cent. on the State's investment. It
is anticipated that the refinery will, in
the foreseeable future, grow to a iproduction in the region of 3,000,000 tons per
annum, in which case additional money
would have to be spent on the port, but,
from the Government's point of view,
the money that is employed in provi·ding
facilities will be a very good investment
not only for the present but also tfor
the future taxpayers of Victoria.

so on, will be payable on a similar basis
to those applying to other Victorian
ports, and will he adequate to cover the
cost of these services. The cost of
providing adequate tug services will be
underwritten by the company. I desire
to e~plain that the company was
prepared to provide not only port
facilities but also tugs. However, tihe
Government will be supplying the tugs,
but the company has underwritten the
operation of those tugs, and, rightly, it
will have priority on their use. Although
those tugs will he used in the development of the port, they will a:lso 1be used
for other purposes, and any income
derived from such extra use of the tugs
will be credited against the obligation
of BP Australia Limited.

At Kwinana, in Western Australia the
refining company did in fact iprovide the
harbor facilities, but there they have
been given !freedom from wharfage
charges !for 100 years. I think that,
also, answers the Leader of the Opposition, whose question was relevant.

Whal'fage charges have been fixed at
a maximum of 4s. per ton for an input
of petroleum of up to 2,500,000 tons
.per annum, with a reduction of ls. per
ton for tonnages in excess of that quanity. In accordance with the usual practice the rate on petroleum of Australian
origin will be reduced by ls. per ton.
These charges, on the lowest input of
petroleum envisaged for the refinery,
will adequately cover the capital investment of the State in the port. Provision is made for the revision ()f these
charges after twenty years, but in any
such revision the rates will not exceed
75 per cent. of the charges applying at
the port of Melbourne-or 80 per cent.
of the charges applying at the port of
Geelong, which ever is the lower. This
will ensure that a proper ratio in favour
of the new decentralized port will be
maintained.

Mr. FENNESSY.-How did Western
Australia "get away with it" with the
Loan Council?
Mr. BOLTE.-The Loan Council does
not enter into the matter because this
is not 'borrowed money. It is provided
by the company and is not repaid to
the company. The company provided
its own harbor facilities, and so was
relieved of the necessity to pay wharfage charges. No loan was made to
anyone.
Control of the harbor at Westernport
will he retained 'by the Ports and
Harbors Branch, which, as set out in
the agreement, will also .provide
necessary navigation aids and pilot
service. Pilotage, towage and fire protection operations and maintenance of
navigation aids will probably result in
the permanent employment in the
district of another 30 men and, although
details have not yet been finalized, it
could be ex·pected th.at these men and
their 'families will live in the district.
Tonnage dues on ships using the port,
which are designed to cover exipenditure
by the State on navigation aids and

The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the State Electricity
Commission are confident that the water
supply and the power needs of the industry can be met, although some amplification of existing services will, of
course, be necessary.
The Housing
Commission has already taken action
to obtain land in the area and will
supplement existing accommodation by
the erection of additional houses for
rental or for sale. These particular
services are not in the agreement, nor
do I think they should be. The State
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Rivers and Water Supply Commission
can adequately meet fue needs of the
company, and the State Electricity
Commission can do likewise. Indeed, it
has given an assurance to that effect.
So far as the Housing Commission is
concerned, the Government would do
what would be considered normal in
these conditions. I personally expect
that the greater percentage of homes
to be erected in that area for the employees of the company will be financed
under the Home Finance Act.
Mr. HoLLAND.-Will power and water
be supplied on normal terms?
Mr. BOLTE.-Those facilities will be
supplied on terms no different from
those which would apply to anyone
else. I assure the honorable member
that the same rates, charges and other
conditions will be applicable. The agreement also provides for certain easements
necessary to enable the company to develop the port facilities, the refinery
site, and the proposed pipe-lines.
From this review, honorable members
will appreciate that we have examined
this project from all angles and have
made every endeavour within reason to
ensure that this first major industriaJ
project at Westernport will be a success. And so we should.
This measure means that Victoria will
have, for an investment of not more
than £3,500,000, a new deep-sea port
established within easy distance of the
existing main industrial complexes of
the State, and the economics of the
port are assured in advance. I do not
want honorable members to be misled.
In ratifying this agreement, they will be,
in fact, appropriating the sum of
£3,500,000 for the development of a port
at Westernport.
Mr. BROSE.-Solely for oil, or for
general use?
The sum of
Mr. BOLTE.-No.
£3,500,000 has been est ablished as being
the top figure to satisfy the development
of the port.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Over what
period?
Mr. BOLTE.-Over the period ol
building the refinery.
1
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-How long will
that take?
Mr. BOLTE.-The refinery should be
completed and in operation within a
period of three years, so, there is a
three-year programme which will be
implemented at a cost of £1,000,000
annually. I should like to amplify that
statement. In mentioning a sum of
£3,500,000, I point out that it is obvious
to anyone who has knowledge of such
an agreement that such a figure would
never be fixed if it was believed that
that figure would be exceeded.
Mr. BROSE.-The point I make is that
it is not solely for BP Refinery
(Westernport) Proprietary Limited?
Mr. BOLTE.-Not necessarily. The
agreement is solely between the State
and BP Refinery (Westernport) Proprietary Limited, but, as I explained earlier,
the tugs, the jetty and the pipelines could ibe used for other
purposes.
Neither the Government
nor the company would agree to
the inclusion in the
agreement
of a figure that would be exceeded, because if that were done Parliament
might have to agree, in a short space
of time, to further expenditure.
The
popular estimate of the cost of the
development of this port is the sum of
£3,000,000, plus a couple of hundred
thousand pounds or less a couple of
hundred thousand pounds, but, so that
adequate provision will be made, the sum
of £3,500,000 is stated in the agreement
and in the Bill.
Mr. ScHINTLER.-There is no possibility of problems similar to those that
have arisen at Portland being encountered?
Mr. BOLTE.-I do not know what
problems the honorable member has in
mind.
Mr. SCHINTLER._.:.._You know the problems I mean.
Mr. BOLTE.-There would not be
problems of that sort. Whilst the jetties
planned at present will be suitable only
for the handling of petroleum and allied
products, there is ample deep water
available to suit the location of wharves
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to deal with future industries or general
cargo that might be offering. The
pilotage service and navigation aids as
well as the tugs would, of course, be
available for such future development.
Mr. STONEHAM.-But the jetty itself
will be for the exclusive use of BP
Refinery
(Westernport)
Proprietary
Limited?
Mr. BOLTE.-The Leader of the
Opposition will realize that a jetty is
being constructed for this project and it
will carry the necessary pipe-lines, but
there may be ancillary facilities. This is
the first stage of a development.
No one can foresee at this stage what
the future development will be but no
one can deny that with its proximity to
the continually expanding Dandenong
industrial area, with which it will be
directly linked, and to the resources of
the Latrobe Valley, the possibilities are
unlimited. In predicting development in
the future, I have always maintained
that success will be assured for an area
if first of all a refinery is established.
This is instanced by what has happened
at Altona and Geelong with the petrochemical industries.
If tremendous development is sought
in a particular area, it can be said almost
facetiously, " First get yourself a refinery." Once a refinery is established,
development is well on the way. Not
only will pure spirit be produced, but
there will also be an enormous number
of by-products. One can point to the
great development that has taken place
in Altona following the establishment of
a refinery in that district. A similar
comment can be applied to the establishment of the Shell company's refinery
at Geelong. Developments have followed
in industrial chemistry, processing of
agricultural chemicals, and the production of car.hon black, synthetic rubber
and polyethylenes. Tankers now leave
the Shell refinery at Geelong loaded with
heated bitumen ifor delivery up to 100
miles away. If BP Refinery (Westernport) Proprietary Limited has a disability, it will be in the disposal of byproducts. I firmly believe that, when the
installations are in use, it will be necessary for the Gas and Fuel Corpora tion
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to undertake a major operation within a
few years to utilize petrolific gas 1for the
supply of town gas. Other things will
follow the processing of crude oil. It
is a fairly accurate forecast that whenever a refinery is established spectacular
development follows. I do not propose
to forecast beyond this. It is not likely
that the pattern of past development
following the establishment of an oil
refinery will not be repeated.
To sum up, the Bill does two main
things. First, it ratifies, validates, and
gives legal force to the terms of the
agreement, which is the schedule to the
Bill. Secondly, it makes the necessary
provision to authorize the construction
of the proposed pipe-lines and for the
acquisition by the company of the
necessary easements. The route of the
proposed pipe-lines will be subject to
Government approval. Although authority is given to the company to acquire
land compulsorily for easements only, its
action in that regard will be subject to
approval by; the Governor in Council.
The substantial effect of the legislation can best be seen by studying the
terms of the agreement. I ask this
House to treat this measure as an
urgent matter. The company is anxious.
to commence work under the agreement as soon as possible, and I am
equally anxious that this important
development should not rbe delayed for
one day more than is essential. It is
unfortunate that final agreement between the Government and the company
has not been readhed until this late
stage of the Parliamentary session. I
would much prefer that the agreement
had come before Parliament three weeks
ago, giving all members adequate time
in which to study t,he Bill in detail, but
it was signed only at 2.30 p.m. to-day.
The company would be most reluctant
to start spending money without ratification of the agreement by Parliament.

It is confidently expected that the
refinery will be in production by the end
of 1965. I would only add, Mr. Speaker,
that it has been a pleasure to deal with
this company.
Whilst it has put
forward many requests, they have been
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found on examination to be not unreasonable and we have been able, as
the result of negotiation, to achieve an
arrangement which is satisfactory to all.
It has been a pleasure also to observe
the way in which officers of the various
governmental departments have worked
towards bringing the negotiations to a
successful conclusion.
People joke
about civil servants, but when the
opportunity is given to departmental
officers to do something really important, particularly along the Mnes of this
project, they can sometimes leave
persons in private enterprise a long
way behind.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-They
valuable as crude oil.

can

be

as

Mr. BOLTE.-! agree. I commend
every departmental officer who has had
anything to do with this agreement,
because all of those concerned have
done magnificent work. Undoubtedly
this big development will result in
great and lasting benefits to the State,
and I therefore strongly commend the
legislation to the House. If the Leader
of the Opposition and the Leader of
the Country party or any other members desire further information, it will
readily be made available to them.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader
Opposition).-! move--

of

the

That the debate be now adjourned.

As the Premier has said, it is unfortunate that an important matter such
as this should be brought before
Parliament practically at the close of
the session. I understand that it is the
desire of the Government that this
House complete its business, if possible,
to-morrow, and in an endeavour to cooperate, I shall suggest an adjournment
of the debate only until then. We
cannot possibly ·be e~ected to make an
adequate and cr.itical examinatfon of
the whole matter in the time available,
but we do not wish to take any action
that will cause this great project to be
delayed.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I thank the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the Country party.
If they consider that any aspect requires
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further investigation, the Government
will agree to the House meeting next
Tuesday.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until next day.
HEALTH(AMENDMENT)BILL
(No. 2).
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill, as its title indicates, proposes
two alterations to the Health Act 1958.
The first amends section 83, which sets
up rigid controls over the grazing of
cattle on land on which nightsoil or
sewage has been deposited or spread.
Only sewerage authorities as defined in
the section are authorized to allow such
grazing and then only subject to strict
conditions. Any cattle removed from
land on which nightsoil or sewage has
been spread, if kept segregated from
other animals and taken to certain
abattoirs in the metropolitan area, may
be slaughtered under strict supeI'Vlision.
Otherwise, they must be immediately
destroyed and disposed of other than
for human consumption.
For the purposes of this ·section,
"sewerage authoI"ity" is defined as
meaning any of the authorities within
the meaning of the Sewerage Districts
Act, the Melbourne and Metropoliitan
Board of Works, and the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust. The two
last-named, at the time this section was
added to the Health Act, were the only
bodies other than those constituted
under the Sewerage Districts Act which
had comparable functions in regard to
nightsoil and sewage disposal.
The Latrobe Valley Water and
Sewerage Board, which came into
existence at a later date, also has
functions comparable with those Of a
sewerage authority, but because of the
provisions of sub-section ( 2) of section
83 of the Health Act, that Board, not
being a "sewerage authority" as defined in the section, is not autho~ized
even to allow cattle to graze on any
land upon which nightsoil or sewage
has been spread or deposited.

I
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By the amendment of sub-section (3)
of section 83 of the Hea1th Act as proposed in clause 2 of the Bill, the meaning
of "sewerage authority" will be
widened so that the Board will be
placed on the same footing as other
sewerage authoritiies in so far as the
grazing of cattle on land treated with
nightsoil or sewage and the sulbsequent
disposal of such cattle is concerned.

Certain beasts were sold by the Board
on the open market through Goldsbrough Mort and Company Limited,
but according to the chairman's advice
these sales were of surplus cattle which
had never been grazed on irrigated pastures. As stated by the Minister of
Health in another place, he has directed
an investigation by the Commission of
Publk Health into the whole matter.

It should be mentioned at this stage
that there was a considerable amount
of discussion in another place concerning the actfon of the Latrobe Valley
Water and Sewerage Board in regard to
the grazing of cattle on .the sewerage
farm known as Dutson Downs.

The other proposal in this Bill deals
with the treatment of live-stock with
oestrogens to .promote growth. In a
number of overseas countries it is believed that certain synthetic oestrogens
have cancer producing properties, and
objection is taken to the treatment of
live-stock with such substances, as it is
felt that a residue of such substances
may remain in the flesh of a treated
animal or bird after it has been killed.
The Australian Agricultural Council has.
received information that certain countries, Italy in particular, have restricted
the importation of livestock products
from .places where the use of oestrogens
is not forbidden.

The Minister of Health believes that
a breach of the provisions of section 83
of the Hea lth Act 1958 did occur in
that the Latrobe Valley Water and
Sewerage Board-not being a " sewerage
authority" within the meaning of that
section-has permitted cattle to graze on
land used for the purpose of spreading
sewage. However, apart from what may
be termed a technical ibreach of that
section, he would be more concerned
with the .possibility of danger to the
community from the health point of view
as a result of the sale on the open market
of cattle grazed on pastures irrigated
with sewage.
1

When the Minister's attention was
drawn to the fact that the results of
cattle sales had been reported in the
annual report of the Latrobe Valley
Water and Sewerage Board, he directed
that inquiries be made. By telephone,
the Chief Engineer of the Department
of Health (Mr. J. F. McDonnell), on
Wednesday, 8th May, was first advised
by a senior officer of the Latrobe Valley
Water and Sewerage Board that beasts
from the Board's sewage farm had
been sold at Sale through the agency of
Messrs. Goldsbrough Mort and Company Limited.
The Minister of Health was subsequently assured in writing by the chairman and manager of the Board (Mr.
J. B. Mulvany) that all cattle grazed on
irrigated pastures have been disposed of
in accordance with the procedures laid
down in section 83 of the Health Act.
Mr. Bloomfield.

No authoritative statement on the
harmful effects which might follow the
use of oestrogens for growth promotion
had been issued by any recognized
scientific body in Australia until the
Veterinary Public Health Committee of
the National Health and Medical Research Council recorded that-

<a> Although there may he certain
economic advantages to the producer, from
the public health .point of view (and discounting the economic aspect regarding
ex.ports of meat) the use of hormones for
other than therapeutic pur:poses is inadvisable;
(b) the Committee does not approve of
the use of oestrogens in the .poultry
industry.
These views were adopted iby the
National Health and Medical Research
Council at a meeting in May, 1962, and
similar recommendations were made
later in the year by the Australian Agricultural Council.
The recommendations were ibrought to
the notice of the Commission of Public·
Health, which proposed that the law be
amended to provide for the prohibition
of the use of oestrogenic preparatiOns on
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animals and birds for other than therapeutic purposes. Similar action has
already been taken in other Australian
States.
In New South Wales and
Queensland the prohibition applies to
cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry, and in
South Australia and Western Australia
it applies to animals only, but is expected to be extended to poultry as from
the 1st July next.
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the wheat in New South Wales were
not incorporated in a defined area,
received the wheat that those growers
wished to market through the Grain
Elevators Board's bulk-handling system.
The Board, in effect, extended to those
New South Wales growers the same
rights as the growers producing wheat
in the respective defined areas in Victoria. A " defined area " is an area
in
Victoria adjacent to an elevator and
The principal Act, to be amended by
when
defined every grower in that area
this Bill, is the Health Act 1958. Clause
must
deliver
his wheat to the Board.
2 of the Bill amends the definition of
Just prior to the commencement of
"sewerage authority," in section 83, adding the Latrobe Valley Water and Sewer- the 1960-61 harvest the Grain Elevators
Board appreciated the fact .that wheat
age Board.
produced within :areas defined to serve
Clause 3 inserts a new section 242A in the Board's elevators, and which the
Part XIV., which deals with foods, Board has
legal obligation to accept,
drugs, substances and articles.
Sub- would fill all the bulk-storage space the
section (1) of the proposed new section Boar.d had available. The Grain Elevaprohibits the administration of oestrogen tors Board that season, .therefore,
to an animal or bird except on prescrip- declined to accept any wheat grown
tion by a veterinary surgeon ifor thera- outside the defined areas. Those New
peutic pur:poses. Sub-section (2) defines South Wales wheat growers, like
animal or bird as meaning " food " Victorian growers outside defined areas,
animals, including poultry and the had to revert that season .to the delivery
animaJs referred to in the meat super- of wheat in bags. Subsequent examinavision sections of the Health Act. Sub- tion of the legal position disclosed that
section ( 3) defines oestrogen. Sub- it was not possible for the Victorian
section ( 4) makes contravention of this Parliament to pass legislation which
section an offence against Part XIV. would effectively define specific areas in
This carries, in general, higher penalties New South Wales and impose on the
than the normal' penalty for an offence growers in those ·areas the provisions
against the Health Act, including special of the Grain Elevators Act.
penalties for second and third offences:
A means whereby the New South
On the motion of Dr. JENKINS Wales wheat growers concerned could
(Reservoir), the debate was adjourned be given legal rights and obligations
until Thursday, May 16.
equivalent to .those now possessed by
Victorian wheat growers who have property located in the Swan Hill, Nyah
GRAIN ELEVATORS (BORDER
West,
Piangil and Cobram defined areas,
WHEAT) BILL.
is to :amend the Grain Elevators Act to
Mr. MIBUS (Minister of Water give the Board authority to enter into
Supply).-! move-specific delivery contracts with each of
That this Bill be now read a second time.
the New South Wales growers concerned. At present the provisions of
This is a short Bill to amend the
Grain Elevators Act 1958. It has been section 21 of the Act prevents the Board
the custom of wheat growers located in from entering into agreements of such
New South Wales just over the River a kind.
This Bill embodies provisions which
Murray from railway stations in Victoria to deliver their wheat to the rail- will give the Grain Elevators Board
In most
way station in Victoria nearest to their the necessary authority.
properties. Prior to the 1960-61 wheat elevator defined areas in Victoria some
season, the Grain Elevators Board had, growers have to cart their wheat up to
despite the fact that the lands producing fifteen miles to the elevator erected to

a
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serve their area. That distance has
therefore been specified as the distance
into New South Wales from the
elevators at Swan Hill, Nyah West and
Piangil that a New South Wales wheat
grower has the right to expect the
Board to enter into such a contract to
accept his wheat.
In the case of Cobram the distance
has been reduced to ten miles, because
the New South Wa:les Grain Elevators
Board has erected an eleva tor at
Berrigan and that Board rightly objects
to the Victorian Grain Elevators Board
taking into Us Cobram elevator, wheat
produced in an area which is now
served by the elevator which the New
South Wales Grain Elevators Board
has erected at Berrigan.
Victorian growers in a defined area
of Victoria who fail to deliver their
wheat to the Board are guilty of an
offence and may be fined up to £100.
The penalty provision of the Act cannot,
as a matter of constitutional law, be
made applicable to a grower in New
South Wales. To overcome this inability
to have a New South Wales grower fined
if he does not deliver his wheat as agreed,
the Bill provides that he shall deposit
with the Board a sum as security for
his due performance of the contract and
that, if he fails to perform his part of
the contract, the deposit or such part
of it as the Board determines shall be
forfeited to the Board.
The Act provides, in section 22, that
the Grain Elevators Board is not bound
to accept wheat from a Victorian grower
who has already had stored in an elevator during the current season such percentage of the wheat grown by him in
.that season as the Board considers
reasonable having regard to the storage
space available in the elevator. This is
a reasonable provision to ensure that,
in a bumper season, all growers will
share equally in the storage facilities.
Section 22 does not apply to the New
South Wales growers and cannot be
made applicable, but .the Bill provides
that every agreement is to contain a
provision giving the Board the right to
refuse to accept further deliveries from
a New South Wales grower when he has
had stored such a percentage of his crop
Mr. Mibus.
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as is reasonable in all the circumstances.
In shor.t, the New South Wales grower
is not to get any advantage over the
Victorian grower when storage facilities
are being taxed to their limit.
Finally, the Bill provides that an
agreement entered into pursuant to the
section is not to be invalid by reason
only that it is in restraint of trade. It
has been held by the courts that an
agreement whereby a man undertakes
to restrict his trading in certain ways
may be illegal if it is unreasonable with
reference to the interests of the parties
or unreasonable with reference to the
interests of the public. Such an agreement is called one in restraint of trade.
The Co-operation Act 1958 expressly
provides, in section 62, that a society
may enter into a contract with a member, that he shall sell his products only
through the society, and that the agreement shall be binding notwithstanding
that, but for the Act, it would be in
restraint of trade. It is thought ·advisable to provide expressly that the
grower's agreement to deliver his
wheat only to the Board will not be in ..
valid by reason only that it so restricts
him as to the delivery of his wheat. I
recommend the Bill to the House, and
ask for its speedy passage.
On the motion of Mr. WU.KES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned
until next day.
MOTOR CAR BILL.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.

Clause 2 was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Registration of trailers).
Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy).-The
Opposition has already expressed its
views on this clause. It is opposed to
the charges fixed for commercial and
private trailers, as set out in the clause.
During the second-reading debate, an
honorable member supporting the
Government raised the point that our
opposition to this clause implied opposition to some of the laudable objectives
set out in sub-section ( 3) of proposed
new section 3A of the Road Traffic Act,
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dealing with projects to be undertaken
by the Traffic Commission. The Opposition is not opposed to any of these projects and, in particular, is not opposed
to the improvement or provision of
school and pedestrian crossings and
-0ther means of assisting motorists and
pedestrians. However, the Opposition
considers that this is not a responsibility
which should be thrust on motorists
alone, but one that should be borne by
the whole of the community. Motorists
.should not be singled out to defray the
expenses involved.
I understandspeaking subject to correction by the
Minister-that the Government may be
prepared to reconsider the charges .proposed, but at present we are unable to
fix any alternative to the Government's
proposal, and do not propose to take any
responsibility for them. We simply express our opposition to the clause.
1

Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-As
.indicated by the spokesman for the
Country party during the second-reading
debate, my party takes strong exception
to the proposed registration of trailers,
as outlined in the clause. I point out
that commercial trailers are registered at
present and are thus under control from
the point of view of safety. Consequently safety measures in this connexion will not increase as a result of
this Bill. The question is whether the
motorist can find another £100,000 as a
contribution towards the safety factor,
on the main argument of the Government. I do not want to minimize the
necessity of taking every opportunity to
ensure that all vehicles on the road are
as safe as possible, but I point out that
there are at present regulations governing vehicles on the road and the police
have the opportunity to ensure that they
are complied with.
The estimated revenue to be derived
from the Bill is £123,000-the Minister
courteously provided the informationand the net gain is estimated at
£105,000. My party is not convinced
that it is reasonable to take this additional amount out of the pockets of the
motorists of this State. Consequently,
we still believe that the Bill has not
been given the full consideration that
it deserves. We are not convinced that
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this is the way to do what the Government hopes to achieve and therefore we
shall not support the clause.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The Government gave careful
consideration to the proposals before
introducing the Bill. The Deputy Leader
of the Country party does not like the
principle of the registration of these
trailers, and I point out that this was a
recommendation of a committee on road
safety which reported to the Government. This committee consisted of Mr.
Thorpe, chairman of the Traffic Commission, Mr. Phillips, an inspector of the
mobile traffic branch of the Police Department, Sergeant Byrnes, representing the Police Department, Mr. W. F.
Steel, of the Country Roads Board, and
Mr. Underwood of the Chief Secretary's
Department.
In their report on road safety
throughout the State, these men suggested strongly that one of the
principal causes of accidents was oversized and overloaded trailers. They
suggested that one way of overcoming
this was to register such trailers and
charge a fee commensurate with the use
they made of road surfaces and the cost
of administration in ensuring that they
were a!dequately equipped and roadworthy.
In fixing the scale of fees the Government had regard to a number of things.
The first was that a registration fee of
less than £1 for a privately owned trailer
would be absurd. Surely if a person can
afford to own a trailer he can afford to
pay a minimum of £1 for registration.
The fee for larger trailers was made
30s. I point out that a commercial
trailer which would attract the top fee
of £15 can carry between 10 and 15 tons
of goods. If such goods were conveyed
on a truck, the registration fee would
be £60 or £70. Having accepted the
principle that trailers should be controlled through registration, the Government considers that a fee of £15 is not
unreasonable.
The charges proposed in the clause
compare favourably with similar charges
imposed in all other States. In fact, the
Victorian rates are much lower. To quote
examples, the small private trailer, for
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which it is proposed to charge £1,
attracts a fee of 76s. 8d. in New South
Wales if its tare weight does not exceed
30 cwt., while the rates in Queensland,
South Australia, Western Australia and
Tasmania are respectively 25s. 6d., 45s.,
30s. and 20s.
The registration fee for a 13 cwt. private trailer in New South Wales is 150s.,
which is the top fee, and the next nearest
to the Victorian proposal is 45s. in South
Australia. In the commercial field the
New South Wales fee for the trailer for
which it. is proposed to charge £15 here
was 935s. until the end of last year. As
from 1st January this year, the New
South Wales Government increased the
registration fee to l,233s. 4d., which is
much greater than is proposed in the Bill.
Over the whole of this field it will be
found that Victoria's proposals are extremely moderate compared with the
position elsewhere.
I would be the last to suggest that we
should do something simply because
some other State has done it in a bigger
and better way, but I believe safety on
the roads demands that the Government
should accept some responsibility for
ensuring that trailers are safe. The
Government must have some revenues
with which to do that and the proper
body to provide safety precautions in the
way of children's crossings, traffic lights
and so on, .is the Traffic Commission. As
the situation stands, the Commission has
very little funds, and although it is able
to give a lot of advice, it is not able to
carry out much work. When there is a
problem relating to a children's crossing
or a pedestrian operated light, the Commission can inspect the site and recommend to the local council that it should
provide certain facilities. The Commission has a power of veto over the local
council, but, unless that council has the
money with which to carry out the work,
it is not done.
The proposal contained in the Bill
will not only enable the Commission to
make decisions, but will also provide it
with the necessary revenue with which to
implement them. It is an accepted princi'ple that safety precautions on traffic
arteries is a responsibility of · the
traffic itself. Up to now neither the
Opposition nor the Country party has
Mr. Meagher.
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indicated that it considers the proposed
fees should be amended. The Opposition
claimed that the fees were too high,
but did not suggest any alternative
scale of fees. Country .party members
stated that they do not like the principle
of registration, and for that reason they
will vote against the clause.
Having considered it carefully, the
Government considers that the proposal
is a reasonable way of handling the
matter. It also considers that in providing this money for the Traffic Commission Fund nothing will be taken
away from the Country Roads Board
Fund. I have figures which show that
the total revenue will be £123,000 and,
after allowing for the £18,000 that the
Country Roads Boa~d Fund receives
from commercial trailers, and also for
the savings to the Country Roads Fund
as a result of the deletion from the
Country Roads Act of section 39, and
having provided for four-fifths of 1 -per
cent. to which this Bill refers to be
returned from the Country Roads Board
Fund to · the Traffic Commission, t,mder
the present scale of fees the Country
Roads Board Fund will still be better off
to the extent of £25,000 than it is to-day.
The deletion from this Bill of portio·n
of these fees could result only in the
Country Roads Board Fund being worse
off, and in the Traffic Commission Fund
not having the resources with which to
undertake its work. F'or those reasons,
the Government must adhere to its decision that the clause should remain in
the Bill.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-The
Minister of Transport referred to the
fact that he does not wish the Country
Roads Board Fund to be worse off under
this Bill than it is at present. If the
old fees for commercial vehicles remain
as they are, the Country Roads Board
Fund cannot possibly be worse off. It
should also be appreciated that commercial vehicles are already registered,
and the scale of figures, which was
furnished by the Minister, indicates a
range from 30s. to 60s. Consequently,
it will be necessary to insist upon the
safety measures in relation to commer;..
cial vehicles 0n which the Government
appears to be so keen. The whole issue
comes back to whether the amount of
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£105,000,. which is anticipated, will be
derived from the registration of trailers
and private caravans. Personally, I do
not think it will.
Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy) .-Opposition members, :who listened with interest to the Minister's statement, can appreciate the comparisons drawn by the
honorable gentleman between the position in Victoria and that of other States.
Having conceded the cogency of the
Minister's arguments in that respect, it
is apparent that he was unable to take
it beyond that point. It is all very well
to speak of spending more money on
road safety and on the provision of
safety devices, but the facts are that
already Victorian motorists are paying
a surcharge of £1 a year, which brings
in an additional £960,000 annually, but
safety on the roads is not increasing.
I do not think there is any guarantee
that the .proposal concerning the Traffic
Commission Fund will guarantee an improvement in the position.
Dealing now with the monetary side
of the Traffic Commission, I point out
that the ilast Budget Papers revealed
that the Commission required approximately £15,000 a year for salaries, and
such like. The Commission comprises
three officers who were seconded for
full-time service from the Country
Roads Board, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, and the Police
Force. These men are not paid fees or
allowances, although they are reimbursed for travelling and other expenses,
under similar conditions to those which
apply to senior public servants. The
staff consists of eight officers and three
employees who, according to an answer
supplied hy the Chief Secretary to a
question asked in November, 1960, by
the honorable ·member for Northcote,
receive the following salaries:-The
chief engineer receives £2,551 per
annum; the assistant engineer, £1,551;
another assistant engineer, £1,351; a
draughtsman, £921; a clerk, £1,716; another clerk, £1,041 ; another clerk,
£1,011; the field officer, £969; another
field officer, £969 ; the shorthand writer
and typist, £796; and a ty.pist, £716.
The total expenses of the Commission
for the financial year 1958-59 were
£12,286, and for 1959-60, expenditure
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totalled £14,824. To bring the position
up to date, the last Budget Papers disclosed that in 1961-62, the Traffic Commission cost the State £15,393, and it is
anticipated that the expenditure for
1962-63 will amount to £15,874.
I do not propose to criticize the
Traffic Commission, which has worked
satisfactorily within certain limitations.
However, if I am interpreting correctly
some of the answers furnished by the
Government to questions asked in this
Chamber, the Traffic Commission has
given its approval to certain measures
in the City of Melbourne and in other
municipalities which do not have the
approval of the Opposition. Although
the Minister of Transport has elevated
the Traffic Commission to a position of
some importance--and the Opposition
concedes that it is an important bodyit is clear that a body, which is controlled by officers who are receiving the
salaries to which I previously referred,
cannot be regarded as an important
body in the eyes of the Government.
It is difficult to envisage the officers concerned arousing a great deal of
enthusiasm for their work when they
are receiving salaries of only £2,500,
£1,500 and £969 a year.
The Traffic Commission is not held in
very good repute by certain municipal
organizations; in fact, the Commission's
activities have been brought into disrepute, presumably by some other
municipal organizations. We have been
told that if more finance is provided
for the Traffic Commission, improved
results will be obtained. Who can describe the chaotic muddle which has
occurred during the past eighteen months
outside Myer's in Lonsdale-street, where
a maze of pedestrian refuges was built
in the centre of the street? These structures are now to be pulled down, and
some type of concrete structure is to be
provided in their place. Actions of this
type have very little to commend
them, particularly in terms of the
common sense which is expected from the
average motorist
and
pedestrian.
Furthermore, who can describe the fantastic muddle which occurs in front of
Parliament House when the whole of the
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traffic moving along Spring-street towards Flinders-street is halted or slowed
down to such an extent that, at times,
it is impossible to drive a vehicle into
the driveway in front of Parliament
House. Does organization of that type
reflect any credit on the Melbourne City
Council or the Traffic Commission?
Mr. W1Lcox.-What would you do
about it?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The honorable
member for Brighton shares my views
on this matter, which was raised twelve
months ago. I consider that the Government should send a sufficient number of
highly-paid policemen to other States to
learn about the manual control of traffic
-I say that without any reflection on
the Victoria Police Force.
Mr. W1Lcox.-What would you do to
overcome the traffic chaos to which you
refer?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I would dispense
with the traffic lights and replace them
with policemen who would be paid
appropriate wages for the work they
would do. In Sydney, where traffic
lights are in operation, policemen take
over the control of traffic at peak periods.
Who can imagine that by spending more
money, the traffic situation in Swanston..
street will be improved? At almost
every peak period, the lights at the
corner of Collins-street and Bourkestreet fail, with the result that a policeman must take ·ov.er the ,control of
traffic. Incidents of this type occur not
only in the city area but also right
throughout the metropolitan area.
The ACTING CHAffiMAN (Mr.
Snider).-Order! I invite the honorable
member for Fitzroy to relate his remarks to clause 3.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I am not criticizing the Traffic Commission, which
does its best to cope with the problem.
It is clear from the inadequacy of the
salaries which are paid to the Commission's staff, that the Government does
not attach a great deal of importance
to the Commission.
In an interesting publication entitled
Metropolitan Street Service Study, a
copy of which was sent to all honorable
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members, the Traffic Commission analyses traffic velocities, traffic volumes,
and such like, and deals at some length
with the future. The report stresses
the need for providing improved roads
and freeways.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-Order!
Again, I invite the honorable member
for Fitzroy to relate his remarks to
clause 3. I cannot allow a general debate on the question of the traffic plans
for the metropolitan area.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-Beyond the Minister's argument concerning the position
in other States, where motorists obtain
much better service in regard to traffic
control than in Victoria, I cannot see
any cogency in the honoralble gentleman's arguments. I direct the attention
of honorable members to sub-section (3)
of proposed new section 3A of the Road
Traffic Act, as contained in clause 3 of
the Bill, which provides that moneys
to the credit of the Traffic Commission
Fund can be applied-

<a> for any works or projects calculated
to improve road safety or traffic control;
Surely, that is not only the responsibility of motorists and business firms
who develop road transport throughout
Victoria.
(b) fur the establishment or improvement of ·school crossings;

Is the establishment of school crossings
the sole responsibility of motorists or
business firms which use road transport?
(c) for or towards the construction puroehase and installation on any road of traffic
control lights; and

One of the worst features of Melbourne's
traffic system is the chaos which results from the inadequate, ineffective
and unco-ordinated system of traffic
control lights. I am not anxious that
motorists should be " bled " for money
for these purposes unless the original
aim of the legislature concerning money
raised from motorists is observed.
(d) for the costs of the administration
of and with respect to the carrying out of
the functions of the Traffic Commission.

What are motorists supposed to do?
Are they supposed to contribute the
amount of £15,000 a year with which
to pay the paltry salaries of the staff
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of the Traffic Commission?
The
Opposition is not happy about it. We
appreciate the difficulties of the Minister, but we do not see any promise in
this Bill that these moneys, when
collected, will result in an improvement
in the control of traffic in Melbourne.
This afternoon the honorable member
for Northcote elicited some disclosures
from the Government. I understand
that before petrol selling stations are
permitted to be established, the municipality concerned and the Traffic Commission must approve of tlle site. Right
throughout the metropolitan area there
are examples of petrol selling stations,
which, because of their situation on
busy corners, constitute traffic hazards
not only to motor transport lbut also to
pedestrians. This makes it impossible
for pedestrians to board 'buses or trams
safely.
In my own constituency, on the
corner of Nicholson and Johnson streets
there are two big petrol selling stations
on ~site corners. The third corner is
occupied by a used--car yard, approved, I
understand, by the Melbourne City
Council and the Traffic Commission.
The result is that the adjacent lanes are
blocked and congested. If a fire occurred
in the locality it would lbe impossible for
the fire brigade to get into those lanes.
In addition, there is a continual flow of
traffic in and out of the used-car yard
and the petrol selling station in what is
one of the most hazardous traffic areas
in the metropolis. However, that is not
the only matter. To-day it was disclosed,
as a result of a question asked by the
honorable member 'for Northcote, that
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board proposed to erect a garage
in Nicholson-street adjacent to Gertrudestreet.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Snider).-Order! The honorable member's time has e~ired.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I will conclude
on this note: In one of the most
hazardous traffic sectors in the metropolitan area it is proposed to erect a
garage for the housing of buses despite
the :act that the authority concerned
does not fully use the garage space it
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has available at the Exhibition Buildings. The Opposition is dissatisfied with
the action of the Government and the
Traffic Commission in these matters.
Mr. TAYLOR (Balwyn) .-I wish to
·put in a rplea, as a matter of principle,
for motor boat owners who use mobile
trailers. I put in that plea because
every motor boat must be registered and
the owner must pay a fee. A trailer
used for transporting a boat is purely a
metal chassis and a pair of wheels. In
other words, it is not a complete trailer
until the boat is upon it. Every trailer
must have stop lights and t!he number of
the car towing it attached to it so as to
make identification easy. The boat also
bears a registered number.
I understand that there are not many
accidents in which boats and trailers
are involved and the reason for this is
very obvious. Whether it 1be a small
boat costing £50 or a boat costing
£1,000, it is of great value to the owner.
It is essential that these boats be carried
on sa.fe trailers. In addition, a substantial sum of money has been earned
by the Government from registration
fees for these boats, and this amount,
basically, has been paid to the Tourist
Found.
A person who owns a hoat has to
spend an additional £50 in complying
with the safety regulations, and many
people cannot really afford that amount.
My basic argument is that the trailer
carries a means of identification and
the average boat owner is not anxious
to 'be involved in an accident ibecause
he is carrying 'Pmperty that is virtually
irreplaceable as far as he is concerned.
I appeal to the Minister to give consideration to deleting all reference to
boat trailers from the clause, or to consider introducing a nominal fee for
trailers used for carrying boats.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows). - I
have listened with great interest to the
debate on this Bill. During my secondreading speech, I made a plea on behalf
of those people who are operating in
the transport industry, yet I have not
heard one Government supporter refer
to the problems which I raised. The
difficulties of the people to whom I
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referred will be increased when they
have to pay ·increased registration fees
for commercial trailers. The honorable
member for Balwyn has put forward
a plea on behalf of the people who own
private boats and the basis of his argument was monetary. He said that these
people will not be able to afford the
additional cost. That is the basis of
the whole argument put forward by
members of the Opposition in their
objections to clause 3. We claim that
the fees determined by the Government
are excessive.
In his comments earlier this afternoon, the Minister of Transport related
the proposed charges to those lev;ied in
other States. .J: emphasize that we are
dealing with Victoria and not with
the other States. The Minlister stated
also that the trailers which will come
into the £15 class will have a carrying
capacity of approximately 17 tons.
Mr. MEAGHER.-! said, " Anything up
to 10 or 15 tons."
Mr. WILTON.-! stand corrected by
the Minister. A trailer with a carrying
capacity of 5 to 6 tons will have a tare
weight of approximately 55 cwt., which
is more than 2 tons, and the clause
states that the trailer which is to be
brought into the £15 class will be a
trailer exceeding 2 tons. I do not think
a trailer of 55 cwt. . could be classed as
large. Nevertheless, it is the type of
trailer most popular with the smaller
operators. I know that larger trailers
have been operating on our highways
for some time and in his seconc!-reading
speech .the Chief Secretary referred to
trailers such as those used by the oil
companies. He indicated that those
would be the ones most likely to be
affected. I do not think the Government has given much consideration to
the .transport industry, but has merely
been content to strike these charges
because they are less than those which
apply in other States. It attempts to
justify its case by . relying on that
point, but Opposition members do not
accept that point of view. We believe
the charges should be related to the
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actual earning capacity of the industry
in Victoria and no.tin New South Wales
or South Australia.
The small country carriers will be
those most affected. by the proposed
scale of fees. Many of them find it more
economical and practical to use a fourwheeled trailer instead of an articulated
vehicle. The transport of fruit and
vegetables to country towns is an
example. A country carrier goes to the
wholesale market in Melbourne and buys
fruit and vegetables for distribution to
the various greengrocers in a country
town. One carrier may even service
.two or three towns in such a way. In
my second-reading speech ·1 said that
many carriers operate as carriers-cumagents for oil companies, for the State
Electricity Commission in the distribution of briquettes, for the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, and for various timber
merchants. From an operational point
of view these people find it more convenient to use four-wheeled trailers.
1

I have not heard any argument put
forward by Government supporters to
justify the. rates proposed to be charged.
I believe that .the Government has failed
to justify its reasons for deciding on
such substantial increases, and I know
of no logical argument which could be
advanced to prove that these increased
fees will contribute to road safety as
such. Obviously, more money will be
made available to .the Government. It
has always been compulsory to register
commercial trailers, and before registration is completed it is necessary that
they be tested. If the trailers are
defective in any way or are inadequately
fitted with safety devices, they will not
be registered.
Increased fees for the registration of
trailers will not make any direct contribution to road safety as such. In the
case of private trailers in excess of
4 cwt., I believe the argument advanced
by the honorable member for Balwyn is
a good one because the person who buys
a boat or caravan does so for the enjoyment of himself and his family.
The
private motorist is already paying more
than sufficient in third-party insurance,
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the £1 surcharge and motor registration
fee. The individual motorist who is
finding it difficult to meet his commitments does not consider that the payment of a fee of £1 or 30s. is a drop in
the bucket. I have not heard any argument from the Government side of the
Chamber to justify the retention of this
clause and believe it should be withdrawn.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North).
-Paragraph (b) of proposed new section C. of the Second Schedule of the
principal Act provides for the payment
of a fee of £1 for the registration of a
commercial trailer or private trailer
which is the property of any municipality
and marked so as to indicate the ownership thereof. In the past, such trailers
have been exempt from the imposition of
such a fee. The Motor Registration
Branch will be entailed in a great deal
of work in collecting this fee, and the
proposal will mean extra work on the
part of municipalities. Municipalities
own graders and trailers of various
kinds, road brooms, and other vehicles.
I do not believe the amount of work involved will justify the imposition of the
proposed fee of £1. The Ballarat City
Council has raised this question because
it believes a large amount of office work
will be entailed. It would be common
sense to delete this provision from the
Bill.

Paragraph (c) of proposed new section C of the Second Schedule makes
provision for the payment of a fee of
£1 for the registration of a commercial
trailer or private trailer which is the
property of the trustees or committee of
management of lands under the Land
Act 1958. Most of these committees of·
management and trustees are voluntary
organizations which are doing good work
in the community so far as the provision
of recreation grounds and other facilities
are concerned. The payment of this fee
will be a financial burden on such committees and trustees, and will also involve additional work. In view of the
small sum which will be obtained from
the fees which I have mentioned, I
believe these provisions should be deleted from the Bill.
Session 1963.-142
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I do not wish to reply at length
to the remarks of honorable members
who have spoken on this Bill. In reply
to the honorable member for Ballaarat
North in regard to the proposal to
charge a fee of £1 for municipal trailers,
I do not think this will affect the finances
of the City of Ballarat as suggested by
the honorable member. I doubt whether
many such trailers are owned by muni ..
cipalities, and I doubt whether any one
municipality would have so many of
them that it will make any real impact
on its revenues. However, I shall refer
this matter to the Acting Chief Secretary
and ask him to have a special look at it
to see whether or not it is of greater
proportions than I think.

The honorabJe member for Broadmeadows could not see how the increased
fees as such would contribute anything
to road safety. I agree that the fees as
such will make no contribution if they
are left in the bank. However, the
purpose of the Bill is to endeavour to
take some action towards achieving road
safety. It is the appHcation of this
money which will have an effect on road
safety.
If the money were not
properly applied, then there would
be some validity in his argument. The
problem of road safety is so enormous,
not only here but throughout Australia,
that every action that can be taken to
contribute towards its solution must be
taken. At this moment we are dealing
with a possible source of revenue which
may contribute to road safety.
The honorable member for Balwyn
made a plea for the owner of the motor
boat trailer. So far as I can understand
the situation, the registration fee for
motor boats is designed to place money
in the hands of the Tourist Development
Authority for the purpose of improving
tourist facilities, including those associated with motor boating. The proposed
fee on trailers is intended to contribute
something towards road safety, which is
an entirely different purpose.

It is a moot point whethe"" a fee of £1
is too much to impose on a motor boat
owner. Recently, I examined a small
motor boat with an outboard motor
attached and recoiled with horror when
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I found that it would cost me £1,000
before I put it into the water. The Minister of Public Works suggested that it
was not the £1,000 that worried me but
the possibility of having to pay £1 to
register the trailer. Nevertheless, I have
discussed this problem with the Treasurer and, in view of the fact that a
registration fee was recently made
applicable to boats, as a compromise I
propose to move an amendment that the
fee of £1 in the case of motor boat
trailers and sailing boat trailers be reduced to a nominal 10s. merely to cover
the actual cost of registration.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
referred rather scathingly to certain experiments in traffic control which were
carried out in Lonsdale-street outside
the Myer emporium. It is conceivable
that those experiments have been a
failure, as the honorable member contends. I do not believe any traffic
authority in any city in the world has
succeeded in solving all of its pro:blems
at the first attempt. I do not think one
can condemn the Traffic Commission or
the city council because these experiments have not proved to be as good as
was anticipated. The problems of traffic
control in this State or elsewhere will
not be solved without a great deal of
further experimentation. So far as I
am concerned, I would much rather see
an authority attempting to do something
and failing and trying again than doing
nothing because it has not been provided
with a sure solution before it starts.
1

The question of the Traffic Commission members and staff being poorly
paid is a charge which should be directed
to the Public Service Board rather than
to the Government. I believe its members could be better paid and that a
much larger staff .could be employed. I
trust that as a result of the Government's efforts the day will come when
the Traffic Commission will play a much
more important role than it is playing
at present.
In regard to petrol stations, I suggest
to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
that those are governed primarily under
the metropolitan planning scheme and
their control is rather a matter f.or the
Mr. Meagher.
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Board of Works and the local council.
I am not aware whether the Amoco
company and the tramways Board did
obtain the approval of the Board of
Works. However, I intend to ascertain
the position.
For the reasons which I outlined
earlier in my remarks, I move-That, in paragraph (d) of proposed new
section C. of the Second Schedule, as contained in .paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1),
the expression " (d) For" be omitted with
the vie.w of inserting£ s. d.
( d) For
a commercial trailer
or a private trailer which
is constructed and used exclusively for the purpose
of the carriage of a boat;
and
.. 0 10 0
(e) For

The amendment was agreed to.
The Committee divided on the clause,
as amended (Mr. Rafferty in the
chair)Ayes
32
Noes
26
Majority for the clause

6

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Birrell
Bloomfield
Bolte
Borthwick
Christie
Darcy
Dunstan
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mibus
Petty
Porter
Reid
<Dandenong)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
(Ballaarat North) Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Gainey
Mr.
Mr. Garrisson
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Gillett
Mr. Holden
Mr. Loxton
Mr.
Mr. Macdonald
Mr.
Mr. Meagher

Rossiter
Scanlan
Scott
Snider
Stokes
Suggett
Tanner
Wilcox
Wiltshire.
Tellers:

Gibbs
Taylor.

NOES.

Mr. Brose
Mr. Clarey
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Crick
Mr. Divers
Mr. Fennessy
Mr. Floyd
Mr. Galvin
Mr. Holding
Mr. Holland
Sir Herbert Hyland
Dr. Jenkins
Mr. Lovegrove
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Moss

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mutton
Ring
Schintler
Stoneham
Sutton
Trewin
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Evans
<Gippsland East)

Mr. Turnbull
(Brunswick West).
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Clause 4 (Additional registration and
transfer fees for trailers) .
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-In view
of the amendment to clause 3, I wonder
whether the Minister could inform the
House what will be the transfer fee
on a trailer that carries a boat?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-! admit that I have not given
any thought to that question. I shall
discuss it with the Acting Chief Secretary and advise the honorable member for Murray Valley in due course.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 5 and 6.
Clause 7 was verbally amended, and,
as amended, adopted, as were clauses 8
to 11.
Clause 12, providing, inter alia--(1) At the end of section ninety of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
following sub-sections:(3) Where any proceedings are taken
by any member of the Police Force any
officer of the Transport Regulation Board
or any officer of the Country Roads Board
the proceedings may be conducted before
the court by any other member of the
Police Force Transport Regulation Board
or Country Roads Board.

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).This clause amends section 90 of the
principal Act and is obviously designed
to facilitate hearings of charges on !behalf
of the informant. The Country party
believes that such a provision should
be extended to provide for the convenience of defendants, either a defendant
company or an individual, particularly
under the Transport Regulation Act,
where quite often a person finds himself in the position of having to travel
many miles from his registered place of
business to attend court. I illustrate
the case of a transport operator working between Bairnsdale and Melbourne
being charged with an offence at Berwick
or Dandenong during the course of a
trip. He is placed in some difficulty
because if he wishes to defend his case,
he must take a day off work. If he is
a transport owner he has to take his
driver with him to give evidence. As a
consequence he must ·retain his
own solicitor and at considerable
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cost bring him to
the distant
court, or obtain the services of
a local solicitor. On many occasions
cases are not defended because of the
cost involved. I believe that this
Government is not in favour of doing
anything which would permit a conviction to be recorded without the case
being adequately proved, and in the
interests of justice the Government
should not permit an action to be commenced in circumstances which would
preclude an individual or a company
from defending its rights. If it is
reasonable to facilitate a prosecution,
it is reasonable to facilitate a defence;
therefore, I suggest that in proposed
new sub-section ( 3) of section 90 of the
principal Act, as contained in this
clause, after the word " court " there
should be inserted the words " nearest
to the principal place of business of the
defendant." If this amendment is
adopted it will do much to help transport operators to defend their rights.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-I
should like to support the proposal of
honorable member for Gippsland East.
I have seen many transport vehicles
ordered over weigh'bridges, after which
the drivers have been booked for an
offence detected. In many cases the
driver has no control over the loading
of the vehicle. I realize that there has
been an amendment to the relevant
provision of the legislation for any
charge to be made against the company
concerned, and not the driver; nevertheless, the drivers are subject to much
inconvenience by having to appear at
a court some distance from their place
of business.
For the purpose of prosecutions under
this legislation, I assume that a body
like the Transport Regula ti on Board
would appoint a senior inspector to act
as prosecuting officer, and he would be
engaged regularly on those duties.
Under the Justices Act, it has already
been considered necessary to permit a
person to have any charge in a
court of petty sessions adjourned to
a court closer to his place of residence,
but in order to make such an application the person must appear at the
court where the initial proceedings take
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place. In many cases the expense of
so doing is such that the cases are not
defended. It would be of benefit to all
transport operators if the amendment
suggested by the honorable member for
Gippsland East were adopted.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I appreciate the remarks of the
honorable members for Gippsland East
and Broadmeadows. This problem in
relation to transport has been exercising
my mind for some time. But in view
of my limited knowledge of the legal
abstractions involved I ·Can see dangers
in rushing in and saying that any
amendment should be adopted immediately. I ask the Committee to accept
this clause on my assurance that I shall
discuss the matter with the AttorneyGeneral at an early date.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RURAL FINANCE AND
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to an amendment.
·
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
ROAD TRAFFIC (INFRINGEMENTS)
BILL.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 2,
relating to interpretations.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-The Opposition opposes
this measure, because it regar.ds it as
being unfair. Moreover, our view is
shared by the Country party. When
two great parties such as .the Country
party and the Labour party have the
same view concerning a Bill, that Bill
is bad. Accordingly, we disagree completely with the measure.
The clause was agreed to, as rwas the
remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.

with Minors) Bill.

HOUSING (CONTRACTS WITH
MINORS) BILL.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-! move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to amend the Housing Act. As honorable members are
doubtless aware, the co-operative ho~
ing societies, the Home Finance Trust
and the State Savings Bank are all empowered to make housing loans to
minors. It is therefore desirable that
a similar facility be extended to the
Housing Commission to enable it to sell
a house to a minor who is otherwise
eligible to purchase. This would follow
the established pattern that where a reputable authority is prepared to lend
money to minors to establish themselves
and their families in suitable housing,
the law is prepared to grant a concession.
The Housing Commission has sold, to
date, some 16,000 houses. However, the
provisions of this amending measure will
aipply to a very limited number of individuals, as they will need to represent
a family unit with at least one
dependent child and to have a gross
income not exceeding £30 per week to
become eligible for assistance from the
Commission.
Sub-clause ( 1) of clause 2 of the Bill
empowers the Commission to (a) make
an advance, ( b) sell a house, ( c) enter
into a covenant with an infant, and also
to authorize any such infant to execute
the appropriate documents, notrwithstanding his infancy. Sub-clause (2)
ensures that the operation of the proposed amendment to the Housing Act
shall not be limited or effected by section 69 of the Supreme Court Act 1958
which voided contracts with infants except for the supply of necessities. Subclause (3) will make it .possible for the
Commission to extend the benefit of this
principle to cases in which either member of a married couple is a minor or
where both are minors.
These amendments to the Housing Act
are desirable and reasonable, and they
are commended to the House.

North Melbourne Municipal
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On the motion of Mr. CAMPBELL
TURNBULL (Brunswick West), the de-bate was adjourned until next day.
NORTH MELBOURNE MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS SITE BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 1)
on the motion of Mr. Petty (Minister of
Public Works) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-This is
a short Bill relating to certain land at
North Melbourne on the site of what is
known as the North Melbourne Town
Hall and adjoining properties. The area
was permanently reserved as far back as
1870 for use as a town hall, borough
offices, court-house and offices and conveniences connected therewith. Subsequently a portion of the area was leased
by the council to the Crown for post
office purposes. This act of the council
was validated by Parliament, which, in
addition, authorized the council to grant
other leases in respect of a certain specified portion of the area. The facts are
clearly set out in the preamble to the
Bill.
In the year 1905, as most honorable
members will be aware, the then
Borough of North Melbourne united with
the City of Melbourne. Having regard
to the changes which took place during
the intervening years and to the fact that
in 1930 the post office transferred back
to the Melbourne City Council a certain
portion of the lease which it held, the
city council has sought new legislation
empowering it to extend the area which
it can, if necessary, lease beyond that
delineated in the original Act of 1885.
This proposed extension includes an area
at the rear temporarily occupied by a
branch of the Australian Legion of ExServicemen and Women. The purpose of
the Bill is to give effect to the wishes of
the council with the proviso, of course,
that all moneys so received shall form
part of the town fund of the City of
Melbourne.
There is one other necessary amendment to the conditions of the original
Crown grant which, as I mentioned
earlier, restricted the uses of the land
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not leased. Instead of limiting these to
a town hall, municipal offices and courthouse, it is proposed to extend themto quote the Bill-to "any works, services or installations which the council
is empowered to undertake or iprovide
by or under the Local Government Act
or any Act relating to the corporation of
the City of Melbourne."
In fact, for a long time past, certain
of the land and buildings have been
used as a baby health centre, municipal
library and elderly citizens' club, all
very desirable purposes. The enactment
of the Bill will make it clear that the
council has full authority for what has
been done ·and will enable it without
challenge to extend its community services.
To a large extent, the Bill is a
technical one. Its passage will place
beyond doubt the purposes for which
the Melbourne City Council is utilizing
the area in question. The local residents
would not like the status quo to be disturbed, particularly the elderly citizens'
club and the municipal library. The
city council requested the Government
to introduce the Bill. I have discussed
the matter with the town clerk and, as
the representative of the district, I give
the measure my full support.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill iwas read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

The sitting was suspended at 5.49
p.m. until 7.21 p.m.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES (BUILDING
SOCIETIES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 1)
on the motion of Mr. Porter (Minister
for Local Government) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-After
the stormy passage which the Government has been experiencing, it must be
with a sense of relief that Ministers and
their supporters realize that we are now
resuming the debate on a measure of
this character in regard to which I think
we can say we are all a happy family.
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This short Bill seeks to empower
friendly societies to establish permanent
building societies. The Minister of PubUc Works in his second-reading speech
elaborated the purpose of the Bill in detail and with clarity, so there is no need
for me to go over again the ground
which he traversed. He took the opportunity t·o mention the valuaible work
which friendly societies perfovmed in
the State. One could dilate at great
length on that point, but as I am sure
that all honorable members are either
members of a friendly society or at
least have had considerable experience
of the valuable work these bodies are
doing, I do not intend to proceed further along those lines. However, for
the benefit of those members who may
wish to have further enlightenment,
nothing can be added to the information
given in the annual report on friendly
societies by the Government Statist
which was presented to the House about
two weeks ago.
The combined friendly societies have a
total membership in Victoria of more
than 162,000 and possess accumulated
funds
amounting
to
more than
£12,000,000. If we add to that membership those persons who are members
of other benefit associations such as the
Hospital Benefits Association, the total
of persons so covered is approximately
900,000. As a consequence, there would
be very few homes in this State in which
the residents have not some direct interest in the work of these organizations.
The proposal is to enlarge the powers
of the 'friendly societies to enable them,
if they so wish, to establish permanent
s·ocieties registered under the Building
Societies Act 1958. The ways in which
friendly societies can invest their benefit funds are strictly controlled by legislation and supervised by the Government Statist whose function it is to see
that the funds of these organizations
are widely invested. I think it can be
said that in the entire history of the
friendly societies movement in this State
there has never been an occasion where
a society has defaulted or failed to meet
the obligations entered into with its
members.
Mr. Olarey.

(Building Societies) Bill.

One important way in which friendly
societies invest the benefit funds is by
first mortgage on real estate. Thus they
are enabled to assist many thousands in
the community. In recent years, this
power was extended to enable these
societies to invest funds in co-operative
housing societies, in order to promote
the building of new homes or the pur..
chase of recently erected dwellings.
This measure is designed merely to
enable friendly societies to go just a
little further, and it will empower those
societies that are interested, and which
have sufficient funds available, to invest,
if they so wish, in a permanent building society, which any friendly society
itself can form, or in a building society
owned and controlled by another friend~
ly society. That will enable some of the
smaller societies to combine and form
a group which can establish a permanent building society.
The advantage of a permanent building society is that, unlike a co-operative
housing society, its activities are not
terminated. Co-operative societies are
formed for limited periods, in the main
for twenty and up to a little more than
30 years, at the end of which period
they are wound up. A permanent building society formed by, say, the Australian Natives' Association-I happen
to be the general treasurer of that body
and know that it intends to form a
society when this legislation is enacted
-will be able to form a permanent
building society and the funds invested
in it will circulate. As repayments are
made by some members other members
will be able to obtain finance, and thus
a revolving fund will be established. In
addition, a permanent 'building society
is empowered to receive moneys on deposit from outsiders. Consequently we
shall be empowering friendly societies
to invite individuals to invest money in,
say, the Australian Natives' Association
Permanent Building Society.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-What about the Manchester Unity?
Mr. CLAREY.-! am not differentiating between the different friendly
societies, but am only giving one particular example, which, of course, comes
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first to my mind. The Manchester Unity
and other friendly societies no doubt will
take advantage of this legislation.
This measure is one which will benefit many sections of the community.
Consequential amendments to the Building Societies Act are made in clause 4.
I commend the Government for having
heeded the advice of the friendly societies in regard to the subject matter of
this Bill.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Ormond).-1 wish
to make a few brief remarks on the Bill.
During the last few days most members
of this House and, indeed, the community have begun to despair of the
ability of the Opposition to recognize
good legislation when its members see
it. That applies also to those people in
other States who read about Victorian
happenings. It is easy to understand
why this has occurred, because most of
the speeches made by honorable members on the other side of the House
recently have been delivered by the
Leader and Deputy Leader of the Opposition. To-night, however, the Opposition has returned to the practice of
allowing a prominent member of the
back bench to come forward during the
debate, and he has recognized immediately that the Government has
brought down some worth-while legislation.
In his short speech, the honorable
member for Melbourne gave an excellent outline in support of the proposal
embodied in this Bill as enunciated
'by the Minister who introduced it. I
do not propose to outline the details,
which have been covered so well by the
Minister of Public Works and the honorable member for Melbourne, but I wish to
say that this measure will enable friendly
societies in Victoria as a group to
render another worth-whilo service
which will be, in my opinion, of great
benefit to the community. One of the
most pressing necessities which the
Government has faced up to, and which
in its more sober moments the Opposition has attempted tl> support, is the
need to assist the people of our community to finance the building of homes.
This Bill will go a long way towards
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providing such assistance through the
permanent building societies which will
be created under its terms.
Throughout their long history in
Victoria and Australia, the friendly
societies have provided a worth-while
service and in future people will be
able to purchase homes through the
societies with confidence.
A very
important factor is that all the
people-small people as well as the big
people-will be able to contribute finance
to an organization in which they have
complete confidence. On that score it
is encouraging indeed to hear the honorable member for Melbourne support this
Bill on behalf of his colleagues. The
fact that this small but important Bill
has the support of the Government
and the Opposition indicates that
it has again been recognized that the
Government has introduced worthwhile legislation. It has fallen to the
lot of a prominent back-bencher to
recognize the fact which his leaders
have been unable to appreciate in the
last two or three days.
Mr. FENNESSY (Brunswick East).-! had no intention of entering the debate

until the honorable member for Ormond
- I had almost forgotten his constituency as he so often acts as Deputy
Speaker and Chairman of Committees
-made early in his speech a provocative attack on the Opposition party
because of its attitude towards certain
types of legislation which have been
introduced into the House. Of course,
the Opposition reserves the right to
oppose bad legislation as well as to
support what it considers to be good
legislation.
On this occasion the honorable member for Melbourne has submitted a very
good case on behalf of the Opposition.
He stated that we are not opposed to the
Bill. We support the interests of the
people generally and particularly those
who are associated with friendly societies. For the benefit of the honorable
member for Ormond I point out that
the Bill will benefit not everyone outside but only those people who arP
members of friendly societies. Those
societies believe in forming co-operatives, which is a very good thing
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offering their members something which
is attractive and of value. However,
this will not be open to all and sundry,
as the honorable member for Ormond
stated. The position that operates in
many co-operative housing societies will
apply, namely, that the members will be
entitled to participate in the cooperative.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The honorable member has missed the point. The societies
can go to .the public for funds.

Mr. FENNESSY.-! am familiar with
the method by which funds are raised
outside as far as permanent building
societies are concerned, as the Minister
of Public Works appreciates. As the
honorable member for Melbourne said,
under the Bill a good opportunity will
be provided for members of friendly
societies to participate in a building
society. They might not want to build
immediately, but no doubt they will be
able to invest their money and obtain
interest on it until such time as they
apply for a loan. Apparently the honorable member for Ormond considers
himself somewhat gagged in this House
by virtue of the high office which he
occupies at times of Deputy Speaker and
Chairman of Committees, and he has
taken this opportunity during the last
stages of the session to make a small
policy speech mainly based on attacking
the Opposition. The Opposition discounts all that he has said, because
he brought nothing fresh into the debate.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 was verbally amended and, as
amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported .to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The message from the Council relating to the amendments in this Bill was
taken into consideration.

Trust (Amendment) Bill.

Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-The amendments made by the
Council to this Bill are of such a simple
nature that they hardly need explaining.
In effect, the amendments substitute for
the expressions 106 and 106A in clause
16, the expressions 106A and 106B respectively. Accordingly, I move-That the amendments be agreed to.
The motion was agreed to.
SHEEP BRANDING FLUIDS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 8)
on the motion of Mr. Mibus (Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. FENNESSY (Brunswick East).This measure, which was introduced by
the Minister of Water Supply last week,
is known as the Sheep Branding Fluids
Bill. It was interesting to hear the
honorable gentleman explain that, during the year 1961-62, the value of :greasy
and scoured wool sold in Victoria was
more than £100,000,000, which proves
that, despite the glowing reference we
hear from time to time to the effect
that Australia is becoming a great industrialized country, we are still, to
some degree, riding on the sheep's back
so far as overseas trade is concerned.
In order to put the Government, which
has had a somewhat rough passage during the :past week, at ease, I indicate
that the Opposition does not intend to
oppose this Bill.
It appears that, in the past, certain
farmers and those associated with the
handling and sale of sheep at sale-yards
have been using branding fluids which
are not easily eliminated from the wool
during the process of scouring. Honorable members who know anything
about sheep are aware that employees of
stock and station agents brand sheep so
that, after a sale, they will be easily
identifiable by butchers, sheep owners
and other people who :purchase them.
In some instances, the branding fluid
which is used contains a heavy content
with a tar base, with the result that
it is difficult to scour the tar base out
of the wool during processing.
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It is .proposed by this Bill that, in 1he
future, fluids used for the branding of
sheep must have the approval of the
Minister of Agriculture. The fluids
which will be permitted will be such as
will enable farmers who desire to brand
their sheep to make their flocks easily
discernible, but at the same time will be
capable of being scoured out when
treated at the processing works.
Naturally, sheep farmers do not desire
to brand their sheep too often, and,
probably, in order to avoid having to
brand their sheep frequently, some sheep
owners have been prompted to use a
fluid with a heavy tar base which could
not be washed off easily.
The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization has done
good work in the development of soourable branding fluids. The Labour party
is only too happy to see the Bill passed
without opposition. It is a simple measure which provides that from time to
time inspections of the branding fluids
shall be made, and for the imposition
of penalties when breaches of the
legislation are detected. In view of the
keen competition which synthetics are
·offering to the wool industry to-day, we
must do our utmost to ensure that costs
are kept to a minimum, and that the
wool produced is of the highest quality
and is not tainted in any way. The Opposition supports the Bill.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-! am
surprised that this Bill has been considered necessary, because it is well behind the thinking of wool growers and
people who are associated with sheep.
To-day, very few wool growers or sheep
owners brand their sheep; they prefer
to use earmarks and, in some cases, ear
ta-gs. In fact, the old type of branding
fluids are seldom used as, to-day, a fluid
with a lanoline base is preferred. The
only disability associated with this product is the fact that when it rains
shortly after the fluid has been applied,
the brand is affected. However, if it is
applied in fine weather and it has time
to dry out, it is satisfactory.
In the past some sheep owners used
sump oil and 'tar for branding purposes
and this had a detrimental effect on the
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wool clip. Some substances which, could
not be scoured from the wool, broke the
combs when the wool was being processed. Honorable members can appreciate that if this occurred regularly in
woollen mills, it represented a loss to
the industry and to the factory owner,
and a loss in time in many respects.
In order to overcome this problem, the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization conducted intensive research into the use of branding
fluids, and to-day many satisfactory preparations are manufactured under
licence to that organization.
Sheep
owners who persist in branding sheep,
by and large use the preparations
recommended by the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization.
The Graziers Association and the
Wheat and Woolgrowers' Association
have given a good deal of publicity to this
question and have played a big part by
means of an educational campaign in
persuading sheep owners to used modern
fiutds. This measure is designed to " tie
up" the position completely so that if
there are still some sheep owners who
use the fluids in question, the practice
will be discontinued.
Clause 2 provides,

~nter

aliar-

"Branding substance" means any substance which is used for the purpose of
making an identifying or distinguishing
mark or brand on any sheep or upon the
wool of any sheep.

I point out that raddle is frequently
used for branding, especially if the sheep
are being trucked to Melbourne. I
should like the Minister to inform me
whether raddle will come within the
scope of this legislation.
It is an
identifying mark. Will it be necessary
for the Department of Agriculture to approve of the use of raddle, and will it
be an offence if any person uses it
without obtaining such approval?
Raddle does not last very long and it is
not detrimental to the wool.
The Bill provides that before the
Minister will give approval to a branding substance, the manufacturer must
pay a fee of £5. It will be a breach of
the legislation for any sheep owner or
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other person to use a substance which
has not been approved by the Minister,
and certain penal ties are provided for
any contravention of the Act. The Bill
further provides that the containers of
approved branding substances shall be
labelled accordingly.
Honorable members appreciate that
the wool industry is tremendously important to Australia's economy, and Victoria plays no small part in the production of wool which is sold overseas. In
fact, Victoria has an excellent record in
connexion with sales of crossbred wool.
We must do everything we can to maintain the good name of Australian wool
and ensure that it is kept to the forefront of the world's markets. I hope the
establishment of the new Wool Board
and the assurances that we have received
concerning marketing, research and promotion will give the necessary stimulus
to the general outlook in the wool industry. If we are to succeed against the
strong competition which is now evident
throughout the world, we must continue
to produce a good quality product.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-In reply to the question posed
by the honorable member for Murray
Valley, I have been informed that raddle,
which has a chalk base, does not come
within the scope of the legislation.
Mr. DARCY (Polwarth).-It is pleasing that this Bill is being debated in an
atmosphere of complete harmony. I was
somewhat surprised to hear the remarks
of the honorable member for Murray
Valley. It is most heartening to know
that the honorable member for Brunswick East is wise enough to recognize
and to say publicly that to a great
extent Australia is still riding on the
sheep's back. I can recall that members
of the Opposition have sneered at what
they call the wool barons. I suggest
that the honorable member, who has
made a study of the wool industry,
further
his studies
and
should
extend his knowledge of the value
of the wool clip of Australia to
the wharves and use his influence to
ensure that the wool .clip is not left to
pile up on the wharves but is loaded on
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to ships and exported. This Bill is most
necessary, and I have much pleasure in
supporting it.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-In my
opinion this Bill has been introduced for
a specific purpose. We realize that
although we in Australia produce the
wool, we are dependent on people
overseas to purchase it. From time to
time the manufacturers of the finished
· product, whether they be in Europe,
United States of America, Japan or
elsewhere, have complained about
foreign matter in our wool which it is
nearly impossible to eradicate. Over
the past few years the wool growers,
thflough their producer organizations,
the wool buyers, in the interests of the
wool industry, the manufacturers, and
the Government, through the agency of
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, have
been endeavouring to eliminate this
particular nuisance that occurs from
time to time.

You will appreciate, Mr. Speaker,
that much of our wool is manufactured
into very fine cloth which is worn by
the women of this and other countries.
Because of these unscourable nuisances
which are present in the raw wool it
is often necessary for the manufacturer,
having scoured the wool, spun it into
yarn and woven it into cloth, to
cut the cloth to eliminate a small
piece that has become discoloured
because of the presence of a branding substance, whether it be :black,
blue or green, which, perhaps years
previously, had been used by some
wool growers for branding the sheep.
Over the years the wool growers have
been educated in the use of branding
fluids and have accepted the responsibility of removing this nuisance from
the clip. They now frequently use, as
the Deputy Leader of the Country party
said, a lanolin based fluid, which is
scourable and which does not cause
concern to the manufacturers. Anyone
attending a fat lamb sale at a market
will notice that after the sale of a small
lot the boy who is fallowing the buyer
will have a tin of ordinary paint in his
hand and dab some of it onto the backs
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or the heads of the lambs. This Bill
will assist in the elimination of that
practice. If the Bill achieves its
objective, and I am sure it will, the
efforts of the Government in introducing it will have been well worth while.
Therefore, the Government is to be
congratulated, and we as a Parliament
should accept its word that it will ensure
that the nuisance is eliminated.
Mr. GILLETT (Geelong West).I should like to mention two relevant
points to which reference has not been
made during the debate. It is true, as
the Deputy Leader of the Country party
said, that there is an increasing trend
to-day for many graziers not to brand
their sheep. That was brought about
by the use of the undesirable branding
fluids some years ago and the fact that
it was realized that unbranded wool
commanded a premium on the market.
It is equally true that the greatest
offences in this respect occur at saleyards. The boy following the buyer
not only dabs these undesirable ftiuids
onto the wool, but also endeavours to
get as much of the fluid onto the stick as
possible in one go so that he will have
sufficient fluid on it to mark all the
sheep in the pen. The result is that the
first sheep branded is almost covered
with the fluid. That is detrimental to
the industry as a whole.
Another point to which I wish to
direct attention is that it is not many
years since this scourable fluid was
devised, and we should give great
credit to the officers of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization for this discovery. It is
one of the few findings of our scientists
that has been readily put into commercial use and made available to all associated with the wool industry. I only
hope that some of the other findings of
those scientists which are for the good
of the industry will be just as readily
accepted in the manufacture of this fine
product as was the finding of the
scourable fluid.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(PROTECTION FROM FIRE) BILL.
The message from the Council relating
to the amendments in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! assure honorable members that the amendments made by the
Legislative Council to this Bi.11 are
purely drafting amendments. The first
relates to paragraph (/) of sub-section
(2) of proposed new section 916A, as
contained in clause 2, whereby the words
" sub-section ( 1) of " are inserted before
the word " section."
The other amendment to proposed
new section ·935, as contained in clause
2, is merely a redrafting and rearrangement of what was contained in the
original provision. I assure honorable
mem hers that they can agree to the
amendments without hesitation. Accordingly, I move-That the amendments be agreed to.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Opposition members raise no objection to the
rearrangement of the words in proposed
new section 935 or to the drafting
amendment outlined 'by the Minister.
During this session we have become
used to having to accept drafting
amendments. Doubtless, this is brought
about by the fact that the Government
is trying to rush legislation through in
the dying hours of the session and the
Parliamentary Draftsman is not given
sufficient time in which to .prepare the
legislation properly. It is regrettable
that such a state of affairs should occur,
but we raise no objections to the
amendments.
The motion was agreed to.
THE METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
BILL.
The message from the Council
relating to the amendments in this
BiU was taken into consideration.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-Amendment No. 1 made by the
Council was merely for the purpose
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of correcting a drafting error. In subclause (1) of clause 5 the Council
omitted the words " Third Schedule to
the Town and Country Planning Act
1958 " and inserted the words " Second
Schedule to the Town and Country
Planning Act 1961 ". I move-That amendment No. 1 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-Amendment No. 2 made by
the Council was to omit the words
"Third Schedule" in sub-clause (2) of
clause 5 and to insert the words
" Second Schedule ". This was also a
drafting amendment, and therefore I
move-That amendment No. 2 be agreed to.

The moti.lon was agreed to.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-Clause 8 of the Bill provides
that all Departments and instrumentalities shaH refer any major 1plans to
the committee for consideration before
implementing them. Some doubt was
raised in another place as to whether
or not failure to so refer the plans could
lead to litigation in which some contract
relating to that plan could be challenged
in the courts. To put the matter beyond doubt, and to make the intention
of the dause quite clear, the CouncH
inserted the following sub-clause, to
follow sub-dause (2) : < ) No contract or agreement relating
to any such project proposal plan or undertaking shall be rendered unenforceable or
in any way affected by any failure on the
par.t of any corporation person or .body
of persons aforesaid to comply with the
provisions .of sub-section (1) ·of the section.

The amendment made by the Council
will meet the position so that any
challenge by any person, who feels
aggrieved by any aspect of town planning, of a decision by the Board of
Works on the ground that it had not
been in fact referred to the committee,
wiU not stand up in court. I move-That amendment No. 3 be agreed .to.

Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy) .-I am
not entirely clear on the effects of the
amendment.
The rposlition that is
visualized by the Minister of Transport
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and also by the Minister of Housing in
another place is that there may be a
failure on the part of a semigovernmental or governmental body to
give effect to the provisions of clause
8 as amended -in this House with the
concurrence of the Oppos'ition on the
17th April. It is appreciated that when
the legislation is being put into effect,
when the committee is appointed and
beginning its job, difficulties may occur.
If my understanding of :it is correct,
the amendment made 1by the Council
is not lim'ited to those transitory
phases. Unfortunately, the public is
familiar not only with the failure but
also the refusal of some governmental
and semi-governmental autho:riities to
confer and attempt to co-ordinate their
activities.
At first glance, this amendment
vitiates clause 8 considerably and has
the effect of destroying the :intention
of the Bill which I believe is desiigned
to put an end to the competition which
occurs
between some Government
Departments. Everyone is aware of
instances in which one authority tears
up a footp1ath or a road and then resea'1s
it, and a short time later another
author.ity does likewise. It is almost
impossible to get the Postmaster
General's Department, the State Electricity Commission or the Board of
Works to co-ordinate their activities in
such a way that a concerted attempt may
be made to eliminate the expense of
economic waste.
Undoubtedly, there is much competition between the authorities named in
this Bill. The Melbourne City Council
and the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board are two such authorities. Only last week a gentleman who
is prominent in public life expressed the
view that trams should be taken out of
the city. At the same time, considered
views are being expressed that international experience indicates that fixed
rail transport of some kind should be
retained.
If I read the report correctly, the
members of the traffic committee of the
Melbourne City Council have submitted
to the council a scheme which will cost
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some millions of pounds for the creation
of parking stations throughout the
metropolitan area. I assume that if they
enter into a contract, under the terms
of this amendment they can defy the
Metropolitan Transportation Committee,
claim that the contract is binding and
go on with the work. I refer only to
the Melbourne City Council as an example, because recently it published its
intentions in this regard. Plans have
been made also by other organizations.
The Board of Works has announced its
intention in regard to certain freeways
which has amused a good deal of apprehension in the Essendon and Broadmeadows districts. It has been alleged
that other utilities and semi-governmental bodies were completely ignorant
of the Board's intentions before the
public announcement was made. I should
like the Minister to inform me whether
the amendment malde by the Council destroys the purpose of clause 8.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Tran$port).-By leave, I do not think the
amendment destroys the value of clause
.8. Perhaps I can best explain the situation by means of an illustration. Let
us assume that the Board of Works is
about to construct a freeway. It has
entered into a number of contracts with
individuals in order to acquire land for
the purpose of that freeway, but because
the freeway crosses a railway line, or a
tram tra.ck, or some similar situation
arises, the Board is required to refer
the plan to the committee. It may be
that one of the persons from w horn the
land is being acquired and who has
strong objections to the· acquisition will
take action against the Board of Works
on the ground that the Board has not
referred the whole plan to the committee, and, whether or not the Board
had referred that plan to the committee
up to that stage, it could result in long
delays while litigation took place as to
whether or not the claim was correct.
The sole object of the reference of
plans to the committee is to achieve
that degree of co-ordination to which
the honorable member referred. The
solicitor for the Board of Works was
concerned that some of the incidental
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contracts to the major plan may be
used in order to frustrate its efforts to
get on with the job. The object of the
amendment made by the Council is to
ensure that any contract not directly
related to the actual carrying out of the
work shall not be challenged in the
court merely on the supposition that
some part or other of the plan has not
been referred to the committee. I anticipate no difficulty in the operation
of the committee, but if any difficulties
are encountered I shall not hesitate to
propose further amendments.
The motion was agreed to.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

MARKETING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 2)
on the motion of Mr. Porter (Minister
for Local Government) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.

Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-This is
another Bill whi:ch the Government can
view with equanimity because it came
from another place and is therefore
assured of a passage through this
House.
In some respects it is a
pecuHar Bill, which proposes to establish a fruit and vegetable marketing
advisory committee. It is framed in
anticipation of something that has not
eventuated. The supposition is---lit ·is
probably well founded-that the Melbourne City Council will undertake the
erection of a new wholesale fruit and
vegetable market in West Melbourne,
and in connexion with that project, the
Government proposes to consHtute an
advisory committee consisting of nine
representatiives whose function it will
be to advise the Minister and the Melbourne City Council, and to make any
other suggestions necessary in relation
to 1:he establishment of the market itself and for the regulation and the
conduct of the affairs of the market
once it is in operation. It is anticipatory also to the extent, as the Minister
has indicated in his second-reading
speeoh, that in order to reconcile these
needs the Government proposes to
legislate further when dealing with the
estabFishment of the market as a whole.
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In other words, there is to be further
supplementary legislation at a later date
to bring all the proposals of the
Government together under the function of one particular body. Therefore
this is just another bit of piecemeal
legislation. The Minister of Agriculture, in the ·course of his secondreading speech, said, inter alia--The City Council will be required to
control the market, not through by-laws
as in the past, but by means of regulations approved by the Governor in
Council. The Minister for Local Government will then be responsible to consider
proposed regulations or changes in regulations and the committee envisaged in the
present Bill will be available to assist
him in his deliberations as provjded in
paragraph (b) of dause 11.

At the present time the conduct of the
wholesale fruit and vegetable market
in the area known as the Queen
Victoria Market is completely under
the control of the Melbourne City
Coundl so far as administration, the
by-laws and general conditions operating in the market in relation to fees to
be charged, and terms and tenancies
are concerned. I do not mean that
other Departments such as the Department of Agriculture do not necessarily
come into the picture by reason of
Acts which they admlinister. When the
proposed new market is established
rules and regulations will be framed
by the Department of Agriculture or
by the Minister for Local Government,
and the council will have to conform to
them.
In princi'Ple the Opposi t!ion endorses
the objects of the Bill. There can
be no question that in recent years
there have been many complaints concerning the conduct of the market and
it is a fact that considerable friction
exists between stallholders and the
city council. It :is not my intention at
this stage--it has no real relevance to
the Bill-to enter upon a criticism of
what may have been the actions of
the Melbourne City Council. There is
no doubt that conditions have been far
from perfect, and the establishment of
the proposed Fruit and Vegetable
Marketing Advisory Committee, as distinct from the Melbourne City Council,
willl achieve good results.
Mr. Clarey.

It is believed that the users of the
market-those who buy in or from itshould have some voice in the conduct
of that market. The Government therefore proposes to set up this advisory
committee of nine members. I shall
detail them in order to give the House
a complete view of the picture. The
Department of Agriculture is to be
represented because of its responsibilities to fruit and vegetaible growers, its
knowledge of marketing and its adm:inistration of various Acts in the market.
It is proposed that the representative
of the Department of Agriculture
should be chairman. It is also proposed that in the initial stages the
Superintendent of Horticulture should
be the Department's representative, and
the chairman. After all, ·fue Department of Agriculture is an independent
authority.
1

The other eight representatives will
consist of one person representing the
interests of wholesale fruit merchants;
one person representing the anterests
of the wholesale vegetable merchants;
one person representing the interests
of wholesale fruit and vegetable commission agents; one person representing the interests of fruit growers; one
person representing the interests of
vegetable and flower growers who, in
this case, wouad not be a flower grower.
The attitude apparently taken is that
the marketing of flowers is negligible
when compared with the sale of vegetables.
Mr. HOLDEN.-Smaller,
negligible.

rather than

Mr CLAREY.-Yes, that could be
so. Then provision is made for one
person representing the interests of retail fruiterers and greengrocers one person representing the interests of buyers
of fruit and vegetables other than retail
frui terers and greengrocers-that definition seems rather vague--and one person representing the interests of fruit,
vegetable and flower growers beyond a
radius of 100 miles from the post office
at the corner of Bourke and Elizabeth
streets, Melbourne, such person to be
himself a grower of fruit or vegetables
for sale.
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The Minister of Agriculture, I understand, has indicated that the classes represented have been chosen in consultation with the Victoria Market Combined
Traders Council, with which are affiliated all organizations representing
market users. I rather doubt whether
all organizations representing market
users would be affiliated with the Victoria Market Combined Traders Council,
but no doubt a large proportion would
be. The Minister added that this council
has also offered to submit panels of
names for his consideration when appointments are required.
The question may be raised whether
nine was a magic number, and in another place representations were made
that the size of this committee should be
reviewed and enlarged. It is agreed
that a committee comprising a large
number would be unwieldy, and any
Government, irrespective of its political
affiliations, would wish to appoint a committee of reasonable size. The proposed
committee is a well balanced ·one, with
an equal representation between the
wholesale dealers, retailers, the growers
and the buyers. It is interesting to note
that the Melbourne City Council was
invited to appoint two representatives to
that committee, but for reasons best
known to itself the invitation was declined.
One wonders whether the Melbourne
City Council, having rejected an invitation to be represented on the committee,
will in fact work harmoniously with it.
But the Minister has indicated that in
later legislation it will be made clear
that, if this committee and the Melbourne City Council are at loggerheads
or cannot come to an agreement, the
final decision will rest with the· Minister.
Mr. HOLDEN .-Perhaps the Melbourne
City Council does not want to be bound
by a decision of one of its members.
Mr. CLAREY.-! can appreciate that
position. Much will hinge on what will
be the attitude of the Melbourne City
Council towards this proposed committee.

Mr. HOLDEN.-The proposal is sensible.
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Mr. CLAREY.-That is so. There is
one aspect to which I direct the attention of the Minister-I cannot find any
reference in the Bill to reimbursement of
expenses to the member resident beyond
a radius of 100 miles from Melbourne.
Authority should be given for the payment of expenses to such member, and
I offer it as a constructive suggestion to
the Minister.
Mr. PoRTER.-That aspect will be
dealt with during the Committee stage
of the Bill.
Mr. CLAREY.-The Minister of
Agriculture will also be empowered to
remove members of this committee at
any time, and it has been indicated that
it must hold at least six meetings in
each year. As I have indicated, the functions of the committee are purely advisory, but the Melbourne City Council
is required to consult the committee
before it proceeds with the erection of
the proposed market. The functions of
the committee, as set out in clause 11,

are-(a) to advise the council of the City of
Melbourne with respect to the
establishment of the hereinbefore
recited wholesale fruit and vege'table market in Footscray-road,
w.est Melbourne as aforesaid and in
particular, without limiting any of
the foregoing, with respect to the
design and construction thereof, the
conduct, manag.emen:t and control
thereof, the hours of business to be
observed therein, and the fees and
charges to be paid to the City of
Melbourne for the use thereof and
the conduct of business therein;
(b) to advise the Minister for Local Government upon any rules, regulations or by-laws :proposed for the
governance of the said marke1t; and
(c) to report upon any matter referred
to it by the Minister relating to
the said market or to the marketing of fruit and vegetables and
horticultural products generally.

Clause 12 statesBefore the construction of the said
market is commenced by or on behalf of
the City of Melbourne, the council of the
said city shall -consult the Committee in
relation thereto and shall give due consideration and weight to any recommendation of the Committee thereon.

Clause 13 provides that the council shall
consult the committee before making
rules relating to the market. Generally
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speaking, it can be said that this is a
non-controversial measure. There may
be some differences of opinion as to the
constitution of the committee, what particular bodies should be represented
thereon and whether the Government
might not have accepted the recommendation of the inter-departmental
committee to the effect that the conduct
of the new market should be vested in
a separate authority and not in the Melbourne City Council, but those matters
are not basic to the Bill.
The measure envisages the transfer
of the market, which has not yet
come about and which may not come
about for some considerable time. The
Bill is also very closely related to
another measure which will follow and
to which members of the Opposition
party are opposed. However, I do not
want to overlap in discussing the separate measures. There could be weaknesses in certain details, but everyone
will hope that the purpose of the Bill
will be achieved and that the committee
-if and when the new market does
come into operation-will prove to be
worthy of its establishment.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-The
Minister in his second-reading speech
outlined very fully the situation concerning the establishment of the advisory committee, and the honorable member for Melbourne also spoke at some
length and with considerable knowledge
of what is anticipated. He referred,
first of all, to the person who it is proposed should be appointed to represent
producers who operate more than 100
miles from the City of Melbourne. I am
glad he did so, because it was my intention to discuss that aspect. Further, I was
glad to have the assurance of the Minister for Local Government that there
would be some recompense for that
member of the committee and that that
aspect would be attended to at the Committee stage, because there is substantial
reason for doing so. Whereas a member
of the committee living in the vicinity
of Melbourne might have to give up
only an hour of his time to come into
a meeting, a representative living 100
miles or more from Melboume--he
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might well come from Mildura-would
probably have to give up two days of
his time to attend a meeting.
Mr. HoLDEN.-He may come from
Orbost.
Mr. MOSS.-That is so. He may even
come from Shepparton. Later, I desire
to read to the House a letter from the
Northern Victoria Fruit Growers Association. However, I appreciate the fact
that the Minister has stated that the
representative who will come from a
place distant 100 miles or more from
Melbourne will at least receive some consideration in respect of expenses.
The situation generally is that those
who are in control of the Queen Victoria
Market have not very much to be proud
about. I understand that the proposal
i~ for the advisory committee to act as
a liaison body between the Minister and
the Melbourne City Council, which
authority will continue to control the
market. I am sure everyone will agree
that a city the size of Melbourne should
have better market facilities than it now
has, and it is a great pity that action
along those lines has not previously been
taken. I doubt whether the Melbourne
City Council is the appropriate authority
to administer the market. That was the
second point raised by the honorable
member for Melbourne. After all, Parliament has had a habit, over the years,
of handing Crown land to some authority
or other.
I remind this finance-hungry Government that, over the years, the sum of
£800,000 has been paid in market dues
by persons who use the market. That
is a considerable sum of money. I should
have thought the Government would
have interested itself in that aspect. It
does not mind extracting the sum of
£100,000 from the pockets ·of motorists
for the purpose of registering trailers
and such like. After all, it would not
cost much to run the market.
Mr. PoRTER.-You should ask the
Melbourne City Council about that.
Mr. MOSS.-I suggest that the
Government should examine this aspect
instead of disbursing the assets it has.
If the Government is not prepared to
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run the market, perhaps some other
authority would be in a better position
that the Melbourne City Council to
do so.
A considerable amount of
finance is to be derived from market
dues, and apparently the Government
considers that the Melbourne City
Council is the most suitable body to
handle the situation. My only comment
in that regard is that if we judge the
city council on the basts of what it has
done to provide faci'lities for the producer, the consumer and the people
assodated with the market, there is not
much credit reflected on that body.
Mr. HOLDEN.-That
unfair.

comment

is

Mr. MOSS.-As a result of a Royal
Co "'.is5ion which inquired into activities in the Queen Victoria Market, and
at which a great deal of valuable
evidence was given, some lead will be
given to the Melbourne City Council and
to the advisory committee.
On the question of representation on
the advisory committee, the honorable
member for Melbourne gave certain
details as to the individuals concerned.
I wish to submit a point of view that
has previously been put to the Minister
but which has, apparently up to the
present, been unheeded by him. In any
case, there has been no response.
Accoridingly, I propose to read a letter
from the secretary of the Northern
Victoria Fruit Growers Association
regarding representation on the committee. The association is not asking
that a representative of that body be
appointed a member, but I consider that
it is such a large organization associated
with the fruit industry that it should be
consulted before the person to represent
growers beyond 100 miles of the City of
Melbourne is appointed.
Mr. HoLDEN.-That aspect will be
considered.
Mr. MOSS.-! advise the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds to take the
place of the Minister at the table,
because apparently the honorable member desires to act as spokesman on
behalf of the Government. The Northern
Victoria Fruit Growers Association is a
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very important body, representing 700
fruit growers in an area that will
become increasingly important in regard
to the supply of produce for the
Melbourne market in the years to come.
That body claims that it should be consulted in relation to the person resident
100 miles or more from Melbourne who
will be appointed a member of the
advisory committee. I think that is a
very reasonable request. However, I
shall now read the letter, dated 8th May,
1963, which the Northern Victoria Fruit
Growers Association addressed to the
Minister of Agriculture. It was in these
termsDear Mr. Chandler,
I desire to refer to the Bill now before
Parliament to establish a Frudt and
Vegetable Marketing Advisory Committee
and to the matters raised during discussion
on the Bill as recorded in Hansard No. 23,
pages 2730 to 2744.
It is noted that in the terms of the Bill
relating to the appointment of the committee, provision is made for "one person
representing the interests of fruit growers
selected after consuHation W.iJth such body
or bodies as the Minister thinks represents
such interests " and for " one person represen ting the interests of fruit, vegetable and
flower growers resident beyond a radius of
100 miles from the post office at the
corner of Bourke and Elizabeth streets,
Melbourne, such person to be himself a
grower ·of fruit or vegetables for sale!
Reference was made during the debate on
the Bill in the Legislative Council on
9th April (.as recorded in Hansard No. 23)
to the fact that the appointment of a
person representing the interests of frui.t
growers would be made after consultation
with the Victoria Market Combined
Traders" Council. It was also stated that
the fruit growers of the Goulburn Valley
were represented on this council by the
Orchardists and Fruit Cool Stores Association of Victoria.
I wish to point out, Sir, that although
our association is affiliated with the
Orchardists and Fruit Cool Stores Association of Victoria it would not be correct to
say that that organization represents the
fruit growers of the Goulburn Valley.
The Northern Victoria Fruit Growers
Association has some 700 members in the
Goulburn Valley and is already playing a
considerable role in the supply o·f fruit to
the Melbourne market. It can be expected
that with continued development taking
place in the metropolitan area the Goulburn
Valley will be called upon to play an even
greater role in this direction in the years to
come.
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I would therefore sincerely request that
our Association be also given the opportunity of taking part in consultations with
you prior to the said appointments being
made with a view to ·having a direct representative of the fruit growers of the Goulburn Valley appointed to the said committee.

I do hope the association will be consulted before an appointment is made
under paragraph (i) of sub-clause (2)
of clause 2 of the Bill. In comparison
with other great fruit markets of the
world, the Melbourne market is something of which we have no reason to be
proud, but I hope that there will be a
new outlook when the advisory committee is appointed.
After all, the Melbourne City Council
intends to spend the sum of £3,000,000
or £4,000,000 on the establishment of a
new market. I do not know whence it
will derive such a large sum of money.
In view of the magnitude of the project,
I consider that the market should be
handled by someone removed from the
city council-by a committee, or by the
Government itself. The advisory committee which is to be appointed will act
as a liaison between the Minister and
the Melbourne City Council, and it is
absolutely necessary that the new market
shall be along modern lines and shall be
of benefit to all associated with it.
Mr. SCHINTLER (Yarraville).-This
Bill has been introduced for the purpose
of establishing an advisory committee to
prepare plans that will be completely
effective for the operation of this very
important centre, the new wholesale
fruit market. However, neither the
Minister nor any other speaker has mentioned what I consider to be probably the
most awkward problem in relation to the
market that the advisory committee will
have to face up to.

lutely packed with vehicles carrying
persons who desire to buy produce at the
market and by other vehicles bringing
produce into the market or taking
produce out of it.
Mr. HoLDEN.-Do you oonsider that
the market should be shifted?
Mr. SCHINTLER.-Yes, with the proviso that it should be properly planned.
The Bill proposes the establishment of
a Fruit and Vegetable Marketing Advisory Committee consisting of nine persons with some knowledge of produce
and marketing, and probably provision
is made for the inclusion of representatives of nearly everybody ·actively
associated with the operation of the
market, but nowhere has the Minister
for Local Government or anyone else
made any reference to the major problem of traffic in connexion with the
establishment of the new market. Another measure dealing with that subject
has been introduced.

Mr. PoRTER.-In explaining that Bill,
I dealt with the problem of traffic.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-Traffic on the
New Footscray-road, adjacent to which
the new market is to be established, has
increased during the last three and a half
years from 18,000 vehicles daily to
31,000 daily, and with the construction
of the market the present almost uncontrollable traffic hazard will be
accentuated. Traffic will at least be
doubled.
Mr. PORTER.-! discussed this matter
thoroughly in my second-reading speech
on the other Bill.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-I realize that fact.
The New Footscray-road was designed
to assist traffic between the metropolitan
area and the western parts of the State,
but it is an amazing fact that there are
five sets of traffic lights within a mile
and a half on a wide road supposed to
speed the traffic flaw.
1

One of the most obnoxious features of
the existing Queen Victoria Market iS
the traffic hazard. Despite all the planning that has been done in relation to
the control of traffic connected with the
opera ti on of the market, it is a very
hazardous task for the ordinary citizen
to travel along Victoria-street, Peelstreet, or Elizabeth-street to the market,
because all of those streets are abso-

Mr.
lights
trol?
Mr.
forms
Mr.

HOLDEN.-What do those traffic
on the New Footscray-roa.d conSCHINTLER.-They control all
of traffic using the road.
HOLDEN.-But mainly what type?
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Mr.
SCHINTLER. - Thirty-one
thousand vehicles a day use that
thoroughfare, and I should say that
every type of vehicle on wheels passes
over it at some time or other during the
day. I travel along that road every day
and thus know something about the matter. Hardly a day passes without an
accident of some sort occurring there.
When the new wholesale market is
established,
the
traffic
will
be
accentuated possibly five-fold.
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When the new wholesale market is
established positive action must be taken, but despite the fact that nine advisers to the Minister will be appointed,
not one of the persons concerned will
have the engineering knowledge necessary to advise on parking arrangements
for vehicles when the new market is
planned. The Melbourne City Council
will control the market and it will probably have the final say as to the type of
market to be constructed and the provision to be made for the parking of
Mr. HOLDEN.-At what time?
vehicles by traders and members of the
Mr. SCHINTLER.-Times do not public. I acknowledge that over the
come into consideration. If the honor- years the traffic department of the counable member for Moonee Ponds knows cil has gained great knowledge. In my
humble opinion, one of the most urgent
anything about the matter-problems that the planners of the
Mr. HOLDEN.-! know more about market must face up to is that of promarkets than you do.
viding sufficient parking space for the
The
DEPUTY SPEAKER
(Mr. vehicles of people who will use the
Rafferty) .-Order!
The
honorable wholesale market when it becomes
member for Moonee Ponds will have an operative.
Mr. HOLDEN (Moonee Ponds) .-I
opportunity to speak to the Bill.
profess to have a reasonable knowledge
Mr. SCHINTLER.-The honorable of the operations of the Queen Victoria
member for Moonee Ponds should not Market. I considered that the proposal
get irritated or irrational. I claim to to constitute a Fruit and Vegetable
know something about this subject be- Marketing Advisory Committee would
cause I travel along the New Footscray- meet with the wholehearted support
road every day. Vehicles owned by of Parliament. The honorable member
transport operators who have estab- for Melbourne made a worthy contribulished big depots along this road use it tion to the debate, and I am sure that
24 hours a day. When the Labour party members on both sides of the House
was formerly the Government, it pro- enjoyed his speech. However, I am surposed to make the whole of this area prised at one statement that he made.
into another Albert Park, with playing Unfortunately, he used a wrong expresfields and sporting centres from the sion in stating that this measure reMaribyrnong river to Dudley-street.
presented piecemeal legislation in conThe
DEPUTY SPEAKER
(Mr. nexion with the shifting of the
Rafferty) .-Order!
The
honorable wholesale market. It is supplementary
member is going outside the ambit of -not piecemeal-legislation.
the Bill.
Mr. CLAREY.-The Minister for Local
Government
indicated that he would
Mr. SCHINTLER.-Private industry
has taken over land in this area and as bring in something further later, so this
a result 31,000 vehicles use the New Bill is only one part of the whole
Footscray-road daily. If a new whole- picture.
sale market is established there, as it
Mr. HOLDEN.-This measure is
undoubtedly will be, the problem will be supplementary to the most important
intensified. When the fish market was legislation on this subject that has
established in this locality, traffic haz- already been passed by another place
aTds increased immeasurably, but rea- and has been introduced into this House,
sonable provision was made for the and in my view it will have the full
parking of motor vehicles near that support of all thinking members. I am
surprised that the member handling the
market.
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Bill for the Opposition is not the honorable member for Flemington, in view of
his connexion with the Melbourne City
Council. I know that honorable member
will make his contribution to this "piecemeal legislation "-I say it is supplementary legislation-concerning the
removal of the wholesale market to a
new site in New Footscray-road. The
honorable member for Flemington has
a vested interest so far as the Melbourne City Council is concerned.
Probably he has received his marching
orders from the council caucus to the
effect that he must oppose this measure.
However, I can see that there is dissension within his own party.
The honorable member for Yarraville
agreed that it was time the wholesale
market was shifted, and I agree with
him. The honorable member for Murray
Valley said that the Melbourne City
Council had nothing to be .proud of
concerning the administration of the
Queen Victoria Market. The honorable
member represents a citrus growing
area in the heart of Victoria, and represents it very well. Many citrus
growers in his electorate send produce
to the Queen Victoria Market. However,
the honorable member has had no
experience of the actual workings of the
market.
Mr. Moss.-1 have sold fruit in it.
Mr. HOLDEN.-! have had plenty
of
experience
of
that
market,
as I worked in it for ten years
and I appreciate the very difficult
circumstances facing the Melbourne
City Council in its administration.
Governments in Victoria year after year
took no action to provide an alternative
to the existing chaotic conditions at the
Queen Victoria Market,
including
Country party Governments. Now a
member of the Country party criticizes
the Melbourne ;, City Council \for the
manner in which it discharges its responsibilities at the wholesale market.

Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 provides
that one of the members of the proposed
Fruit and Vegetable Marketing Advisory
Committee shall be a person representing the interests of fruit and
vegetable growers resident beyond a

radius of 100 miles from the post office
at the corner of Bourke and Elizabeth
streets, Me1bourne, such person to be
himself a grower of fruit or vegetables
for sale. It was most interesting to
hear the honorable member for Murray
Valley mention fruit and vegetable
growers, but he did not refer to flower
growers. He wanted the citrus growers
to be considered.
Mr. Moss.-I did not mention the
citrus growers.
Mr. HOLDEN.-! remind the honorable member for Murray Valley that
probably as many vegetables as citrus
fruits come from the Murray Valley for
sale at the wholesale market, yet he
dismissed the vegetable growers without a thought.
A very cogent point was made by the
honorable member for Yarraville--1
agree with him wholeheartedly-when
he said that one of the biggest problems
that the proposed advisory committee
must face was that of vehicular traffic.
During the debate relating to the transference from the Crown to the Melbourne City Council of an area of 45
acres for the purpose of a wholesale
market, I said in this Chamber, as well
as in the party room, that the area was
not sufficient to cater for the future
needs of the wholesale market because
of the large amount of parking space
that must be provided. I am pleased to
learn that the Government has taken
notice and that an area of 15 acres will
be transferred from the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board to the
Melbourne City Council to enable ample
provision to be made for this purpose.
I remind members that this will be a
wholesale market.
The honorable member for Yarraville
discussed major traffic problems affecting the New Footscray-road. I remind
the honorable member that we are considering a wholesale market. He referred
to the traffic that will be engendered
in the Foostcray-road and I agree with
what he said. As I stated before, I consider that this is an urgent problem and
that the advisory committee should
knuckle down to its consideration in
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order to give advice to the Government
on how to try to channel the traffic away
from Footscray-road.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-The fish market is
supposed to be a wholesale market, too.

Mr. HOLDEN.-The fruit and vegetable market will be a true wholesale
market, as the honorable member for
Yarra ville well knows.
If he knows
anything about the wholesale marketing
of fruit and vegetables at the present
Queen Victoria Market site, he will
realize that most of the traders who go
there to purchase fruit and vegetables
are away from the market area before
8 a.m. He also ·knows that the traffic
on the Footscray-road is at its ipeak
normally from about 8.15 a.m. to 9 a.m.
and from 5 p.m. to 6..15 p.m.
Mr. WILTON.-What a'bout the interstate transports? They get in after that
time.
Mr. HOLDEN.-! also remind the
honorable member for Yarraville that
there is a proposal to build a ring road
at the back of the proposed market site.
I do not say that this will solve the
problem, but it does show that at least
there is some thinking at the present
time about the alleviation of traffic in
the area. I hope that the advisory committee works properly and gives good
advice to the Melbourne City Council
and the Minister.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows referred to interstate transports. Th·ose which bring produce to
the Queen Victoria Market at the present time make an absolute shambles of
the roads around the area. What happens there is disgraceful. That has been
'brought about by the hamstringing of
development over the years despite the
fact that we have had in office Labour
party Governments and Country party
Governments in their own right and
La•bour party Governments supported
by the Country party and Country party
Governments supported by the Labour
party. Despite that, this shambles has
been allowed to continue for years and
years. Now that there is a proposal
before the House to do something about
it, we find members who will not
support it.
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I suggest that the honora:ble member
for Flemington, who is at the present
time also a member of the Melbourne
City Council, will contend in this House
that the market should not be shifted.
Apparently, he wishes to see continued
the congestion which occurs in Peelstreet, Capel-street and other streets
around the Queen Victoria Market.
Large interstate transports park in
those streets and transfer produce to
little trucks and these operations clutte1
up the entire area and hinder access
int·o the heart of Melbourne. I should
like to hear from Opposition members
whether what I say is not true.
There are many things I could have
said, but I 1believe they have been amply
covered by the honorable member for
Melbourne. I consider that he made an
excellent contribution to this debate on
behalf of the Opposition. However, I
remind him that, in supporting this
legislation, he will have no arguments
left to oppose a further Bill that will be
presented. I consider that the Government has made a very wise decision in
proposing the creation of an advisory
committee, and I believe that those persons who use the market-wholesalers,
growers and retailers-should have a
say in what the market set-up should
be. Who else has any idea of how a
market should be run?
I believe that the present users of the
Queen Victoria Market also ought to
have a say in regard to what use this
market should be put. These things will
1be considered by the advisory committee
and a report made to the Minister. I
am quite certain that everything that is
reported will be given full consideration.
I oommend the Bill to the House, and
consider that should have the wholehearted support of all honorable members.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-As large
quantities of fruit and vegetables are
sent to the present Queen Victoria Market from the area whkh I represent,
I feel that I must make a contribution
to this debate. If the proposals in the
measure are carried out as has been
envisaged by various responsible persons, considerable improvements to the
conditions existing at the moment should
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be effected. I am very pleased that an
advisory committee is to be established,
and if its members are well chosen at
least some of the problems that have
been raised this evening should be overcome.
I, too, stress the possibility of a not
inconsiderable amount of traffic being
created around the new market site,
which we are told will occupy some 56
acres and handle 500,000 tons of
produce a year, the value of which is
Surely the
estimated at £25,000,000.
proposed committee could well afford to
closely examine the possibilities of traffic
congestion in the area. If necessary, it
could propose the building of a fly-over
or some other more modern traffic
facilities. I was very pleased' to hear
the honorable member for Yarraville
bring up this point, and I hope at some
future time his remarks will be remembered and that the advisory committee
will take notice of what he had to say.
As a number of my constituents have
stalls of one description or another at
the market, I should like to know what
rentals will be charged for stalls at the
new market. I hope that they will be
kept within reason, taking into consideration, of course, that a new building
will be erected and very much better
facilities provided than are on offer at
the moment.
Mr. CLAREY.-Much higher rents will
need tn be paid.
Mr. WHITING.-Probably it will be
necessary to pay higher rents and no
doubt most people expect to do so.
However, there is a possibility that the
rents could rise to exorbitant levels.
That wouM be very unfortunate for
some stallholders, because operating
under the conditions prevailing at the
moment they could well be forced out of
business.
The honorable member for Murray
Valley ref erred to the fact that one
representative on the proposed committee is to be a person representing the
interests of fruit, vegetable and flower
growers outside a radius of 100 miles
from Melbourne. It is only reasonable
to expect that this man will at least be

granted his travelling expenses when he
attends meetings of the committee.
I trust that the advisory committee will
get down to work as soon as possible
and attempt to overcome the problems
confronting it, so that in time we will
have a market if not better than those
provided in other large cities of the
world, at least equal to them.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-This is a most important
measure, but over the years in this House
we have seen so many advisory committees appointed that we are rather
dubious as to whether this one will be
able to do the job expected of it. I have
stated repeatedly in the House that a
Government cannot expect people to
undertake duties unless they are paid
for doing so. It is of no use depending
on people to perform work in an
honorary capacity these days as the
cost of living is so high.

I remember years ago speaking from
the Opposition benches pleading with the
Cain Government to pay members of a
committee who were acting in a matter
that concerned the late Sir William
McPherson. The inquiry was delayed
for a long time as it was found difficult
to persuade members to turn up to its
meetings. In order to get the inquiry
completed it was decided to make payments. I think that is the only way to
act in these matters. If people are paid
to do a job, the work will be done.
It was mentioned in another place that
it was not possible to specify in the
Bill the travelling expenses to be paid to
the representative of the growers
residing outside a radius of 100 miles
from the city. I believe that it has also
been stated here that the Government
intends to propose an amenidment,
although we have not seen any sign of
it as yet, which will provide for payment
to the men who are called upon to do
the job.

Mr. HoLDEN.-lt
shadowed.

has

been

fore-

Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The honorable member for Moonee Ponds has
had his say and he made a complete
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mess of it. All that he managed to
convey was that he gathered up cabbage
and cauliflower leaves at the market.
Mr. HoLDEN.-That is better than
representing the country from St. Kilda.
I will not take that comment from
anybody.
The
DEPUTY SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty) .-Order! I inform the honorable member for Moonee Ponds that I
will not permit the House to become
disorderly. I ask him to cease interjecting, and call upon the Leader of the
Country party to continue his remarks.
Mr. HOLDEN (Moonee Ponds).On a point of order, I find the remarks
made by the Leader of the Country party
very offensive. I ask for a withdrawal.
The honorable member implied that I
was employed to remove cauliflower and
cabbage leaves from the Queen Victoria
Market.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER
(Mr.
Ra:fferty).-Order! There is no point
of order, I call on the Leader of the
Country party.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-My next question relates to
clause 10, which provides(1) The Minister shall appoint some fit
and proper person to be secretary to the
Committee.
(2) The secretary shall keep minutes of
all meetings of the Committee and shall
keep such records and perform such other
duties as the Committee directs.
(3) The secretary may attend 'but shall
not vote at meetings of the Committee.
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aspect is that the House has not received
the amendment concerning payment of
travelling expenses and allowances to
the member of the committee who will
represent growers and who will be resident more than 100 miles from the Elizabeth-street post office. There i.s no
provision in this regard for other members, who are expected to leave their
businesses and attend meetings at least
six times a year to participate in discussions and to advise the Melbourne
City Council. I should have thought that
the council would be quite capable of
controlling this matter itself. If it cannot, there is something radically wrong
with the council.
I should like the Government to make
a definite statement about the secretary
of the committee. I am keen that men
should be paid for what they do. If you
pay for service you can demand it. A
man who is not being paid may say,
"Why should I bother with this?" More
information should be provided on this
Bill, which has come from another place.
The proposed committee will be a large
one. I cannot visualize the Melbourne
City Council taking very much notice of
any committee which is expected to
advise it on these matters. The amendment that I refer to should have been
circulated with the Bill, as has been done
in the past. When that is done the
ground is cut from under members' feet
and there is no necessity to ask questions.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.

There is no provision in the Bill, so far
as I can see, for the secretary of the
committee to be paid. Is he to be another
person who will be required to do a job
for nothing?

Clause 2 (Fruit and Vegetable Marketing Advisory Committee).

Mr. PORTER.-He will be a public servant.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-That is
not stated in the Bill. There is no provision for the secretary to receive
additional money if he does come from
one of the Departments. The Bill seems
to be very loosely drawn. My party will
not oppose it, but considers that the
Government should clear these points up
and provide more information. Another

Mr. PORTER (Minister .for Local
Government).-The Deputy Leader of
the Country party referred to a letter
dated the 8th May last, addressed to my
colleague, the Minister of Agriculture.
The letter was written to the honorable
gentleman by the Northern Victoria
Fruit Growers Association. I assure the
honorable member that my colleague
will give very sympathetic consideration
to the suggestions made in the letter.

Clause 1 was agreed to.
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The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Term of office).
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-The preceding clause
provides for membership of the Fruit
and Vegetable Marketing Advisory
Committee including( i) One •person repr~enting the interests
of fruit, vegetable and flower growers
resident beyond a radius of one hundred
miles from the post office at the corner of
Bourke and Elizabeth streets, Melbourne,
such .person to be himself a grower of
fruit or vegetables for sale--

I move-That the following sub-clause ibe inserted,
to follow sub-clause (2) : ( ) The person appointed pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph (i) of sub-section
(2) of the last preceding section shall be
entitled to receive such travelling expenses
and allowances as are determined by the
Minister.

The reason for the amendment being
moved in this Chamber is fairly obvious.
The Bill was prepared and sponsored by
my colleague, the Minister of Agriculture, who is a member of another place.
It is traditional that the Legislative
Council cannot deal with matters
which impose a charge on the public
purse-such as the payment of expenses
of this nature. So the sub-clause I
have just submitted was omitted
deliberately from the Bill in order that
it could be inserted as an amendment in
this House.
The Leader of the Country party suggested that this amendment should have
been circulated with the Bill. I realize
that he is a member possessing vast
experience of Parliamentary practice;
in fact, he is the father of this House.
Therefore, I would be inclined to bow to
his superior knowledge, if it had not
been that the officers of the House advised me that it has always been the
practice to circulate amendments after
the second reading.
Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-! appreciate the position as explained by the
Minister in charge of the Bill, but the
point arises, which was stressed by the
Leader of the Country party, that no
other member of the proposed committee
will receive any e~penses or allowances.
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It is quite conceivable that, amongst the
seven members other than the one representing the Department of Agriculture, there may be some who live some
distance from Melbourne. It is not provided that all these representatives shall
come from the metropolitan area. Are
these men to receive no out-of-pocket
expenses? Are they expected to devote
their time and energy and to attend at
least six meetings per annum without
receiving any remuneration whatsoever?

Is the secretary of the committee
not to be remunerated? Is he to be an
individual seconded for an odd meeting
or two from the Public Service or is he
to be recompensed, in some fashion, as
was the position in my day? At that
time certain individuals received allowances for acting as secretaries of certain committees. When I was a member
of the Companies Auditors Board the
secretary, who was a public servant,
received a certain honorarium for his
services. No such provision is made in
the Bill. If an attempt is made to pay
such an honorarium to the officer concerned the payment could possibly be
invalid. I do not object to the amendment, but consider that it does not go
far enough. Provision should be made
for all members of the committee to
receive such expenses or allowances as
may be determined.
The amendment was agreed to and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 4 to 9.
Clause 10 (Secretary).
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government) .-The Leader of the
Country party has asked a question concerning the remuneration to be paid to
the secretary of the new committee. It
is envisaged that he will be a permanent
officer of the Deparment of Agriculture.
This is not an uncommon practice.
There are a number of committees and
Boards throughout the Government
Departments on which some officer acts
as permanent secretary as part of his
normal duties. The honorable member
for Melbourne suggested that possibly
some thought should be given to paying
him extra remuneration. I remind the
honorable member that these are matters
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which are normally dealt with by the
Public Service Board and, if the imposition of additional duties upon an officer
in a Department is so onerous that he
needs additional remuneration, I have no
doubt that the officer concerned would
quickly apply for reclassification of his
position and that the application would
be dealt with by the Board in the
usual way.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-1 should like to know straight
out whether the Government is prepared
to pay a high-ranking officer for the
work he carries out as secretary of the
committee, which will be assisting the
Melbourne City Council. The committee
will be required to advise the council on
various matters, and the occupant of the
position of secretary will have an
important job. If the Government is
prepared to assist the Melbourne City
Council in this matter, honorable members will have every justification for
asking that some of the " loose money "
which must be available shall be spent
in their electorates. There is nothing in
the Bill to indicate that the officer
concerned will be a public servant.

During its regime, the Government has
brought down many measures which
have required amendments. Such a
situation did not exist in the past,
irrespective of whether a Liberal,
Labour or Country party held office.
Had such loosely drafted measures been
introduced some years ago, they would
have been torn to pieces by the Opposition. Honorable members do not know
who will be appointed as secretary of
the committee, whether anyone has been
selected for the position, or whether the
Public Service Board will call for
applications for the position. The Committee should have been informed more
clearly of what is proposed in this regard.
It is doubtful whether this proposal is
worth "two pennyworth of gin."
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.

Market (Traders) Bill.
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WHOLESALE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE MARKET (TRADERS)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 2)
on the motion of Mr. Porter (Minister
for Local Government) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.

Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-This is
a Bill with respect to the limitation of
the rights of certain wholesale traders
in fruit and vegetables in relation to the
proposed establishment of a new wholesale fruit and vegetable market at
Footscray-road, West Melbourne. The
Bill is complementary to the measure
which has just been passed by this
House. Both measures are contingent
upon the establishment by the Melbourne
City Council of the proposed wholesale
fruit
and
vegetable
market
at
Footscray-road, West Melbourne.
Earlier, I indicated that whilst Opposition members were prepared to support
the previous measure, it was our intention to oppose this Bill. We did not
oppose the previous measure because it
dealt with the appointment of an
advisory committee, which could have
·functioned, and which could still function, if the present market were not
removed from its existing site. However,
this Bill envisages the removal of the
market from the existing Queen Victoria
Market site to the proposed new site at
Footscray-road, West Melbourne, and,
when that is done, a number of restrictions will be imposed on existing traders.
In other words, the Bill provides that,
when the new wholesale fruit and
vegetable market is established at West
Melbourne, and if the retail market
remains at its existing site, the two
markets will be widely separated, and
there cannot be any fringe wholesalers
or others competing with those who are
operating in the established market or
selling direct to retailers within the
Queen Victoria Market area.
Therefore, a measure of this type
would be unnecessary unless, and until,
a change of location takes place. I do
not wish to elaborate in any way on the
proposed restrictions, except to indicate
th.at they will adversely affect a lar.ge
number of people who are at present
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operating as wholesale merchants or
dealers in fruit and vegetables. The
measure is retrospective to the extent
that as and from the introduction of this
Bill in another .place on the 12th December last, any person who subsequently
started business as a wholesaler within
the vicinity of the Queen Victoria
Market will be definitely driven out of
business when this measure becomes
law.
Mr. HOLDEN.-That is not right.
Mr. CLAREY.-The honorable member for Moonee Ponds claims that my
contention is not correct. Of course, I
know that onion and potato merchants
are practically exempt. I do not wish to
read all of the provisions of the Bill,
but clause 2 defines an " existing licensed
trader," as a person who, at the 11th
day of December, 1962, holds a licence
as a farm produce agent within the
meaning of the Farm Produce Agents
Act, and who is engaged in a substantial
business of both buying and selling fruit
or vegetables by wholesale, and who, in
the course of that business, sells fruit or
vegetables by wholes ale at the Queen
Victoria Market, or at business premises
within the wholesale trading area.
Under the Bill, the "wholesale trading
area '' is defined as an area within a
radius of 10 miles from the General
Post Office, Melbourne.
This Bill proposes that an existing
licensed trader shall be precluded from
carrying on the business of buying and
selling fruit and vegetables by wholesale within the Queen Victoria Market
area. But traders who are at present
located within that area, may continue
such business if they buy fruit and vegetables, excluding potatoes and onions, in
the new wholesale market, if they do not
sell any fruit or vegetables whatsoever to
any person who sells fruit or vegetables,
retail in the Queen Victoria Market, or
to any agent for such a person, and if
they waive any right of accommodation
in the new wholesale market.
Coming now to the ·point at which the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds interjected, the existing licensed traders
are likewise restricted-of course, anyone who started business since 11th
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December, 1962, is not an existing
licensed trader. Persons other than
existing licensed traders are likewise
restricted but, in addition, they will have
no right of accommodation in the new
market, and they will be debarred from
carrying on wholesale business within
the wholesale trading area-that is,
within a radius of 10 miles of the General Post Office. I do not dispute the
fact that some restrictions will have to
be imposed if, and when, the new
market is set up, because obviously, if
there are going to be a number of competing markets, the intention of the
Melbourne City Council or the Government in setting up its new market will
be lar.gely frustrated.
1

Is it not unusual for a Government of
the political calibre of the .present Government to introduce a measure of this
kind which will restrict competition? At
present, quite a number of people operate
within the " fringe " area. They are not
in the market, but they are trading in
the vicinity of the market and, when
this Bill is passed, unless they can transfer their business and obtain accommodation in the new market, they will
be driven out of business. The most
iniquitous proposal is that there shall
be no compensation for these people who
will be driven out of business, unless
they decide to close down their existing
businesses and are able to obtain a stall,
or whatever it may be called, in the new
market. This is an important part of
the Bill. The penalty for a breach of
the provision is the loss by a merchant
of his farm produce agent's licence,
which will drive him out of business.
Basically, we feel that, as this
definitely hinges upon the establishment
by the Melbourne City Council of the
new market, the measure at this stage
is a little premature. It is interesting
to note that the Government appointed
an inter-departmental committee to advise on matters relating to the proposed
new market. That committee recommended that the market should be
transferred from its present location to
a new site and that the new market
should be conducted by an independent
authority or body. The Government took
no notice of that second recommendation.
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Mr. HOLDEN.-Why did not the
honorable member oppose the previous
measure?
Mr. CLAREY.-Because it was not
absolutely contingent upon the transfer
of the market to the new site. I admit
that it did envisage such transfer. There
would be nothing to prevent the Government from bringing in an amendment to
the Bill which has just been passed.
The advisory committee could have been
constituted to operate even if there
were no change of site. When is it
proposed that the new market will be
in operation? The committee indicated
that it will possibly be in operation in
two or three years' time. Taking into
account the amount of planning necessary, I will be surprised if the change
takes place within the next five or six
years. Irrespective of that probability,
we consider that this Bill is premature.
It is the type of legislation which could
have been delayed in order to ascertain
whether or not the Melbourne City
Council would go ahead with the project.
The Minister indicated in his secondreading speech that it was likely that
the council would do so. So, why not
wait until it is certain that the new
project will be undertaken? Obviously
it will be three to five years before any
of the provisions of this legislation can
come into effect.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-How does the honorable member work that out?
Mr. CLAREY.-The Bill will come
into operation only when the location of
the market is shifted. All of the restrictions and limitations are contingent
on the transfer of the market to this
new area. So that is why the Bill
cannot come into force until the new
market is located at the new site.
Mr. HOLDEN.-lt is necessary at the
moment.
Mr. CLAREY.-No, it is not. Why
is it necessary at the moment to say
that after the new market has been
established certain people will be restricted in their activities? It would not
matter if the Bill were delayed for two
or three years or until the market was in
the course of construction and was likely
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to come into operation. Members of
the Opposition believe that the Bill is
premature and that the Government has
acted with undue haste in its decisions
in regard to the Cole report, for the
simple reason that it proposes to go
ahead with the planning of the market
before the proper facilities are available.
The Cole committee had two proposals
submitted to it. One was for the redevelopment of the retail and wholesale
markets on the existing site and the other
was to open only a wholesale market
on the 56 acres available in Footscrayroad. The Victorian Chamber of Fruit
and Vegetable Industries advocated
rebuilding on the present site and made
certain submissions to the committee.
The .committee did not examine any
proposals on its own initiative. It
merely took the suggestions and plans
put forward to it by the Victorian
Chamber of Fruit and Vegetable Industries and then found flaws in them
and recommended against them. However, it did, in effect, use these
significant words, "Even if it were
possible to rebuild satisfactorily on the
present site, we believe the area is too
close to the city and too valuable." So,
in other words, the committee admitted
that, even if it had been presented with
a satisfactory redevelopment plan, it
would have rejected such a plan
because the committee had already
made up its mind that the market should
be established farther out.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-What is wrong with
that?
Mr. CLAREY.-! am merely saying
that the committee had made up its
mind. A great deal has been said about
the disadvantages of the present site.
There is no question whatsoever that
there is congestion, that most of the
stalls were built in the horse-and-buggy
days, and that there are no facilities
actually available for manoeuvring the
large trailers and semi-trailers that are
using the market to an increasing degree. Is it not conceivable that a threestoried building on the present site, the
top two floors of which could be used
for parking 2,200 cars, according to
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the .plan submitted by the Victorian
Chamber of Fruit and Vegetable Industries, might have met the situation?
Mr. HoLDEN.-The chamber did not
recommend in its plan that the upper
two floors :be used for parking.

Mr. CLAREY.-That is what I read
and, if I have been misinformed, I
accept the correction. Irrespective of
that there is considerable congestion at
the Queen Victoria Market and conditions are unsatisfactory. The interdepartmental committee took the view
that more could be done on 56 acres
on a fl:a t site than by rebuilding on the
existing 16 acres. There might ibe
something to be said for that line of
reasoning.
But I ask Government
supporters to consider this proposal: If
you are going to build a new wholesale
market and rebuild the retail market,
then obviously the cost of two major
construction projects must, in the ultimate analysis, be far greater than the
cost of one structure.
The honorable member for Mildura
said earlier that he was concerned about
the rents to be charged. It is perfectly
obvious that the rents will be higher
so that either the producers or the
sellers will receive less or the prices
will have to be increased, which means
that the consumer will pay more. I
know it has been said that the existing
site is not the most desirable, but it is
bounded by six streets-Victoria, Elizabeth, Therry, Queen, Franklin and Peel
streets. Therefore, there is access in
six directions.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Not both ways.
Mr. CLAREY.-! said there is access.
What is the access from Footscray-road
at the new site? The traffic problems
resulting from overlapping of the wholesale and retail markets are not as great
as the .peak demand at ·the retail market,
which is to remain at the present site.
If the retail market is to be retained at
its present site and extended, then there
will be as much, if not more, congestion
during peak periods as there is at the
moment.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Would there not be
more congestion if the wholesale market
was retained at its present site?
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Mr. CLAREY.-! propose to develop
my own argument. Th.ere is access to
the present site from six different
streets, but not necessarily !from
all directions.
Traffic congestion is
reduced 'because there are streets
on every side of the site. Through
traffic and market traffic can be
separated because of the number of
streets surrounding the site, and future
increases of traffic will not be as great
around this site as they will be around
the proposed site. If it is proposed to
establish the market at the new site
within the next two or three years, it
will be done without first making provision for the widening or roads, the
construction of by-passes and cloverleaf turns.
The honorable member for Yarraville
said that at present 31,000 vehicles a
day are using Footscray-road. According to information supplied to me 84
per cent. of the traffic using the market
comes 'from the eastern side of the site.
Those who know the proposed location
appreciate that at the ·present time during peak periods it is extremely difficult
to enter Footscray-road, particularly at
the junction of Cowper and Dudley
streets. The Cole report said that there
were traffic problems and the Minister
indicated that also in his secondreading speech, but he thought that
present plans might meet the si tua ti on
for the time being.
I do not know what the present plans
are, but it is interesting to note that the
long-term .plans for the area are indefinite. The following question was
asked of the Minister of Agriculture in
another place:1

1

Will the Government .give some indication as to when work will commence on
(i) the widening of the new Footscrayroad; and (ii) the link roads between
Footscray and Dynon roads?

The Minister's reply wasNeither of the works mentioned in (i)
or (ii) is included within the Board of
Works first stage construction programMe
estimated to take about ten years, depending on the availability o.f additional finance.

In other words, it will be at least ten
years before Footscray-road is widened.
At present the volume of traffic is increasing at the rate of about 15 per cent.
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per annum. Therefore, even without
taking into account the additional 4,000
vehicles that will come in if and when
the new market is established, there will
be at least one-and-a-half times the
volume of traffic in the next three
years. I do not know what the position
will be in ten years' time before the
road is widened. It has been indicated
that land that has been set aside for a
link road between Dynon-road and
Footscray-road will not be used for a
period of about 10 years. On 7th May,
the Minister of Agriculture was asked-

<a> Why has the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works made available for
lease the land annexed at Brown's Hill, on
Dynon-road, West Melbourne?
<b) Is such land available for leasing for
any period from five to ten years?
The Minister's reply was(a) It is assumed that the question relates to land with frontages to Railwayplace and Lloyd-street near the corner
thereof. This land is reserved for future
main road pur.poses and was acquired .by
the Board through the process of the interim development order. As this part of the
main road system is not within the Board's
first stage construction programme estimated to cover the next ten to twelve years,
depending on the availability of finance, it
was decided to lease the land during the intervening period.
( b) The lease is .proposed to be for five
years in the first instance, subject to review
towards the end of the period.

In other words, it is proposed to add to
the traffic congestion in what is already
one of the worst roads in Melbourne
without making any provision for the
essential widening of the road, the prov1s10n of overpasses and additional
turns. I could say much more in relation to this Bill, but out of consideration for other members I am not disposed
to go further into the matter. The
Government is putting the cart before
the horse by pushing through legislation
which, as I indicated earlier, cannot be
effective until the new market is established. The Government is at least
three years ahead of time with this
measure although it will be ten or twelve
years 'behind time with necessary traffic
provisions without which the whole
thing will be a farce.
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Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-This
legislation will protect the interests of
traders in the wholesale fruit and vegetable market as it now exists. The
Country party is anxious that facilities
should be provided as soon as possible
in the new market. The right of traders
who will eventually move to the new
wholesale market will be preserved.
Provision is made in clause 4 of the
Bill for the Melbourne City Council to
contact these traders by letter, and if
they wish to exercise their right they
must reply within one month. If they
follow this procedure within the specified
time, they will establish their rights to
operate in the new market when it is
constructed. No matter where a market
is established there will always be
traffic problems. This is an important
aspect, because many operators who
bring fruit into the market drive large
semi-trailers.
In addition to the question of the flow
and control of traffic, there arises the
question of the manoeuvrability of large
transports.
This question must be
closely examined when the plan of the
market is being decided. With the improvement in modern transport, no
doubt motor transports will tend to
become even larger, but I do not know
whether any better roads will be constructed. I trust that a situation will
not arise at the new market similar to
that which exists at the present Queen
Victoria Market where transport operators have the greatest difficulty in turning large semi-trailers.
I am given to understand that
Covent Garden market in London
covers an area of approximately
30 acres and provides for the requirements of some 10,000,000 people.
Mr. HoLDEN.-There is also a secondary market there.

Mr. MOSS.-This market also encounters great traffic problems, but I
understand that it is hoped to overcome them in the near future. If the
new wholesale market is organized :in
a proper manner it will meet the expectations and needs of those interested in
the market and generally provide adequa te service. The inter-departmental
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commiittee which inquired into the Queen ashamed to have been connected with
Victoria Market recommended the the Queen Victoria Market over a long
setting up of a statutory authority to period. My late father was the most
operate the market.
Although the respected and oldest member in the
Government has accepted some recom- market. Apparently, the Leader of
mendations made by the committee, it the Country party expects every
did not accept its recommendations in member of .this House to have been
relation to control. The Minister has born with a golden or a silver spoon
stated that the Government prefers in his mouth.
that the Melbourne City Council should
In relation to premature legislation,
control the new market. The Government has made its decision, and we it is a pity that the Leader of the
accept it. Those honorable members Country party was not still-born
who have seen the market operated by because the contributions he has made
the Brisbane Market Trust will be in this House have been worthless.
aware that although it is not a market
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
such as we hope our new market will McDonald).-Order! I regard that as an
be, it is well-conducted. I do not know offensive remark, and ask the honorable
whether the position would be better member to withdraw it.
or worse if the city council conducted
Mr. HOLDEN.-On a ·point of order,
the market in Brisbane. I do not know
why the Melbourne City Council has in your absence, Mr. Speakerbeen chosen to control the new market,
The SPEAKER.-'! ask the honorable
in view of its record in the past. How- member to withdraw.
ever, our party accepts the situation
and we are anxious that finance should
Mr. HODDEN.-I wa·s in a similar
be provided so that a modern market position this evening when an offenfor which there is such great need may sive remark-be established in Melbourne.
The SPEAKER.-Order ! The Chair
Mr. HOLDEN (Moonee Ponds).- cannot take cognizance of something
This measure is complementary to the that is alleged to have happened at
Fruit and Vegetable Marketing Ad- another time. The honorable member
visory Committee Bihl which has just should have taken a point of order at
been dealt with by this House. the time.
Although certain members made a
Mr. HOLDEN.-! did so.
number of comments in relation to that
Bill, they supported it when put to the
The SPEAKER.-! ask the honortest. The honorable member for Melable member to withdraw what I rebourne has spoken on both Bills. I gard as an offensive remark.
considered that his first speech was a
good contribution, ibut I was a little
Mr. HOLDEN.-In view of the circritical of the speech made by the · cumstances which occurred previously,
honorable member for Murray VaHey. I cannot withdraw.
On this occasion I think the honorable
The SPEAKER.--Order ! The honormember for Murray Valley made a
good contribution, but what did we able member is placing me in a most
hear from the honorable member for embarrassing position. I should like
Melbourne? When I speak in this to give him a further opportun:ity to
House I am consjstent and do not act withdraw.
Does
the
honorable
as do some persons who are not only member intend to avail himself of that
horse traders but who should be em- opportunity?
The
ployed at the Tivoli Theatre.
Mr. HOLDEN.-! am placed in a
Leader of the Country party is
the greatest acrobat who has ever been difficult position, but in the circumseen in this State. He is a political stances I bow to you, Mr Speaker, and
somersaulter-a sweeper of the drop- I withdraw. The honorable member
pings from the grocer's table. I am not for Melbourne has indicated that iliis
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is premature legislation. In what respect is it premature? Apparently the
honorable member has read the clauses
of the Bill, but he has not read the
preamble, to which I direct his attention. If a person wishes to have some
rights in connection with the wholesale market and becomes aware that
in the near future the market will be
shifted to a new location, he may set
up a little stall within a certain area
around the Queen Victoria Market in
order to establish his right to accommodation at the new site. It is nonsense to contend that this legislation is
premature. It is necessary for the
Melbourne City Council to be in a .position to provide for efficient planning. It
wishes to know how many wholesalers
should be accommodated in the new
market. It is no use saying the number
could be 50, 100 or 200; many hundreds
of thousands of pounds could ;be wasted
in providing accommodation that would
not be necessary, or the council could
make .the mistake of not providing
sufficient accommodation :for those
people who at present have the right,
if they wish to exercise it, to be provided with accommodation.
I cannot understand why the Opposi tion has said that this is premature
legislation. It represents good planning and forward thinking for the needs
of the new Queen Victoria Market.
Some members of this House are trying to gain political capital by putting
in-t:o the minds of members thoughts
of something that was foreshadowed in
another place. The Government should
not be criticized but, on the contrary,
should be congratulated because it has
realized the necessity for effieient planning of the new Queen Victoria Market
site. AH the growers who asked for
accommodation at the present market
have been provided for, and their rights
are protected under this Bill-they will
always have accommodation.
This measure envisages a market
that will cater for the needs of Melbourne for the next 50 years. Provision is made for the parking of
vehicles used for the wholesale trade.
This Bild relates to the provision of a
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new wholesale market; it is not suggested that the present retail market
will be moved. It has been suggested
that in the early hours of the morning
thousands of vehicles come from the
eastern side of Melbourne. They will
continue to do so when the proposed
new market is established, but at what
hours? It will be at a time when there
is no generat:ion of traffic into the
centre of Melbourne--there will be a
comp1letely " clear go " for vehicles to
come through the city from the eastern
side of Melbourne before the peak
period traffic commences.
The Melbourne City Council has
always had the needs of traffic in mind,
and I have pointed out on several
occasions that it is necessary to plan
well for a good parking area to cater
for semi-trailers, with which the honorable member for Murray Valley has
agreed. Now the little streets of West
Melbourne are congested because these
semi-trailers must find some place in
which to park.
Despite what I have read in Hansard
of the debates on this measure in
another place, this Bill will meet the
needs of Melbourne for a certain period
in the future, but not for ever, because
one could not ex.pect that. I congratulate the Government on introducing this
measure. It does not deserve the criticism that has been levelled at it, and
I believe it will have the support of
the House.
The motion was agreed .to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
GOODS (TITLE ON EXECUTION)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April 17)
on the motion of Mr. Meagher (Minister
of Transport) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-'f.his Bill, proposing an
amendment to the Goods Act, was introduced in another place, and its
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subject-matter was dealt with by the
Statute Law Revision Committee.
The Bill makes special provision in relation to the execution upon the goods
belonging to a judgment debtor. When
a person obtains a judgment, it is executed by an officer, depending on the
court concerned; if it is a writ of execution from the Supreme Court, it is dealt
with by the sheriff; if it is issued by the
County Court, it is handled by the bailiff,
and if the judgment come from a court
of petty sessions, it is dealt with by a
member of the Police Force. The writ
of execution in effect authorizes the
officer concerned, whether it be the
sheriff, the bailiff or a constable of
police, to sell the property of the defendant to satisfy the judgment.
The sheriff undertakes to sell the
title and interest, if any, of the defendant in the goods he has seized. Over
the years the people who attend sheriff's
and bailiff's sales have been a little disturbed, fearing that if they buy the
goods it may well be that the sheriff or
officer executing the writ has not the
power to transfer the ownership. Goods
are not like land, in respect of which
there is a paper title; in the case of
goods there is no system of ownership.
There may be a receipt, but the ownership of the goods is based on possession.
We have all heard the old adage that
possession is nine points of the law. That
is a good statement.
The object of this Bill is to protect a
court officer who has sold goods under a
warrant of execution against claims, unless it is established by the claimant that
the officer had notice, or could by reasonable inquiry have ascertained that the
goods were not the property of the execution debtor. This subject occupied the
attention of the Statute Law Revision
Committee for some time, and I can well
understand the reason why. Under common law the only way by which a person
can be deprived of his goods is by what
is called market overt. A person could
obtain a good title notwithstanding the
deficiency in the title of the vendor. The
sheriff is no different from anyone else;
if he sold goods which did not belong to
the defendant, he did so at his peril.
Mr. Campbell Turnbull.
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From the point of view of the public
interest, the question arises why should
an innocent owner of goods suffer if his
possessions come into the hands of a
defendant in certain ways? A person
may borrow my typewriter or my lawnmower and if he suffers a judgment of
the type we are discussing in this Bill,
then I lose my typewriter or my lawnIt does not seem right that
mower.
a man should be so deprived of the rights
to his goods. The common law provision
is that the bailiff must, at his peril, seize
only the goods of the person named in
the warrant, and it is not sufficient that
they are in the possession of the ostensible owner. That is a clear statement
of the law.
This matter becomes complicated
when we reach the present situation
where goods are sold on hirepurchase. Legislation of this type is
not new. The old way of lending money
on goods was not, as we know it to-day,
by hire-purchase, but it was by way of a
mortgage on personal property; in other
words, a bill of sale. As far back as the
days of Elizabeth I. a person was
required by law, if he was to have a
good bill of sale, to have it registered,
for the reason that some people may
appear to be extremely affluent and have
goods under mortgage whilst other
people, believing them to be affluent,
would lend them money. But, with the
registration of bills of sale, the prospective lender could go to the appropriate
office and there discover whether the
person concerned did or did not have a
·good title to the goods.
The lawyers and the accountants got
busy concerning the matter and said,
" Let us find a new method to get over
the question of registration." Accordingly, they invented what we now know
as the hire-purchase system. The whole
basis of that system is that there is no
conveyance of the title to the goods
mentioned under hire purchase. In the
early days of hire purchase, the question
arose whether the goods could be seized
and sold by the sheriff. Being entitled
to possession, it was held in the early
days of hire-purchase that they could.
Then the scheme was evolved of stating
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that if a person permitted a judgment to
be entered against him, the hiring
was ended and the hirer was no longer
entitled to possession of the goods.
Down through the years there have been
innumerable cases on the subject, and
the result is set out at page 126 of Dean
on hire-purchase law, where it is
statedThe principle to be deduced from the
cases is that where the owner can take
possession without having to do anything
else at the time of the conversion he can
sue; if he is not entitled to resume
possession he cannot.

That is the way in which the modern
law is stated. This Bill went to the
Bar Council, which 1apparently was
completely opposed to it. I now propose
to read a letter signed by Mr. D. G.
Williamson, honorary secretary of the
Bar Council, who, incidentally, is also
secretary of the union to which I belong.
The letter is in these termsEXECUTION ON GOODS.

I have been jnstructed to express the
views of the Bar Council on the above
proposals (enclosed with your letter to me
dated 7th August, 1961), as follows:The Bar Council is not convinced of the
necessity of the proposed change which
necessarily has the effect of allowing one
man's goods to be sold to satisfy another
man's debt. There appears to be no social
evil in requiring the bailiff to ascertain at
his peril that he is selling the judgment
debtor's goods and not the goods of a
stranger.
The case which gave rise to the present
consideration of the matter involved a grave
lack of understanding on the part of the
police constable if in fact he saw the
owner's certificate, and if he did not see it
he may have been negligent in not inquiring
for it.

That related to a motor car under hire
purchase, but I understand that such a
condition no longer arises because, where
a motor car is under hire purchase, the
names of both the hirer and the vendor
must appear on the ownership certificate. Mr. Williamson's letter proceededIf legislation is proposed on the matter
it would appear to be satisfactory to adopt
the scheme of either of the English Acts
mentioned, but consideration ought to be
given to reversing the onus of proof in the
case of a claim against the bailiff so that
Session 1963.-143
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the onus is on him to prove by positive
evidence that he had no notice of the right
of the real owner and that reasonable
inquiry would not have revealed to him the
existence of that right. Further consideration should be given to providing that the
judgment creditor may be compelled to
refund to the true owner the price obtained
for the goods if a claim is made within,
say, twelve months.

It is apparent that the Bar Council
was opposed to the Bill. So far as I
can see, neither the sheriff nor. the bailiff
gave evidence before the Statute Law
Revision Committee-only a member of
the Police Force. The matter was duly
considered by the committee, and it was
a question of which side one would fall
on; whether, in the public interest, this
immunity should be given to an executing officer, or whether the old common
law rule should apply. The committee,
in its wisdom, thought that, in the
interests of the public, the executing
officer, if reasonably diligent, could, on
the sale of the goods, seize on execution
and, even if the goods belonged to a
stranger, he could give a good title. The
committee fell on that side of the
dilemma, and this Bill gives effect to
its decision. I sincerely hope that it will
not have the effect of destroying, in
many cases, a stranger's title to goods
sold in the circumstances referred to in
the Bill.

There are lots of ways in which
executing officers can make inquiries.
For many years I had something to do
with the sheriff of the Supreme Court,
and it was marvellous to me how he
could discover whether another person
could claim an interest in goods.
Do not think that the executing officer
has no remedy, because, immediately he
feels that a stranger has a claim to any
part of the goods seized, he can
institute interpleader proceedings. The
matter then comes before the court and
the interpleader proceedings are heard.
At those proceedings, any person who
claims to have an interest in the goods
can appear and submit his claim. If
the court believes that the alleged owner
is unable to prove his case, the goods
are left in the hands of the sheriff, who
sells them.
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This is a controversial measure, but
the matter was duly inquired into by the
Statute Law Revision Committee, which
body felt, as I said before, that it would
be in the interests of the public, in
these circumstances, for the goods to be
sold.
Accordingly, the Opposition
commends the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

COMPANIES (TRUSTEES FOR
DEBENTURE HOLDERS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April 30)
on the motion of Mr. Rylah (AttorneyGeneral) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-This Bill, which amelllds
the Companies Act, includes the
following provision:2. For sub-section (1) of section seventyfour of the principal Act there shall be
substituted the following sub-section:" (1) Subject to sub-section (5) of this
section every corporation offering debentures to the public for subscription in this
State shall (except where a debenture is
given by one instrument to not more than
twenty-five persons without any right to
subdivide their interest) make provision in
the debentures or in a trust deed for the
appointment of a corporation that is a
company within the meaning of Division 5
of this Part and that is(a) a corporation authorized by the law
of any State or Territory of the
Commonwealth to take in its own
name a grant of probate or letters
of administration of the estate of
a deceased person;
(b) a corporation registered under a law
of the Commonwealth relating to
life insurance;
(c) a banking corporation;
(d) a subsidiary of a corporation referred
to .in preceding paragraphs (a) (b)
or (c) of this sub-section the whole
of the beneficial interests in the
issued shares of which subsidiary
are owned by such a corporation; or

<e>

a

corporation approved for the
purposes of thi:s section by the
Attorney-Generalas trustee for the holders of the
debentures."
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I realize that the hour is getting late
and that the current sessional period is
drawing to a close. During this period,
the Government has suffered many indignities. Over the years during which it
has been in office, it has become a little
careless in tlle preparation of necessary
legislation which it has presented to this
House. Moreover, it has ignored the
advice of people who know something
about a lot of the matters dealt with,
and I do not think it has given this Bill
the consideration it merits. I am
reluctant to criticize anyone, but I feel
that on this occasion I am bound to
bring to the notice of the House
certain matters. You, Mr. Speaker, will
recollect that some weeks ago I asked
the Attorney-General to furnish me with
a list of the number allld value of notes
and debentures upon which the public
in Victoria had lost money in respect of
a number of companies that had been
wound up or had, in effect, reached a
state of bankruptcy. I was informed
that that information could not be
supplied.
Surely an approximation could have
been made of the number and value of
the notes and debentures which had
been subscribed by the public of Victoria
in respect of a number of companies,
one of which is a very large organization which carries on business in
St. Kilda-road. To me it is remarkable
that the press in Victoria has been particularly patient concerning this matter.
One would have thought that the instrument of the press wouLd take some stand
in the public interest and demand that
steps be taken by this Parliamentary
institution to ensure that there would
not be a recurrence of such happenings.
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-Tell us how that
could be achieved.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
appeal to the honorable member to let
me state my argument in my own way.
I should have thought that the press,
which is supposed to be an instrument
that looks after the rights of the
people, would demand some action by
the State to ensure that criminal proceedings would be instituted against
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those persons who were responsible for
the grave losses suffered by subscribers
to the companies concerned.
Fraud and deception were practised
in connexion with vending machines
and the guilty persons were eventually
charged with conspiracy. An investigation should ibe undertaken by the
Government with the object of ascertaining whether people associated with
companies which have recently failed
have been guilty of conspiracy. Millions
of pounds, not smaLI sums of money,
are involved.
·
The confidence of many people who
subscribe to public companies carrying
on business in Victoria has been destroyed. One of the great assets in
any community is confidence in the
economy and faith that companies
which seek capital shall pay the interest
owing on the due dates throughout the
period of a loan and repay the capital
at the termination of the period. At
least two companies in this community
were wound up because they became
bankrupt, but untU the last moment
of _!=heir operations they were inviting
the public to subscribe funds to enable
them to carry on.
What has the
Government done?
Surely it is a
criminal act for a company in a condition of insolvency ·to invite members
of the public to subscribe money.
Mr. BOLTE.-Hear, hear!
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-'!
agree with the Premier that this is not
an easy matter to deal with, but this
institution must face the prdblem and
find some way of ensuring that happenings of the last twelve months or two
years do not recur. Steps showd ·be
taken to ensure that people who have
been defrauded will have repaid to them
moneys of which they have been deprived.
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-Would you have
Government auditors continually 1n
private companies?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
best way to ensure that money is not
fraudulently obtained from the public
by note issues is to appoint a compe-
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tent authority whose imprimatur must
be given to companies before they are
permitted to go on to the money market.
The Licensiing Court consists of a Judge
and two members, one of whom is an
accountant. I iiave been in court on
many occasions when applicants have
intimated that they intended to purchase hotels at prices which precluded
any possibility of their being able to
carry on business profita'bly, and the
accountant member has been alble to
demonstrate how, if they proceeded as
they 'intended, they would lose their
money and become insolvent.
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-Companies change
their structure after being listed on the
Stock Exchange.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
take it that the honorable member for
Bal:laarat North is defending these
companies?
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-No.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-No
" crook " company would ask a constituted authority for permission to
raise money by way of notes. The
appointment of such an organization
would act as a deterrent. Scores of
members of the Public Service are
competent to report to the AttorneyGeneral whether a company is in a
position to raise money on the market.
Members of the public subscribe to
companies in the belief that their capital
wiill be protected and that interest payments will be made as they fall due.
When funds are borrowed by a
company in these circumstances, it
should honour its obligations.
A State authority should be appointed to examine the affairs of companies
seeking note issues with the object o1
ensuring that they will make profits
sufficient to enable interest on loans and
principal to be repaid. The Premier wilJ
agree that extreme damage to public
confidence has been caused by recent
company failures.
Some members of the public think
that a debenture is a document securing
a loan over the assets of a company
but in the modern usage of the word it
is not.
Many debentures are simply
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promises to pay interest during their
currency, and on the due date to repay
the principal borrowed.
When companies are . permitted to
borrow in these circumstances, there
should be a limit to the amount of in·
terest paid. It is ridiculous to think that
a company can borrow on the market at
an interest rate of 8 per cent., 9 per
cent. or 10 per cent. with no hope of
repaying the interest or the principal.
Many decent and honourable companies
carry on business by means of money
borrowed on notes, and in the main they
offer interest of 6 per cent. or 7 per
cent. Companies which borrowed at
extravagant rates of interest which the
directors knew could not be paid caused
great damage to many legitimate
companies whose notes fell due at about
the time this skullduggery was going on.
The Government claims that this little
Bill will counter the deceit and dis·
honesty with which the community
abounds. All that the Bill provides is
that a trustee must be a trustee company, a bank or a life insurance company. One of the companies that" went
bung " had a trustee company as trustee
for the debenture-holders. Unless extremely wide powers are given to the
trustees, how will they know that a
company is fast approaching a condition
in which it will not be able to carry on?
I understand that a joint sub-committee of the Stock Ex:change of Melbourne
and the Sydney Stock Exchange communicated to the Government a list of
steps which should be instituted to prevent a repetition of past happenings.
One recommendation wasTrustees: That the official list requirements be amended to provide that a corporate trustee .for an issue of company loan
securities shall be a ·bank, insurance, life
assurance or statutory trustee company or
a wholely owned subsidiary of such
companies.

It is a remarkable thing that this Government adopted that recommendation.
But what about all the other matters
recommended to it? I shall not read
them at this time of night, but there
are pages of them. The only action that
this Government has taken of all those
recommended to it by the Australian
Mr. Campbell Turnbull.
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Associated Stock Exchanges to prevent
the mischief and dishonesty with which
this community abounds, is the framing
of one little provision to help a trustee
to try to make sure that only decent
companies operate.
No matter how
big or honorable the trustee may be,
how can he stop this dishonesty? One
would require to know a year before
what was going on in order to prevent
some practices. It does appear that
in the past no matter how honest
trustees might have been they knew
nothing about the real activities of these
dishonest manipulators or what they
were doing with their books of account
until it was too late.
The Government has become too complacent. It has been in office for eight
years and because Opposition members
have been few in number the suggestions they have continually made to stop
these practices have been simply disregarded by the Government. Now the
Government finds that the people of Victoria have been mulcted of money subscribed. These innocent people were of
great assistance to these firms and
loaned their money believing that we
had a Government in Victoria which
was standing by and in no circumstances
would be a party to allowing any company to evade the payment of interest
on its notes or to default in their repayment.
Mr. SUGGETT.-Has this sort of thing
happened in any other States?

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! do
not know whether it has or not, but if
it has it should not have been
allowed to happen. These other States
should have taken decent and honorable
steps to prevent these frauds. If frauds
have been committed in Victoria, the
whole of the Police Force and the inspectors of the Auditor-General should
have been investigating to see whether
charges of conspiracy should be laid.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Things would be a
little congested with the whole of the
Police Force in action.
TURNBULL.Mr.
CAMPBELL
Surely I am allowed a little poetic
licence. When I said "the whole of
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the Police Force " I simply meant those
members of the Police Force who are
skilled in the investigation of crooked
companies, as occurred in the vending
machines case when those concerned
were placed in gaol. Members of the
Police Force would be better employed
chasing these rogues than chasing the
odd motorist who might travel 2 miles
per hour in excess of the speed limit.
However, the Government just stands
by and does nothing except bring in
a paltry little Bill which provides that
the character of the trustee might be
lifted a little higher. Nothing is being
done which will enable an honest trustee
to carry out his duty, which is to look
after the interests of note holders. I
shall not put the House through the
painful process of listening to my reading out the huge list of companies
supplied to me recently by the AttorneyGeneral. Suffice for me to say that
a very large number of comipanies in
Victoria have defrauded widows and
other persons who cannot afford to lose
subscriptions they have made to these
mushroom organizations.
The Sun N eivs-Pictorial of Thursday,
9th May, 1963, contained the following
report:Greater protection for investors depended
on greater disclosures by companies, Mr.
E. L. Grimwood, Manager of the Melbourne
Stock Exchanges Investment
Services
warned last night.

What has the Government done to carry
out that suggestion? It has produced
a small Bill and claims that it will
prevent subscribers in Victoria from
being defrauded of millions of pounds.
The report continuesHe said half-yearly reports were inadeq.uate and too infrequent.

That is obvious when one has regard to
the two companies which, almost a week
before they crashed, were asking the
public to subscribe additional funds at a
rate of interest of either 8 per cent. or
10 per cent. The report continuesQuarterly reports would be useful provided -they were based on facts, and not
mixed with too much oip.timistic opinion,
Mr. Grimwood said.

Of course, when a person is relying on
material supplied by these companies to
make up his mind whether it is able to
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earn the necessary profits, he is relying
on material obtained from books of
account kept by crooks. The article pro·
ceedsSuch reports could create a great deal of
work in a Large company with widespread
activities, but it was difficult to know that
the directors did not know the position each
month.

I would give these companies plenty of
work if I had my way. Work is the
thing to keep people honest. If their
accountants were kept working, their
minds might be more on the duty they
owe to the public and not on endeavours
to formulate schemes whereby they
could defraud subscribers. The report
continuesSupporting his argument that present
half-yearly reports were inadequate, Mr.
Grimwood pointed out that recentlry a large
group reported that sales for the half-year
were a record at £x compared with £y in
the ,previous corresponding period.
He said although the period under review
had embarrassed competitors operating in
that particular industry the report made no
reference to the trend of profits of liquidity.
In the absence of such references, is it
safe to assume all is well?
The current market price .of the company's
ordinary shares-30 per cent. below their
1962 peak-would suggest otherwise, Mr.
Grimwood said.
Mr. Grimwood was speaking at Assembly
Hall in the first of a series of lectures on
investment analysis arranged •by the Camberwell Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Did the Government have a representative at that meeting?
Mr. SUGGETT.-Did you go?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! was
not aware that it was being held. However, that does not relieve the Government from the responsibility of sending
a representative, because it is the
Government's duty to ensure that subscribers to notes are not deprived of
large sums of money.
Mr. MEAGHER.-It is quite apparent
that you did not listen to the explanatory speech of the AttorneyGeneral when he introduced this Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
only way in which I can understand a
Bill is to read through it a number of
times and then consult the Minister's
speech, which is usually prepared by
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orable member has an enormous mass
of literature in front of him, and I ask
him to confine his remarks to ·the
contents of the Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West) .-It is unfortunate that you
Hansard.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! am have given such a ruling, Mr. Speaker,
not interested in what the Minister had because this material is of great imto say. lit is my duty to place before portance. However, the Government is
the House facts in relation to the in possession of a copy, and I suggest
swindling that is going on in Victoria that every member of Cabinet and every
to-day. I ask the Minister to take an member of the Government party should
be supplied with a copy. This Bill
interest in my comments.
originated in another place, and we canMr. MEAGHER.-The Attorney-General not oppose it. However, I trust that
anticipated all that you have said.
the Government will in the future imMr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Why plement the recommendations to which
were not these matters included in the I have referred.
Bill? The sub-committee further stated,
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
in relation to listed companiesSouth).-Briefly, I strongly suppmt
That the official list requirements be
most of the remarks of the honorable
amended to .provide that in any issue to the
member for Brunswick West in conpublic of debentures, debenture stock or unsecured notes, any company, the securities nexion with trustees and "dud" companies. All I wish to ask at this stage
of which are listed, must comply with the
requirements, or any future requirements,
is why the Stanhill-Korman group is
laid down by the exchange from time to
sacrosanct. The Reid Murray group
time whether or not the company intends
and others have been mentioned, ibut
to seek quotation for the debentures,
not the Stanhill-Korman group. This
debenture stock or unsecured notes.
In relation to subsidiary companies of organization has taken millions of
listed companies, the sub-committee .pounds from people who could ill afford
to lose the money. I should like the
decidedGovernment to institute an inquiry into
That the official list requirements ibe
the private resources of the directors of
amended to provide that in any issue to the
this
company, to ascertain what assets
public of debentures or debenture stock
they possessed when the company comiby 8: subsidiary of a listed company, the
reqmrements shall apply to the issuing
menced and what they hold to-day.
company, and in addition, the obligations
The motion was agreed to.
of the issuing company shall be guaranteed
iby its holding company and all its subThe Bill was read a second time and
sidiaries, which guarantees shall be sup- committed.
ported by charges over their assets.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
The report then deals with the issue of
Clause 2, providing for amendment
unsecured notes by subsidiary companies
of section 74 of the principal Act.
of listed companies.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (BrunsThe
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-Order! What the honor- wick West).-At this late hour I do not
intend to repeat my earner remarks. I
able member is saying is interesting.
ibelieve it is essential that further action
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-These should be taken in relation to the activiprovisions should have been in the Bill, ties of companies if the Government is
Mr. Speaker. I am glad of your observa- to res·tore the public's confidence in
tion, and trust that you will ·convey my companies which rely on public subremarks to members of your party.
scriptions to continue in business.
The clause was agreed to.
The SPEAKER.-To some extent it
The Bill was reported to the House
is permissible to discuss what, in the
opinion of the speaker, should have been without amendment, and passed through
included in the Bill. However, the hon- its remaining stages.

a member of the Public Service. I propose to go through the notes which I
have in my possession as quickly as
possible.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Read page 3189 of
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LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR THE
SPEAKER.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-By leave, I move-That, owing to important official duties
requiring the presence of Mr. Speaker in
his electorate, leave of absence .be granted
to Mr. Speaker until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
PENTRIDGE GAOL: CONDITION OF CHAPEL
-EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: WORK OF
CLEANERS - RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT:
TRANSPORT OF SHEEP-GAS AND FUEL
CORPORATION:
READING OF METERSMOTOR BOAT ACT: PROSECUTION.

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-! move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow, at half-past Ten o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-1 move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. ROSSITER (Brighton).-At a
recent address to a meeting of the St.
Andrews Society at St. Andrews Church
in Brighton given by the chaplain of the
Pentridge Gaol, he mentioned that it
would be of ~great assistance to himself
and other chaplains at the gaol if the
chapel there were painted and renovated.
I ask the Minister of Transport to direct
the attention of the Chief Secretary to
this need. It seems to me to be a worthy
project, but apparently it has not previously been brought to the attention
of the Government. If this work could
be done it would be of great benefit to
the institution concerned.
Mr. HOLDING (Richmond).-! desire
to raise a matter of Government administration concerning the Education
Department.
The cleaner at the
Brighton-street State School, which
is attended by many people in my
electorate, received, prior to the
14th February, a wage of £35 19s.
a fortnight. On that date he was advised
that he was no longer to sweep uncovered external areas-there is a considerable playing area surrounding the
school-and his wages were reduced by
£5 12s. 6d. a fortnight. Since then the
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general state of the yard has deteriorated and it is continually littered with
leaves, pieces of paper and so on, and
what was the most attractive school in
the area has taken on a general appearance of dilapidation and neglect.
I would have mentioned this matter
privately to the Minister of Education
if it had not been that the Miscellaneous
Workers Union has been inundated with
a series of complaints from cleaners
throughout the State who have received
similar directions about cleaning outside areas and who have all suffered
reductions in their wages. This raises
a very serious question of Government
administration. The union is involved,
on behalf of its members, in a considerable amount of correspondence with
the Education Department and up to date
no satisfactory reply has been received.
Apart from the general reduction of
wages, important questions arise, such
as: Who is to clean these outside areas?
Is it to be the children or the teachers
or the mothers, or is it simply to be left
to nature? I ask the Minister of
Transport to bring this matter to the
attention of the Minister of Education,
and ask for positive Government action
as soon as possible, not merely to restore
wage justice to the men concerned, but
also to ensure that this necessary work
is performed as in the past.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-I address
my remarks to the Minister of Transport,
as they concern the Railway Department. Recently two farmers despatched
two truck loads of sheep, comprising
204 wethers, to the Newmarket saleyards from the St. James station.
Because of the time-tables this journey
of 145 miles takes sixteen hours. One of
the consignors who despatched 170 sheep
received an average price of £4 6s. per
head for 160 of the sheep, and ten were
dead or crippled on arrival, being of no
value. The other consignor despatched
34 sheep, 30 of which brought about the
~ame price, while four were dead or
crippled on arrival and of no value.
At different times we have endeavoured
to find out where the sheep go and what
happens to them when they are counted
out of the trucks and the stock agents
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take delivery of them, in order to ascertain why the losses are as high as they
sometimes are. The Minister will appreciate that to load 204 wethers into two
rail trucks is not excessive loading.
I seek from the Minister some information on why certain things happen in
regard to the unloading of sheep at
Newmarket.
When road operators
transport sheep to the sale-yards, any
losses that occur are covered in a
particular way which ensures a valuable
return to the producer.
l\lr. WILKES (Northcote).-! desire
to direct the attention of the Government to the high degree of inaccuracy
in the realding of gas meters by the Gas
and Fuel Corporation in the municipality of Northcote. This week, four
such cases occurred within half a mile of
one another. Recently the Corporation
sought permission to remove from gas
accounts the pictorial diagrams indicating dial readings. A Bill to do that was
passed by this House. If inaccuracies
such as I have mentioned are to continue,
with the new forms people will have no
check on the actual meter reading.
Something should be done to ascertain
whether the meters are at fault or
whether they are read inaccurately.
Honorable members are aware that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has had
trouble with gas meters in recent months,
and many of them have had to be replaced. In my electorate there are still
ibad or inaccurately read meters which
are causing concern to gas users. One
of my constituents directed my attention
to a cut-off notice sent to him by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation and at the
same time produced to me a receipt for
payment of his account which bore a
date ten days prior to that of the cutoff notice. This has happened on other
occasions. I ask the Minister for Transport if he will examine the situation to
ascertain who is at fault.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).1 direct the attention of the Minister of
Transport to certain aspects relating to
motor boats and the implementation of
the Act concerning them. Recently at
Bairnsdale a prominent motor boat enthusiast was successfully prosecuted
in circumstances which I shall out-
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line. This gentleman had just constructed a new boat and had given it its first
coat of paint. As is usual in such circumstances he put his boat in the water
to test the engine and to properly tune
it before applying the final coat of
lacquer. The boat was registered and
on its hull appeared the requisite 10-in.
registration letters and numbers. In view
of the fact that he was only testing the
boat and had not applied the final coat
of lacquer, he did not attach the met.al
plate indicating the registration number.
For this he was prosecuted althou.gh
the correct number was painted on the
boat. I believe he complied with the
spirit of the Act. If that is the way
the Act is intended to be enforced, would
the Minister consider some provision to
ensure that motor boat owners can carry
out the testing of their boats and not
be bothered with these minor irritations?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-If the honorable member for
Gippsland East will supplY. me with the
details of the name of the person concerned and the boat number, I shall refer them, together with the remarks of
the honora:ble member, to the appropriate Minister.
The honorable member for Northcote has directed my attention to gas
meters in his electorate. Ina·ccurate
readings would hardly be responsible
for the trouble he mentioned because
my experience is that if there is an inaccurate reading this month it will automatically adjust itself next monthunless the meter continues to be inaccurately read.
If there is anything
wrong with the meters, that can be
checked. I shall refer his remarks to
the appropriate Minister.
If the honorable member for Benalla
will give me the details of the case he
mentioned, the name of the owner of
the sheep and the date of transport, I
shall investigate the case. So far as the
honorable members for Brighton and
Richmond are concerned, I shall refer
their remarks to the appropriate Ministers.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.45 p.m.
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HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES
COMMISSION.

Qtnuuril.

PROPOSED BUSH NURSING HOSPITAL AT
BALLAN.

Thursday, May 16, 1963.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Gordon McArthur)
took the chair at 11.29 a.m., and read
the prayer.
LANGI KAL KAL TRAINING
CENTRE.
ESCAPE

OF

PRISONER FROM
HOSPITAL.

BEAUFORT

The iHon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Acting Chief
SecretaryWhat precautions were taken, other
than the dependence on the normal vigilance of the staff, to ensure the retention
in custody of the prisoner Anthony
Frederick Banks during the period of his
hospitalization in the Beaufort Hospital
recently?

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Acting
Chief Secretary).-The answer isNo official precautions were taken.
The prisoner, who worked on a farm at
Langi Kal Kal Training Centre, had only
five and a half weeks of his term to serve,
and it was further not considered necessary to place him under guard, having regard to his condition.

HOUSING COMMISSION.
ANDERSON-ELIZABETH STREETS ESTATE,
RICHMOND.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister of
Housing( a) What is the rental of Housing Commission units in the Anderson-Elizabeth
streets estate, Richmond, comprisi:ig-(i)
one bedroom; (ii) two bedrooms; and (iii)
three bdrooms?
(b) How many tenants vacated flats in
such estate between 30th June, 1961, and
31st March, 1963?

The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-The answers
are-Economic rents are:From.
£ s. d.
1 13 6
One-bed concrete
One-bedroom concrete
2 10 0
Two-bedroom concrete
3 17 6
Three-bedroom concrete 4 10 0
Three-bedroom brick
4 6 6
(b) 35.
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(a)

To.
£ 8. d.
1 15 0
2 11 0
4 10 6
7

0

4 11

5

6

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galila Province) asked the Minister of
HealthWhat hospital facilities are available at
Ballan at present, and is the Governmeni
examining a proposal to erect a bush nurs·
ing hospital there to meet local needs?

The Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-The answer .isThere are no hospital facilities available
at Ballan at present. The Government has
examined a proposal .to erect a bush nurs·
ing hospital there and planning for same
is proceeding.

ELECTORAL.
ELECTORS IN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
PROVINCES.

The Hon. W.R. GARRETT (Southern
Province) asked the Minister of Agriculture-What is the number of electors in each
of the Legislative Council provinces, using
the latest available figures?

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The latest avail·
able figures, as at the 26th April, 1963,
are as follows:Electoral Province.

Number of
Electors
Enrolled.

Ballaarat ..
Bendigo
Doutta Galla
East Yarra
Gippsland ..
Higinbotham
Melbourne
Melbourne North
Melbourne West
Monash
Northern ..
North-Eastern
North-Western
Southern ..
Sou th-Eastern
South-Western
Western

57,297
60,432
102,111
132,850
77,121
122,532
41,920
146,827
96,604
92,813
54,511
51,060
47,008
240,922
130,127
81,188
57,176
Total .. 1,592,499

MOTOR CAR (ROADWORTHINESS)
BILL.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-! move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

In all Western countries the problem of
death, injury and damage on the roads
is one of the most persistent challenges
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which face legislators. In view of a
recent debate, I need hardly recall to
members the seriousness of the situation.
In Victoria alone, last year nearly 800
persons were killed and 18,000 injured
on the roads. The ,cost to the individuals
involved and to the State is very high.
Throughout the year the equivalent of
450 hospital beds or more are in permanent occupation .by road casualties. The
estimated cost in medical fees; reparation
of motor vehicles, insurance claims and
the like is something like £30,000,000 a
year in Victoria. Therefore, this question merits the closest attention of
Parliament and of the Government.
From time to time, the Government
has brought forward measures designed
to make some ·impact on this very considerable problem. All members at one
time or another have had representations
made to them by constituents and others
who have a particular theory or nostrum
to put forward which, in some cases,
they think will solve the whole problem
overnight. One thing is certain-there
is no fixed cause for road accidents, or
. even one predominant cause. Similarly,
•there is not one single answer. The
problem must be attacked at various
times and from various angles.
There is some cause for optimism that
gradually the measures being adopted
are having an effect. During the past
twelve years in Victoria, the rate of
road deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles
has fallen from 13. 7 to 8.2, and last year
in this State road deaths, injuries and
accidents were fewer than in the previous year. The process, in all but om~
respect, has continued this year. The one
exception is the total number of deaths
which, owing to a particularly heavy
carnage during Easter, are somewhat
higher than last year. The total number
of accidents reported to the police from
the 1st January this year until the end
of April was 9,850, compared with 9,900
in the corresponding period last year and
the number injured also fell.
Having regard to the growth in population and the heavy current increase in
the number of vehicles on the road, now
totalling in Victoria more than 100
daily, the fact that there has been a
l'eduction in total road accidents and in
the number of persons injured is

(Roadworthiness) Bill.

encouraging. Parliament can take some
credit for making a real and continuing
impact on this problem.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Have you
any official figures relating to unroadworthy vehicles tested which can be used
to justify the introduction of this Bill?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-There are
some police figures relating to spot
checks which I shall make available to
Mr. Tripovich. The House can feel
some muted confidence that gradually
the problem is being overcome, or at
least reduced to manageable limits. It
is also true to say that we have a long
way to go.
This Bill is one of three related
measures to be presented by the Government, and they attack the problem of the
toll on the road from three different
directions. In this measure, the problem
is attacked through the vehicle itself.
The whole purpose of the Bill is to try to
eliminate, or at least reduce, the number
of defective and dangerous vehicles using
the roads. Honorable members may
ask how big is the .problem, what sort
of danger are these vehicles and how
many accidents do they cause. These
are difficult questions to answer because
there are no precise figures. However,
overall, the figure usually quoted is that
about 5 per cent. of all accidents are
directly due to vehicle defects.
The Senate Committee which inquired
into road safety in 1960 considered that
that figure was too low. It so found
for a reason which we can well appreciate, namely, that the normal reporter of an accident is the policeman
who comes to the site. It is part of his
training to put down as the cause of an
accident something of which he can he
reasonably sure. When an accident is
due to multiple causes, of which speed
is one, he is likely, more often than not,
to put down speed as the cause of the
accident. Let me cite a typical case: If
a car which has defective brakes collides at an intersection with another car,
it will most likely be found that the report of the accident puts the cause down
to speed, whereas equally well it might
have been attributed to 'faulty brakes
which failed to pull up the car at that
speed. The Senate Committee thought
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the number of accidents caused iby defective vehicles was more like 9 .per cent.
I think we can probably approach the
Bill on that basis.
The Senate inquiry was very exhaustive, and was conducted by an all-party
committee of the Senate. Members will
recall that it came to certain conclusions on this problem. This Bill, in
part, reflects •the conclusions of that
committee. At paragraph 136 of its report, the committee statedAlthough evidence .giv,en to the committee
on the basis of snap inspections is necessarily loaded in favour of high ipercentages
of defective vehicles, owing to the fact that
inspections are selective, evidence of other
tests leads to the conclusion that many
vehicles are defective in normal safety
equipment, such as steering, braking and
lighting.

Paragraph 137 is in these termsMany witnesses strongly favoured the
adoption of some form of compulsory
vehicle inspection, and statistics produced in
evidence indicate that in countries, or in
individual States within the United States of
America, where inspection is required,
noti~ably
better accident figures are
recorded.

The committee went on to recommend
compulsory inspection Of vehides. .Jt
recommended annual inspection and also
a matter which is covered by this Bill,
that where ownership of vehicles is
transferred, applications for transfer
registration should be required to be
accompanied by a certificate of iroadworthiness at the time of sale. It is at
that .point that the Government, as a
first step, has decided that irt will attack
·this .problem-at the point of sale, the
reason being that it is frequently the
point at which a defective vehicle will
1be discovered. The tendency is to sell
vehicles because they are defective or
likely to develop defects. There is at
present no way of ensuring that such
vehicles do not pass into the hands of unsuspecting persons in the same defective
condition.
All the persons who have been assisting the Government in this matter are
of opinion that it would be unwise to
start off with a complete system
of annual inspections right away.
There was some suggestion that it
should be confined to vehicles of the
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more elderly type, but the Senate Committee .pointed out, quite rightly, that
there are many such vehicles which are
well-kept and, equally, many new cars
which develop quite serious defects.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Fewer old
cars are involved in accidents than new
cars.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! do not
think statistics bear out what Mr. Smith
has said, but at least the difference is not
so large as to warrant discrimination. I
think most honorable members will
agree that it is at the point of sale
that it is most likely that defective
vehicles will be picked up. I believe this
Bill can make a contribution to this end.
I ought to say, also, that I ·recall that
Mr. Smith raised this matter a few years
ago, and Mr. Tripovich also referred to
it on several occasions, so it has the
interest of the House. I shall now proceed to explain the Bill.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-A number of
used-car firms are already issuing certificates of roadworthiness.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! think the
reputable firms welcome this procedure,
and quite a number of them have been
issuing such certificates for some time.
The Bill, in its structure, has three parts.
The first part is to provide for a system
of compulsory safety testing of used
vehicles; the second part is to tighten
the procedure with regard to the disposal
of used vehicles-those two parts are
tied together; and, thirdly, it is proposed
to confirm the powers of the police to
carry out what are termed "spot
checks.''
The main structure of the Bill provides
that on every disposal of a motor car
the vendor is required to produce a certificate that the car is in a safe and roadworthy condition.
To that general
provision, there are three exceptions.
The first exception is where the car is
being sold for wrecking. The Bill provides that in such circumstances the
registration of the car is to be cancelled.
The second exception is where a car is,
by agreement between the vendor and
the purchaser, sold in an unroadworthy
condition but the purchaser himself intends to repair it. Quite a number of
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cars are sold on that basis, and it is not
the desire of the Government to prevent
it. On the other hand, it is desired to
stop such cars coming onto the roads,
and therefore the Bill goes on to provide
that in th~t circumstance the registration of the car will be suspended until a
roadworthiness certificate can be produced and the car can safely be allowed
back on the road.
The third exception is by far the
biggest and needs some explanation.
When a car is being disposed of to a
registered second-hand dealer in cars, a
roadworthiness certificate is not required
at that point. The reason for this provision is that a majority of all cars disposed of are traded in for either a new
car or another second-hand car. The
Government is interested in the condition
of the car not so much at that point as
when it emerges from the hands of the
.lealer into the possession of a new
owner. A car may be transferred within
the trade several times, through auctions
and from dealer to dealer, freely, but
when it emerges again it will require a
roadworthiness certificate. Where the
recipient is not a dealer, a certificate will
have to be supplied to him.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-! notice
that the Bill mentions "a licensed
second-hand dealer whose principal business is dealing in motor cars." What is
the Government's intention? Would it
regard a man who repairs and services
cars as a person dealing in motor cars,
or only a person who is engaged in buying and selling motor cars?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-So long as
he is trading in cars in the sense of
buying, selling or disposing of cars, he
will fall within this ·exception. Of course,
it will be necessary to keep a register
of such people. They are already recorded as licensed second-hand car
dealers.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-There are
two requirements in the Bill. First, he
must be a licensed second-hand dealer,
and, secondly, his principal business must
be that of dealing in motor cars.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes. I have
explained the reason for the third exception. The effect of it will be that a
~rson who wishes to trade his car in
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for a new car or another second-hand
car will not have to put his car in
order so that it may receive a
certificate of roadworthiness but will
simply hand it over as it is. The trade
will be required to put the car in order
before it is re-sold.
Another provision in the Bill relates
to cars whose registration has lapsed or
cars which are not new but are brought,
say, from interstate. In such circumstances, a certificate of roadworthiness
will have to be produced when registration is applied for.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-That provision relates to cars which have been
up on blocks for a number of years and
whose owners desire to re-register them
at a later date.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes. In
other words, new cars are deemed to be
roadworthy, but any car which is not
new will be required to be in a safe condition to go on the road before it is
registered. That is the principle involved.
The second object of the Bill is to
regulate in a better way the present
system of notifying the disposal of cars.
Honorable members will agree that it is
not very well regulated at :present, because a number of persons do not give
any notice of disposal and many others
fail to give notice of acquisition. · In
these circumstances, the first the Motor
Registration Branch knows of a change
in ownership is when a different person
attempts to register a car at a later
date.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-The Motor
Registration Branch will need to be re-organized.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The Bill
proposes to put in statutory form what
has formerly been only in regulations
and to make it obligatory for persons
to carry out this procedure. There is
no change in the procedure, but there
is a change in the form and the sanction
behind it. That is the purpose of the
Bill.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-Is any :provision made for the Motor Registration
Branch to speed up its work instead of
holding up the business of dealers?
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Not speci- applicants have the required equ1pment
fically, but I agree that some stream- and staff, that they are of good characlining is necessary. One of the diffi- ter, and perhaps more important, at a
culties is that the Motor Registration later stage they will investigate promptly
Branch has never been too sure of its any complaints which may be made in
powers under the regulations to require regard to either of two matters. The
people to send in notices of acquisition first is that a certificate may be unand of disposal; in fact, it has tended reasonably withheld. In other words,
merely to send people a polite note the station is attempting to get work
saying, "We believe you have disposed done which is not really necessary, or
of your car. Will you kindly send the alternatively the proprietor is giving a
necessary notice." Further steps must certificate too easily. Those are the types
be taken if this Bill is to work and if of people who have to he eliminated.
the register kept by the Motor RegistraThe Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-How
tion Branch is to be of any use. This much is it intended shall 1be paid for
register is used for many pur:poses, in- this service?
cluding searches for third-party damages
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The present
claims and all sorts of such information.
estimate
is 12s. 6d. but not more than
It is desirable and necessary t!hat that
15s. The 1police have a system of tests
register should be complete.
to be carried out.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Are there
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The promany cases of transfers not being posed tests are similiar to those already
notified?
carried out by the Royal Automobile
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes. The Club of Victoria.
Motor Registration Branch estimates
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-They are
that the number is large.
similar to the tests carried out at the
The next facet with which the Bill police vehicle testing school, and there
deals is who is going to carry out these is also a voluntary test made by the
tests of roadworthiness and to issue Victorian Automobile Chamber of Comcertificates. The Government is anxious merce.
that the testing stations which undertake
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A test for
this work shall be as independent as lights and brakes at a certain locality.
possibl-:·. However, it is obvious that
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
if a system is to be set up throughout
Victoria it will be necessary to make The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
use of existing stations, but of course has estimated that the time involved in
they will have to be thoroughly investi- such a test is about 25 minutes. On
gated in the first place before they that basis, a fee of 15s. should be
are licensed to carry out such tests and adequate; ·possibly it may .be a little
closely supervised afterwards. There- lower.
fore, the Bill provides for the issue of
The third feature of the Bihl, and it
licences by the Chief Commissioner of is a necessary one, provides for the
Police to authorized testing stations.
appointment of an advisory committee
Such stations will be required, first, to to assist the Chief Commissioner of
possess suitable testing equipment to Police. The composition O'f th.at comcarry out tests on cars, and, secondly, mittee is designed to include people who
to have suitable trained staff who know have a primary interest in this kind of
what they are doing and who can be operation. The chairman will be the
relied upon to carry out the tests chairman of the Traffic Commission or
properly. Thirdly, the proprietor :will his nominee. The representative of the
be required to be of good repute and Chief Commissioner of Police will
character. To assist the Chief Com- probably be a person connected with
missioner of Police, provision is made the vehicle testing school. There will
for the aippointment of supervisors who also be representatives of the Victorian
will in the first place investigate appli- Automobile Chamber of Commerce, the
cations for appointment, check that Royal Automobile Club of Victoria, the
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Chamber of Automotive Industries, and members of this House that this scheme
the Institution of Automotive and Aero- has a kind of in-built safeguard in that
nautical Engineers. Those organizations the pur:chaser, who is sure to be
have agreed to serve on this committee vigilant, will complain if a certificate
because they believe it is an important is wrongly given and if a car finally
scheme.
turns out to be defective.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-In the
The functions of the committee will
be to give technical advice to the Gov- event of an accident has the Minister
ernment on the type of testing equip- . considered the question of liability
ment that is required at the various arising out of the issue of a certificate?
testing stations, the standard that
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-There is
should be demanded of staff carrying nothing in the Bill to cover that aspect.
out the tests, and also to lay down the However, the position was investigated
type of tests that will be required. The when the New South Wales system was
committee will also have referred to it being considered. There has been only
complaints against any iparticular test- one case in that State where a claim has
ing station so that a recommendation been made against a testing station, and
can 'be made whether the licence !for I understand that the judgment has not
that station should be cancelled or yet been given.
suspended, or whether a reprimand
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-How is
should be given. The Chief Commis- this person to be appointed as a tester?
sioner of Police wihl issue the licences,
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-He will
and he will also susipend or revoke the
licences. The Bill makes ·provision for make application to the Chief Commisan appeal to the Minister if any pro- sioner of Police for a licence.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Why the
prietor of a testing station is aggrieved
by a decision of the Chief Commissioner Chief Commissioner of Police?
to revoke or suspend the licence.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER-Because
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Has the the Chief Commissioner is concerned in
Minister of Immigration any knowledge checking vehicles for roadworthiness in
of where the testing stations may 1be other respects. No doubt it will be
necessary for him to have a small seclocated?
tion to cope with this extra work. The
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The num- procedure will be that the applicant will
ber will 1be such as to ensure that no set out what equipment and staff he
person will have an unreasonably long has, and one of the supervisors will
distance to travel to a testing station. inspect his station and decide whether
Under the system established by the the person concerned has the necessary
Victorian Automobile Chamber of Com- equipment and qualifications.
merce, 660 stations have been located
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Applicathroughout Victoria.
tions may be received from two garages
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-The in the one town.
obligation will be on a dealer to take
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
the car to the testing station before he There is no reason why both should
sells it.
not apply. In New South Wales there
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes, and to are 3,400 testing stations.
produce a certificate.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What is
The Hon. R. W. MAY.-Is it proposed the expected capital cost of setting up
that there will be one testing station a station?
in each town?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-For testing
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes, and equipment for headlights and brakes the
It
possibly more. It may be a good idea cost would be about £100.
to have more than one testing station should not require a large capital
in a town to offset one against the outlay. I refer now to the second
other. That question brings me to an part of the Bill, which is designed
important aspect. It will be obvious to to regularize the powers of the police
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to check vehicles actually on the
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The same
road. These powers are now covered as they now have.
by regulations under the Motor Car Act,
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-What
but it is desirable that they should be qualifications do they now have?
incorporated in the statute. The Bill
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The
repeats almost exactly the existing regulations. With one exception, it does not police engaged on these duties are
give any additional power to the police, trained at the Vehicle Testing School
or take away any power. It does pro- in Dawson-street, Brunswick. Many of
vide for the police, when issuing repair the defects, such as bald tires, 'bad
notices in respect of defects they have headlights, the car wobbling all over
discovered in a vehicle, to require the the road, and so on, do not require
owner to produce within a specified special training to detect-these detime a roadworthiness certificate. The fects are obvious. It is proposed to put
reason is that if a vehicle has one the existing powers in statutory form
obvious defect, there may be others not and to widen them to the extent of
so obvious. In a general way, it is allowing the police to direct the
presumed that if a person is prepared vehicle to be repaired and then to go
to run a car with an obvious defect, through a testing station to be
such as bald tyres, he has probably thoroughly checked.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-Are any
neglected the car in other respects.
records
available of the number of cars
The Hon. I. A SWINBURNE.-In other
words, there are to be two testing in good condition in accidents caused by
authorities, the policeman on the road other cars with the faults the Minister
who may report a defect, and the has described?
Th~ Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The estitesting station.
What qualifications
mate is that vehicle defects are a factor
has the policeman?
The Hon R. J. HAMER.-There is in 9 per cent. of all accidents. That
operating now a system of spot checks. was a figure arrived at by the Senate
The police are well trained; they Committee appointed to investigate
graduate from the Police Vehicle Test- such matters. A comprehensive system
ing School at Brunswick, and they relating to road safety has :been set up
in Vancouver, and the authorities there
should not be inefficient.
have claimed that it has reduced the
The Hon. R. W. MAY.-It is possible accident rate due to vehicle defects
for a new car to have defects. I cite from 7 per cent. to 1 per cent.
the example of a driver who, to avoid Various States in Amerka have a
an accident, applies his brakes sud- system of compulsory testing; it exists
denly and the hydraulic hose bursts. in some form in the United KingThe Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Is Mr. May dom; and the New South Wales system
suggesting that there was a defect has been in operation since 1939 on
a somewhat different basis from that
originally in the car?
proposed by this measure. In that
The Hon. R. W. M.AY.-Yes.
State, the vehicles are checked when
The Hon. 'R. J. HA:MER.-We are re-registered each year. A total numassuming-most people adopt this ber of 3,400 vehicle testing stations
attitude-that a new car has not that have been approved and established.
sort of defect at which this proposal The number of complaints received conis aimed. We must make that assump- cerning stations not behaving as they
tion, otherwise it will be necessary to should is extraordinarHy small. Th.ere are
examine every new car when it is first complaints from time to time-they
registered, and an absurd situation wil1 may be exaggerated---'because there
develop.
will always be the type of person who
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-What does not play the game. The experience
qualifications will members of the in New South Wales, where there is a
Police Force be required to have to vastly wider set-up than is proposed for
undertake these checks?
Vktoria, involves two parties-the
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owner and the testing station proprietor
-both of whom are intent on getting
a certificate. There is no check by the
purchaser as is proposed in Victoria.
There is very little trouble in New South
Wales, and a system such as this makes
a real contribution towards road safety.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-There is
no provision in this Bill that the tester
should not canvass for work.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That has
not been provided for. I do not know
of any way in which he could canvass
for certificates.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-He may
canvass for repair work.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Does Mr.
Feltham mean that the testing station
proprietor may refuse to give a certificate unless certain works are carried out
at his garage?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Or alternatively, the proprietor may say to the
owner, "I will give you £150 for this
car if £50 is paid to carry out certain
work."
The Hon. R. J. HAMER-It is better
to have competition in a town so
that there can be an offset one against
the other. A garage proprietor may
be reluctant to do that sort of thing
if he knows that the customer will go
elsewhere. This legislation must be
watched carefully because it is experimental.
The .principle of checking
cars for safety is well established in
many parts of the world. If it is
possible to reduce to any extent the 9
per cent. of accidents which are caused
by unroadworthy vehicles, we will be
making a real impact in the saving of
life and loss.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Will the
owner of a car be directed to a particular testing station, or will he be able
to take his car to any testing station?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-He will be
able to take his car to any registered
testing station.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Will an
"A" grade motor mechanic's certific.ate
be used as the basis for determining the
qualifications required by a tester?
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Certainly,
but the difficulty is that there are insufficient "A" grade mechanics in Victoria.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Has the
Minister anything else in mind?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER-Appointments will be !based on years of experience in the trade. The qualifications
may not even be uniform throughout
the State because there may be stations
in the moce remote parts which cannot achieve standards established in
Melbourne. The committee and the
supervisors will have to decide that, and
we will leave it to them to make the
necessary decision.
The Hon. ·I. A. SWINBURNE.-! notice
that the fees are to be made by regulation. This could be a most flexible
arrangement and the fees could be in~
creased without Teference to Parliament.
Would the Minister be prepared to impose a limit of £1 or something less?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! recognize
the validity of what Mr. Swinburne has
said. On the committee 1:here will be
representatives of the Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria and other organizations.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That is
not my point; under the iregulationmaking power clause, the Governor in
Council will have power to increase the
fees without reference to Parliament. I
have always been a champion of the
rights of this House in such matters.
Therefore, I think a limit should be imposed on the ·fee that may be levied.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! ·am prepared to examine the position, but I suggest that rthe system proposed should be
given a trial. It is intended that whatever fee is fixed will be as a result of
a decision made by the representatives
on the advisory committee. In New
South Wales, the fee is 8s. and the testing stations regard that as far too low.
With that history, perhaps we can be
confident that the fee will not be too
high or too low.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-! still
want Parliament to have some say on
the maximum fee. Under the Bill as
drafted, the fixing of the fee will be
left to the Governor in Council.
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Ultimately,
Parliament has its say because the regul~tions are laid :before the House and
can be disallowed. I cannot imagine an
exorbitant fee being imposed.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Regulations can be disallowed only if they
are contrary to the Act. With due respect to the Minister, I do not think the
House could disagree with regulations
made under the relevant provisions of
this Bill.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-If it is con. sidered that a maximum fee should be
determined, there is no reason why it
should not be included in the Bill. Perhaps any further questions could be dealt
with during the Committee stage. I commend. the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. ARTHUR
SMITH (Bendigo Province), the debate
was adjourned until the next day of
meeting.

NORTH MELBOURNE MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS SITE BILL.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .-I move-That this Bill :be now read a second time.

It relates to the site of the building

known as the North Melbourne Town
Hall at the corner of Queensberry-street
and Errol-street. The land was permanently reserved as a site for a town
hall and court-house in 1870 and a Crown
grant issued to the Mayor, &c., of the
Borough of Hotham, which became the
Borough of North Melbourne in 1887,
and was eventually united with the City
of Melbourne in 1905. The Crown grant
contained the following special condition:land hereby .granted and the ibuildings for
the time being thereon shall be at all times
hereafter maintained and used as and for
a Town Hall, Borough Offices and Courthouse and offices and conveniences connected there-with.

The Hotham Borough Council entered
into a lease to the Crown for 999 years
from the 1st September, 1875, of part
of the buildings for a post and telegraph
office. In 1880, the same council sought
permission to erect buildings for purposes other than for which the grant
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was issued. Act No. 838 of 1885 validated the lease for 999 years and also
authorized the council to lease for a term
not exceeding 30 years certain land and
buildings on the southern portion of the
area held under the Crown grant.
On Federation, the Commonwealth
Government took over the post office,
but the lease for 999 years was not
transferred to that Administration until
In 1930, the Commonwealth
1917.
transferred ·the rear portion of its leasehold back to the City of Melbourne and
the lease for 999 years firom 1st September, 1875, now refers to the existing post
office premises.
There are two main brick buildings on
the site, the first being the original town
hall and offices fronting Queensberrystreet and extending along .part of the
Errol-street frontage. This building is
now being used as a public hall, municipal offices, baby health centre, elderly
citizens' club and post office. The second
building fronts Errol-street on the
southern part of the site and was erected
at the time of the Act No. 838 of 1885.
. Part of the buiMing comprises shops
with dwellings and part is occupied by
a municipal library.
The present location of the buildings
on the area has caused the council to
seek new legislation extending the area
which may be leased. This includes an
area at the rear temporarily occupied
by the Australian Legion of Ex-servicemen and Women.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 provides
for the Lord Mayor &c. of the City
of Melbourne to lease the southern
portion of the site described in the
schedule to the Bill, subject to three
provisions contained in Act No. 838.
These refer to:1. Leases not to exceed 30 years at
rents and conditions fixed by
the council.
2. Recovery of rents and damages and
effecting of repairs out of municipal funds.
3. Issue of receipts by the council.
By sub-clause (2) all moneys received by the council in rents are to be
credited to the council's revenue.
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Clause 3 extends the uses to which
the land can be put under the original
Crown grant to include any municipal
purposes. This Bill will make it possible
for this land to be dealt with under
conditions which exist in 1963, and I
commend it to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. G. J.
O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
May 21.
ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of postponed
clause 9, providing, inter ali~
For paragraph (b) of sub-section (2)
of section 13 of the principal Act there
shall be substituted the following para·
graph:(b) be acco:rnpanied by-

.

(iii)

.

.

a statutory declaration :made
by the applicant declaring that he intends to
engage in full-ti:rne e:rnployment as a sub-agent
if the licence is granted.

and of Mr. Hamer's amendmentThat; in sub-paragraph (iii) of proposed
new paragraph (b) of sub-section (2) of
section 13 of the principal Act, the words
"declaring that he intends to engage in
full-ti:rne e:rnploy:rnent as a sub-agent if
the licence is granted " be o:rnitted with the
view of inserting the following words:" declaring that he intends if the licence
is granted to engage in full-ti:rne e:rnploy:rnent as a sub-agent or, where the certificate acco:rnpanying the application pursuant to sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph has been signed on behalf of an
estate agent being a declared corporation,
that he intends to engage in full-time
e:rnploy:rnent with that declared corporation."

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-When that Bill was before the Committee previously, I moved
an amendment to clause 9 which was
designed to ideal with the case of a
declared corporation, which would normally be a pastoral company or a company involved in similar activities,
which is recognized in clause 7 as being
engaged in estate agency work only
as portion of its business.
Mr.
Bradbury raised the question that
some of the sub-agents employed

by
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such

companies

are

not

in

fact employed full-time, although they

are not otherwise employed.
The
Government has given consideration
to the matter, and it believes a small
change in the wording of the amendment will overcome the situation
without in any way violating the recommendation of the Statute Law Revision
Committee which was that a sub-agent
should be employed full-time in the sense
that he was not engaged in any other
occupation. Therefore, I seek leave to
withdraw my previous amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-! move-That, in sub-paragraph (iii) of proposed
new paragraph (b) of sub-section (2) of
section 13 of the principal Act, as contained
in clause 9, the words " declaring that he
intends to engage in full-time e:rnploy:rnent
as a sub-agent if the licence is granted " be
omitted with the view of .inserting the
following words:"declaring that he intends if the
licence is granted to engage in full-ti:rne
e:rnploy:rnent as a sub-agent or where the
certificate acco:rnpanying the 'application
pursuant to sub-paragraph (ii) of this
paragraph has been signed on behalf of
an. estate agent. being a declared corporation, that he mtends to engage in employ:rnent solely with that declared corporation."

The amendment was agreed to, and
the postponed clause, as amended,
adopted.
Postponed clause lSAfter section 30 of the principal Act
there shall be inserted the following section:30A. An estate agent shall not employ a
sub-agent in connexion with his business
as an agent except on a full-ti:rne basis.

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-This clause was also
postponed so that an amendment which
had been circulated could be examined
to ascertain whether any change was
needed. However, on consideration it
appears that with the alteration already
made to clause 9, the wording of the
proviso proposed to be added to this
clause is adequate.
Clause 18 proposes a new section 30A
to provide that an estate agent shall not
employ a sub-agent in connexion with
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his business as an agent except on a
full-time basis. The proposed proviso
recognizes the position of a declared
corporation and allows a sub-agent to
be employed partly on sub-agency work
in the business and on other work in
that organization.
Accordingly, I
moveThat, at the end of proposed new section
30A, the following proviso be addedProvided that an estate agent being a
declared co!'lporation may ·employ a subagent partly in estate agency work and
partly in other work of the corporation.
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not at the same time deprive reputable
men from the opportunity of employment.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-! shall bring the question that Mr. Elliot has raised to the
attention of the Estate Agents Committee, as it requires careful consideration.
The danger is that as soon as one modification is permitted little time elapses
before the position is back to where it
started. The purpose of the amendment
is to prevent persons from working
during the week in entirely different
fields and operating as sub-agents during week-ends. If the Estate Agents
Committee can recommend a modification which will not detract from
what the Statute Law Revision Committee has attempted to achieve, I shall
bring an amending Bill before Parliament.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY (NorthEastern Province).-! thank the Minister
of Immigration for the consideration he
has shown honorable members in deferring these clauses so that more consideration could be given to the proposals.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the postponed clause, as amended,
was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.

Thoe Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne
Province).-Would an elderly gentleman, say of the age of 60 to 65 years,
who has been enga:ged in estate agency
business all his life be allowed, under
this provision, to undertake work as a
sub-agent for two or three days .a week;
would that be regarded as full-time employment?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-As I understand the
report of the Statute Law Revision
Committee, it was that the committee
intended that persons acting as subagents should be employed full time
on that work and not in a part-time
capacity. The Government has carried
out the wishes of the committee, but
if it is proved that an anomaly exists,
it will be examined. I shall undertake
to study the point Mr. Elliot has raised,
but at this stage I think we should
adhere to the report of the committee
otherwise we may be led into other ROAD TRAFFIC (INFRINGEMENTS)
BILL.
avenues.
The
Hon.
R.
J.
HAMER (Minister of
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne
Province).-! raise this question because Immigration) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
only yesterday I spoke to a gentleman
who is 66 years of age and is probably This Bill is, in a sense, a companion
one of the most reputable estate agents measure to that covering the inspection
one could find. He has virtually retired, of vehicles, but it attacks the problem
but after working as an estate agent of road safety from an entirely different
all his life he wishes to undertake sub- angle. Its sole purpose is to make the
agency work during week-ends. Al- best use of the traffic police at our disthough his work will be limited, it could posal. It is designed, as far as it is
be regarded as full-time employment. possible to do so, to keep these men
The proposal we are now considering in uniform and on patrol on the roads.
requires careful scrutiny. The Govern- Many members will be aware that traffic
ment, in amending the legislation, is police spend a tremendous amount of
seeking to drive disreputable persons time in court. They are to be seen
out of estate agency, and we fully sup- on sitting days at .all suburban courts
port the move.
However, we should and at courts in country centres.
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Lawyer members will also be aware
that in the vast majority of minor
traffic offences cases tile defendant does
not turn up, and the policeman, a'.fter a
short or a long wait, as the case may
be, rattles off his evidence. Any system
which can be devised to obviate this loss
of time by policemen must be of
advantage to traffic control and road,
safety generally. That is the sole purpose Of the Bill. The proposed procedure has been called "on-tile-spot
fines," but is is really nothing of the
sort. A better name would be " fixed
penalty procedure."
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-On-thespot courts?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No, it is not
even that. It is a fixed !Penalty procedure brought about by the service of
an on-the-spot notice of infringement.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Instant
justice?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No, it is
not instant justice. Honorable members
are aware that when a parking infringement is detected a notice is placed on
tlle vehicle or sent iby post to the
offender indicating the nature of the
offence and inviting the person concerned to pay a fixed amount at the
town hall or the police station. If he
does so within a certain time, no further
action is taken, no conviction is recorded
and no court proceedings !follow.
The pur:pose of this Bill is to extend
to minor traffic offences tlle procedure
which is already operating in regard to
parking offences. It is proposed to bring
the former class of offence under the
same section and that it should operate
exactly the same way. What in effect
will happen is that if a minor traffic
offence is detected, the driver of the car
involved will receive from the ipolice
officer, and no'body else, a traffic infringement notice similar in 'form to the
parking in'fringement notice, inviting
him in exactly the same way, if he so
desires, to pay a fixed amount for the
particular offence indicated on the
notice. The offences so prescribed and
the fixed penalties are to be laid down
by regulation. The main feature about
the proposal is that they will be laid
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down under the authority of an Act of
Parliament, as is the case with regard
to 1parking offences, and the recipient
will be given a choice. If he desires to
pay the fixed penalty, no further actio~
will be taken.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-Will it be
recorded?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-There will
be no court proceedings and no court
records of the offence or of the pay..
ment.
The Hon. D. J. IWALTERS.-Will the
offender's licence be endorsed?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No, nothing
will arise in connexion with his licence
so long as he pays the fixed penalty. I
stress that this procedure is to operate
only with minor traffic offences, and not
for serious ones. The offender will have
a choice, and if he decides not to pay
and to defend the case, he will not do
anything when he receives the notice.
A summons will then be issued in the
ordinary way, and the case will proceed
to a hearing. It may result in his
acquittal or conviction.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-If he is
fined £5 as a result of a court hearing,
the same amount as he would been
called on to pay had he responded to
the notice, his conviction would be
recorded, even though it would not have
been recorded if he had paid up in the
first ¥istance?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
As a result, the loss of all the time which
is involved in issuing and serving summonses through members of the Police
Force and in the attendance of police
officers at court to prove cases, will be
obviated if the offender elects at his own
choice to pay a fixed penalty.
This is not a new idea. It already
applies to parking, and has been used
for many years in a number of States
of the United States of America.
The
system was introduced in New South
Wales in April of last year. Naturally
enough, those who are concerned with
road safety and the best use of the forces
available were very interested in the experiment, which was the first in Australia. According to the New South Wales
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authorities, including the Minister of
Justice and the Minister of Transport,
the scheme has worked extremely well.
During the eight months between April
when the scheme began and the end
of last year, 157,000 traffic breaches were
reported in New South Wales and the
so-called on-the-spot system was employed in 120,000 cases. That figure
accords closely with an analysis that
the Government has made of the offences
detected during police " blitzes " in Victoria. It is clear that a great majority of
offences are of a minor character and
fall within the categories provided in the
N:w South Wales Act.
Therefore, I
thmk we could expect, if the system is
approved for use in Victoria, that well
over half of all traffic breaches will be
regarded as minor traffic offences and
dealt with under the proposed procedure.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Does the
Minister know whether the amount of
fines collected in New South Wales has
increased since the system was intro ..
duced?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! should
think that would be the position. If
more police are active on the road, one
would expect more offences to be
?etected. I would not draw any adverse
All
mference from such an increase.
those who have had anything to do with
thi.s matter agree that the presence of
uniformed traffic police on the road
causes some caution to be observed by
motorists. This is a way of using our
resources to better advantage. Perhaps
!h«: best test we can apply to the system
is Its degree of acceptance in New South
Wales. According to a report from the
New South Wales Minister of Justice
fixed penalties were paid without
demur in 83 per cent. of the cases.
I
think it can be said that in New South
Wales the new system is regarded as a
convenience. Motorists who are not prepared to dispute that they have infringed
the traffic code are quite concerned if
they d~ not receive one of these notices.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It is very
attractive to a motorist if he does not
have the conviction recorded. He could
obtain a dozen of these, but if he had to
appear in court the fine would be in ..
creased progressively.
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. Th~ Hon. R. J. HAMER.-This quest10n Is open to debate. I emphasize that
we .are dealing with minor offences, not
maJor ones.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-A larrikin could keep on committing breaches.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! suggest
the proper course for a police officer in
such circumstances would be not to give
an on-the-spot notice. The police will
be instructed that this is to apply to
a great bulk of offences which are minor
but which take up a good deal of tim~
for clerical and other purposes. Recently
I had an analysis made of the availability
of mobile traffic police in the metropolitan area. No doubt the results would
show an even worse position in the
country, where distances are longer. Of
the actual strength of 199, based in Mel~
bourne, 105 were on active duty on this
day, which was the 7th of May. Of
that 105, 29 were in court for all or most
of the day and a further seventeen were
engaged solely on clerical duties in the
issue of summonses, swearing affidavits
the preparation of briefs, and so on. s~
the services of 46 policemen, who could
have been added to the force actually on
the road, were being taken up in this
way. I think we could achieve an increase approaching 50 per cent. if we
could eliminate all these other duties
but, of ·course, we cannot expect to d~
that. Serious offences must be properly
prosecuted and that requires the preparation of summonses and briefs.
The Government believes that if this
procedure is adopted in relation to minor
offences a real impact will be made
on this abortive work performed by the
Police Force because it is prosecuting
cases where there is no defence or intended defence. I stress that a person
who wishes to defend his case will not
be prejudiced in any way. He can attend
court on issue of a summons and
be acquitted if that is the right course.
I emphasize that the scheme has been
suocessful to a large degree in New
:South Wales-to such an extent that
Inspector Chaseling, who is in charge of
the traffic police there, attributes the introduction of the on-the-spot system as
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one of the factors which has resulted in
the reduction of the accident rate which
has been achieved in New South Wales.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Can the
motorist pay the policeman?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No.
The
expression " traffic infringement " is de~
fined in the Road Traffic Act 1958, but
for the purposes of this Bill the expression is extended to all offences under
regulations made under the Motor Car
Act, and to the offence of failing to
obey a lawful direction of a member
of the Police Force. It is provided in
the Bill that the actual fixing of :penalties
will be left to the Governor in Council,
but a tentative list of these has been
drawn up, based on the New South
Wales figures and on an examination of
fines actually inflicted in our courts.
Obviously the system should not be designed to exceed what those persons in
authority in the courts consider to be
adequate penalties. In every instance,
with one exception, the amount is lower.
They are about the same as was found
to be the case in New South Wales by
a similar examination.
Honorable members will find in the
notes I have had circulated a list of
offences and a tentative list of fixed
penalties. I would appreciate comment
on these because the Government must
be guided by all sorts of opinions on
the matter. The one penalty which I
think is possibly dangerous or which
could create a little injustice is the first
one, exceeding the speed limit by up to
10 miles per hour, for which an amount
of £10 is shown. I think that should
be divided into two sections, as applies
in New South Wales. The other suggested penalties may be regarded as
being within the category of minor
offences, although in every case they
could be of a serious nature. There
is in any of these offences a degree of
culpability and members of the Police
Force must be able to use their discretion as to whether a notice is appropriate or the offence is so bad that a
summons should be issued to the
offender.
I also stress that the traffic infringement notice must be handed to the
driver personally on the scene. It cannot
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be posted afterwards, although that can
There
is a slight complication in regwd to
another Bill relating to probationary
licences. There is some overlap between the offences specified m this Bill
and those for which a probationary
licence may be lost. This measure provides that a probationary licence holder
will not receive one of these notices.
The second part of the Bill is quite
different, but it has a similar purpose.
It is to enable prior convictions to be
.proved more readily. At present, as
lawyer members will realize, many a
motorist who is charged .with exceeding
~he speed limit wilfully fails to appear
m court because he wants to be treated
as a first offender. He knows that if
he does not appear any prior convicUons that he has cannot be brought to
the notice of the court. That is not a
satisfactory position. It can lead to injustice, and certainly it enables consistent offenders to be treated every time
as first offenders. Therefore, the procedure introduced in the Bill which
will enable prior convictions to be
proved more easily will be of value. In
effect, the offender will receive a notice
of prior convictions which it is proposed
to lay before the court. He can object
by appearing at the court. If he does·
not then consent, the list cannot be
used or brought to the notice of the
court without 'being .proved in the
ordinary way. If he elects not to
appear, the list can be laid before the
magistrate, who can have regard to
such prior convictions in determining the
sentence, ·without them bemg formally
proved in the usual way. I think
honorable members will agree that we
should try to ensure that persistent
offenders are not treated lightly and that
they should not have a light penaltymerely by failing to appear in court.
Some means of proving their prior convictions ought to be available to the
court.
The Hon. P. V. F'ELTHAM.-Their prior
convictions could be proved in their
absence if the police went to enough
trouble.
be done in New South Walles.

The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Sometimes
that is done, but it involves a lot of
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trouble and inconvenience, and takes up
a lot of time. The Bill is designed to
save such time in appropriate cases.
For the reasons I have stated, I commend the Bill to the House. I stress
that it is an attempt to increase the
effective number of police in uniform
on the roads which many people, including myself, believe is the best deterrent
to the committing of offences on the
road and by far the best guide and
encouragement to proper behaviour and
courtesy thereon.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-On behalf of
Mr. Galbally, I moveThat the de.bate be now adjourned.

To give the members of my party the
opportunity of giving the Bill a decent
burial, ·I suggest that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
The sitting was suspended at 1.1 p.m.
until 2.25 p.m.

WESTERNPORT (OIL REFINERY)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of Health),
was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRIES)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of Health),
was read a first time.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES (BUILDING
SOCIETIES) BILL.
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-! move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main principle of the Bill is to
empower friendly societies for the first
time to invest money in, or lodge
deposits with, building societies which
are owned wholly by them. Under the
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Friendly Societies Act 1958, the formation and registration of friendly societies is governed by a certain set of
rules and principles.
As honorable
members know, friendly societies are
financed by voluntary subscriptions or
levies upon their members, and their
funds are paid out to members at appropriate times for dental attention, dispensing of medicines, weekly sickness
payments and, sometimes, lump sum
payments upon the death of a member,
or when a member reaches a prescribed
age.
Friendly societies have substantial
assets; it is estimated that their current
assets total in the vicinity of £12,000,000.
It has been •the practice of friendly
societies to make housing loans to their
members, but apparently in recent
years the applications for loans have
exceeded the supply of money available,
and the friendly societies have on certa1n
occasions requested the Government to
make it possible for them, by an amendment to the Friendly Societies Act and
the Building Societies Act, to invest
their moneys in building sodieties of
their own formation. Of course, the
main advantage accruing to a friendly
society in being allowed this course of
action is that it will be enabled. to
invite subscriptions from members of
the public for the pwpose of buHding
up the funds in the building society
itself.
Under the .present legislation, it is
possible for deposits of money generally
to be five times that of the paid-up
share capital of the bu1lding society.
This measure will mean not only that
members of friendly societies will derive
some benefit from the availability of
housing loans but also that the loans will
be available to members of the general
public. 1n other words, to obtain a
housing loan from a building society
formed by a friendly society or by a
group of friendly .societies, an applicant
will not necessarily need to :be a member
of a friendly society.
Certain of the provisions governing
the activities and formation of building
societies have been relaxed in the case
of building societies to be formed by
friendly societies. The notable ones are
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contained in clause 4. For example,
under the Building Societies Act at
the present time 1t is necessary for
each of ·the ten founding members of
a building society to have fully-paid
shares of £500 and for at least' three
directors to have fully-paid shares
of £1,000.
As the type of building society which the friendly society
movement has in mind to form will be
one that is set up by a well-established
organization and not by a group of
independent ·people, as is the usual
custom in the formation of the ordinary
building society, it was thought des1rable
to relax these two main restrictions.
It is most desirable, however, that
funds invested in the friendly society
movement should not be misappropriated or invested recklessly, and
therefore certain precautionary provisions have been inserted in the Bill.
Basically, they are contained in clause
3. The approval not only of the committee of management of the Society,
but also of the Government Statist will
be required to form a building society.
The Government
Statist exercises
certain important supervisory powers
over the .financial management of
friendly societies, and we have extended
those powers to cover the operation of
a building society formed by a friendly
society.
n will be noted that, at the end of
clause 3, provision is made that approval
of the Government Statist may be given
for the formation of a building society
sponsored by a friendly society, su~ject
to conditions which shall be notified
to the building society, and that the
Government Statist may have regard
to the terms on which deposits from the
public can be accepted •by the building
society and also the amount of such
deposits. In short, we are for the first
time aHowing the friendly society movemen t to enter the building society field,
but only in the form of investing in a
building society formed by a friendly
society or by a friendly society in conjunction with other friendly societies.
Because of the nature of the friendly
society movement, it is proposed to
relax certain restrictions which apply to
the orthodox building society, but care
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also been taken to ensure that the
supervision of the Government Statist
will be exercised over the financial management of these building societies so
as to safeguard funds invested in the
friendly societies themselves.
I have no doubt that this move will
be beneficial to friendly societies as a
whole and to individual members of
friendly societies who wish to obtain
housing loans, as well as to members of
the general public who desire to acquire
finance to enable them to embark upon
home ownership per medium of a
friendly society-cum-building society.
Accordingly, I commend the measure to
the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province),
the debate was adjourned until the next
day of meeting.
0

REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April 9)
on the motion of The Hon. L. H. S.
Thompson (Minister of Housing) for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province).-This is
another hardy annual. It is one of those
Bills which are regularly brought forward to amend a principal Act in some
way or other. This measure is, perhaps, somewhat different from others
in that category, where the amending
Bill normally amends the terms of the
parent legislation. The purpose of this
measure is merely to amend a form of
revocation pertaining to parcels of
land, and they are not necessarily in..
eluded as verbiage in the parent legislation. Parliament realizes, of course,
that measures of this type are necessary.
The Bill makes provision for quite a few
variations of revocation; probably about
nine different cases are involved. I do
not propose to address myself to the
bulk of them because, frankly, the individual facts are beyond my personal
knowledge.
All I have is the Ministerial notes to
guide me and, no objection having been
voiced by a local party, I presume the
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revocations have been requested locally
and there is no objection to them. Per..
haps, however, there are two that require separation. The first is the land
at Point Henry for the Geelong Harbor
Trust, and that is the vehicle for its
final transition into a lease to Alcoa of
Australia Pty. Ltd. The Minister was
good enough to ensure that I received a
plan of survey of the area involved.

past who acquired, purchased and otherwise secured land in devious ways so
that if a private enterprise required an
area for tfile establishment of works that
might help the port activities, land was
available along :the waterfront with
access to shipping. That is essential to
an industry in which there is much
transhipping of hulk supplies. My party
has no objection to this proposal.

The plan, broadly speaking, provides
-but this is not necessarily stated in
the Bill-for the closing of two Government roads and the opening of another
new road around the major area to be
handed over to Alcoa. The road enters
the foreshore reserve and traverses the
northern point of the area. It touches
an area which is mostly along the northeastern flank of the land to be leased
to Alcoa and then comes from the title
line right down to the nominal boundary which is, I think, a chain from the
high water mark. A substantial area
of about 16 acres is to be handed to the
Geelong Harbor Trust and, in turn, it is
to be leased to Alcoa. The road which
is to be opened on the foreshore reserve comprises 4 acres. Accordingly,
a total area of about 20 acres involved
in this Bill will eventually be leased to
Alcoa.

I pass to a matter that concerns my
own district. After reading the Ministerial notes, I was intrigued with the
statement of the Minister of Housing
that this is an urgent Bill. The measure
has been on the Notice Paper now for
some weeks. The Minister explained
the reason for this, and I do not suggest
that there is any lack of diligence on his
part, but the facts do not indicate that
the passage of the measure is urgent_,
at least, not in respect of one parcel with
which I am concerned.
I refer to Queen's Park in Mount
Alexander-road, Moonee Ponds. Upon
perusing the file, I learnt several interesting facts. The alteration of a
reservation from an ornamental park to
a recreational park is said to be urgent.
The plain facts are that in 1957 the
Essendon City Council was advised :by
telephone that the area had been reserved permanently for ornamental purposes. For some reason or other, that
advice seems to have been ignored, and
the council built swimming baths on the
site. It appears that the Lands Department was unaware of what had taken
place, and the purpose of this Bill is to
remedy the legal situation in that respect. When a body deliberately flouts
the terms of a reservation, I have little
sympathy ·for it i'f it gets into difficulties.
The Ministerial notes indicate that
the provision of a bowling green also
is in conflict with the pur:pose for which
the land was reserved. I suppose a
bowling green is ornamental, but its
main purpose is recreational, and I think
the normal person would assess the
situation in that manner. The bowling
club has been in existence for many
years and buildings have been erected in
conflict with the terms of reservation.
That would be all very well if action
was taken in ignorance, but there was

Our party always has reservations
about the closure of foreshores. I would
not say that the Government supporters
are any less anxious in that regard than
we are. We are always anxious about
the closure of any foreshore.
The
arrangement which has been made seems
to be in the interests of the general
efficiency of the Alcoa establishment, it
appears to be satisfactory to the Geelong
Harbor Trust, and there seems to be no
local objection to the closing of the foreshore affected. Apparently the chain
reserve above the high-water mark will
remain under the control of the Geelong
Harbor Trust.
This Trust has displayed foresight and
energy in its administration. It is not
at this moment comprised of the same
members who constituted it in earlier
years. I had contact with the Trust
years ago, and I pay tribute to the vision
and courage of the commissioners of the
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nothing on the file which I could find to
indicate that that was the position. Recent events indicate that action has been
taken in direct contravention of the
terms of the reservation. On 20th
November, 1957, Mr. G. L. Wood, then
assistant secretary of the Lands Department, put on the file a memorandum
to the secretary opposing the condoning
of the breach of the reservation in
respect of the bowling green. It is
amazing that on the 5th December, only
a fortnight later, the Minister of Lands
wrote stating! see no objection to the proposed extension of the area occupied by the Club.
In the course df this session of Parlia-

ment, we have had a few examples of
the deficiences of this Government and
the way in which it has conducted
public business in all its forms, including
the business of the House and its general
administraiton. Some things may be
accidental, and one may have a measure
of sympathy for a man who makes a
mistake.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-You very
quickly forget your own weaknesses.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.Doubtless, I have many weaknesses, but
I doubt whether I would write a letter
such as that placed on this file by a
Cabinet Minister next to a memorandum
stating that the assistant secretary
of the Department could not see any
reason for condoning a breach. The
Minister's letter stated that he had no
objection to a further breach.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-You still
have doubts?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.The Minister of Agriculture would be
the last person to act in that manner.
How he can condone the action of his
colleague is beyond me. It was in
March that the Minister wrote to the
town clerk in the same strain.
Five years have elapsed since then,
and the matter has arisen again. If,
as the Ministerial notes indicate, the
measure is urgent, why has it been
necessary for the Government to wait
five years to introduce a Bill designed
to remedy the matter of the swimming
pool, which was opened four years ago,
1
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and that of the bowling green, both df
which were constructed in contravention
of the terms of reservation?
After ascertaining this infcmnation, I
read the Ministerial notes a little closer.
I do not blame the Minister in charge
of the Bill, but the notes prepared tfor
him stated that the reason for the
introduction of the measure was to
ratify the change in purposes for which
the land was reserved and that the
action taken had been at the request of
the Essendon City Council. However,
the notes do not state that one reason
for the change is that a further extension to the bowling green is contemplated. This is the vital reason for the
introduction of the measure. The Government ought to have been 1fr.ank and
informed the House of this fact, which
is a matter of some consequence. But
for the introduction of this Bill, I suppose we would never have learnt that the
Minister acted :flagrantly in breach of
the legal .position.
The bowling green has tbeen in existence for a long time and the club which
uses it is an old established one. The
proposed extension will be the second
one to be made. I understand that the
area required is 120 ft. by 50 ft., which
is the normal size of a bowling green.
The additional rinks will make the
playing area 120 ft. square. I know
from my own association with a bowling
club, though not as a player, that this
is a desirable measure to adopt, because
rinks can be arranged at right angles,
thus making the .grass wear more evenly
at critical periods of the year. The
club has been in existence for many
years, and I do not suppose there has
been any public outcry about it, so we
have no objection to the proposed extension of the green. But if that is
justified, it is the end of the justification.
Queen's Park has been traditionally
an ornamental park, and iby this change
of reservation it will be thrown open
to the change of the winds. We all
know that pressures are put on local
munidpaJ representatives by various
people. Mr. Galbally's Public and Recreational Lands Bill was introduced in
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an attempt to preserve parklands in

the metropolitan area and to prevent
encroachments on them.
The Hon. L. H. s. THOMPSON .-Is this
land not being re-reserved !for public
recreation?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.If it is reserved for public recreation,
one body may want part of it !for a
particular pur.pose and another 1body
may want part for something else.
Thus what is a premier ornamental park
may be broken up.
Who is to say what will happen in
the future to land under the control of
the committee of management? If one
condones what occurred in the past in
respect to the swimming pool and the
issue of a permit to extend the bowling
green-the Minister's letter was in direct
conflict with the reservation. so far as
the extension of the bowling green was
concerned-there is no justification for
going any further. This Bill, so far as
Queen's Park is concerned, could have
provided merely for a change of reservation from ornamental to recreational
in relation to those areas which are at
present required for that purpose. I
offer the strongest objection to that portion of the Bill which will throw Queen's
Park, Moonee Ponds, which is the premier ornamental park in the northwestern districts of Melbourne, open to
all the wolves of the future.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-A Bill similar to
this is introduced when changes occur
in the use of land which has been set
aside for certain purposes.
These
changes must be authorized by an Act
of Parliament. Instead of dealing with
single cases, the Lands Department waits
until a number of such pieces of land
require to be dealt with and then brings
them forward as a group. The circumstances surrounding the change of use
to which such land is put are thoroughly
vetted by the Department, and I presume
that all objections, local and otherwise,
are inquired into, although Mr. Merrifield seems to have some reservation
about certain land in Moonee Ponds.
This Bill deals with six separate pieces
of land, which appear to be situated
mainly in the metropolitan area. The
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majority of these reservations were made
60 or 70 years ago, and it is inevitable
that changes occur in the use of reservations.
The sanction of an Act of
Parliament is necessary where a Crown
grant is concerned or where the land in
question was set aside for a specific
purpose. In recent years, the Lands
Department has made an attempt to
avoid setting land aside for a specific
purpose, and in most cases reservations
are controlled by committees of management which are elected every two or
three years by local people. In the
early days of the State, land was reserved for specific purposes.
When
changes in population occur, it is desirable in some instances to change the
use made of certain areas. Attempts are
made now to keep legislation flexible so
that various alterations may be made
without the necessity for legislation.
In some cases, on a strict interpretation
of the Act, the use to which land is
put is not strictly legal. However, such
difficulties are overcome in various ways.
In one instance, land which was reserved
as a racecourse is also used for the purpose of a golf course although, on a
strict interpretation of the law, this land
should be used only for a racecourse
because that is the purpose for which
it was reserved.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Like the
Swan Hill golf course?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I was not
referring to Swan Hill specifically. Such
difficulties are overcome because the
public wants to use the land for a
particular purpose. Why should the use
of land be restricted to five or six days
a year when it can be enjoyed every day
by the public for other purposes? The
modern practice is to provide for much
greater. flexibility than was possible in
the past. Incidentally, this is one reason
why I supported Mr. Galbally's Bill relating to recreational lands and parks in
this State. If land is tied up indefinitely
for a specific purpose, difficulties are
encountered, and there are similar difficulties if the use of land is permitted
to be changed without due thought. A
balance must be struck somewhere. Our
party does not offer any opposition to
this measure, because I presume the
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matters with which it deals have been
thoroughly examined by all the parties
concerned.
The Hon. G. W. THOM (SouthWestern Province).-! commend this
measure and wish to refer to two areas
of land which happen to be in the
province which I represent. One piece
of land is situated at Lake Bullen Merri
near Camperdown. The Hampden Shire
Council has requested permission to build
an access road and parking facilities in
this area, and some additional land is
to be made available for recreation
purposes. This is indicative of changes
which occur from time to time. I was
pleased to hear Mr. Merrifield commend
the leasing of land to the Alcoa company. I am conversant with the area
in question and realize that, because of
its swampy nature on the eastern side
of Point Henry, it could not be used
by the public.
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given a frank explanation concerning
the position. There would be nothing
wrong with the Minister saying that the
proposal was based on the .fact that
baths have been built and are in use.
We certainly would not oppose the provision of a swimming pool. We have no
objection, either, to the extension of the
bowling green because the membership
is open to the public. Apparently, it
is uneconomic to have a bowling green
which is less than 120 feet square, and
we agree that the area should be extended. The Minister could have explained the position more clearly.
The Hon. L. H. s. THOMPSON.-That
was the first I had heard of it.

The Hon. G. W. THOM.-I presume
that this matter will be cleared up in
Committee. I commend the Bill because
the Alcoa company's activities are important to the welfare of Geelong and
district.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I am
not criticizing the Minister.
When
Ministers in this House introduce Bills
which relate to matters not concerned
with their own Departments. they
should be provided with detailed information as to their contents. I attended
a social function in Essendon a short
time ago and was informed by a person
who had been advised by one of my
political opponents in the area that Mr.
Merrifield and I were going to oppose
this Bill. I object to that statement. I
support Mr. Merrifield's remarks in relation to the revocation of the title to
this land in Queen's Park. I believe a
frank exp Ian a ti on of the position would
not have aroused any criticism. The
local council should not be permitted to
do as it likes with the land in question.
Although I have every confidence in the
council as at present constituted, I had
not the same ·feeling about the council
in 1957, which did not show any
respect for the use of this particular
land. I point out that the constitution
of the council will no doubt change in
the future, so that what is being done
to-day may mean the end of the park
so far as its public use or ornamental
value are concerned.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) .-I support Mr. Merrifield's remarks in relation to item 3 of
the First Schedule which relates to
Queen's Park, Moonee Ponds. Although
we offer no objection to the proposal,
we believe the Government should have

I do not criticize the Minister, but I
am critical of those who ;prepared the
second-reading notes and who administer
the Department concerned.
They
should provide honorable members with
a frank statement of the position. I
believe very few people in Essendon

Unintentionally, I believe a wrong
impression may have been given in the
Minister's second-reading notes in re..
gard to the construction of wharf facilities. I refer to page 2823 of the current
Hansard where the Minister is reported
to have saidThe proposal is that the company will
erect port facilities on this land once it
has been leased to it iby the Geelong Harbor
Trust.

The position is that the harbor trust
will erect the port facilities and will
then deal with the Alcoa company in
the normal way.
The Hon. L. H.
is correct.

s.

THOMPSON.-That
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would declare their opposition to the
baths being situated where they are or
to the bowling green being extended so
that it may be used more economically
and efficiently. I endorse Mr. Merrifield's remarks, and register my protest
that further land is being made available at Moonee Ponds which a
future council may use as it thinks
fit.
I do not propose to prophesy as to the use the council
will make of the land, but I should
not like to see the ornamental
value of Queen's Park destroyed by a
council in whose hands the Government
is placing its future welfare.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Olause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Revocation of reservation
of lands in First Schedule).
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-In reply to Mr.
Merrifield and Mr. Tripovich, I ipoint out
-this was made clear both in my secondreading speech and in the explanatory notes which were circulated-that
the previous use to which this ornamental park had been put in recent years
was the establishment of a ,swimming
pool and bowling green. I concede that
neither my second-reading speech nor
the notes included any reference to a
further extension of the bowling green
area to the order of 120 feet. I apologize
for the omission. When the matter was
raised to-day, that was the first I had
heard of it. I agree that honorable members should have been supplied with this
information. In view of the fears
whi:ch have been ex-pressed during the
debate, I undertake to suggest to the
Minister of Lands that he might consider a proposal whereby any further
extensions of the recreational areas
within this park should be carried out
with his approval.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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WESTERNPORT (OIL REFINERY)
BILL.
The Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
Health).-! moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the measure is to
ratify an agreement, which forms the
schedule to the Bill. If honorable members will examine this schedule, they
will note that it relates to an agreement
which was entered into between the
Premier of this State and BP Refinery
(Westernport)
Proprietary Limited.
The schedule is divided into two Parts.
The first Part, which is headed, " Preliminary," is divided into divisions.
Division A relates to the obligations of
the company; division B relates to the
obligations of the State; division C
covers the financiral agreements; and
division D contains the general provisions of the agreement.
For a number of reasons, this is an
important Bill. It is important not only
because of what it will do immediately,
but also because of what may arise in
future as a result of the agreement
which has been entered into between
the Premier and the company concerned.
All honorable members will commend
any arrangement under which the State
will be further developed, particularly
when such development occurs outside
the metropolitan area, as it will on this
occasion.
The Bill provides the
machinery for the opening of a new era
-'also a new area--of development in
this State. It will provide a deep sea
port in Westernport Bay for the original
and specific purpose of unloading crude
oil. In the vicinity of the port, a
refinery wil!l be constructed.
The company, with whom the Premier
has entered into an agreement, is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of BP Australia Limited, and it wUl construct at
Crib Point a refinery which is estimated
to cost £15,000,000. It is, I suppose,
beyond question that much more by
way of development of the Westernport
area will flow from this decision to
establish this refinery. It is another
example of practical and logical decentralization and provides the nucleus of
an entirely new industrial complex outside Melbourne.
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Such a great development as is anticipated cannot be attributed to any one
cause. There was a combination of
factors which brought about the execution of the agreement and the Bill which
is now before this House. For example,
there is a growing market for petroleum
products as a result of the spectacular
growth of this State, and the increase
in population and the fast-growing
increase in the number of motor vehicles
of all types which are in use. There
was also a need for the refining companies to seek deep-sea ports in which
to berth the largest tankers. There is
a noticeable trend to build " king-size "
tankers and, instead of dealing with
vessels with a capacity of 30,000 to
40,000 tons, tankers are now being produced which are capable of carry70,000 tons, and possibly, before
long, 100,000-ton tankers will be
constructed.
Vessels of this size
will not now or in the foreseeable future be able to enter the main
ports of Melbourne all!d Geelong due,
first, to the difficulty of negotiating the
comparatively shallow and dangerous
entrance at the Heads, and, secondly, to
the fact that the channels inside the bay
are not capable of taking such large
shi·ps. It is clear, however, that Western port Bay will be able to take the large
tankers which are now in use. British
Petroleum expect ultimately to berth in
Westernport the largest tankers in service.
Marine surveys indicate that without
any dredging in the approach channels,
vessels up to 70,000 tons will be able to
use Westernport Bay. The only dredging likely to be required will be in the
vicinity of the wharf facilities, and it is
anticipated that, with minor amounts of
dredging, the channels can be improved
to cater for larger vessels, which, I
venture to suggest, will be transporting
crude oil to this country within a short
time. The parent British Petroleum
company has, of course,. . operated facilities at Laverton and Port Melbourne
for many years and, when the question
of providing additional refinery capacity
was first mentioned, the Government
readily accepted the investigation of
alternative sites. Here was an excellent
The Hon. R. W. Mack.
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opportunity to further decentralize this
branch of industry which has already
begun with the establishment of the
Shell company's refinery at Geelong.
The extension of this policy was regarded
as of primary importance.
In this case, three alternative proposals were discussed: First, berthing
facilities in the port of Melbourne
serving a refinery at Altona where the
com·pany already owned land; secondly,
the establishment of a marine terminal
at Crib Point to serve by crude oil pipeline a refinery at Altona; and, thirdly,
the present proposal to establish both
marine terminal facilities and the refinery at Crib Point, from which a pipeline will convey spirit to the metropolitan
area. It might be fair to say that a
company of this size was primarily
concerned with providing facilities in
Australia, and, obviously, areas in other
States, as well as in Victoria, were
examined. The proposal at Westernport
Bay envisages a pipe-line for "white"
products-that is, petrol, kerosene and
gas-from Crib Point to Dandenong and
possibly farther. "Black" or heavy
products of the refinery will be transferred to Melbourne by ship. Supplies
for other eastern States will also be
shipped by tankers from Crib Point. The
Government,
for
obvious
reasons,
strongly pressed the advantages of
Westernport Bay, and the discussions
and negotiations-which have proceeded
for some months-have been directed towards the achievement of that end.
The Minister of State Development
and officers of the Division of State Development have provided liaison between
the Government and the company and
have arranged discussions between its
representatives and the Ports and
Harbors Branch, State Electricity Commission, State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, Housing Commission, Lands
pepartment, Mines Department, Gas and
Fuel Corporation and Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. The services of the Fisheries and Wildlife Department, the Town and Country Planning Board and the Department of
Labour and National Service were also
availed of. Whilst overseas last year,
the Premier also had the opportunity
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of discussing the project with the London directors of the company. These
exhaustive discussions and investigations by the Government and the company have resulted in this agreement,
which is now brought before this Parliament for ratification.
It involves the erection at an estimated
cost of £15,000,000 of a refinery capable
of processing, in the initial stages of
operations, 1,500,000 tons of crude oil
per annum. This refinery will be located
approximately 1 mile north of the township of Crib Point on land purchased by
the company some time ago, and separated from the foreshore by a Government road. The site is of 355 acresi
and the greater part of it is included
within the industrial zone of the proposed planning scheme of the Shire of
Hastings. The refinery to be erected
will be most modern in design and will
be erected to world standards. Construction labour is expected to rise to
over 1,000 on the refinery alone. At
least another t50 men will be permanently engaged in the operation of the
plant.
As I mentioned earlier, and as outlined in the agreement, the company will
construct a pipe-line to a distribution
centre at Dandenong. The possibility of
extending the white products line to
the company's existing installations at
Port Melbourne has been examined but
no decision has yet been reached on this
aspect.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-How
many more concessions is the Government going to grant this company. It
pays approximately £6 per annum now
for a pipe-line of about 4 miles?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! shall not
argue that point with the honorable
member. I ask him to be patient and
allow me to reveal to the House what
the Government and the State will get
from this development at Westernport.
If the honorable member does not wish
to see Westernport Bay developed, he
will have the opportunity of saying so
at a later stage.
In this connexion, honorable members
from their reading are no doubt aware
of the developments in other parts of
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the world in transportation by pipe-line.
For example, last year the British Parliament passed a Pipe-lines Act which
does generally what is provided for in
this particular case in facilitating the
construction of pipe-lines required by the
company.
Whilst the necessity for
general legislation in this field has not
yet arisen in Victoria, it could quite well
be that something of this nature will be
required in the near future. Particularly would this be so if oil in commercial quantities were discovered in
this State.
The State will be responsible for the
cost of those works which are necessary
to establish a permanent harbor and the
necessary harbor facilities. All these
structures and facilities will be built by
the company to the satisfaction of the
Chief Engineer of Ports and Harbors.
The agreement limits the responsibility
of the State for these works to £3,500,000.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Will these
works be financed from ordinary loan
moneys or will there be a special loan
allocation to the State for this purpose?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-The work
will be done from ordinary loan money.
So far as I am aware, there has been
no special loan allocation from the
Loan Council for this specific purpose.
Whether or not this question will be
raised by the Treasurer at the next Loan
Council meeting, I am unable to say at
this stage.
I have been informed that the parent
company, BP Australia Limited, has for
some time been carrying on negotiations
with one of the foremost engineering
companies in the world on these matters,
and it is proposed to use the same consultants to bring this proposed work to
conclusion. It was originally proposed
that the company would finance the construction of the harbor works and the
State would repay the investment progressively out of the wharfage charges.
At Kwinana in Western Australia, the
refining company did in fact provide the
harbor facilities, but there they were
given freedom from wharfage charges
for 100 years.
I suggest that was a
much more valuable concession than the
building of piers by the State Government at a maximum cost of £3,500,000.
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The Hon. ARCHIBALD Tonn.-One
would have to inspect the Kwinana installation first to judge it.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-A period of
100 years is a long time, and a tremendous quantity of oil will pass over the
Kwinana wharves in that period. However, that is of only academic interest
in these discussions, and I put it before
the House merely to explain the differ ..
ence between the agreement made by
this company with this State and the one
it made with the Government of another
State.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
West Australian Government had to
be more than generous to encourage the
building of a refinery there.
The Hon. R. W. MACK-I think Mr.
Tripovich may well have put his finger
on the pulse. It is obvious that the demand for the refined product in the
eastern States would be much greater
than it is in Western Australia, and that
may very well be the reason for the
different type of agreement.
Control of the hcwbor at Westernport
will be retained by the Ports and Harbors
Branch, which, as set out in the agreement, will also provide necessary navigation aids and pilot service. Pilotage,
to wage, fire
protection operations
and maintenance of navigation aids will
probably result in the permanent employment in the district of another 30
men and, although details have not yet
been finalized, it could be expected that
these men and their families will live
in the district.
Tonnage dues on ships using the port,
which are designed to cover expenditure
by the State on navigation aids, &c.,
will be payable on a similar basis to
those applying to other Victorian ports,
and will be adequate to cover the cost
of these services. The cost of providing
adequate tug services will be underwritten by the company. The tugs and
other facilities will be available as welJ
to other users of the port, but the company will be accorded a priority in their
use.
Wharfage charges have been fixed at
a maximum of 4s. per ton for an input
of petroleum of up to 2,500,000 tons
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per annum, with a reduction of ls. per
ton for tonnages in excess of that
quantity. In accordance with the usual
practice, the rate on petroleum of Australian origin will be reduced by ls.
per ton. These charges, on the lowest
input of petroleum envisaged for the
refinery, will adequately cover the
capital investment of the State in the
port.
Provision is made for the revision of
these charges after twenty years, but in
any such revision the rates will not exceed 75 per cent. of the charges applying
at the port of Melbourne, or 80 per cent.
of the charges applying at the port of
Geelong, whichever is the lower. This
will ensure that a proper ratio in favour
of the new decentralized port will be
maintained.
The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the State Electricity
Commission are confident that the water
supply and power needs of the industry
can be met although some amplification
of existing' services will, of course, be
necessary.
The Housing Commission
has already taken action to obtain land
in the area and will supplement existing
accommodation by the erection of additional houses for rental or for sale.
The agreement also provides for certain easements necessary to enable the
company to develop the port facilities,
the refinery site, and the proposed pipelines. Honorable members will appreciate that the Government has examined
this project from all angles and has
made every endeavour within reason to
ensure that this first major industrial
project at Westernport Bay is a success.
This measure means that Victoria
wm have, for an investment of not more
than £3,500,000, a new deep-sea port
established within easy distance of the
existing main industrial complexes of
the State, and the economics of the port
are assured in advance. Whilst the
jetties planned at present will be suitable
only for the handling of petroleum and
allied projects, there is ample deep
water available to suit the location of
wharves to deal with future industries
or general cargo that might be offering.
The pilotage service and navigation aids
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as well as the tugs would, of course,
be available for such future development. No one can foresee at this stage
what this development will be but no
one can deny that with its proximity
to the continually expanding Dandenong
industrial area, with which it will be
directly linked, and to the resources of
the Latrobe Valley, the possibilities are
unlimited.
The Bill does two main things.
First, it ratifies, validates, and gives
legal force to the terms of the agreement which is the schedule to the Bill.
Secondly, it makes the necessary provision to authorize the construction of
the proposed pipe-lines .and for the
acquisition by the company of the necessary easements. The route of the proposed pipe-lines will be subject to
Government approval.
I understand that the company is
anxious to commence work under the
agreement as soon as possible. The
Government is equally anxious that this
important development should not be
delayed for one day more than is necessary. On the question of timing, it is
expected that the refinery will be in
production by the end of 1965. There
is no doubt that the proposed development in this particular part of the State
will be of tremendous benefit to the whole
of Victoria. I commend the Bill and all
that goes with it for the consideration
of honorable members.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-On behalf of
my Leader, Mr. Galbally, I move-That the debate be now adjourned.

In doing so I want to make the strongest
possible protest against the Government's
action in introducing a measure of this
nature in the dying stages of the session. This Bill involves a considerable
amount of money and will involve the
State in large expenditure. Both the
Opposition and the Country party are
being treated in some degree with contempt by the Government by being
asked to give their imprimatur to something of which they have no knowledge
at present, without being given any opportunity to examine the proposal
closely to ensure that everything is as
Session 1963.-144
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the Minister has stated. It is not proper
that we should give our consent to
something which we are not given sufficient time to examine properly.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until the next day
of meeting.
MOTOR CAR BILL.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration).-! move-That this Bill be now read a second .Ume.

This Bill makes no fewer than fourteen
changes in the Motor Car Act and is
largely a Committee Bill. However, I
shall direct the attention of the House
to its main features and elaborate further, as may be required in Committee.
The objects of the Bill are-1. To provide that the first licence
issued to a driver shall be on
probation for a period of three
years;
2. to provide for the classification of
drivers' licences;
3. to require the registration of certain private trailers, boat trailers,
caravans and machinery on
wheels constructed or adapted
for being towed behind a motor
car;
4. to provide for the registration of
motor cars owned by more than
one person in the name of a
nominee;
5. to increase the sum payable for
the use of number plates from
five to ten shillings ;
6. to increase the penalty for driving
a vehicle after cancellation or
suspension of a driving licence;
7. where an applicant for or the
holder of a driving licence has
appealed to a court of petty sessions against the non issue, cancellation or suspension of a
licence by the Chief Commissioner
of Police, to enable the decision
of that court to be reviewed;
8. to make the limitations on the
dimensions of vehicles applicable
to by-pass roads;
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9. to extend the definition of " greater
metropolitan municipalities";
10. to permit any member of the
Police Force or any officer of the
Country Roads Board or the
Transport Regulation Board to
conduct a prosecution;
11. to provide for the payment of
penalties recovered for breaches
of the Motor Car Act by officers
of the Transport Regulation
Board to be paid to the Transport Regulation Fund;
12. to
make
certain
additional
vehicles registerable at the flat
rate of Ten pounds per annum;
13. to provide for the concessional
registration of vintage cars;
14. to correct certain anomalies in the
provisions of various sections of
the Motor Car Act.
I think I should direct the attention of
the House to three important innovations and changes proposed in the Bill.
They relate to the introduction of probationary licences, the classification of
drivers' licences, and the registration of
trailers, all of which have an impact on
road safety. The rate of increase of
vehicles on our roads has reached more
than 100 per day. In addition, we must
consider the substantial rises in the
number of drivers' licences issued by
the Motor Registration Branch. In the
past three years, drivers' licences have
increased from 1,004,652 to 1,098,005,
which means that there are more than
93,000 new drivers on the roads with
less than three years' experience in
handling a motor car. I think some of
us have observed some of their operations. In this regard a test check of
the records of the Police Department
indicates that in 1962 approximately
31 per cent. of drivers involved in
accidents had less than three years
driving experience. That would accord
with commonsense and the experience
of most of us.
It is in the first year or so after the
granting of a licence that a person is
most susceptible to accidents, resulting
in many cases from errors of judgment
and also from lack of elementary
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caution and appreciation ·of other people
on the road. The National Safety
Council figures lead to the same conclusion. Recently the Traffic Commission
carried out a survey of accidents, and
conclude:d that in the first year after
receiving a licence a driver was several
times more likely to have an accident
than he would be later on. Of course,
that effect is intensified in the case of
the young driver because, allied to
inexperience, there is a sort of recklessness and desire to show off, which
brings about the result of which most
of us are aware that those within the
age group from 17 to 23 years are about
four times more likely to be involved in
an accident than persons in any other
age group in the community.
The Senate Committee on Road Sa!fety
drew special attention to this factor
and this facet of road accidents, and
indicated that action should !be taken
as far as possible to correct it. The
Government is introducing this· system
of probationary licences with that single
object in view.
Perhaips I could
illustrate the position by one more
example. The worst week-end we had
for accidents up to Easter was on 16-17
February last when fourteen persons
lost their lives. An analysis of the
thirteen drivers who were involved in
these accidents showed that one of them
had driving experience of only four
months, one had experience of one and
a half years, one had two years' experience and 'four had two and a half
years' experience. So a very large pro.portion of the drivers were in the
inexperienced class.
Proposed new section 22B of the :principal Act, which is introduced by clause
7 of the Bill, deals with probationary
licences. It provides that every licence
issued to a person for the first time
shall he on probation for the period of
the licence, namely, three years. There
is a saver that where any person can
satisfy the Chief Commissioner of Police
that he has during a period of three
years or more been authorized to drive
a motor car under the Jaw in force in
another State, Territory or country, the
Chief Commissioner is enabled to issue
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that person with an ordinary licence-not a probationary licence. If a :probationary driver is convicted of certain
specified offences, which are indicated in
the Bill, it will be mandatory upon the
court which convicts him to cancel his
.probationary licence.
The ordinary effect will be that for
a period of three months that person
will be unable to drive or to apply for
another licence. At the end of that
period, unless the court has ordered a
longer !Period of disqualification, he can
apply 'for a licence, but will have to
undergo a further test. The licence
issued will still be a probationary
licence. In other words, a driver will
have to produce an accident-free record
for three years before he obtains a
licence. He will have to demonstrate
that he is a person capable of driving
correctly and safely.
This may be considered drastic action,
hut I believe it has a firm psychological
tbase. I can recall a letter written by a
Mr. Johnston, a lecturer in criminology
at the University of Melbourne, to the
Age some months ago in which he drew
attention to this psychological factor.
He indicated that the payment of fines
and other enforcement penalties were
not likely to have nearly as great an
effect, in the case of a young driver, as
a direct attack on the licence itself. To
him the gaining of a licence is a milestone and its holding is important to
him. If it is desired· to correct his
exuberance and recklessness, the loss of
that licence is more likely to be effective
than fines or imprisonment.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-What
about a driver who is not responsible
for accidents?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! should
have said " free from convictions " for
three years. This does not relate to
accidents but to offences. The Chief
Commissioner will still have power to
cancel or suspend a probationary licence
under section 25 of the principal Act,
but if he does so the probationer will
have a right of appeal to a court of .petty
sessions the same as an ordinary licence
holder.
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The second main feature of the Bill is
the classification of drivers' licences,
which is dealt with in paragraph (a) of
clause 7 of the Bill. The proposal could
be said to be an application to our
ordinary civil licences of a system which
the armed forces used extensively and
effectively in war time. To the original
licence endorsements are added authorizing the holder to drive further vehicles
of a more difficult nature, as the driver
shows himself capable of handling them.
They are not new licences, :but endorsements on the original licence to show
a higher degree of skill and ability in the
handling of vehicles. It is clear that
many vehicles require a much higher
degree of skill and driving judgment
than others.
Under the Bill a driver will have to
pass a test and have his licence endorsed
before he can drive what is defined in
the Bill as a heavy vehicle, namely, a
motor car weighing more than 3 tons
unladen or a .passenger vehicle with a
seating capacity of more than twelve.
All of these divisions are somewhat
arbitrary in a sense, but these vehicles
must be put into various categories. The
second category for which endorsement
will be available is what is termed a
"large trailer combination." It is a
motor car which weighs more than 3
tons unladen towing a trailer weighing
more than 15 cwt. unladen.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Previously it was provided in the Act that a
licence must be held :for special vehicles.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The Bill
puts these things on a different basis,
but much the same thing is achieved.
The third category is an articulated
vehicle.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-A driver
was required to have a separate licence
to drive different vehicles.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
There will now be an endorsement on
the back of the same licence. The
categories are more clearly defined.
Before his licence is endorsed, the applicant must sat:isfy the Chief Commissioner of Police that he has held an
ordinary motor driving licence either in
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Victoria or in some other State,
territory or country for at least twelve
months. Then by the test he must
show that he is qualified to drive the
vehicle in respect of which he requires
the endorsement. The various endorsements of licences ihave been graded
according to the degree of skill required
to drive the particular vehicle; if a
driver has an endorsement to drive an
articulated vehicle, he win be permitted
to drive any type of vehicle; if he has
an endorsement to drive a large trailer
combination, he wiH also be eligible to
drive a twelve-seater passenger bus, a
truck weighing more than 3 tons unladen or an ordinary motor car.
I pass to the subject of refunds with
respect to driving licences in certain
cases, the issue of motor cycle learners'
licences and conditiona1 licences. These
matters are dealt with in the ·principal
Act, but they are repeated for ease of
drafting. Sub-section ( 3) of section 22
of the principal Act relates to the issue
of tractor licences to persons over
the age of sixteen years.
This is
re-stated in su:b-clause (2) of proposed new section 22c.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON.-Is 1t man~
datory for everyone to have a licence
to drive a tractor?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! cannot
answer Mr. Fulton's question, but I
shall investigate the position. This Bill
provides the opportunity to apply for a
tractor licence.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is neces ..
sary for a person to have a tractor
licence if he drives a tractor along the
road.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.---It wou[d not
be necessary to have a licence if the
tractor was driven only on the property.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so,
and I understand that there is a provision permitting a tractor to be driven
a certain distance from one property to
another.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! know of
the case of a young chap who was fined
for driving a tractor on the road.
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-My recollection is that a maximum distance is
provided that a tractor may without
registration be driven from one
property to another.
Clause 3 relates to the registration of trailers.
At the present time, there is no requi~
ments in the principal Act for traHers
except for those used for the carriage
of passengers or goods for hire or in
the course of trade, to comply with the
provisions of the Motor Car Act and
regulations in relation to dimensions,
lights, brakes and weight. In view of
the considerable increase in the number
of vehicles on the road and the number
of private trailers, including caravans
and boat trailers, a departmental committee was appointed,
comprising
officers of the Traffic Commission, the
Police Department, the Country Roads
Board and the Chief Secretary's office,
to see what could be done about road
safety in connexion with these trailers.
The committee came to the conclusion
that trailers which were over-width,
under-braked or unbraked, or did not
have proper brakes or taH lights, were
a source of hazard and that some regulations were necessary to control the
type of trailer. The committee came
to the conclusion also that this could be
done only by requiring such trailers to
be registered so that they could be
inspected, checked and properly controlled. All AustraHan States except
Victoria require t:r.ailers, both private
and commercial, to be registered, and
to· comply with safety regulations. If
there is a registration and inspection of
motor cars, it is logical to apply the
same to traiilers.
The Hon. J.M. WALTON.-Why charge
such a large fee for registration?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! shall discuss the question of fees later. I do
not agree that tl:ie fee is unreasonable.
After all, the basic fee is only £1.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-It is a
recurring fee.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
The provisions in the principal Act
relating to commercial trailers have
been retained but the registration fees
have been increased. For commercial
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trailers fitted with pneumatic tires, the
fee has been -increased from £1 10s. to
£5 for vehicles weighing between 1 and
2 tons, and from £3 to £15 for vehicles
weighing more than 2 tons.
Some
criticism has been directed at the
amount of these increases. It should
be borne in mind that a vehicle of a
tare weight of 2 tons can carry 10 tons
of goods. That is a considerable commercial trailer. In every State of Australia, except South Australia, substantial fees are charged for commercial
trailers of the types I have mentioned.
Even with the fees .proposed under this
measure, the fees operating in Victoria
will be less than one-quarter of those
charged in New South Wales.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-lt will not
take us long to catch up.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-Victoria is
the most highly taxed State in the Commonwealth.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-! shall not
debate that question at the moment.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-The Minister of Immigration should not put in
that "sop" to the motorists, because
they are "socked" every time.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Large commercial trailers contribute their share
of damage to the roads and are in no
different category from the motor
vehicle. The carrying capacity of a
large trailer increases proportionately
to its size ·and so too does the damage
to the road increase.
I now pass to the subject of private
trailers.
A private trailer includes
every boat trailer and any caravan,
trailer or machine mounted on wheels
and constructed or adapted to be towed
behind a motor vehicle, which exceeds
4 cwt. in weight unladen, is greater than
the width of the towing vehicle, and is
more than 10 feet in length. It does
not include a machine constructed and
used exclusively as an agricultural implement. The fee for registration of a
private trailer will be £1 for a trailer
weighing up to 10 cwt. unladen and
£1 10s. for a trailer in excess of that
weight.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-! am now
charged 30s. for a trailer.
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-It must be
classed as a commercial trailer.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-No, it is
a private trailer.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The revenue
obtained ·fr.om these fees, as has been
common throughout, will be paid into
the Country Roads Board Fund. For the
first time provision is being made for
the Traffic Commission to get a proportion of the Country Roads Board fund
for certain :purposes connected with
road safety and road regulations. For
this purpose, it is proposed that an
appropriation shall be made of fourfifths of 1 per cent. of the annual receipts of the Country Roads Board Fund,
other than moneys received from the
Commonwealth Government and charges
made under the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act. This finance shall be used
for the establishment of school crossings, road safety, and the i!nstallation of
traffic signals.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-What is
the estimated amount to be received as
a result of this proposal over and above
the present income?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Allowing
.for the slight reduction made in another
place yesterday, the figure is approximately £96,000.
The Hon. W. R. GARRETT.-The Government ·would not know the numbers of
:private trailers and caravans. That
would be ha:cd to estimate.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-It is only
an estimate.
The Hon. W. R. GARRETT.-It is diffi.,
cult to estimate.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER-That is so.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Are not all
trailers and caravans registered at
present? They all have a number.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-Every car
that pulls a trailer is subject to an extra
fee.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so
-for insurance--and I believe it is
only 6s. 6d.
I hope honorable
members will accept my assurance
that at present no registration fee
is payable.
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The Hon. BUCKLEY M.ACHIN.-An
additional third-party insurance fee is
paid.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
At the present time, an amount of
£10,000 is paid from the Country Roads
Board Fund to the Traffic Commission
for work in connexion with traffic crossing and so on. The calculation of fourfifths of 1 per cent. would amount to
approximately £90,000, and therefore
the net gain to the Country Roads Board
Fund-if this legislation is passed-will
be approximately £6,000. To that ex..
tent the Country Roads Board Fund will
be better off. The Traffic Commission
will be considerably better off because
it will have an assured income, and as
traffic grows, so will the share of revenue
to the Traffic Commission grow. It will
have a fund from which it can safely
plan for our road safety requirements,
the effect of which must be to relieve
a number of municipalities of some burdens, and will also speed up the rate at
which traffic crossings and other types
of traffic control can be installed.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN .-Has the
Government considered adding £100 to
the purchase price of motor cars as a
contingency against the Government
wanting to take more from motorists in
the future, instead of " picking " on
them all the time?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That has
not been considered. I pass now to the
question of registration of motor vehicles
owned by more than one person. Difficulties have been experienced relating to
motor cars owned by partnerships, which
have been registered in the name of the
first person who puts his name down,
and there have been cases where vehicles
have been registered in the names of businesses. This Bill proposes to simplify
that procedure by providing that where
a car is owned by more than one person
it shall be registered in the name of a
nominee, whichever person is designated.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-He is the
one to bear the responsibility?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-In the case
of a company owning three or four cars,
they could be registered in three or four
different names?
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That could
be the position. There is a small increase proposed in the fee payable for
number plates, from 5s. to 10s.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-The
Minister of Immigration regards an increase of 100 per cent. as a small one.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The present
fee was fixed many years ago. It does
not cover the cost of administration at
the moment. Clause 9 amends section
28 of the principal Act and has the
effect of increasing the penalty for
driving a motor car after the cancellation or suspension of a licence. I am
sure that honorable members generally
will be in favour of that.
One of the most remarkable features
of the road " blitzes " conducted by the
police has been the number of unregistered vehicles detected on the roads.
Under this Bill the maximum penalty for
driving an unregistered vehicle will be
a fine of £50 or imprisonment for three
months.
Section 25 of the principal Act empowers the Chief Commissioner of Police
to refuse to issue a licence to any
person to drive a motor vehicle or to
cancel or suspend a driver's licence for
any of the reasons stated in that section.
Section 25A empowers the Chief Commissioner to require the holder of any
driver's licence to submit himself for a
test of his qualifications to drive a
motor vehicle. If the holder of the
licence refuses or fails to undertake that
test or if the Commissioner is satisfied
that the holder does not still possess
the qualifications necessary to drive a
motor vehicle, the Commissioner may
cancel the licence. At the moment the
applicant has a right of appeal to a
court of petty sessions against the
decision, and the decision of the court
of petty sessions is final. Under the Bill
it is proposed to allow a further appeal
if the person concerned so desires.
Clause 10 of the Bill amends all the
sections in division 2 of Part IV. of the
Act which relate to the maximum size
and' weight of vehicles in order to make
them applicable to by-pass roads.
Clause 11 amends section 35 of the principal Act and relates to the definition of
''greater metropolitan municipalities."
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Originally the City of Ringwood and the
Shire of Croydon were not included in
that catagory.
They will now be
included.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-When
the next Bill for electoral redivision
is brought in, will the Minister consider
those areas to be in the metropolis?
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1931. Provided that such vehicles are
equipped with lights in accordance with
the regulations, vintage cars may be
driven on the roads between sunset and
sunrise in connexion with official rallies,
a privilege which is not extended to
veteran cars.
Under the present law, there is no
provision for days of grace in which a
driving licence may be renewed.
At
present if a person's licence lapses he
has to undergo another test before he
can obtain a new licence. The Bill provides that a licence may be renewed
within two months of the expiry date of
the old licence. If it is not renewed
within that time, the applicant must
apply for a new licence. If the application and fee are received within seven
days of the expiry date, the renewal is
deemed to come into force immediately
after the old licence ceased to be in
force. If not, then the holder is deemed
to be an unlicensed driver from the
date of the expiry of the old licence
until the actual date of renewal.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-If a person
loses his licence because he does not
pay the fee within the two months, will
he then have to obtain a probationary
licence?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-No. The
Bill contains a large number of amendments, and I commend it ;to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G~
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned until the next day
of meeting.

The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-1 am sure
the Commissioners will.
Clause 12
amends section 90 of the principal Act,
and will enable a member of the Police
Force or an officer of the Transport
Regulation Board or Country Roads
Board, notwithstanding that he is not
the informant, to conduct a prosecution.
At the moment only the informant can
do so, and that leads to difficulties when
he has also to give evidence. It is a
common procedure for a person other
than the informant to conduct proceedings, and this amendment makes
that procedure possible under the Motor
Car Act.
The Bill contains a number of other
small amendments which can be better
dealt with during the Committee stage.
However, I wish to refer to the amendment relating to outsize vehicles. The
Motor Car Act already provides for the
registration of certain motor vehicles at
a fiat rate of £10 per annum. These prov1s1ons do not extend to outsize dump
trucks used in construction works,
which, by virtue of their weight and
size, cannot operate on the highways.
The Country Roads Board will issue
permits for these vehicles to travel from
site to site or to workshops for repair
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
or overhaul, provided that they travel
(DECENTRALISED INDUSTRIES)
empty and under certain rigid condiBILL.
tions. It is cons·~dered reasonable to
bring these vehicles within the basic
The Hon. R. W. MACK (Minister of
registration fee of £10 subject to the Health) .-I move-condition that they shall not be used on
That this Bill be now read a second time.
any highway for the purpose of carryThe
Bill contains a short amendment to
ing passengers or goods of any kind.
the Local Government Act to permit
Provision is made for this ·in clause 13.
councils to make reductions in rates
For the first time provision is being under certain conditions to decentramade in our law regarding vintage lized industries. The measure is selfcars. There is already a provision re- explanatory. It passes to municipalities
lating to veteran cars. Vintage cars the authority to enter into agreements
are not as old at veteran cars. A vintage under which decentralized industries
car is one manufactured between 31st may obtain concessions of rates. First,
December, 1916, and the 1st January, these concessions may be obtained only
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by industries that are situated 25 miles
or more from the General Post Office,
Melbourne. Secondly, those industries
must, in the opinion of the council, make
a contribution to decentralized industry
in the area, and encourage the decentralization of industry throughout Victoria. Thirdly, the agreements purported to be made between the councils
and the industries concerned have to be
approved by the Governor in Council.
The reason for that requirement is to
ensure that the Governor in Council is
aware of what is happening.
I wish now to refer to the fourth progress report of the Distribution of Population Committee. Both Mr. Smith and
Mr. May will recall that early in its
history that committee heard evidence
from municipalities to the effect that
if an industry wanted to go to a country
town the municipality was debarred,
under the Local Government Act, from
granting it concessions, despite the fact
that it could obtain concessions from the
Government.
The municipalities explained that the concessions they might
be prepared to make would be concessions in name only. They would be concessions in money to the industries concerned but the influx of additional
workers in the industry and the extra
houses built in the municipality would
in the long run mean that the municipality would not lose anything like the
amount of .the concessions it would be
giving to the industry. The relevant
part of the fourth progress report of the
committee statesThe Local Government Act restricts the
assistance which municipalities can give to
industries by way of concessions. The committee recommends that municipalities outside the metropolitan area be given the
power to grant concessions to industry.
The indications are that many country
municipalities would grant concessions to
attract industry if the Local Government
Act permitted them to do so, and it is
likely that the revenue of those municipalities in which new industries were established would increase and in many cases
very largely compensate for the cost of the
concessions.

The introduction of this Bill has been
brought about by two factors. It could
well be asked why the Bill was not introduced shortly after the tabling of the
fourth progress report of the committee.

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It came
in handy.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-1 will show
that shortly. First, the Government
wanted to get the final report of the
committee. As honorable members are
aware, that final report was tabled in
this Chamber on Tuesday of this week
-after this Bill was drafted. The second
factor is that I have recently introduced
another Bill dealing with the establishment of a decentralized industry at
Westernport Bay.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-A rather
struggling industry!
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-lt will
really need assistance.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-At no time
have I used the word " struggling."
That industry will be situated more
than 25 miles from the General Post
Office, Melbourne and will make a contribution to decentralized industry in
Victoria. The present Governmentand not only the Bolte Government, but
its predecessoTs--has done its best to
get industry into the country by offering
all sorts of concessions. However, the
degree of success achieved has not been
as great as was expected.
Despite
all the concessions which the Government has offered, it has been impossible
to prevail upon municipalities to make
concessions. I was amazed, when I recently visited a decentralized industry,
to discover, in answer to a question
which I asked, that the industry was
being rated on a net annual value basis.
One can readily imagine the amount of
money paid in rates hy a big industry
on a net annual value basis, because of
the buildings and so forth that would
be erected on the .property.
The Hon. V. 0. D1cKIE.-Machinery is
the biggest ingredient.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-That may be
so. Nevertheless, decentralized industries are confronted with a problem of
considerable magnitude in respect of the
payment of large sums of money in
municipal rates year after year.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-That
problem would apply with respect to
any industry anywhere.
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The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! agree.
Nevertheless, it does not help the situation.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
disability to which you refer applies
within the 25-mile radius as well.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-The honorable member has missed the pUTport
of the measure, or perhaps he is only
making out that he has missed it. The
Bill applies only to an industry which
is established outside a 25-mile radius
from the General Post Office, Me}bourne,
and it must be an industry which will
assist decentralization. I refer back to
the fourth progress Teport of the Distribution of Population Committee in
which it was stated that the committee
was satisfied that the establishment of
secondary industries in the country was
essential to the maintenance of a reasonable proportion of the population in
country districts. Accordingly, I believe Parliament will approve of any
move which the Government makes in an
effort to assist the establishment and
maintenance of industry in the country.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Wil1
the measure apply to Frankston and
Fern Tree Gully?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Mr. Merrifield knows the extent to which the Bill
will apply. I have stated repeatedly
that the Bill applies to industries established outside a 25-mile radius of the
General Post Office, Melbourne.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Will this
principle apply to other facilities such
as water trusts, sewerage trusts and the
State Electricity Commission?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! do not
think it is desired that this principle
should apply to those bodies. The concessions which already are granted by
country sewerage authorities are fairly
substantial. This measure does not
interfere in any way with the subjectmatters that the honorable member has
raised, and he is well aware of that fact.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-! asked
whether the same principle could be extended to those authorities, because, if
rates are one thing, so are water rates.
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The Hon. R. W. MACK.-This measure effects an amendment to the Local
Government Act under which a concession in rates may be made to a secondary
industry established in a country area
if the municipal council concerned enters
into an agreement to make a contribution to decentralization and if the Governor in Council approves.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You do
not agree that it should be extended?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-! am neither
agreeing nor disagreeing. I am merely
explaining the Bill, and that is all I intend to do at this stage. Another thing
I wish to say is that the Shire of
Hastings, which is interested in the
development of the industry at Crib
Point to which I previously referred, desires to make a contribution towards the
development of that industry. That
aspect gives the matter some degree of
urgency. But, instead of introducing a
measure to deal with that particular ·
municipality and that particular industry, the Government has introduced
a Bill to deal with every municipality
and every industry outside a 25-mile
radius of the General Post Office, Melbourne. The step was, I believe, recommended by the Distribution of Population
Committee and it will, in my view, assist
in the establishment of secondary industries in country districts. Accordingly,
I commend the measure to the House.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Will
the Government mark out a 25-mile
radius, so that an industry will know on
which side of the line it should become
established?
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-The industries concerned will ascertain that information for themselves.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-In other
words, they will subsidize their own industries.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Mr. Tripovich may vote against the Bill if he so
desires. The matter is in his hands.
On the motion of the Hon. SAMUEL
MERRIFIELD (Doutta Galla Province),
the debate was adjourned until the next
day of meeting.
The House adjourned at 4.38 p.m. until

Tuesday, May 21.
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mrgi.alatiut .A.a.atmbly.
Thursday, May 16, 1963.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Rafferty)
took the chair at 11.12 a.m., and read
the prayer.
VERMIN AND NOXIOUS WEEDS
DESTRUCTION BOARD.
POISON 1080.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Acting Minister
of Lands1. What is the most satisfactory bait for
the use with the poison 1080 in the eradication of rabbits and what degree of success thereby has been achieved in various
parts of the State?
2. Whether scientific officers of the Lands
Department have investigated the recent
loss of hundreds of other animals and birds
in the Hattah Lakes area since poison 1080
was spread there on carrot baits to kill
rabbits; if so, with what results?
3. Whether poisoned carrot baits are
revived by rain, even after the " safe "
period for the return of livestock to pastures has been reached; if so, whether this
has been the cause of losses of livestock
and wildlife which have occurred in various
.parts of the State, and to what degree this
had occurred?
4. Whether research has been conducted
to discover an alternative bait which, while
effective for the eradication of rabbits,
would provide greater safety for livestock
and wildlife; if so, what results have been
achieved?

Mr. PETTY (Acting Minister
Lands).-The answers are-

of

1. It has been proved beyond all reasonable doubt that carrot bait impregnated
with 1080 poison is the most effective
method of rabbit destruction. Excellent
results have been obtained in all parts
of the State under various conditions.
2. Two scientific officers, Mr. G. W.
Douglas, deputy chairman, and Mr. B.
Woodfield, senior research officer of the
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board, commenced investigations at Mildura on Tuesday, 14th May. The results
of the investigations are not yet to hand.
3. Yes.
Carrot bait will become dehydrated under dry conditions, and will
freshen up after heavy rain. This has
been a contributing factor in losses of livestock, brought about by the failure of
some landholders to observe ;the recom-
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mendations of the Department to keep
stock out of poisoned areas. In some
cases this is due to their inability to dose
paddocks up for a given time because of
fodder and water shortages.
Stock losses have been reported from
all parts of the State, the heaviest losses
having been suffered by landholders who
adopted the aerial baiting method.
It has not been definitely established
that heavy losses of wildlife have resulted
from the use of carrot bait.
4. Officers of my Department have been
directed to carry out research on· alternative baits for use in rabbit control. This
is to be carried out in selected areas
throughout the State and results will be
available to landholders immediately they
are to hand.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BOARD.
PROPERTY

IN

NICHOLSON-STREET,
BRUNSWICK.

EAST

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Minister of Transport1. What is the area of the land owned
by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board in Nicholson-street at present
being levelled prior to being made available
on lease?
2. What is the present market value of
the land and when it was last valued?
3. What are the terms of the proposed
lease, giving-(a) the name of the lessee;
(b) the duration of the lease; (c) the rental
to be paid; and (d) any special. conditions?
4. Whether
the
Traffic
Commission
and/or the Fitzroy City Council have been
consulted in respect of-(a) traffic flow in
Nicholson-street; and (b) .permits to build
the proposed facilities?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answers are1. Approximately 16,000 square feet.
2. The land has not been valued for some
time as the Board has no intention of
selling the property.
3. (a) Mervyn McDonald Pollock; (b)
five years; (c) £3,380 per annum; (d) area
to be used as a taxi filling and service
station and f.or the parking of private
motor cars only. No petrol sales to be
made to the g-eneral public.
4. The Board understands that Pollock
has secured the approval of the Fitzroy
council to the use of the land for the purposes outlined above.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works has issued permit No. 31201, dated
30th April, 1963, for the land to be used
for these pul'lposes.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
PROPOSED PRIMARY SCHOOL AT KARINGAL,
FRANKSTON.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) asked
the Minister of EducationWhat progress has been made in the
planning of a State primary school at
Karingal, Frankston, .and when this school
is expected to be constructed?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-The answer isA site has been acquired and an eight
class-room building is included on our
building programme.
I am unable to say at present when the
school will 'be constructed.

PROFESSIONAL BOXING.
IN JURIES TO VICTORIAN BOXER:
SUGGESTED INQUIRY.

Mr. HOLDING (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Acting
Chief Secretary1. Whether he is aware that recently a
young Victorian professional boxer engaged
in a prize fight in wh.Jich he received head
injuries which may result in permanent
brain damage?
2. Whether he will give consideraition to
the setting-up of an independent inqudry
into all aspects of the professional boxing
industry and with particular reference to-(a) the control exercised over the boxing
industry by Stadiums Limited; (b) the
terms and conditions under which boxers
fight; (c) the medical examination of
boxers before and after a fight; and (d)
the compensation (if any) paiid to boxers
who are permanently injured?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answers supplied by the
Acting Chief Secretary are-1. It is presumed the honorable member
is alluding to a Victorian boxer who, it is
alle.ged, suffered head injlfil'!ies during a
boxing contest held not in °this State ibut dn
New South Wales.
2. The Government has no information
before it to justify the setting up of an
independent inquiry as sought by the
honorable member.

STATE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY COMMISSION.
FILE

re

PROPOSED SERVICE RESERVOIR
AT MOUNT ELIZA.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) asked the Minister of Water
Supply!! he wm lay on the table of lthe Library
all files relating to the proposal for the
construction of a service reservoir ·at Mount
Eliza?
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Mr.· MIBUS (Minister
Supply).-The answer is-

of

Water

Yes, the files will be laid on the table in
the Library, but in view of the fact that
the Government has ordered an inquiry
into this matter it must be understood
that the files will be held in the custody
of the Librarian. The :files will be delivered
by the Secretary of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to the Librarian
later to-day.
0

PROPOSED INQUIRY.

Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I should like to ask a
question without notice, which the
Premier has agreed to answer. It isIn view of allegations made yesteday regarding special efforts by Mr. R. M. Ansett
to influence the siting of a reservoir at Mt.
Eliza, is the Premier in a position to say
whether the independent inquiry referred
to will be open to the public?

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
-The answer is that an inquiry will be
held but the form of it will not be re.
solved until Cabinet meets on Monday.
SHIRE OF FLINDERS.
SEWERAGE SCHEME FOR DROMANAROSEBUD AREA.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) asked
the Minister of Water Supply1. When the sewerage scheme for the
Dromana-Rosebud area of the Flinders
shire first was proposed and whether it was
proposed by !the shire council?
2. How many objections to the scheme
have been received by him and/or the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission?
3. Whether the proposed scheme covers
any areas in th.e shire apart from Dromana
and Rosebud?
4. Whether a large diameter pipe will .be
laid to carry effluent from the Frankston
seweragie scheme to Cape Schanck; if so,
whe'ther a duplication of pipes could be
avoided by using the Frankston pipe-line
for effluent from the Flinders shire?
5. Whether the cost of the proposed
scheme will be met, apart from loan
moneys, only by ratepayers whose properties
are connected to the scheme?
6. What is the longest term ratepayers
will be given to pay connexion costs, and
what will be the interest rate and the terms
of I'lepayment?
7. Whether, in cases of illness or other
adverse circumstances arising out of financial •hardship, repayments will be suspended
without penalty; if so, for ·how long,
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8. Whether the local sewerage authority
will have pow,er to arrange a contributory
insurance scheme for .pensioners and others
on a low fixed. income to help meet installa·
tion and connexion costs?
9. Whether the Minister intends requesting the Flinders Shire Council to hold a poll
of ratepayers on the desirability of the con·
stitution of a sewerage authority?

. Mr. MIBUS (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are---

Water

1. The first proposal for a sewerage
scheme for the Dromana-Rosebud area of
the Flind,ers shire was submitted to the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
on 23rd April, 1952, by :the Flinders Shire
Council.
2. A total of 2,913 objections to ,the
scheme have been lodged in respect of
properties in Dromana, Rosebud, Rye,
Sorr.ento and Portsea. It ·has not yet been
possible to ascertain the number of these
objectors who would be liable to pay sewer·
age raites.
3. The ·proposal submitted covers only
the Dromana and Rosebud township areas,
but the proposed sewerage works would ibe
capable of future extension to serve the
adjacent areas of Rye, Sorr.ento and Port·
sea.
4. No. It is proposed to deal with sew•
age from the Frankston and Chelsea sewerage schemes at a single sewage treatment
plant and disposal area.
5. The capital cost of the proposed sewerage works would be met from loan funds.
The annual costs, including all operating
expenses, would be met by rating on
properties, within the proposed sewerage
district, Wlith the assi·stance of a Government subsidy for interest charges in excess
of 3 per cent. per annum. The sewerage
rate is levied on propertiies for which
sewers haVie been provided, but a sewerage
authority also has power to levy a
" special" rate not exceeding 2s. in :the £
of net annual value (or 4d. in the £ of
unimproved capital value) on all other
properties within the sewerage districts.
6. The owners of properties to be connected to the sewers are responsible for the
full cost of these ·connexions. An owner,
however, may require the authority to
finance this work, and the longest term for
repayment which may be allowed by the
aut•hority is twenty years. The authority is
permitted to charge the owner a rate of
interest not more than 1 per cent. per
annum higher than the rate of interest
actually paid iby the authority itself on the
moneys borrowed for this purpose. Repaymenit is made by equal quarterly instalments of 1principal plus interest on the outstanding amount, and the owner has the
right to repay the outstanding balance at
any time.
7. There is no provision in the Act for
suspension of repayments. In the event of
instalments of principal or interest falling

Deputy Speaker.

in arrears these become a charge on the
property. The question as to when steps
should be taken to recover the amounts due
is one for the sew.erage authority.
8. No.
9. A decision on this question will be
made after the statutory period for the
lodgment of objections expires on the 19th
May, 1963. I have assured the objectors
that, in the event of a substantial number
of objections being received, I will request
the shire council to hold a poll of prospective ratepayers on the question.

DEPUTY SPEAKER.
TEMPORARY RELIEF.

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I move-That during the absence of Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Deputy Sp,eaker be authorized to call
upon any of the Temporary Chairmen of
Committees to relieve him temporarily in
the chair.

The motion was agreed to.

ms

EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

The DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty).-! have to inform honorable
members that His Excellency the
Governor will be pleased to receive the
Address of Welcome agreed to by this
House on 9th instant at the Executive
Council Chamber, Old Treasury Building, on Tuesday next at 2.30 p.m. Mr.
Speaker will be honoured if as many
honorable members of the Assembly as
possible can accompany him to the
Executive Council Chamber on that
occasion.
WESTERNPORT (OIL REFINERY)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) -0n the motion of Mr.
Bolte (Premier and Treasurer) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition).-This is a Bill to ratify,
validate, approve and otherwise give
effect to an agreement between the Premier for and on behalf of the State of
Victoria and BP Refinery (Westernport)
Proprietary Limited with respect to the
establishment at Crib Point of a refinery,
to authorize the construction of port
facilities at Crib Point, to authorize and
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make provision with respect to the construction of certain pipe-lines from Crib
Point and for other purposes. Naturally, Opposition members welcome the
decisions by BP Australia Limited to
establish its refinery in Victoria. The
company is one of the biggest and most
powerful and complex oil and associated
companies in the world. It has decided,
very wisely from its point of view, to
select Westernport Bay as the site for
its refinery.
In his second-reading speech, the
Premier said that this was yet another
example of practical and logical decentralization. Naturally, ! cross swords
with the honorable gentleman on that
statement. It is probably most practical
and logical for the company to establish
its refinery at Crib Point, but to describe
it as decentralization is completely
wrong. I have no quarrel with the
company in its decision to establish the
refinery, but if it had decided to establish it at Portland, the Premier would
have been entitled to claim that the
policy of decentralization had been
given effect to. As a matter of fact,
this is the reverse of decentralization.
The refinery will be established on what
is now the fringe of the metropolitan
area and it will contribute to the further
sprawl of the metropolis into Gippsland.
It is really diametrically opposite to
decentralization.
1

The company wisely decided not to
build its refinery in the Port Phillip Bay
area because, as was indicated by the
Premier, the super-tankers now in use
will be more conveniently accommodated
in the deep water and in the sheltered
conditions available at Westernport Bay.
My only regret is that the site is not
situated farther from Melbourne, so that
it would not contribute to the further
congestion of the industrial and population· development in our huge metropolitan area.
Naturally, Opposition members have
not had time to study the Bill thoroughly. One can imagine all the months
that have been spent by the legal experts
of the company and of the Government
in drawing the agreement which is the
schedule to the Bill-it occupies seven
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pages of small print-so we do not pretend to have been able, in the short
time available to us, to examine it properly, to inspect the site and to check
the agreement. Judging from the terms
which this Government has in the past
accoroed to big companies coming from
overseas, such as Alcoa of Australia
Proprietary Limited which has established itself at Point Henry, I think we
can assume that the company has made
a good deal with the Government in this
agreement, for which, obviously, the
Opposition accepts no responsibility.
I trust that in the siting of the refinery
and the jetty full consideration has been
and will be gi"~en to the needs for planning to meet the furure requirements of
other industries which may establish in
the area. I trust also that the future
needs of the community in the area have
not been overlooked. Australia is a
wonderful country. We possess most
valuable assets, and the tempo of our
national development makes this country
most attractive to big overseas companies
which realize the great potential of
Australia. We are pleased that the
refinery is to be established in Victoria,
but by the same token this State has
fundamental rights in the matter and
those rights should be fully protected.
I have no reason to believe otherwise,
and the Opposition hopes that time will
prove, as the agreement is implemented,
that the interests of the Victorian community have been adequately protected.
We wish the company every success in
its venture at Westernport Bay.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-This is one Bill about which
the newspapers will not be able to say
there is not complete agreement among
the three parties. All parties welcome
the proposal for this "Bob Dyer Show"
to establish a refinery at Crib Point. It
means that more and more work will be
available for Victorians and more progress will be made. Our economy will
expand also. I think the Government
has made a good deal in its arrangement
with this company, despite the fact that
the Government will have to spend
£3,500,000 over three years.
The
Government has spent a great deal of
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money in other parts of the State, but
I am sure the return on this occasion
will be commensurate with the outlay.
Those of us who know the location
realize that BP Australia Limited
-for many years it was the Commonwealth Oil Refineries-has selected
a wonderful site. However, I wish to
issue a warning to the Premier in particular arid to Cabinet. This development cannot be allowed t·o grow up just
like Topsy. When the £400,000,000 project in the Latrobe Valley has commenced
-a powerhouse costing £128,000,000 is
being erected in the Hazelwood area-it
was realized that it was not just a matter
of the money to be spent by the State
Electricity Commission, the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and other Government
bodies, but a combination of all types of
developmental expenditure. We are now
informed that the Housing Commission
intends to acquire 2,000 acres of land
in the Hazelwood area for the purpose
of providing housing for employees of
the State Electricity Commission and
others. If only four houses to the acre are
built, 8,000 homes will be provided with
at least an average of two persons living
in each. I realize that this development
will be spread over a number of years,
but eventually there will be at least
16,000 people living on this estate. At
the commencement of the Latrobe
Valley project, the Latrobe Valley
Development Advisory Committee was
set up so that planned development could
be carried out. I can speak from personal experience, because I was the coordinator of the Morwell project and
chairman of the advisory committee. I
know the work that was done and is
still being done by all parties concerned.
When the Labour party took over from
the Country party Government, it
carried on the good work, as did the
present Government when it took over
from Labour. It has pushed on ~ith
this development and made the project
really worth while.
Development such as that envisaged
at Crib Point must be co-ordinated by
some organization, and the Government
must come to the party. It cannot expect the Hastings Shire Council to pro ..
vide all the streets and roads that will
Sir Herbert Hyland
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be needed. That was not expected of
municipalities in the Latrobe Valley.
Other needs will be water supply, sewerage, electricity and hospital services. In
addition, Crown land in the area must
be properly handled. The services of the
Town and Country Planning Board,
as the expert in planning, should also be
availed of. I am not sure whether rail
services will be extended to the area or
not. But all ancillary services, apart
from the development of the harbor,
must be planned.
What is envisaged now is only the
commencement of what I believe will ;be
a huge scheme. When development commenced in the Latrobe Valley, it was
announced that a 24-inch water main
would be adequate. However, I declined
to accept that recommendation and said
that a main three times that capacity
would be needed. I also stated that in
the next decade it would be necessary
to dam the Tyers river. I was told that
that would not be needed in the foreseeable future. Within nine years, work
was undertaken, at a cost of £3,000,000,
and the Premier opened the project.
We must have vision in these things.
It is of no use adopting an attitude of

"sufficient unto the day." I consider that
the development at Crib Point is the next
logical big project following the Latrobe
Valley development. Other firms will not
allow the BP refinery to stand on its
own. I recall the occasion when this
House passed a Bill authorizing the sale
of 10 acres of land at Fishermen's Bend
to the Vacuum Oil Company Proprietary
Limited. People said that this company
would be mad to establish a plant there,
and eventually we were called upon to
pass a Bill cancelling the sale. Later
General Motors-Holden's took up the land
at Fishermen's Bend and to-day there is
vast development in that area. I do not
mean to imply that the project under
discussion will meet the same fate as
the Vacuum company's plans, :because
I am firmly of the opinion that the
development
at Crib
Point will
definitely go ahead.
I do not ask the Premier for a decision
now, but I urge him to give serious consideration to the setting-up of a planning
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advisory committee similar to that which
was established in. connexion with the
development of the Latrobe Valley. If
he wishes to do so, he can follow the
example of what was done in that
development and establish a committee
comprising the heads of the different
Government Departments and instrumentalities concerned. No money was
spent on the Latrobe Valley Development Advisory Committee. The chairman of the State Electricity Commission
and the head's of other Departments and
instrumentalities acted on the committee
in conjunction with their normal work.
It may be necessary for the proposed
committee to sit perhaps every three or
four weeks until the project is properly
under way, and they should act in close
consultation with the Hastings Shire
Council which must be in the picture.
The Country party will :.strongly support
any move made along the lines I have
suggested. I do not say this because I
have made the suggesti·on; I am only
outlining to the House what happened in
part of my electorate and .part of that of
the honorable member for Morwell.
The development -of the Latrobe Valley
has been and still is a huge success. All
Governments have supported it, and I
feel sure that when there is a change of
Government in the future-I would not
like to forecast when that will be, !but
Governments cannot go on indefinitely
and must be changed sooner or laterthe new Government will give the same
support. No funds were made available
for expenditure by the Latrobe Valley
Development Advisory Committee, but
the Government stated that a sum of
£1,000,000 would be available for expenditure on works recommended by
that :body. There was no provision in the
legislation even for travelling expenses
for members of the committee. Each
member of the committee, whether a
Minister, a member of Parliament or a
departmental officer, operated under his
ordinary conditions.
I do not suggest rt:hat as much as
£1,000,000 is needed for works to be
recommended by an advisory committee
at Crib Point, but action should be taken
along lines I have outlined. I shall give
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one instance of the need for an advisory
In the course of ithe
committee.
Latrobe Valley development, it was considered necessary to provide two bridges
over the railway line at Morwell. The
Railway Depa.Ttment maintained that
it could run trains efficiently without
putting in these :bridges ·and so did not
see any reason why it should provide
money for them. The State Electricity
Commission was not interested in spending money outside its own territory, and
the Country Roads Board stated that
the bridges were not needed in connexion with its project. However, the
bridges were necessary for the development of the area, and the Government
of the day came to the party and made
the money available for their construction.
Similar situations could arise in connexion with the development a:t Crib
Point, and they could be smoothed out
by an advisory committee. The Country
party has no axe to grind in this matter because the project will not be in
Country party territory. The area is
being industrialized, and it will be represented either by the LaboUT party or
the Liberal party.
Nevertheless, the
Country party is right behind the scheme
which will assist in the development of
our great State.
I suppose that to some degree the
project can be called decentralization because it is taking an industry away from
Port Phillip Bay, but it is not going to
the country proper simply because
tankers could not navigate the little
streams in those places. The Country
party wishes BP Refinery (Westernport)
Proprietary Limited good luck with its
project. It may he necessary in the
future to :bring down further legislation
to amend certain items, but I make a
plea that the Government will at all
times show vision in regard to this project. For example, a water supply that
will do for five or ten years will not be
good enough. One that will take care of
extensions in rt:he future as well as
present day needs is required. It will also
be necessary to provide playing fields
for the people who live in the area. It
has been stated that only 150 .people
will be employed at the refinery, but
they will need to be provided with sup-
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plies from butcher shops, grocer shops
and other commercial undertakings.
Consequently, more people will follow
the immediate development caused iby
the erection of the refinery. I commend
my suggestions to the Premier for his
consideration and assure him that we
will do all we can to assist him in this
great venture at Crib Point.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) .-I
agree with most of what the Leader of
the Country party has said. It pleases
me that he has obviously given a lot of
thought to what he has had to say, and
he deserves full credit for his contribution. It is understandable that with the
ratification of this agreement there will
he a strong move by the local people for
their own port authority. I acknowledge that this desire cannot be granted
overnight, but in the meantime I should
like to see the Government give serious
consideration to setting up immediately
a regional planning authority, which,
even if it did not have control of the
port would have responsibility and possess local knowledge which would be
valuable in setting up and taking care
of this ty.pe of development.
I have not spoken at length on decentralization and do not intend to do so.
But I was very surprised at the remarks
of the Leader of the Opposition, who
has studied decentralization over many
years. We must credit the honorable
member wi:th considerable knowledge
and sincerity in this regard. He stated
that this project was decentralization in
reverse. His remarks staggered me.
Mr. STONEHAM.-As against the project going to Portland, it is.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Would the Leader
of the Opposition like to see a deep sea
port developed at Mallacoota Inlet in
order that he could say that we have
some decentralization? He also stated
that the development would be only a
sprawl of the metropolitan area into
Gippsland. iit was very difficul!t to
understand the attitude of the Leader of
the Opposition on this Bill. The honorable member gave it nothing; he should
have given it a lot more and should
have been much more positive in his
remarks.
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As the local member, I am pleased to
be able to convey to the House the local
reaction to this wonderful news. Had
they literally struck oil down there, the
local reaction could not have been more
enthusiastic, as the local press showed
this week.
Both the Frankston
Standard and the Peninsula Post reported fully on the project. iln the
latter newspaper, the following headlines
appeared:-" Refinery is' Great News'"
and "Hastings Shire Jubilant." The
report saidThe whole of the Westernport Bay area
is still simmering with excitement following
last Thursday's announcement by BP
Australia Limited and the Premier, Mr.
Bolte, that the oil company would build a
£15,000,000 refinery at Golden Point, near
Crib Point and that work would begin in
about two months.
General opinion is that next best to discovering oil locally is to have a multimillion pound refinery built.
The project will .be easily the biggest in
Peninsula history, and certainly the most
important from the point of view of development.

The Frankston Standard made similar
statementsThe news last week that BP Australia
Limited intended to proceed immediately
with the establishment of a £15,000,000
oil refinery at Crib Point, is a triumph for
the Westernport Development Committee,
which comprises representatives of nine
Peninsula and surrounding shires, and particularly for its chairman, CounciHor Doug.
Thompson, whose faith in the peninsula and
his hard work on its behalf for several
years has been justified.

In his second-reading speech yesterday,
the Premier said that such a great development as this cannot be attributed
to any one cause, and I agree with the
honorable gentleman, but I should say
that probably the prime contributing
factor to this has been the work of the
Westernport Development Committee,
which was formed only a month after
the creation of the new Shire of Hast..
ings on the secession of that area from
the Frankston and Hastings Shire about
three years ago. A month after that
Councillor Doug. Thompson, who is the
first Hastings shire president and also
first president of the Westernport Development Committee, started working
for a deep sea port.
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My reaction all along-this was also
the view of other people, including the
Premier-was that first there is a need
to attract industry.
Obviously the
Government would not spend moneyand this Parliament would not approve
such action-on a port when there was
no industry in the district. The speed
with which the Government has moved
clearly shows that industry attracted
the port. Only two or three months ago,
Councillor Thompson wrote me a letter,
a few paragraphs of which I shall read
because they are relevant to the agreement that the House is now debating.
Councillor Thompson said, inter aliaThe excellence of Westernport harbor
and port sites should result in wharfage
rates, tonnage rates and pilotage charges
for the new port being lower than for
most Australian ports. The advantage3 and
effects of which are obvious.
Unless there is a determined plan of population, planning and distribution and dispersal of industry, within 35 years Melbourne will have sprawled over us with a
population of 5,000,000.
The expenditure of £5,000,000 on a new
port, and. a £40,000,000 regional plan of development for the hinterland during the
next ten years would result in Mel1bourne's
rate of growth being slowed down.

That is a fairly accurate assessment
from a man who has gone thoroughly
into this matter, and, who has done
practically nothing else for five yearsIndustry and population would be attracted to Gippsland by services provided at
lower cost, no congestion but properly
planned cities with rail links and freeways to the new port, which would be
modern, efficient and economic.

As the Leader of Country party pointed
out, this port will have a terrific impact on development in Gippsland. Mr.
Thompson continuedIf the Government of Victoria gave a
lead with a definite policy and a practical
plan to provide services and the conditions
it would not be necessary for any compulsion to be used to shift industry and
population into Gippsland. If the Government will provide the services and create
the conditions, private enterprise will do
the rest.

All these points, covering freeways and
spurlines to connect the present line with
the South Gippsland line, these links
between the port and the Latrobe Valley
and Dandenong, must be given close
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consideration by a planning authority.
The local people who have worked to
this end for years must be given adequate and competent representation on
such an authority. During the next few
months, the Government must give consideration to the formation of a regional
planning committee.
Members of the State Development
Committee will remember visiting this
area twelve months ago and taking
evidence there. In his evidence, Councillor Thompson said that he knew the
Crib Point site had interested several
large industries in the past. He also
said that he knew it was the lack of a
sufficient supply of water which had
caused BP Australia Limited to turn
down the site in 1951. I am glad that
British Petroleum has been shown that
there is sufficient water available in the
area and has decided to go there ten
or eleven years ~ater.
Councillor
Thompson pointed out to the State
Development Committee that main·
tenance dredging will cost the Melbourne Harbor Trust between £600,000
and £700,000 a year. As Councillor
Thompson and the Premier said, very
little, if any, dredging maintenance will
be required in Westernport Bay.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-There will be
a lot in the future when this is extended.
Mr. DUNSTAN. - I am not an
authority on the subject. ·I am merely
quoting evidence that was given to the
State Development Committee. Council·
lor O'SuHivan, who gave evidence at
the same inquiry on the same day, saidThere ·are good prospects for the establishment of heavy industries on the
Westernport side of the bay, particularly
oil, superphosphate, iron and steel and the
manufacturing industries associated therewith.

I support what has been said by the
Premier, the Leader of the Country
party and the Melbourne Herald last
week, as well as the focal press in the
area, that there are unlimited possibili·
ties and potentials aroused by this
proposal.
AH honorable members have received
a copy of a booklet which was produced
by the Westernport Development Com·
mittee. I believe some 10,000 copies of
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the booklet were printed, and the
following shires contributed to its cost:
-Berwick, Cranbourne, Dandenong,
Flinders~ Frankston, Hastings, Morning..
ton. PhiUip Island and Springvale. I
had the privilege of serving with
Councillor Doug. Thompson on the
Frankston and Hastings Shire when the
sum of £250 was allocated by it for the
conduct of an industrial survey of the
Hastings shire. If any honorable mem..
her is interested in this aspect, all the
facts are contained in a fact-finding
report which I have in my possession,
As the local Parliamentary represen..
tative, I was partly instrumental in the
allocation of funds for the survey.
On behalf of the people of the Penin..
sula, I wish to thank the Premier and
the Minister of Public Warks for the
part they have played in this matter.
The people of Hastings wm be
personally thanking the Premier at a
civic reception which will take place
when Parliament adjourns for the
winter recess. I wish to thank the
Leader of the Opposition for agreeing
to the very brief adjournment of the
debate on this Bill, which we first heard
about on Tuesday, and which the House
is now disposing of. I am sure the
Premier shares my views on th'is.
Finally, I join the Leader of t'he Country
party in wishing BP Australia Limited
good luck in establishing its new
refinery on the Peninsula. The company
will have not only the Hastings Shire
but also all the people of the Pen:insula
behind it in its project.
The motion was agreed to.
The BHI was ~ad a second time, and
committed, proforma.
Mr BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer)
presented a message from His Excellency
fue Governor recommending that an
appropriation ibe made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of
this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of tllis Bill.
Clauses 1 to 8 were agreed to.
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Clause 9 (Power of company to
acquire land).
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley)-If my
interpretation of this clause is correct,
it will confer upon the company in
question the powers of compulsory
acquisition over private Land.

Mr. BoLTE.-It relates only to easements.
Mr. MOSS.-! should like some explanation concerning the extent of the
compulsory acquisition ipowers which
will be conferred upon this organization.
After all, this measure will have Statewide application.

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I am delighted to supply a little more
detailed information concerning this
matter than I did during my secondreading speech. Certainly, the Bill will
conifer upon BP Refinery (Westernport)
Proprietary Limited powers for the
compulsory acquisition of land, \but the
relevant provision states clearly that
this power shall relate only to ease- . .
ments.
Furthermore, I remind the
honorable member for Murray Valley
that the route of any ·pipe-line would
be subject to the approval of the
Governor in Council, which is virtually
the Government, through the Ports and
Harbors Branch of the Public Works
Department. There is nothing new in
this tyipe of provision.. Possibly 70 or
80 years ago, Parliament 1passed similar
legislation in relation to gas pipe-lines,
which were tllen controlled by private
companies.
Mr. LoVEGROVE.-Similar powers have
been conferred upon the Railway
Department.

Mr. BOLTE.-That is so.
It is
possible, although I cannot guarantee it
at this stage, that the Gas and Fuel
Corporation wi.U set up an establishment
at Crib Point. The Corporation already
possesses powers of compulsory acquisition in connexion with its pipe-lines.
If the Cor.poration acts as I anticipate,
its fuel-lines could be situated adjacent
to those of the British Petroleum
organization. A further safeguard is
the fact that the Governor in Council
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is answerable to Parliament. It is much
easier for a private enterprise company
to come to an agreement with individual
landowners concerning compensation
than for the matter to be handled by a
Government Department, which must
observe inflexible rules.

Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-A Govern ..
ment Department cannot compromise to
the same extent.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is so. I assure
honorable members that the proposed
method is the most satisfactory way oif
authorizing the company to acquire the
necessary eas·ements. I hope I have
explained the position satisfactorily ta
the honorable member for Murray
Valley.
Mr. Moss.-! thank the Premier for
his remarks.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a third time.

On beha.l!f of the Government, and also
of the company to which this measure
relates, I should like to thank honorable
members for their co-operation in
affording the Bill a sipeedy :passage. In
order that honorable members may
appreciate the need for dealing with the
measure expeditiously, I point out that,
as early as next week, the first stage
of this development will be commenced.
It would have been unreasonable to
expect the company to eJOI>end money
before the requisite Parliamentary
approval for the construction of port
facilities at Cri'b Point had !been
obtained.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-Again, I should J.ike to raise
the question of the desirability of
setting up some authority to control the
activities associated with the establishment of the new refinery at Crib Point.
Although I raised the matter during the
second-reading debate, the Premier has
said nothing about it.
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Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I am sorry that I overlooked the
matter which was raised by the honorable member for Gippsland South. I
shall give it consideration.
The motion :was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
RURAL FINANCE AND
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION BILL.
The message from the Council relating to the amendment in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
-The Council's amendment to this Bill
was purely a draifting amendment.
Sub-section ( 12) of proposed new section 29 of the Ru:ml. Finance and Settlement Commission Act, as contained in
clause 2, ·providesAny amount so certified to be surplus to
the requirements of the Fund shall be paid
into the Rural Finance and Settlement
Fund.

Inadvertently, the word "Insurance"
was omitted from this sub-section. In
another place, the error was rectified
so that the sub-section now readsAny amount so certified to be surplus to
the requirements of the Insurance Fund
shall he paJi.d into the Fund.

I move-That the amendmeJllt be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
GRAIN ELEVATORS (BORDER
WHEAT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 15)
on the motion of Mr. Mibus (Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.

Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition).-The purpose of this Bill,
as set forth ·in clause 2, is to enable the
Grain Elevators Board to enter into
agreements with any wheat grower
with respect to the reception into its
elevators of wheat produced by him on
land in the State of New South Wales
within 10 miles of the Board's elevator
at Cobram or within 15 miles of any
of the Board's elevators at Echuca,
Piangil, Nyah West or Swan Hill or, if
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in any particular case the Minister
approves, within 20 miles of the
Board's elevator at Swan Hill.
The Board has, of course, been receiving wheat from these areas in the
past, and to enable it to exercise the
same power in regulating the receival
of wheat from New South Wales as
would apply with respect to the receival
of wheat from Victorian growers, the
Board is being empowered to make the
necessary individual agreements with
growers in New South Wales. The Bill
provides that each grower in New South
Wales who makes an agreement with
the Victorian Grain Elevators Board,
shall deposit an amount of £25 for each
1,000 acres, or part of 1,000 acres of
land, to which the agreement relates,
and that, in the event of any breach of
the agreement, the Board shall have the
right virtually to fine the grower that
sum or any smaller sum.
In other words, the Board will be
vested with a power that is usually
exercised by properly constituted courts
of law, and, in accepting this proposal,
we must at the same time express con·
fi:dence in the integrity and fairness of
the Board in the application of this
provision. I appreciate that the measure
is necessary to overcome difficulties
that must necessarily arise because of
interstate boundaries, and, in my
opinion, the provision to which I have
referred is a commonsense one.
I
trust that the Board will exercise the
power which it is proposed to confer
upon it with due discretion and with
absolute fairness.
Mr. STIRLING (Swan Hill)-The
Country party is in agreement with this
Bill. In the past, growers of wheat outside Victoria, just across the River
Murray have encountered certain difficulties in using satisfactorily the bulk
handling facilities that are available
in Victoria. It is, of course, desirable to overcome that difficulty, and so
the Government has introduced this
measure which has that end in view.
Those New South Wales growers have
had to bag their wheat when the bulk
handling facilities could not be used. It
is a costly procedure to install machinery
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for the making of bulk deliveries of
wheat, and it is frustrating, if one has
installed the equipment, to find that the
wheat cannot be bulk handled after all.
One of the proposals contained in the
Bill is that wheat produced in New
South Wales within 15 miles of the
Board's silos at Echuca, Piangil, Nyah
West and Swan Hill can be delivered to
those silos. It must be realized, of
course, that for a distance of 5 miles on
the New South Wales side of the Mucray
in this region much of the land is under
irrigation and not a great deal of wheat
is grown, but a lot is grown farther out.
Consequently, provision is made in the
Bill for the Minister to approve, in
special cases, of the delivery of wheat
into the Swan Hill silo from a distance
of 20 miles. I am sure that the growers
concerned will appreciate that concession.
It is most unsatisfactory to have
one set of conditions applying in
Victoria and another set of conditions
applying in New South Wales. I do not
know ·Whether it is possible for this
,Parliament, or the Parliament of another State, to overcome such difficulties,
but if action along these lines could be
taken, it would be in the best interests
of the Commonwealth of Australia.
Some of the growers who will be
affected by this measure will not
necessarliy be interstate folk. Some of
them could be citizens of the State of
Victoria. When growers in a defined
area are obliged to send their produce
to a particular silo and they fail to do
so, they may be fined a certain amount
of money. Although this is satisfactory
in Victoria, the interstate set-up poses
a problem.
Mr. Mmus.-Do you get any votes
from across the River Murray?
Mr. STIRLING.-! am discussing the
subject of wheat growers across the
river in New South Wales whom we are
trying to assist, but not all of those
growers are citizens of New South
Wales; some of them live in the State
of Victoria. My contention is that this
matter should be considered not on a
State basis but on a Commonwealth
basis.
Above all, our party supports
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this measure, which will, I believe, benefit many people who are growing wheat,
and, after all, wheat growing is a
great industry so far as both the State
of Victoria and the Commonwealth of
Australia are concerned.

Mr. GAINEY (Elsternwick).-The
question arises whether there is perhaps a one-way traffic in this matter.
What will happen under the new set-up
if the growers produce more wheat than
the silos are capable of storing? No
provision seems to have been made in
the Bill to meet this problem, which
has been a grave one in the past.
Mr. MOSS (M:urray Valley).-! did
not rise to answer the question posed by
the honorable member for Elsternwick.
That matter would take a long time to
explain under the terms of this Bill,
but, as the honorable member for
Swan Hill has stated, the Country
party supports the measure and
I wish to express my personal
appreciation
of
the
consideration
which the Government has given to the
matter of catering for wheat growers
who live in the vicinity of silos but who
.are located across the River Murray in
New South Wales. The wheat growers
association has always felt that there
is an obligation upon the Victorian Grain
Elevators Board to accept, as far as possible, wheat produced by New South
Wales growers in the Murray Valley
area. Furthermore, apart from the question of economics and convenience, it is
desirable that such wheat should be
received into Victorian controlled silos.
Mr. Mmus.-It means extra trade for
Victoria.

Mr. MOSS.-That is true. There are
two aspects of the situation.
The
Riverina wheat grower in the vicinity
of Cobram either carts his produce to
Cobram-as he will do under this measure, if he is within 10 miles of that
town-or to Berrigan. The freight rate
on wheat from Berrigan to Sydney is
about twice the freight rate from Cobram to Melbourne or Geelong. Consequently, there is an economic as~ect.
Some of these people are most anx10us
to use the Victorian system so that they
may handle their wheat in bulk.
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Another aspect is that of expedition in
handling the wheat. The Minister of
Water Supply is aware, as is also the
Leader of the Opposition, that New
South Wales is a big State in which
wheat is grown over a large area. The
method ad.opted in New South Wales is
to cart wheat to the local silo and, when
that is full, it is transported in bulk to
the Junee terminal. That is a very good
and efficient procedure--until the Junee
terminal fills up. When that occurs,
wheat must be taken from the local
stations and carted direct to Sydney.
Growers in the Riverina say that once
a truck leaves on a journey to Sydney,
they are unlikely to see it again for
several weeks. Consequently, they are
confronted with a physical problem.
Under this measure, it will become
possible to assist wheat growers irrespective of whether they reside in Victoria or in New South Wales.
The honorable member for Elsternwick referred to the matter of Victorian
silos filling up. The present legislation
provides that a percentage of wheat produced by Victorian wheat growers shall
be taken by the Victorian Grain Elevators Board. By the same token, it is
:fair for the Board to tell the Riverina
wheat growers that it will take a per~
centage of their wheat. Conversely, it
is necessary to have from the wheat
growers across the River Murray a
guarantee that they will indeed supply
the quantity of wheat desired under the
agreement, and the only way we can get
some sort of guarantee in that regard is
to extract a deposit from them. That
amounts to a deposit in good faith, and
I am sure the wheat growers concerned
will honour their obligations.
In clause 2 there is a differential as
regards distances, inasmuch as New
South Wales wheat may be accepted
from within 10 miles of the Board's elevator at Cobram, but within 15 miles
of the Board's elevators at Echuca,
Piangil, Nyah West or Swan Hill. The
reason for that differential in distance is
that we do not want to upset the New
South Wales grain elevators authority,
whose nearest silo is at Berrigan, which
is 20 miles away.
Accordingly, it
is only reasonable to suggest that we
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should split the distance half-way and,
if the wheat is grown nearer to Cobram,
it will be transported to Cobram, whereas, if it is grown nearer to Berrigan, it
will be transported to Berrigan. In that
regard I believe we have a happy
arrangement with the New South Wales
authorities. There are no bulk handling
facilities supplied by the New South
Wales authorities across the river from
Echuca, Piangil, Nyah West and Swan
Hill. As a result of representations
made by the honorable member for Swan
Hill and members of ·another place representing this region to have the radius
extended, sub-section (1) of proposed
new section 22A of the principal Act includes a provision that the Grain Elevators Board may, in any particular case
approved by the Minister, enter into
agreements with wheat growers for the
storage at Swan Hill of wheat produced
on land in New South Wales within 20
miles of the Board's elevator at Swan
Hill.
The Bill assists in removing border
anomalies, of which there have been
a few. By enacting this Bill, Parliament will do something more for some
of the wheat growers of the Riverina.
Silos controlled by the Grain Eleva tors
Board have been established along Victorian railway lines that run into tha:t
part of New South Wales. These facts
constitute another reason why at least
portion of 1:he Riverina should be Victorian territory. However, I realize
that that is a little wide of the scope of
the Bill.
Mr. HOLLAND.-Are you trying to filch
some territory from New South Wales?
Mr. MOSS.-It is a pity that the
Murrumbidgee river instead of the River
Murray did not form the boundary between Victoria and New South Wales.
The Bill is another instance of consideration given by Victoria to its
neighbours.
Confusion may exist regarding bulk
handling generally and the fact that the
Australian Wheat Board operates some
bulk systems.
When the silos at
Katunga, Cobram, Numurkah, Berrigan,
Finley and elsewhere a:re filled, the Australian Wheat Board opens what may
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be called its overflow bulk storage at
Strathmerton, and wheat has been taken
there from many different localities. At
my suggestion, the Board has used a
couple of .the hangars at the Tocumwal
aerodrome for the storage of large quantities of wheat. Growers have carted
grain up to 60 or 70 miles to these
hangars, which are ideal for the purpose.
The wheat is tipped in and handled by
means of front-end loaders and augers.
These hangars could be used for years.
The Grain Elevators Board of Victoria
or the wheat-handling authorities in New
South Wales could control them. The
bulk storage system installed by the Australian Wheat Board at Strathmerton
should be controlled by the Grain Eleva:tors Board to obviate overlapping of
control.
The Grain Elevators Board is an
efficient handling authority which provides a wonderful service to the wheat
growers. I hasten to point out that the
growers have paid for i:t--every penny
of it-but it must be acknowledged that
this authority operates a great system
in Victoria. The little friction that
occurs from time to time at Strathmerton would disappear if that Board
had control there. Representations on
this matter could ibe made to the Australian Agricultural Council. Other installations might be used as bulk handling centres. The large hangars at the
Tocumwal aerodrome are better than
some of the big bulk storages I have
seen in other .parts of Australia.
Mr. Mmus.-I shall direct the atten-·
tion of the appropriate Minister to this
matter.
MT. MOSS.-! am glad to have the
assurance of the Minister of Water
Supply.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRIES)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 14}
on the motion of Mr. ·Porter (Minister
for Local Government) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
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Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition).-Members of the Opposition wholeheartedly support the purpose
of the Bill. We are in favour of the
measure, which represents the adoption
of a recommendation by the Distribution
of Population Committee designed to
enable municipalities to give assistance
in the establishment of industries per
medium of rate concessions. However,
we are staggered at the statement made
by the Minister for Local Government
in explaining the Bill that its main pur_pose was to enable the Shi.re of Hastings
to come to an agreement with BP
Australia Limited so that that company
could receive concessions in rates.

The fourth progress report of the Distribution of Population Committee, referred to by the Minister, was .presented
in March, 1961, and ordinary Aus ..
tralian industrialists, who might want
.some assistance in the way of reduced
rates to establish undertakings in
country centres, received no sympathy
from the Government. No action along
these lines was taken until a huge multimillion~pound oil combine from overseas
came here and selected the best possible
spot in the State for the establishment
of an oil refinery. The site happens to
be close to Melbourne, and that was one
of the main reasons why it was selected.
Another important reason is that deep
water is available under sheltered conditions for the movement of the supertankers of the present and the future.
The company selected this site without
any decentralization motives.
Only
technically would this locality qualify
under the Bill. The Government has
the audacity to suggest that BP,
one of the most powerful groups
of companies in the world, should
receive a concession from the Shire of
Hastings. Such a thing was never intended by the Distribution of Population
Committee. Concessions were meant to
apply to cities such as Ballarat, Bendigo, Maryborough and Wangaratta
with the object of encouraging the
establishment of new industries. I presume that it was on the initiative of
the Shire of Hastings, in its natural

enthusiasm to have industries established within its borders, that this pro ..
ject was sponsored.
To be frank, I do not think a
company of the standing of BP does
itself justice in the eyes of the
public by accepting a concession of
this nature, and if I had any influence
with the Governor in Council I would
reject it. Everything must be paid for
by someone, and if the BP company
accepts a concession in rates in the Shire
of Hastings, the ordinary ratepayers in
that municipality will have to make
good the. deficiency. That is outrageous,
and I think most of the people of the
State will agree with me.
Members of the Opposition are in
favour of the Bill itself, which has been
belatedly produced, and hope it will contribute to the establishment of industries
in country locations.
The present
instance is a hideous distortion of the
purpose of the recommendations made
by the Distribution of Population Committee regarding the granting of concessions. Decentralization is not involved
in any way in this project. Moreover,
the financial standing of the firm is such
that no financial assistance is needed.
If this policy is applied, will the municipalities in the Geelong and Altona districts, where other refineries and associated industries have been established
by wealthy oil companies, be expected
to extend similar concessions? The
matter could be carried further. For
example, will the Shire of Berwick be
expected to provide rate concessions
simply because General Motors-Holden's
Limited has established a big plant, pro ..
viding much employment, within its
borders?
I pull no punches in this matter.
The .proposal is outrageous, and my
advice to the BP company is that it
should publicly disassociate itself from
the proposal. The company is in a most
embarrassing position when the fact is
presented to the public of Victoria that
a wealthy oil combine from overseas can
come here and accept a rate concession
by establishing an oil refinery at a location of its own choice. It is obviously
a perfect site for a refinery-one might
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say it is the No. 1 site in the State for
this purpose--and it is not out of any
consideration for decentralization of the
State's industries that the company has
chosen it. Consequently, we trust that
the Government will reverse its attitude
in relation to this particular concession.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla) .-Members of
the Country party agree with a good
deal of what the Leader of the Oppo-.
sition has said. It is appreciated that
the provisions of the Bill will allow
municipalities to grant certain conces..
sions. I should like to be informed
whether this provision relates merely
to shire and municipal rates or
whether it includes sewerage and water
charges. In his second-reading speech
the Minister mentioned certain steps
which have been taken by the Government over the past few years in an
endeavour to sponsor the establish·
ment of industries in country centres
by such means as direct loans, frei·ght
subsidies, and so on. I believe more
could have been done in this regard.
However, I appreciate that consideration
has been given to requests for con·
cessions to be granted in order tha1
industries may be att~acted to country
districts, to keep them there once they
are established and enable them to con·
tinue operating in an economic manner.
Mention has been made of the pro ..
vision of better housing and better roads.
The only manner in which .any improvement can be achieved in this direction
is by additional funds being made avail ..
able to such authorities as the Housing
Commission and the Country Roads
Board. I believe more money should be
allocated to municipalities, boroughs
and shires in country districts. This
Bill does not make provision for any
money to be expended by the Treasury.
Its purpose is to provide that municipalities may grant certain concessions
to industries. In granting these concessions, municipalities must keep in
mind the benefits to be derived, principally through increased population, by
the municipalities concerned. On behalf
of the Country party, I join with the
Leader of the Opposition in wishing this
Bill a speedy passage.

Mr. SCOTT (Ballaarat South).-This
is. a sJ:ioi:t but important Bill. In my
view, it is one of the most vital measures to be considered by this House
for a long time. I assume that the
Country party will support it in view
of the remarks passed by the honorable
member for Benalla. It is proposed
that a municipality will be permitted
to enter into agreements with any persons liable to be rated in respect of
land in that municipality. I believe this
provision will greatly assist decentralization in Victoria. The Timbrock company at Bacchus Marsh pays approximately one-fifth of the total amount of
rates collected in the Shire of Bacchus
Marsh. · Therefore, it is little wonder
that it is difficult to attract industries
to the country. It is important that
industries should be enabled to enter
into agreements with municipalities.
This Bill does not make it compulsory
for a council to grant any concession,
but any council which supports decentralization will give effect to its provisions. Perhaps even the Maryborough
and Bendigo councils will take advantage of this legislation in the near future.
I :am pleased to see any provision which
is likely to :attract industry to country
centres, and therefore this Bill has my
support.
Mr. CHRISTIE (Ivanhoe).-Those of
us who have been · members of this
House for some time become used to
the political contortions of certain members, and therefore we are not really
surprised at odd happenings. The attitude of the Leader of the Opposition to
this Bill does not really surprise us but
we are upset that he does not appreciate·
how important it is. The Leader of the
Opposition looks furtively and with.
expectation in a certain direction, hoping
that some of his comments might make,
the headlines. I believe the honorable
member would do better to discuss the
Bill on its merits.

Mr. STONEHAM.-Do you think the
BP company should obtain a concession
in rates?
Mr. CHRISTIE.-This BHI does not
force anybody to do anything.
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Mr. STONEHAM.-Did you read the
Minister's speech? You probably were
not present and do not know what he
said.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-I know quite well
what was said, and I have been present
during the debate.

Mr. STONEHAM. - The Minister's
speech was all about the BP company
and the Shire of Hastings.
1

Mr. CHRISTIE.-We have come to
that kind of narrow view from
the Leader of the Opposition. This
BiH has a general application.

e~pect

Mr. STONEHAM. more than you do.

We welcome it

Mr. CHRISTIE.-Now the honorable
member is getting a bit of sense. He
spoke against the Bill, but now cliaims
that he welcomes it. The Bill contains
great safeguards, one of which is that
no agreement shaH have any force
unless the Governor in Council approves.
As the Leader of the Opposition is well
aware, some kind of concession or deal
must be given to make it possible for
a country location to be made attractive to industries. This position applies
throughout the State.
Mr. STONEHAM.~! agree with that,
and said so, but not in the case of the
BP company.
Mr. CHRISTIE. - I believe that
matter can •be left to the local shire
council to decide, as is provided for in
this BUI. The city in which I live is
bedevilled by occupiers of land who pay
no rates :because they occupy Commonwealth or Government-owned 1'and.
Does the Leader of the Opposition hold
the view that a Government which has
plenty of revenue avaiilable to it should
not pay rates to a municipality? The
proposal contained in this Bill was
recommended by the Distribution of
Population Committee, which was an
all-party committee, about two years
ago.
Mr. STONEHAM.-Nothing was done
until the BP company wanted something.
Mr. CHRISTIE. - The Government
has seen fit to accept the committee's
recommendation and this Bill, which

does not compel any shire to grant a
concession, carries that recommendation into effect.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-I regret
that the honorable member for Ivanhoe
spoke in the vein that he did beoouse
up to that stage the debate was quite
clear and I thought honorable members
who had addressed themselves to the
Bill had analysed it provisions quite
well. I do not think the honorable member contributed a great deal to the
debate, although he did say that the
Distribution of Population Committee
had examined the question thoroughly
and had made certain recommendations
to the Government. I do not know
whether the honorable member has
studied the full text of the committee's
report, but I point out that the committee did recommend certain safeguards.
This measure provides for certain
concessions to be granted by municipailities. It should not be taken for
granted that every industry which considers establishing itself outside a radius
of 25 miles from Melbourne can expect
to browbeat a municipality into granting it the best possible deal. I believe
this aspect should be watched closely.
It is true that on a number of occasions
large industries have been established
in a particular district because the local
authority has been able to do something
better by way of assistance or concessions than could be offered by some other
authority or even better than could be
done in Melbourne. However, I do not
wish it to be taken for granted that
because of the passage of this Bill there
will be created a bargaining point for
industries to go to certain areas to get
concessions which may help their
finances. The BP company proposes to
spend a total of £20,000,000, and the expenditure by the State of Victoria will
be £3,500,000.
Mr. HOLLAND.-Or more.
Mr. MOSS.-That is so. It does seem
somewhat out of proportion to suggest
at this stage that the Shire of Hastings
should make concessions. That shire will
need all the help it can get in the initial
stages of this scheme, but possibly it will
be in a better position to do something
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when the population and the work
develop.
I believe the Government
should give some consideration to assisting the municipality for the work it will
have to do to make this scheme possible.
Mr. HOLLAND.-The essential services
which must be provided for the company should be taken into consideration.
Mr. MOSS.-Yes, and that was one
aspect that was dealt with in the findings
of the Distribution of Population Committee. I see that the Minister has
nodded his assent, so I take it that he
will closely examine my suggestion.
The sitting was suspended at 1.4 p.m.
until 2.4 p.m.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I thank honorable members for
their contributions to the debate.
For
clarification I stress that this Bill gives
no concession to anyone--it merely
makes it possible for a municipal council
to make some contribution to the welfare
of its district by entering into an
arrangement· with an industry to establish itself in that district, and to make
that agreement effective subject to the
approval of the Governor in Council. It
would be unfortunate if it were to be
assumed that the purpose of this measure is to help the interests of the BP
company by obtaining rate concessions
from the Shire of Hastings.
That is
essentially a matter between the BP
company and the shire.
If an agreement to grant rate concessions were entered into, no doubt
it would be because that shire
could see a benefit to the community there. This Bill will contribute something to the development
of municipalities throughout the State
and the suggestion of the honorable
member for Benalla that it proposes
taking something away from municipalities is answered by my previous re·
marks. I direct the attention of honor·
able members to sub-section (2) of pro ..
posed new section 390A as contained in
clause 2, which statesNo such agreement shall ·be made unless
the council is of .the opinion that the establishment or maintenance of that industry
within the munidpality makes a substantial
contribution towards the industrial development of .the municipality and encourages
the decentralization of industry in Victoria.

If that is borne in mind by municipali-

ties when entering into such agreements,
the purpose of the Bill will be served,
and no company will do what is feared
by the honorable member for Murray
Valley. Certainly no concession will be
given to any firm unless the municipality
will benefit by its arrival in the district.
Mr. HOLLAND.-Not only its arrival.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Arrival or survival.
I can visualize an industry established
in the country getting into financial
difficulties and the council, for the sake
of maintaining employment in the
district, giving that company certain
concessions.
Any municipal council
should have the power to do that. The
granting of any such concession is a
matter for a decision between the firm
concerned and the council, and there is
the additional safeguard that any such
agreement will have to be approved lby
the Governor in Council. For :that reason
the fears expressed by honorable memIf there
bers are not well founded.
should prove to be any abuses, this
House has the power to do something
about it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
PUBLIC LANDS AND WORKS BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

As appears from the title, the main
object of the Bill is to abolish the Board
of Land and Works and to make provision for the holding of its property
and the carrying on of its functions.
The Board was originally created by
statute in 1857, with the object of
amalgamating the Department of Crown
Lands and Survey and the Department
of Public Works under the control of the
Board and the single Minister who was
its president.
This object was not achieved, however, because the Board did not function in the way in which Parliament
contemplated that it would function.
The two Departments really continued
to function separately though under
the name of the Boa~d almost as if the
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statute had not been passed. This was
pointed out by a Royal Com.mission as
long ago as 1860. Subsequently when
a Minister .of Railways was appointed,
matters relating to :the construction of
railways were similarly administered
separately, though in the name of the
Board.
This state of affairs has now existed
f.or over 100 years and honorable members will find the matter more fully
dealt with in the report of the Committee of Public Accounts, dated 5th
September, 1961.
The Government, therefore, proposes
by this Bill to amend the law to bring
it into accord with the practice which
has been followed fo-v so long. Though
in its details, and having regard to the
large number of statutes conferring
powers on the Board, or which refer to
the Board, the Bill is rather complex,
in its broad outlines it is really quite
simple.
The proposal is that the various
functions of the Board should be allotted
to the Ministers administering the three
Departments concerned, namely, Lands,
Public Works, and Railways, and also
that any property held by the Board for
the purposes of those Departments
should be held by the respective Ministers in the same way and for the
same purposes. It is thus a Bill deal·
ing with departmental administration
rather than with substantive law.
I shall now refer briefly to the clauses
of the Bill. Clause 1 is the usual cita·
tion clause and provides for the measure
to come into operation on· a proclaimed
day. Clause 2 deals with interipretation.
Clause 3 provides for the dissolution of
the Board and the repeal of the Public
Works Act 1958, under which the Board
now functions. The transfer of the
powers and duties of the Board to the
three Ministers concerned is provided
for in clause 4. Clauses 5 and 6 pro·
pose the incorporation of the Commis·
sioner of Public Warks and the Commis·
sioner of Crown Lands and Survey. The
amendment of Acts in the Second and
Third Schedules of the consolidated Acts
in which the Board is mentioned is
contained in clause 8.
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Clause 9 :provides for the transfer of
property held by the Board to the three
Ministers respectively. Clause 10 makes
provision for the performance of con·
tracts and the recovery of debts and
liabilities owing by or against the
Board, and for the continuance of legal
proceedings and claims by ·Or against
the Board. It also provides that refer·
ences in documents and Acts to :the
Board shall be taken to refer to the
Minister concerned. The Registrar of
Titles, by clause 11, is authorized to
make any entries upon Crown grants or
other documents that may be necessary
in consequence of .the changes to be
made by this Bill.
Clause i2 empowers the Governor
in Council to determine questions
whether any property or any :power or
duty has been transferred from tile
Board to a Minister, and also to determine what Minister shall exercise and
perform any power or duty of the Board
in cases not expressly provided for by
the Bill.
Because of the manner in which the
Board has been accustomed to function
there are doubts of the validity of
certain of its acts and contracts and
whether certain members of the Board,
who are also members of the Public
Service, were properly appointed.
Clause 13 proposes to remove these
doubts.
Then follow the schedules
which contain detailed amendments of
various Acts.
The Bill in its broad outlines is comparatively simple, but in its details it
is rather complex and appears to require a full study and investigation. It
is therefore proposed to ask the House
to refer it to the Statute Law Revision
Committee .for its examination and report. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. STONEHAM
(Leader of the Opposition), the debate
was adjourned until next day.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-By leave, I moveThat the proposals contained in the Public
Lands and Works Bill he referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee for
examination and report.

The motion was agreed to.
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with Minors) Bill.

HOUSING (CONTRACTS WITH
MINORS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of Mr.
Petty (Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! am,
but the Government is not. This Bill
is merely window dressing to make
young people think the Government is
doing something for them. The answer
to the question asked by the honorable
member for Fitzroy was-

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-This is a minor Bill. In
fact, it could almost be called a "rniniminor" Bill. In his second-reading
speech the Minister said-

Applications are dealt with either on the
basis of tenancy or purchase and not
specifically registered in separate categories.

As honorable members are doubtless
aware, the co-operative housing societies,
the Home Finance Trust and the State
Savings Bank are all empowered to make
housing loans to minors.

That is most desirable. If minors contract to marry they should be provided
with the means of buying homes.
Legislation already enacted enables them
to becomP. members of co-operative
housing societies, and to apply to the
State Savings Bank for loans with
which to buy homes. This Bill proposes
that a similar facility be extended to the
Housing Commission, but !l cannot
understand the urgency of the measure.
I do not know upon what it is based.
Apparently the only basis for the Bill
is uniformity, and that is where it starts
and finishes. When a lawyer examines
a Bill, he tries to find out its objectives
or the mischief it attempts to overcome.
Mr.- BmRELL.-The honorable member
has a suspicious nature.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! am
suspicious of a Bill such as this. I do
not know when a minor will be able to
secure a home from the Housing Commission under present-day conditionsproba:bly when he has a beard down to
his waist. On 26th March of this year
the honorable member ·for Fitzroy asked
the Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister of Housing, the following
question:How many applications for-(a) tenancy;
and (b) purchase, were current with the
Housing Commission as at 28th February,
1963?

This "mini-minor"
housing.

Bill

relates

to

Mr. PETTY.-The honorable member is
not sympathetic towards young people.

Then the Minister went on to say that
there were 12,307 outstanding applications. What is the position? When a
person makes an application for tenancy
to the Housing Commission, does he, as
an alternative, make an application for
.purehase? If that is the case, then I
shall assume that there are only 8,000
people waiting to obtain homes. So,
what chance will a minor have of obtaining a home from the Commission
when his name will have to go to the
bottom of the list? He will be over 21
years of age before a house will be made
available to him, and then there will be
no need for the provisions of this Bill.
I have made many formal applications
to the Minister for Housing, on behalf
of my constituents, for Housing Commission homes, and in reply I have invariably received letters stating, " In
due course the application will be
favourably considered." What do the
words " in due course " mean? No application that I have lodged with the
Commission has been successful, so I
should like the Minister to explain to the
House just how these minor applicants
are to be provided with homes. Because
applications are dealt with according to
the date of lodgment, after this Bill is
passed a minor who applies for a home
will have his name placed at the bottom
of a list which already contains the
names of more than 12,000 other applicants.
Many families with three or four
children have come to me seeking my
assistance to obtain a home from the
Housing Commission, and very infrequently do they succeed. I should like
Government supporters to tell me how
many houses they have been able to obtain for their constituents. I believe I
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know the answer-none.
When it
comes to housing, it is obvious that this
is an inhumane Government.
Mr. PETTY.-The honorable member
is talking piffle.
Mr. .CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
shall be pleased to hear from the Minister when the first minor obtains a home
from the Commission. The only objective of the Bill is to bring about
uniformity amongst co-operative housing
societies, the Home Finance Trust, the
State Savings Bank and the Housing
Commission.
Then the Government
will be able to say that minors can apply
to all these institutions to secure loans
with which to purchase homes. What a
shock they will get when they find that
they have to take their place on a list
of 12,000 applicants. The Opposition
does not oppose the Bill.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-Because
of the manner in which the honorable
member for Brunswick West debated
this Bill, I have come to the conclusion
that he has been taking some of the
caponizing tablets to which there is
reference in a Bill at present on the
Notice Paper.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-On a point of order, I take
exception to that remark, and I ask for
a withdrawal.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty).-Order! I suggest that the
honorable member for Geelong withdraw the remark.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-I am
quite happy to withdraw. I was indicating that the honorable member for
Brunswick West has a new lease of life,
and I was being complimentary to him.
I wish to rebut some of the arguments
put forward by the honorable member.
In Geelong, some minors who approach
the Housing Commission for homes
could be provided with suitable accommodation within a few months.
Mr.
CAMPBELL
TuRNBULL.-What
about the other 12,000 applicants?
Mr. BIRRELL.-! am speaking about
my own e~perience and not about that of
the honorable member for Brunswick
West.
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Mr.
CAMPBELL
TuRNBULL.-The
figures I quoted appear in Hansard.
Mr. BIRRELL.-! am merely making
a point that young people in Geelong
can be supplied with homes inside of
six months and some of them ins~de six
weeks if they wish to purchase.
There is one other aspect of
this Bill on which I wish to comment.
We must realize that over
the last ten years, whether we like it
or not, people have been marrying
at younger ages than formerly was the
custom. Statistics reveal marriages of
many young people, and the tendency
to marry at an early age is increasing.
This is one reason why the Government
feels moved to help them by providing
means for the Housing Commission to
contract to sell homes to persons under
the age of 21 years.
It is quite a regular occurrence to find
young couples of nineteen and twenty
years of age with one or two children
seeking assistance to obtain a home.
When these people approach me, I take
a note of their names and other relevant
·particulars and advise them which
course to adopt. In three months' time,
if they are over 21 years of age, I
can find out their address, knock on
their door and be invited in for a cup
of tea and a chat. There is nothing
unusual about that; it is normal practice
in Geelong. Yet we have had this gaff
put up to-day by the Opposition that
the Bill is useless. I could say that it
will be of great assistance to people like
myself who will now be able to tell
minors that they will be able to purchase Commission homes.
Mr. FENNESSY (Brunswick East).The honorable member for Brunswick
West, in presenting the view of the
Opposition, made it quite plain that it
was not the intention of the Opposition
to oppose this Bill, but at the same
time he stated that he regarded it as
a matter of window-dressing by the
Government. I do not dispute what
the honorable member for Geelong has
said. We all agree that recent statistics
reveal that more people are marrying
at an early age, and we even have cases
of child brides of fourteen and fifteen
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years. Many young men marry at sixteen and seventeen years of age. We
realize that we have to face up to these
facts.
The honorable member for Brunswick
West was quite right in saying that the
greatest lag in the provision of Housing
Commission homes is in the proximity
of Melbourne itself. Of the 13,000 to
14,000 persons on the waiting list, the
greatest proportion live in the metropolitan area. We concede that in
country areas the waiting period is not
as great as it is in the city.
Mr. BIRRELL.-lt is three months.
Mr.
country
because
is three

FENNESSY.-People in the
are fortunate in that respect,
in the city the waiting period
years at the minimum.

Mr. HOLLAND.-And those parents
without two children need not apply at
all.
Mr. FENNESSY.-That is correct.
I advise any person who approaches me
for assistance in obtaining a Housing
Commission home that he will have to
wait at least three years unless he has
three or four young children.
We consider that this type of provision is necessary in the legislation
covering co-operative housing societies
and in the Home Finance Act, but there
is not the same need for it in the
Housing Commission Act. Generally
speaking, young people who wish to
finance a home through a co-operative
housing society or the Home Finance
Trust, must provide a substantial
deposit. In some cases, they are called
upon to own their own block of land.
All that is required under the Housing
Commission Act is the deposit required
by the Commission itself. Consequently,
minors seeking homes under this legislation will be given a far better deal
than persons purchasing homes through
co-operative societies or the Home
Finance Trust.
I feel that the Minister of Public
Works who is in charge of this Bill
will agree that if this provision is to
be used in the future by persons to
obtain homes, it will be only to a small
extent. I notice that in legislation
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persons under the age of 21 years are
referred to as infants. I consider they
would prefer to be referred to as
minors.
The Labour party supports the legislation, but I do not think that the
Government can claim any great advantages for it, and I agree with the honorable member for Brunswick West that
it is window-dressing. Nevertheless, we
appreciate that there might be persons
in the electorate of the honorable member for Geelong who could be accommodated under the terms of this amendment, but I am sure that he will agree
with me that the demand for Commission
homes is so great in the metropolitan
area that it will be very difficult for
minors to become eligible.
Mr. BALFOUR (Morwell) .-Although
this is a rather small Bill, it has created
a great deal of levity in the House. I
feel sure that young people in the
Latrobe Valley who are Housing Commission tenants and employees of the
State Electricity Commission and the
Gas and Fuel Corporation would not
appreciate the honorable member for
Brunswick West referring to them as
mini-minors. Personally I would like
to thank the Government and the
Minister of Housing for having
introduced this legislation. I realize
that because of the number of applications for tenancy and the purchase of
Commission homes in fue metropolitan
area, its effect there may not be so
great, but I can assure honorable mem.1bers that it is not window-dressing and
there are sufficient numbers of young
people who are eligible in all respects
for tenancy, have had their names on
a waiting list for some time and have
been given the occupancy of fue Commission home as tenants, who will be
able to take advantage of this legislation.
The need for this Bill first came to
my notice when a young person, working
for a baker on a good wage and with
a wife and two children, actually signed
up and took possession Qif a house, paid
his £100 deposit, moved in and was then
told that the Commission regretted that,
because he was under the age of
21 years, he would have to go in on a
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tenancy basis. I have seen that experience repeated several times in my
electorate and I have no hesitation in
saying that I took up this matter with
the Minister of Housing and suggested
that young people who are eligible and
who have had their names on the waiting list for a long time should be able
to purchase Housing Commission homes ·
in the same way as other tenants could.
I believe it is the ;policy of all members of this House that wherever
possible people should be given the
opportunity to own their ow:n homes.
We know that the Housing Commission
has lists of people who wish to purchase
homes and who wish to go in only as
tenants. Why should a young person
who is eligible in all respects not be
able to purchase a home simply because
he is under the age of 21 years?
I believe that all mem'bers of the House
are in favour of the iproposal. I hope
it will be the means of enabling many
young persons under the age of 21 years
to purchase Housing Commission homes
in the future.
Mr. HOLDING (Richmond) .-I rise
to support many of the statements made
by the honorable member for Brunswick
West who, in putting the view of the
Opposition, indicated that we support
this measure as a measure. Our real
criticism of the Government is its !failure
to adopt any over-all considered plan to
meet the housing needs of this com·
munity.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty) .-Order!
The
honorable
member for Richmond cannot develop
an argument along those lines. He must
speak to the provisions of the Bill.
Mr. HOLDING.-! bow to your ruling,
Sir. As was pointed out hy the honor..
able member for Brunswick West, the
total number of applications for homes
held by the Housing Commission as
at 28th February, 1963, was 12,307.
I was interested to hear comments made
by certain members on the other side
of the House .who represent country
electorates wherein aipparently people
can obtain Commission accommodation
within periods of six months. The point
I should like to bring to the attention
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of the Government is that whi.le we
commend this Bill as one which will
meet the needs of a small group, there
are other sections of the community
whose needs are not being met by the
Commission at the moment.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-How is this related
to the Bill?
Mr. HOLDING.-! appreciate the
embarrassment of the Government
members.
Mr. PETTY.-We are not embarrassed.
We have read the Bill and we would like
you to keep to it.
Mr. HOLDING.-! am keeping to the
Bill. In the types of areas represented
by myself and other members of the
Labour party, built-up highly indus··
trialized suburbs, there is a considerable
housing 1problem not merely for minors
a'bout to contemplate marriage but also
for young people with families of two,
three, and four children living in slum
conditions, and who have no chance, i'f
one takes the advice of senior officers
of the Housing Commission, of getting
homes elsewhere. I consider that the
officers of the Commission do a very
good job on the whole and do their best
to provide accommodation within the
resources available to them. If it is
a question of endeavouring to give
priorities in relation to housing needs,
priority should be given to young
married couples with families and to
some of the older people, particularly
pensioners, who at present are living
in slum conditions in the inner suburbs
of Melbourne.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty).--Order! I again remind the
honorable member for Richmond that
he is departing from the purpose of the
Bill. I permitted the honorable member for Brunswick West to depart from
it a little in so far as he quoted figures
of houses being sought from the Housing Commission. The honorable member
did not go very much beyond that point.
To that extent the honorable member
for Richmond would be in order, but
he is out of order in discussing the
general proposition of housing in the
community. I ask him to confine his
remarks to the Bill before the House.
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Mr. HOLDING.-In order to clarify
some of my arguments, I seek your
assistance, Mr. Deputy Speaker. This
Bill gives priority to certain groups.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-Order !
To assist the honorable member, I do
not support the viewpoint that he is
submitting, that this is a Bill related
entirely to priorities. I have permitted
a passing reference to priorities. I ask
the honorable member not to go beyond
that.
Mr. HOLDING.-Without wanting to
dispute your ruling, in order to confine my remarks to the extent to which
this Bill adds a further category to
existing applicants for homes-The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-! have
already given my ruling, and I ask the
honorable member to relate his remarks
to the Bill.
Mr. HOLDING.-In view of your
ruling, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I merely
wish to say that I feel the Bill cannot
be opposed, but I hope the Government,
in considering the needs of particular
groups in the community in relation
to housing, will have regard to many
other groups, particularly one which
might commend itself to the Minister of
Public Works.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-The honorable member is departing from my
ruling.
Mr. HOLDING.-That
intention.

is

not

my

The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-! do not
propose again to ask the honorable member to refer to the subject of the Bill.
Mr. HOLDING.-! hope that one ot
the results of the Bill will be to decrease
the number of existing :applications for
Housing Commission homes. I have
already referred to the numbers. There
has been no appreciable build up in the
number of dwellings being built by the
Commission. I hope this Bill will not
result in restricting the priorities of
those groups which I think have greater
claims to immediate housing, in view of
the problems confronting them and the
conditions under which they are at
present living.
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Mr.
WILCOX
(Camberwell).-I
trust I shall have due regard to the
forms and usages of the House, as you,
Mr. Deputy Speaker, have outlined
Perhaps honorable members
them.
should be reminded that infants are
under a disability at law in that they
cannot enter into binding contracts. It
does not matter whether they are called·
infants or minors. The problem that
the Bill seeks to overcome concerns
persons over eighteen but under 21
years of age-who are tenants of
Housing Commission homes which they
desire to purchase.

Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-Are you
still of the same opinion as you were
when the Statute Law Revision Committee report was made?
Mr. WILCOX.-! :am not sure which
report the honorable member is referring
to, but I am prepared to support the
Bill, even if I opposed something else.
With tedious repetition, the honorable
member for Brunswick West referred
to "mini-minors." It did not seem to
me to be a happy reference to the people
whom the Government seeks to help by
the Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-I said it
was a "mini-minor" Bill.
Mr. WILCOX.-The honorable member also stated that " mini-minor "
people were involved, as the record will
reveal. It is quite easy to stir up the
honorable member for Brunswick West.
He started off with a great display in an
effort to put some life into the debate,
and I think up to a point he succeeded.
Now when he is getting a little in return,
the honorable member does not like it.
I wish to discuss the accusations by the
Opposition that this Bill is window
It is far from being that;
dressing.
it is a genuine attempt to assist young
people between the ages of eighteen and
21 years who are tenants of Housing
Commission homes which :they wish to
purchase but are debarred from doing
so by the law I mentioned earlier. In my
experience unless people become tenants
they cannot become purchasers of Housing Commission homes. As these people
have become tenants they should be
assisted.
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I am not keen on this sort of legislation, which on its face appears to
encourage youthful marriages. On one
occasion when I was a member of the
Statute Law Revision Committee, an
inquiry was held, not particularly into
this matter, but into the ages at which
people should be permitted to marry. I
think the committee recommended that
the minimum age for males should be
eighteen years and for females sixteen
years. It is interesting to note what
the Commonwealth Parliament proposes
in its new marriage law.

The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Ra:fferty) .-The honorable member is
straying from the Bill. For his benefit, I point out that I have permitted
passing reference to this part of the
Bill but not the development of debate
on it.
Mr. WILCOX.-Mr. Deputy Speaker,
I shall endeavour to follow your
ruling
and
the
usages
of
the
House.
My only comment is that
it is interesting to note that the Commonwealth Parliament is following the
recommendation of the Statute Law
Revision Committee of this Parliament
on minimum ages for marriage. It is
a fact that people do enter marriiage at
early ages. ·I think this is unfortunate
because in the very extensive inquiry
conducted by the Statute Law Revision
Committee, clear evidence was given
by social workers that youthful
marriages do not have as good a chance
of success as marriages of people of
more mature years. I shaU conclude
by saying that the people whom this
Bill endeavours to help are those who
have married between the ages of
18 and 21, and who are debarred by the
present l!aw from purchasing Housing
Commission dwellings. The Bill will
remove that disability, and I agree with
the Government's belief that it is
advantageous to enable these young
people who are tenants of houses to
purchase them.
The motion was agreed to.
The BHI was read a second time and
committed.
C~ause

1 was agreed to.
Session 1963.-145
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Clause 2 (Power to Commission to
enter into contracts with infants over
the age of eighteen years).
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-! should like to explain
briefly that the particular object of
this Bill is to enable minors who are
married and who are tenants of Housing Commission houses to avail themselves of the offer to purchase the
homes they are occupying. This applies
mainly in country areas, where from
time to time Housing Commission
dweNings become available and the
number of applicants is much more
limited than in the metropolitan area.
Thus young married couples often have
the opportunity of gaining tenJancy.
Mr. HOLLAND.-That would not occur
in the city.
Mr. PETTY. - It could, but an
examin1ation of the statistics would be
necessary to find out how that cou~d
occur. In 1962, 8,924 bridegrooms were
under the age of 21 or about 12 per
cent. of the total for the year. About
40 per cent. of the brides were under
21 years of age. In the case of bridegrooms in 1962, 346 were under seventeen; 1,300 under eighteen; 2,700 under
nineteen; and 4,400 under twenty. In
the case of brides the numbers were-Under fifteen, 350; under sixteen, 1, 750;
under seventeen, 3,960; under eighteen,
6,500; under nineteen, 8, 700; and under
twenty, 9,900. This is an increas'ing
problem. A number of these young
people become eligible under normal
priorities for tenancy of Commission
dwellings. Most vacancies for tenancies
occur in country towns. Often in a
country town the turnover of dwellings
is between 15 and 20 per cent. a year.
The Bill gives the group of married
minors the right to enter into contracts
to purchase the homes they are occupying. The honorable member for Morwell
mentioned several cases in his area. I can
recall one instance where an application
was made to purchase a Housing Commission home; the Commission did not
give any consideration to the age of the
husband until negotiations reached the
settlement stage when it was found that
he was under 21, and the application
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had to be rejected. Young married
couples should have the opportunity of
paying a deposit and purchasing their
own homes. This is a small Bill affecting a relatively small section of the community.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-Since the objections
raised were by the Opposition, the
remarks in the debate seem to have
changed in character, and now we are
told that the Bill applies to only a few
cases in the country.
Mr. PETTY.-It applies equally to
young folk in the metropolitan area.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
case of the Opposition is that the Bill
is useless so far as young people in
the metropolitan area are concerned.
We have heard how desirable it is that
minors should be accommodated. Of
course they are entitled to be
housed in the same way as adults,
and they may marry early
if
their union is within the laws of the
country. Statistics have indicated how
useless it is to suggest that in the metropolitan area minors can be accommodated by their purchasing Housing Commission homes.
When the Minister
said that the Bill applies to only a few
cases in the country, he revealed the
true position. What is good enough for
the country should be good enough for
the city.
Mr. PETTY.-Do not ·be stupid; this
Bill applies to the metropolitan area
also.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-It
may apply in the city, but where is the
accommodation?
This Bill is only
window-dressing.
Mr. BffiRELL (Geelong).-This Bill
relates not only to tenants of Housing Commission homes. In the present
year in Geelong, contracts have ibeen let
for the building of 356 Housing Commission homes for sale. Without this
proposed legislation, no person under the
age of 21 years could apply to purchase
one of those houses.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-Are you
speaking of Geelong or Melbourne?
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Mr. BIRRELL.-! am speaking of my
own experience. In Geelong at the
present time there is only a small waiting list for people wanting to purchase
these homes. One does not have to be
a Housing Commission tenant to come
within the terms of this Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-I thought,
under the Commonwealth Act, it was
necessary for a person to be a tenant
before he could purchase?
Mr. BIRRELL.-N ot in Geelong. A
person can go to an agent for the
Housing Commission and apply to purchase a home without being a prior
occupant. Therefore much of the argument advanced by the honorable member
for Brunswick West is irrelevant.
Mr. HOLLAND (Flemington) .-Perhaps we are dealing with two different
systems. What the honorable member
for Geelong has said certainly does not
apply in the metropolitan area. The
Opposition argues that this Bill will do
nothing for people in the metropolitan
area.
Mr. WILTSHIRE.-The Bill is intended
to apply to Victoria as a whole, not to
one small section.
Mr. HOLLAND.-! represent the
electorate of Flemington, and the
Opposition as a party represents the
view of the people of Victoria. Attempts
are being made to misrepresent what the
honorable member for Brunswick West
is trying to establish. One should look
at the policy of the Housing Commission.

Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-There are
two policies.
Mr. HOLLAND.-T-That is so.
The
honorable member for Geelong has
spoken of the position that obtains in
Geelong, but no doubt he will be willing
to admit that he does not know anything
about the housing problems in Melbourne.
Mr. BIRRELL.-! agree with the honorable member for Flemington.
Mr. HOLLAND.-There is a great
difficulty in obtaining Housing Commission homes. I have the unenviable task
of telling people, week after week, " I
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am sorry, I cannot do anything else but
make representations for you, but to be
lionest, you have got no hope."
Mr. BIRRELL.-ls that to buy a home?
Mr. HOLLAND.-To buy or rent a
house. I wish to establish that point
because of what the honorable member
has said about conditions prevailing in
Geelong. The Housing Commission has
changed its policy, and, at the present
time, separate lists are not kept by the
Housing Commission in relation to either
tenancy or purchase. A person is placed
on a list of 12,000 applicants. The Housing Commission has also established a
policy that a person must be a family
man before buying a house.
That
appears to be a different situation from
that operating in GeelQ_ng, where, as the
honorable member for Geelong states, a
person can walk in off the street and pay
a deposit on a Housing Commission
home.
If that is the case, it would
appear to me that in Geelong there are
too many houses being built in proportion to the requirement. I understand
that those houses are three-bedroom
units-, and if there are too many homes
in that category being built in a particular area it is time construction there
was stopped and additional houses
built where they can be allocated to
families who have been waiting for
many years to occupy them. In fact, in
the metropolitan area tenancies of
houses are not granted. The Housing
Commission has laid down a policy that
if a tenancy is required, it will be
granted for flats only. All the houses
in the metropolitan area are being built
for sale.
Whilst this Bill may have some value
so far as occasional cases in country
areas are concerned, it will have no value
in the metropolitan area because, if a
minor puts his name down for a Housing Commission home, he will be an
adult before the application is considered. This Bill is only window dressing.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Consideration was resumed of clause

2Af t er section SA of the principal Act
there shall be inserted the following
section:8B. Notwithstanding anything in this or
any other Act where a rate is made on
the net annual value of rateable property
after the first day of May One thousand
nine hundred and sixty-three but not
later than the thirty-first day of December One thousand nine hundred and sixtyfour by or for the purposes of or in
respect of moneys due to-(a) the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works or the Geelong
Waterworks and Sewerage Trust.
·Or the Mildura Urlban Water'
Trust or the Ballarat Water
Commissioners; or
(b) any authority under the Water
Act 1958 or the Sewerage Districts Act 1958 and that rate·
would be made on a valuation
required to be made and returned
for a municipality not later than
the thirtieth day of se.ptember
One thousand nine hundred and
sixty-four pursuant to section 8A
of this Act and on one or more
other general valuationssuch rate shall, whether or not a later
general valuation has 1been made and returned for that municipality or any subdivision thereof, be made on the same
valuation as the rate last made .by the·
Board Trust or Commissioners or that
authority before the first day of May
One thousand nine hundred and sixtythree except in so far as that valuation
may be altered by any subsequent supplementary valuation which is based on the
same general levels of value as that
valuation.

Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-When the Committee
was previously considering this Bill.,,
progress was reported because both the·
honorable member for Northcote and
the Deputy Lea!der of the Country party
had foreshadowed amendments.
My
purpose in reporting progress was
threefold. First, I wanted some time to
examine the effect of the amendments
which were to be moved by those honorable· members. Mure important, to my
mind, was the fact that since the introduction of this Bill I had met a deputation, representative· of rt:he City &f
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Sunshine, which was led by the honorable member for Grant and which
putlined to me the rather peculiar
circumstances which exist in that municipality. It is true that these circumstances also exist in other municipalities,
but the City of Sunshine based its case
on the fact that it was the only one
concerned.
It is true, and I think the honorable
member for Northcote will agree, that
the amendment which he proposed to
move was designed primarily to take
care of the si tua tion which had arisen in
the City of Sunshine. For many years,
municipal valuations have been completely inequitable as between municipalities, and in a great many municipalities they have been inequitable as
between wards of those municipalities.
Under the Local Government Ad, a
municipality outside the metropolitan
area is required to have a revaluation
of its properties every six years and a
municipality inside the metropolitan
area every four years. One of the
problems of municipal valuations and of
rates based on those valuations has been
brought about by the fact that there
was no co-ordination among municipalities and that there was no general level
on which municipalities valued.
This
most inequitable system has existed for
years. The inequity of the position was
that immediately a municipality revalued
its properties the ratepayers of that
municipality were bearing more than
their fair share of whatever rates were
imposed by water and sewerage authorities using municipal valuations.
The whole purpose of the Valuation
of Land Act 1961 was to stop this inequity among municipalities and wards
of municipalities. The difficulty has
been to find some place in which one
could put in a peg with some sort of
justice. It will be recalled that in the
1961 legislation provision was made
for the revaluation of all municipalities,
in the normal course of events, to come
into effect as from the one date. Provision was made whereby municipalities
which, under the Act, required a revaluation need not make that revaluation until 1964.
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One of the problems, and the sole
purpose for the Government bringing
in this Bill, was that some municipalities
did not avail themselves of the opportunity of postponing their revaluations.
The City of Sunshine and one or two
other municipalities are in a somewhat
different catagory. Their revaluations
were due prior to the coming into
operation of the Valuation of Land Act.
Those municipalities, being aware of
the legislation-the Bill was in fact before the House but not passed---and its
purposes, and in accordance with the
fundamental ideas behind the Valuation of Land Act, of their own volition,
quite properly, decided that their
valuations should be made on a true and
proper basis. So, some municipalities,
although they were not forced to make
a valuation on a true and proper basis,
did so, being aware of the whole intention of the Valuation of Land Act, and
that they would be excluded from the
assistance being provided to their ratepayers under the Bill now being
considered.
The Deputy Leader of the Country
party has foreshadowed an amendment
which will have the effect of dating all
valuations back to the 1960-61 valuations, :and of making provision for a
revision of all rates paid to a water or
sewerage authority on any valuation
subject to that date.
Mr. Moss.-Provision could be made
for a credit.
Mr. PORTER.-That would have the
same effect, financially. The honorable
member for Northcote in his foreshadowed amendment that excludes
those municipalities whose valuations were made before the coming into operation of the Valuation of
Land Act and whose valuations have, in
fact, been declared true and correct
under that Act. Further, he proposes
to make provision for refunds or for
credits to the accounts of the persons
concerned. I see no real way of
achieving uniformity of valuations
between municipalities until the year
1964, which we provided for in
the original legislation, 'because as
the honorable member for Flemington
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well knows, in the municipality of which
he is a councillor, the council has
in fact, been making good valuations on
a great proportion of its municipality
every year for some considerable time
past. There are other municipalities
also where a true and correct valuation
has been made in connexion with wards
or parts of wards or with respect to
certain classes of property. There is no
real pattern of how municipal valuers
have in the past dealt with these matters, and until we can get them all
under a co-ordinated .plan, I see no real
solution to the inequities which must
necessarily arise.
When I explained this Bill to the
House, I stated that one of the things
which caused the Government to sug"1
gest that we should put the peg in now
and ensure that there should be no
future anomalies, was the administrative difficulties with which the water
and sewerage authorities were faced. I
refer, of course, not only to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
but also to country authorities. Here
is a point which my legal friends
When an intending
will understand.
purchaser or an intending lender goes
to a water or sewerage authority or any
rating authority, he is entitled to
obtain a rate certificate showing
exactly how much is owing on
a particular property. Many thousands
of such certificates are issued annually. If some of the suggestions
which have been made by the honorable
member for Northcote and the Deputy
Leader of the Country party are adopted,
all of those rate certificates which have
been issued within the past twelve
months or so will not be worth while because they will have to be altered.
Mr. WILKES.-We agree.
Mr. PORTER.-! know that the honorable member for Northcote appreciates
some of the problems involved. My
understanding is that, in the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works alone,
the cost to the authority of wages of
staff involved in the examination of
250,000 separate rate cards in order to
make provision for refund~ or credits,
would amount to £70,000. It is almost
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impossible to give a firm indication of
the financial effect on the rating
authorities if refunds must be made or
credits allowed.
All these authorities are, of course, in
exactly the same situation as a municipal
council. At the beginning of each financial yeaT, they cause assessments to be
prepared to the extent to which they
must meet commitments during the year,
and then they fix a rate, based on the
valuations available to them, which will
return that estimated expenditure. If an
attempt was made to turn the clock
back, we could force our rating authorities, as a whole, to accept a deficit which
they have not expected and which might
well run into more than £1,000,000. In
all these circumstances, the Government
does not propose to accept the amendments which will be moved by the honorable member for Northcote and by the
Deputy Leader of the Country party.
However, all along I have been
conscious of the peculiar situation
of those municipalities which have
endeavoured to follow the spirit of
the legislation and which have in
their 1:960 valuations got in ahead of
the field and said to themselves, "This is
good business ; we will show the way."
Their valuations have, in fact, been
certified by the Valuer-General as
generally true and correct as at 31st
December, 1961, so, at the appropriate
time I propose to move an amendment,
which I understand has now been circulated and is in the hands of honorable
members. That amendment will give
effect to what the honorable member for
Grant has been seeking.
Mr.
WILKES
(Northcote).-The
Committee has just heaTd a blunt refusal hy the Minister to acknowledge the
necessity to consider amendments which
have been forecast by me and, I understand, by the Deputy Leader of the
Country .party. The Minister went to
great pains in outlining the history of the
Valuation of Land Act 1960. The Committee is well aware of the ramifications
of that Act and how it affects municipalities, as well as the status of muni~
cipal valuations before the advent of this
legislation. No reflection can be cast
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upon municipal valuers because, if there
was any discrepancy between municipal
valuations and market values at that
time, the municipal valuers were
governed by the Act and not iby the
.councils. They had a free hand under
the Act to return a true and correct
valuation for the year for which they
were responsible. If, perchance, their
valuations did not resemble market
value in any way, it was not the fault
of the valuers.
The legislation which this Government
introduced in 1960 and amended in 1961
was aimed at overcoming that difficulty
and the setting up of a Valuer-General.
Governments which were in office prior
to the Bolte Administration had similar
ideas about setting up a ValuerGeneral's Department, so the appointment of a Valuer-General was not an
original thought on the part of the
Bolte Government. Unfortunately, the
proposals of earlier Governments were
not carried into effect.
The Bolte
Government went half the distance and
appointed a Valuer-General, a Deputy
Valuer-General and such people as are
required to administer the Valuation of
Land Act as it is. At the time the Bill
providing for the appointment of a
Valuer-General was ·before this House,
we pointed out that nothing short of a
Department could do the job properly,
and here is evidence to support that
contention. Under the Act, municiipalities were compelled to return, before
30th September, 1964, a valuation as
.at 31st December, 1961, and they proceeded to do so. But no doubt the
Valuer-General, the Government and the
Minister realized that there would be
municipalities which would be .forced
under the Local Government Actouter metropolitan areas within six
years and inner metropolitan areas
within four years-to make re-valuations in respect of the wards or any
parts of their municipalities.
As was stated the other day, the
Valuation of Land Act was, for certain
reasons, proclaimed in stages, and, because some time elapsed before the
legislation was fully proclaimed, municipalities that were compelled under
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the Local Government Act to re-value
then came under the jurisdiction of the
Valuation of Land Act 1961, and immediately the valuers, shire secretaries and
town clerks realized the ramifications of
the legislation. Moreover, the water
authorities in the metropolis and in
country !districts became aware that
they would have the right to operate
·On the net annual values returned by the
municipalities and shires. Those metropolitan councils and country shires
which were not required under the
Local Government Act to return a valuation were ·placed at an advantage beca use they were governed by the 1961
legislation, which merely stated that
they must re-value, but were not obliged
to return the valuation until 30th September, 1964. That suited most municipalities, but those municipalities whose
valuations were extremely low returned
valuations to the Valuer-General for
approval, for reasons which I shall not
now discuss. Among the municipalities
that returned their valuations was Nunawading, and we believe this measure
was introduced primarily to assist ratepayers in that district whose Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works rates
increased by 200 per cent. and more.
In some cases, the increases amounted
to 230 per cent. But that situation
applied in other municipalities, shires
and country areas as well.
I can understand that the Board of
Works, being greedy for funds, wanted
to " grab " the new net annual valua..
tions and operate upon them. Similarly,
I can understand the dilemma of the
Board when we put up a proposition
to refund or credit to the persons con ..
cerned the excess money that had been
extorted from them, whereas they
should have been protected by the legislation. Of course, the Board, which is
starved for ·funds, now complains that
it cannot refund the money in question.
The Minister has stated that it would
cost £70,000 to do the necessary book
work to determine the refunds without
even making those refunds. We do not
suggest that the Government does not
want to return the money which is due
to those who have been overcharged by
the Boar.ct, but what would be wrong
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with the Board allowing them a credit?
Such a procedure could not :affect the
Board's revenue this year, because all
the available money has been spent. I
claim that the refunds could be credited
to next year's accounts.
Does the Government know what this
situation means to people in municipalities that are affected by this legislation?
Has the Minister been into the Sunshine
or the Nunawading area? No doubt the
honorable members representing those
districts have had to face hostile protest
meetings organized by the people concerned-and justifiably so. The Minister
for Local Government has interjected to
the effect that the ratepayers at Nunawading have not yet :paid the 230 per
cent. increase, and I accept his assura·nce in that regard. Nevertheless, ratepayers in other districts have paid
water rates on the higher basis. This
measure will pr.otect ratepayers in
Nunawading inasmuch as they will get
an exemption for two years in respect
of their Board of Works rates, as will
certain other municiipalities, but we propose, in our amendment, to cover those
municipalities that do not come within
the ambit of this Bill.
Persons
who are outside the ambit of the measure
have had excess amounts of money
taken from them by the Board of Works
over the past two years and, notwithstanding that the Board has had " two
bites at the cherry" from everyone in
the metropolitan area, as have water
trusts in some country areas-Mr. PORTER.-In Sunshine it is only
one year and not two.
Mr. WILKES.-Does the Minister
know what one year means in terms
of money?
Mr. PORTER.-! am only putting you
right; you are exaggerating.
Mr. WILKES.-If I exaggerate by
one year I apologize, 1but even one year
is important to residents of Sunshine
and· other municipalities who have paid
these higher charges. Many of the
people affected are paying off new homes
and endeavouring to rear children. I
understand the burdens placed on these
people by these unjust rates. I know
the area affected.
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Mr. WILTSHIRE.-You do not know
Nunawading.
Mr. WILKES.-The legislation was
designed to suit Nunawading. I am concerned about the people who have
already paid. The Deputy Leader of the
Country party has said that country
people have had money extorted from
them by various taxing authorities.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-The Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works has no
jurisdiction in country districts.
Mr. WILKES.-! said "various taxing authorities." Residents in part of
the Ivanhoe electorate have already paid.
higher charges. The honorable member
representing that constituency says that
is not so. As recently as eighteen
months or two years ago, the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works increased its water rates, and every home
owner in the metropolitan area was
affected. I can understand the dilemma
of the Board of Works in not being able
to take advantage of the new net annual
valuations for two years. The Minister
for Local Government has said that he
assumes the Board, to counteract this,
will reduce its rate in the £1 in 1964.
Ratepayers covered by the Bill will get
only two years respite. The Minister
has intimated that the amendment I
have circulated will not be accepted, so
we can only assume that many municipalities in which the higher charges have
been levied will not be covered. Valuations in those areas have been raised,
the new net annual valuations have been
accepted by the taxing authorities, and
ratepayers have already paid higher
amounts. They are not covered under
the terms of this Bill, and one of the
amendments prepared by the Opposition
is designed to cover them; we propose
to cover everybody.
The most important amendment circulated by the Opposition proposes that
any amount in excess of the amount
which would have been payable had this
Act been in force when such amount
was paid shall be refunded to the ratepayer. The amendment states that such
refund may be made by return of the
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excess moneys so paid or 1by crediting
the amount of such excess to the ratepayer against future rates payable.
The Minister for Local Government
has stated that it would cost £70,000
to go through all the valuation cards.
I do not agree that the cost would be
so high, but even if it were more men
should be employed by the Board of
Works for the purpose. There is a~
unemployed pool of 17,000 people at
present, and surely a few clerks could
be found among them.
The Opposition is concerned about
people who have already paid higher
rates. Amounts of £10, £15 and up to
£25 extra have been paid. Those sums
mean a great deal to many people. It
is admitted that the Board of Works is
"down the drain."
The ACTING CHAIRMAN
(Mr.
L. S. Reid).-Order! I have allowed the
honorable member a great deal of lati.
tude, and I s.hall be pleased if he will
confine his remarks to clause 2.

Mr. WILKES.-The Minister for
Local Government explained the ramifications of the amendments foreshadowed
by the Deputy Leamer of the Country
party and by the Opposition, and predicted how much it would cost the rating authorities if the amendments were
agreed to. The honorable gentleman
stated that he would not accept them.
The Government must accept some responsibility.
Obviously, this matter
was overlooked when the legislation was
amended in 1961. I can see that the
Minister is not prepared to listen to the
pleas of people who have paid higher
rates.
Mr. PORTER.-! am happy to omit
Sunshine.
Mr. WILKES.-The Minister can tell
the Sunshine people that he is not prepared even to listen to them. That brings
us back to the original story that the
Bill was designed to cover the position
at Nunawading. The Opposition asked
the Minister to include Sunshine. It also
asks the honorable gentleman to agree
that the Board of Works should refund
money already paid by ratepayers. I
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hope the Minister will give further consideration to the amendments when they
are formally submitted.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-The
clause involves a very simple principle.
The Minister for Local Government and
the Government have gone half-way
and, with the honorable member for
Northcote, members of the Country
party submit that it should go the rest of
the way. As soon as we can have an expression of opinion on the matter by
way of a vote without wasting time the
better, as the matter has been debated
thoroughly. We all agree with the
statement of the Minister that the
reason for the requirement that all
councils should return a valuation at
about the same time was that it
was known there was considerable
unevenness in valuations and unless
all the revised vallllations made under
the Valuer-General's supervision came
into force at the same time, there
would have :been an even greater disparity in the contributions made by the
ratepayers. That is the crux of the
matter. The Minister says that there are
tremendous disparities.
Mr. PORTER. - There always have
been.
Mr. MOSS.-That leads me to another
important point. In the course of ·the
debate, the Minister said that there
would be no solution of the problem
until 31st December, 1964. I do not
concede that the problem wiM be solved
on that date, but at least the valuers
will have had an opportunity of valliing
on ia. uniform basis, and valuations
throughout Victoria should be more
even. I appreciate the fact that the
Minister has given consideration to the
proposal that I have submitted and
the amendment foreshadowed by the
honorable member for Northcote. I
regret that the honorable gentleman
hias not gone a little further.
One of the arguments put forward
was that it would cost £70,000 to go
through all the records to ascertain the
excess charges.
I do not know
why it should cost anything. The hon·
orable member for Northcote and I do
not propose that excess money should
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be refunded, but that it should be
credited to the ratepayers when rate
notices are next being issued. I cannot
see how a substantial sum of money
would be involved.
The fact that
hundreds of thousands of pounds has
been extracted from ratepayers in this
manner is a far more cogent considera·
tion than the fact that it might cost
the Board £70,000 to obtain the necessary information. That is a consideration that prompted the Country party to
enter into the argument.
I am disappointed that, as a Com·
mittee, we have not been able to come
to an agreement on this matter. If the
proposed action is fair as from the 1st
May, it is fair that the principle should
apply as from the coming into force
of the Valuation of Land Act 1961.
The amendment that I have prepared is
simpler and much shorter thlan that
circulated by the honorable member
for Northcote. I have not had time to
examine the one prepared by the
Minister, but it does not cover the
period involved.
This is a quest·ion of principle. The
Country party is making a stand on it,
and the sooner a vote is taken the
better. ·A fairer basis should be
adopted when action is taken to correct
an anomaly created by legislation sponsored by this Government. The posi·
tion could easily have been safeguarded
when the Valuation of Land Bill was
brought in in 1961, but apparently the
mat:ter was overlooked by alil members
of the House. It is my view that
instead of going half-way, on this
occasion, we should cover the period
since the enactment of the Valuation
of the Land Bill in 1961.

Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! move-That, in the proposed new section, after
the expression "SB" the expression " (1) "
be inserted.

The object of this amendment is to
make provision for a new sub-section
that I propose to move later.
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-! move-That, in proposed new section SB of the
principal Act, the words "in this or any
other Act " be omitted with the view of
inserting " whether •in this Act or in any
other Act where a muillicipality has used
for the year beginning on the first day of
October One thousand nine hundred and
sixty-one a general valuation of net annual
value which the Valuer-General has
reported to the Minister as generally .true
and correct pursuant to the provisions of
sectfon eight A of this Act or ".

As I said earlier, the purpose of this
amendment is to cover those municipalities which have 'been omitted from the
provisions of the Bill.

Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government) .-An amendment which
has been circulated in my name is
designed to include the same municipali·
ties to which the honorable member has
referred, and therefore the Government
proposes to vote against this amendment.
Mr. CRICK (Grant).-! support the
amendment proposed by the honorable
member for Northcote. The Minister
received deputations from the municipality of Sunshine on two occasions.
The first was on 11th May, 1960, when
the municipality asked that it be
granted a deferment in regard to the
taking of a revaluation under the Local
Government Act. The Minister pointed
out, rightly on that occasion, that he
had no power to take this action. The
second deputation waited on the Minister on the 30th April last when he was
informed that the deputation had on
24th April waited on the finance committee of the Board of Works to which
it had put three submissions. It was
.pointed out that because of the new
valuations which were applied hy the
City of Sunshine for the year 1961-62
and which the Board of Works had used
for rating purposes in the year 1st July,
1962, to 30th June, 1963, the ratepayers
of the City of Sunshine had paid to the
Board an additional £182,000 more than
in the previous year. The Board was
asked to rebate this sum to the ratepayers.
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The second submission put to the
Board was that if the Board could not
see its way clear to rebate the money
as overpaid, it should grant concessions
to the ratepayers over the following
two rating years. It was suggested that
H any doubt existed in respect of the
legal powers to take such action, the
Boar.ct would not oppose an approach
by the municipality to the Minister for
the purpose of bringing in amending
legislation to give effect to the munidpality's wishes. The Minister has been
most helpful in regard to the iplea made
by the ratepayers of Sunshine and also
the ratepayers of some country shires.
He is prepared to do something for them
in respect of the next two years :but he
has advanced an argument that he cannot accept the amendment proposed by
the honorable member for Northcote
because he claims that it would cost
£70,000 in administrative costs to either
refund the money or bring in a concessional rate to the ratepayers who have
already overpaid.
The municipality
made a promise to the Board df Works
that it would make available to the
Board the old valuations and any supplementary valuations on which the Board
would base its concessional rates. I am
surprised that the Minister should quote
a figure of £70,000 when he has been
informed that the municipality wou}d
make all the information available to
the Board.
The difficulties have been brought
about by virtue of the Valuation of
Land Act 1960, as amended in 1961.
I was hopeful that the 1961 amendment
would bring about equity to all ratepayers throughout the State, which was
the basis upon which the Valuation of
Land Act became law. At present the
ratepayers of Sunshine are paying 2s.
3d. in the £1 for municipal rates based
on net annual value, and 2s. 4d. in the
£1 Board of Works rates on the same
basis. Could such a situation be regarded
as being fair and equitable? I believe
the Minister should reconsider this
matter.
The granting of a concessional allowance over two years, whether it be by
the Board of Works in respect of the
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ratepayers of Sunshine or by sewerage,
water or other rating authorities in
respect of other municipalities, does not
present any great problem. The municipality has already offered to place all
the necessary information at the Board's
disposal. Therefore, I believe the Minister has found difficulties for the purpose
of refusing to accept the amendment
proposed by the Opposition. If the existing position is allowed to continue, ratepayers in one municipality will be taxed
to a greater extent than those residing
in a neighbouring municipality. The
Government will have to accept responsibility for the position if it is not prepared to adopt means to rectify the
situation.
Mr. PoRTER.-Do you suggest that the
previous three years' assessments should
be adjusted to what should have been
paid?
Mr. CRICK.-The Minister is aware
that the previous valuation in the City of
Sunshine was undertaken in 1954 when
a Labour Government was in office. In
the preceding post-war years some degree of stability had been reached so far
as property values were concerned.
Rents were pegged, certain forms of
leases were also controlled to some extent, and the whole effect wa~ that the
level of valuations in 1954 was more or
less static. However, from 1955 onwards, with a change of Government,
certain controls on ,properties were removed, with the result that in some cases
the sky became the limit and property
values soared rapidly. Valuations made
in 1954, therefore, may be somewhat
low compared with those made in 1960.
That is the only basis upon which the
Minister can say that valuations prior
to the revaluation in 1960 might have
been on the low side. However, at that
time the ratepayers were paying
3s. 6d. in the £1 municipal rates and
2s. 4d. in the £1 Board of Works rates.
Any argument along those lines must
be offset because of the effect of the
valutions during the six-year period between 1954 and 1960. The valuers in the
City of Sunshine did everything possible
to comply with the wishes of the ValuerGeneral .and his staff.
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It could truthfully be claimed that the
valuation made in the City of Sunshine has become the standard for valuations throughout the rest of Victoria.
I think the municipality should be given
some credit for the part it has played
in endeavouring to keep four-square with
the Government in respect of valuations.
Surely, it is not asking the Government
too much to provide protection for at
least the next two years, and to see that
the amount of money that has been
overpaid to the Board of Works during
the last taxing period-in country areas,
it would be the amount which has been
overpaid to water and sewerage authorities during the last taxing period-will
be offset by means of an equivalent
allowance.
Mr. HOLLAND (Flemington).-The
Opposition is simply seeking to achieve
justice to ratepayers who have suffered
unjustly in recent years. When the
Valuation of Land Bill was enacted in
1960, it was evident to everyone that
certain municipalities which were not
returning true and correct valuations,
were not bearing their fair proportion
of Board of Works rates. It was also
realized at the time that it was not
possible to enact legislation which would
arbitrarily require all municipalities to
fall into line at the one time. Consequently, it was decided that municipalities would be allowed until 1964 in which
to undertake revaluations. Unfortunately, some municipalities, which acted
expeditiously so far as valuations were
concerned, have been "caught," with the
result that their ratepayers are being
unjustly penalized. Of course, one of
the worst "culprits" was the Nunawading municipality.
The Minister
knows that the Nunawading municipality was not bearing its fair share of
Board of Works rates. In fact, it was
Nunawading that "triggered off" the
Government's proposed amending legislation.

Mr. PORTER.-The Keilor municipality
also had some part in it.
Mr. HOLLAND.-That may be so, but
the Minister knows that the Nunawading
municipality has not acted properly in
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the matter and this amendment is designed to protect that municipality. Unfortunately, because the Sunshine council has acted reasonably, its ratepayers.
are "outside the pale."
I propose to quote two sets of figures
which should prove of interest to honorable members. In round figures, the
valuations for Nunawading for the year
1960-61 totalled £35,000,000, and for
1961-62, £83,000,000. Valuations for
Sunshine for the year 1960-61 totalled
£41,000,000 and, for 1962-63, £80,000,000.
In other words, the two sets of figures
are similar. However, the ratepayers
of Sunshine were required to pay rates
based on the highest valuation for at
least one year, whereas a similar situation did not apply to the ratepayers of
Nunawading. Of course, Keilor council,
the Melbourne City Council, and one or
two other councils are similarly situated.
The Melbourne City Council, which has
undertaken revaluations every year,
provides· 17 per cent. of the revenue of
the Board of Works. Probably, the Melbourne municipality receives less in
return than any other municipality,
because it is an almost completely builtup area.
The Keilor, Sunshine, and Melbourne
councils have been "trapped" for one
year so far as rates are concerned.
This situation was not envisaged when
the Valuation of Land Act was enacted
in 1960.
As the Minister for Local Government knows, the Board of Works
is faced with ·a number of other difficulties. Certainly, so far as water is concerned, the Board will encounter serious
financial trouble. I consider that, if any
favours are to be "parcelled out," they
should be distributed on a fair and
equitable basis.
Appropriate action
should be taken to bring about the situation which was envisaged when the
Valuation of Land Bill 1960 was under
consideration. Of course, the situation
to which I refer also affects the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, which uses
the net annual valuation system. There
will be serious repercussions on certain
councils if the existing valuations are
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accepted by the fire brigades Board.
When the Valuation of Land Bill was
introduced, the Government envisaged a
reasonable way of bringing all people in
the metropolitan area into a relatively
similar position so far as rates were
concerned. I ask the Minister to examine
the Opposition's suggested amendments
further, because they are designed to
rectify the existing anomalous position.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! move-That, in paragraph (b) of proposed new
section Sa, the word " that" where first
occurring be omitted wit!h the view of
inserting the word " any ".

In the original draft Bill, the word
" that " referred to a municipality but,
because of a second class of municipalities which I propose to have added later,
it is now necessary to alter the clause
so that it refers to any municipality.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-! moveThat, in paragraph (b) of proposed new
section Sa, after the word "made" (where
first occurring) the words "where the
Valuer-General has reported that the valuation so used by the municipality is true and
correct, on .the same valuation as the rate
made by that Board Trust Commissioners
or authority in the year immediately prior
to the return of the first-mentioned valuation, and where the rate is made on the net
annual value of rateable property after the
first day of May One thousand nine hundred
and sixty-three but not later than the
thir.ty-first day of December One thousand
nine hundred and sixty-four," be inserted.

The purpose of this amendment is
supplementary to the first amendment
which was moved by me. If this amendment is accepted, it will mean that, after
the Minister has taken in those municipalities or shires which have been
omitted, a time will be stipulated during
which their valuations can be returned
and during which the Board of Works
can operate on them. I hope the amendment will be accepted.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-As I previously indicated, the Government proposes to
move an amendment along exactly the
same lines as that which has been sub-
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mitted by the honorable member for
Northcote. Accordingly, I invite the
Committee to vote against this amendment in order that it may have an opportunity to vote on the Government's
amendment.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! move-That, in paragraph (b) of proposed new
section 80, the words " based on the same
general levels o.f value as that valuation"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
expression " made pursuant to sub-section
(2) of this section."

This amendment is necessary to make
provision for a new sub-section.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! move-That, at the end of clause 2, the following be added:" Provided that in the case of any municipality which used for the year commencing the first day of October One thousand
nine hundred and sixty-one a general valuation of net annual value which pursuant to
the .provisions of this Act the ValuerGeneral reports or has reported to the
Minister as being generally true and correct
as at the thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hunderd and sixty-one, such
ra.te shall be made by the Board Trust
Commissioners or Authority on the same
valuation as the rate made for the year
immediately preceding that for which the
rate was last made before the first day of
May One thousand nine hundred and sixtythree.
(2) Subject to sub-section (1) of this
section but notwithstanding any other provision in this Act or any provision in any
other Act, whether or not a .general or
supplementary valuation of any rateable
property has been made and returned for
the municipality in which that property is
situated since the valuation upon which
the rate last made by such Board Trust
Commissioners or Authority was so made
and returned, the Board Trust Commissioners or Authority in any of the circumstances specified in sub-section (1) of
section two hundred and fifty-eight of the
Local Government Act 1958 may, subject to
that section, cause to •be made a supplementary valuation based on the same general
levels of value as the valuation upon which
pursuant to the provisions o.f this section the
Board Trust Commissioners or Authority
makes a rate not later than the thirty-first
day of December One thousand nine
hundred and sixty-four."
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The purpose of this amendment
is to insert a proviso which has
already been explained and a new
sub-section to proposed new section 8B.
The purpose of the sub-section is merely
to ensure that any complementary valuations which may be made pursuant to the
Local Government Act are in :fact tied
with the principal valuation :being used
for that municipality.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-! move-That, at the end ·Of clause 2, the following proviso be added:" Provided that any amount in excess
of the amount which would have been payable had this Act, as amended .by the
Valuation of Land (Rates) Act 1963, been
in force at the time when such amount was
paid shall be refunded to the ratepayer.
Such refund may be made iby return of the
excess moneys so paid or by crediting the
amount of such excess to the ratepayer
against future rates payable."

The purpose of this proviso has been
explajned, but I wish to refer to a
reason that was outlined by the honorHe
able member for Flemington.
pointed out that not only does the
Board of Works and other authorities
operate on net annual values, but payments to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board are also based on this system.
The honorable member for Brunswick
West has expressed the opinion that this
measure will not make any difference
to the obligations of the municipalities
to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
However, I point out that the municipality of Northcote pays £17,000 a year
to the Board. Its payments have increased by approximately £4,500 in the
past twelve month:s.
I do not know
what increases in valuations will mean
to munici1palities such as Sunshine so
far as payments to the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board are concerned.
However, these payments represent a
heavy drain on local councils. Alfuough
municipalities can off-set increased
valuations by reducing rates of their
own ratepayers, they cannot escape the
effect of higher valuations on payments
to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
That Board will scoop the pool on these
increased valuations in much the same
manner as the Board of Works has done.
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We suggest fuat the Minister for
Public Works should examine the position of payments by municipalities to
the Board, because it is the contention
of municipalities that this obligation is
an unjust one. Because of new valuations to come into force in 1964, the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board .will eventually have unlimited funds at its disposal.
In urging the Minister to accept the
amendment I have submitted, I point
out that additional burdens are being
imposed on ratepayers who, of course,
are also taxpayers. Because municipalities acting in accordance with the Local
Government Act have imposed increased
valuations and as a consequence additional revenue has been obtained by the
Board of Works, some relief should be
given. As it would obviously be impossible for the Board to refund the
money, we are suggesting that credits
should be given to the ratepayers concerned at the next accounting period.
That would afford relief to the people
concerned and would also restore some
of the faith that people have lost in
this Government because of its action
in allowing these additional charges to
be imposed.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-The
purpose of the amendment moved by
the honorable member for Northcote is
to provide either for a refund of additional rates paid because of increased
valuations or for some type of credit
for the money paid. I have circulated
an amendment similar in principle to
that of the honorable member for
Northcote, but in the circumstances I
do not intend to proceed with it.
It has been made quite plain, up to
the present at any rate, that the Minister for Local Government is not inclined to accept the point of view we
hold. However, I urge him to give
further consideration to the strong arguments that have been advanced from all
quarters on this vexed question. I suggest to the honorable member for
Scoresby, who has taken a vital interest
in this matter, that it might be just as
well to extend relief to other municipalities and not specifically look after
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Nunawading. If it is good enough to
afford the people of Nunawading relief,
it should be good enough to look after
ratepayers in other areas affected by
the legislation.
The honorable member for Mulgrave
knows something of the problem, as the
ratepayers in his area have approached
him in an endeavour to ascertain what
the Government is doing. We sillllply
ask for similar treatment to be meted
out to other ratepayers concerned with
this legislation on other parts of Victoria. We stated at one stage that the
Minister had gone half-way, and now he
has moved a little further. I urge him
to give more mature consideration to
the problem and to go as far as the
honorable
member
for
Northcote
suggests in his amendment. It would be
a happy solution to a real problem.
The Committee divided on Mr. Wilkes's
amendment (Mr. L. S. Reid in the
chair)Ayes
22
30
Noes
Majority against
the amendment

the
8

AYES.

Mr. Ring
Mr. Schintler
Mr. Stoneham
(GippsT.and East) Mr. Sutton
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Fennessy
(Brunswick West)
Mr. Floyd
·Mr. Whiting
Mr. Holland
Sir Herbert Hyland Mr. Wilkes
Mr. Wilton.
Dr. Jenkins
Mr. Lovegrove
Teliers:
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Clarey
Mr. Moss
Mr. Holding
Mr. Mutton
Mr. Crick
Mr. Divers
Mr. Evans

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Birrell
Bloomfield
Borthwick
Christie
Darcy
Dunstan
Fraser
Gainey
Garrisson
Gibbs
Gillett
Holden
Loxton
Manson
Meagher

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mibus
Petty
Porter
Rossiter
Scanlan
Scott
Snider
Stokes
Suggett
Taylor
Wilcox
Wiltshire.
TelLers:

Mr. Evans
<Bal'lm:J,rat North)

Mr. Tanner.
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Mr. Galvin
Mr. Stirling
Mr. Trewin

I.

Mr. Macdonald
Mr. Rylah
Mr. Bolte.

The clause, as amended, was agreed
to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! move-That this Bill be now read a third time.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-! thank
the Assistant Parliamentary Draftsman,
Mr. Keuneman, who gave Opposition
members a great deal of assisbance in
the preparation of our proposed amendments. The Minister for Local Government always makes available the staff
of his Department to the Opposition
in these matters, and I should like to
thank them, too, for their help.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-Clause 9 of the Bill as sent
to the Legislative Council provided.For paragraph (b) of sub-section (2) of
section thkteen of the principal Act, there
shall be substituted the following paragraph:(b) .be accompanied by(i) three testimonials in dupliicate signed by different
respectable persons as to
the character of the appli·
cant;
OD a certificate signed by an
estate
agent
that
he
proposes to employ the
·applicant in full-time employment in his business
if the licence is granted;
and
(iii) a sta.itutory declaration made
by the applicant declaring
that he intends to engage
in full-time employment as
a sub-agent if the licence
is granted.
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The Council amended the clause by
omitting, in sub-paragraph (iii) of the
proposed new para-graph (b), the words
"declaring that he intends to engage in
full-time employment as a sub-agent if
the licence is granted," and inserting the
expressiondeclaring that he intends if the licence
is granted to engage in full-time employment as a sub-agent or, where the
certificate accompanying the application
pursuant to sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph has been signed on behalf of an
estate agent being a declared corporation,
that he intends to engage in employment
solely with that declared corporation.

Clause 9 as drafted provided that a subagent must furnish with his application
for a licence a certificate from the estate
agent showing that he proposes to
engage the sub-agent in full-time employment, together with a statutory
declaration from the applicant declaring
that he proposes to engage in full-time
employment as a sub-agent if the licence
is igran ted.
However, in cases where the estate
agency work of a corporation is only a
minor part of the corporation's activities,
such as a declared corporation, it would
be extremely difficult to employ a subagent on a full-time basis as a subagent in real estate work. It is obvious
that the services of the sub-agent would
be required in other avenues of work in
which the corporation engages.
The amendment is designed, therefore,
to ensure that the sub-agent is solely
employed by the declared corporation,
but special provision is also made to
allow him to engage in duties other
than real estate work within the normal
pursuits of the cor.poration. I move-That amendment No. 1 be agreed to.

Mr.
WILKES
(Northcote).-The
Opposition raises no objection to the
amendment. It will certainly assist corporations. Fifty per cent. of their
· directors will have to hold real estate
agents' licences. The Bill provides that
if a corporation wishes to employ a
sub-agent he must be permanently employed as a sub-agent. That is not
possible in a corporation, and this
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amendment will make the position sufficiently loose to allow a corporation to
engage one of its employees as a subagent on a part-time basis. The subagent must sign a statutory declaration
to say that he will be employed full
time by the corporation. The Opposition
agrees with this amendment, because it
provides a practical solution in relation
to corporations.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PETTY (Minister
Works) .-I move--

of

Public

That amendment No. 2 be agreed to.

The Council inserted the following proviso at the end of new section 30A : Provided that an estate agent being a
declared corporation may employ a subagent partly in estate agency work and
partly in other work of ·the corporation.

This amendment is partly consequential upon the amendment to clause 9
and provides that the declared corporation which employs such a sub-agent can
employ him partly in real estate work
and partly in other activities of the
corporation.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PETTY (Minister
Works).-! move--

of

Public

That amendment No. 3 be agreed to.

The amendment made by the Council
was to omit from sub-section ( 4) of
new section 34A the words "If a statement is not given as required by this
section or if the particulars required by
paragraphs (d), (e) and (/) of subsection (2) of this section are stated
inaccurately" and insert "If in purported pursuance of this section a
statement is given which does not state
all the particulars required by paragraphs (d), (e) and (/) of sub-section
(2) of this section or which states any
of those particulars inaccurately or if
no statement at all is given pursuant to
this section." Sub-section ( 4) provides
for the voidance of a contract by the
purchaser within three months in the
event of certain happenings. Difficulties
have arisen over the wording of the
sub-section as it is now drafted, and it
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has been argued that a purchaser may
have a right of voidance if he is given
a statement in which particulars contained in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
are given inaccurately.

Government and the Opposition wish
to protect-the purchasers of small
businesses who have been suffering.

This was not the intention of the
Statute Law Revision Committee, and
the amendment is simply a rewording of
the sub-section to make it perfectly
clear that a purchaser's right to void
the contract under the sub-section is
based solely on the happening of the
following events:(i) That the statement is not given;
(ii) that the particulars contained in
( d), ( e) and (/) are not given
(these relate to tenancy agreements, bills of sale over equipment, &c., and repair orders);
(iii) that the particulars contained in
(d), (e) and (f) are given inaccurately.

Mr. PETTY (Minister
Works) .-I move--

Mr.
WILKES
(Northcote).-This
amendment provides for the rewording
of sub-section ( 4) of new section 34A,
as contained in clause 19, so that
it is perfectly clear that the purchaser wi.11 be protected in the manner
desired by the Statute Law Revision
Committee and the original legislation.
The sub-section, as. drafted, does
not provide a
right of voidance
of the contract if the conditions laid
down are not carried out. This was a
contentious provision in the original
legislation because certain business
agents claimed that their commissions
would be held up for a period of three
months.
Other obstacles were raised to this
particular provision. I compliment the
Government on having 'brought it back
into the legislation. It was included jn
the 1956 Act, but was removed in the
1958 amendments.
It will provide
adequate protection to the purchaser of
a small business so that he will have
three months in which to ascertain
whether the contract is accurate and its
provisions carried out. The amendment
goes a little further and gives full protection to those people whom the

The motion was agreed to.
of

Public

That amendment No. 4 be agreed to.

The Council omitted the words " (other
than an auctioneer)" and inserted the
words " (other than a licensed auction ..
eer)" in sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph
(a) of clause 23. This is purely a drafting amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
HEALTH (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 2).
The debate (adjourned from May 15)
on the motion of Mr. Bloomfield (Minister of Education) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Dr.
JENKINS
(Reservoir).-As
honorable members are no doubt aware,
the Opposition does not intend to oppose
this Bill. However, despite the fact that
these are the closing hours of the sessional period, I feel that this is a Bill
which cannot be taken lightly and which
is deserving of comment. For example,
I believe mention should be made of
the Government's tardiness in taking
such action when these types of procedure reached their peak of publicity
some ten years ago. It may be some
consolation to the Government to be
told that at least it is not lagging far
behind other States.
There is a deal of doubt in regard to
the scientific background of this
measure. Economic considerations must
be mentioned in addition to the health
considerations which must be commented upon, and I am disappointed
that the perfunctory information provided to the Minister has not covered
some of these questions. The first provision in the Bill relates to the Latrobe
Valley Water and Sewerage Board.
Mr. BoLTE.-I suggest that, if the
honorable member proposes to speak for
half an hour, the debate should be adjourned until Wednesday.
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! shall speak
for about twenty minutes.
Dr. JENKINS.-In the circumstances,
I move-That the debate .be now adjourned.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I suggest that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday next and
that
the
honorable
member for
Reservoir have the right to continue
his speech on the resumption of the
debate.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate was adjourned until Wednesday,
May 22. Leave was granted for Dr.
Jenkins to continue his speech on the
resumption of the debate.

ADJOURNMENT.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR AND INDUSTRY:
MEETINGS OF WAGES BOARDS-SHIRE
OF ELTHAM: PROPOSED NEW MUNICIPAL 0FFICES--WATTLE GULLY MINE:
DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYEES.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-1 move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Wednesday next, at half-past Seven
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education).-! move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. HOLDING (Richmond) .-1 desire to direct the attention of the
Minister of Education to a matter of
Government administration pertaining
to the state of affairs that exists in the
Department of Labour and Industry, in
the hope that he will take the matter up
with the Minister in charge of that
Department. Recently, following a decision of the Arbitration Court in relation
to three weeks' annual leave, the Australian Meat Industry Employees Union
filed a series of applications for hearings
of the various State wages Boards
covering their employees, who total
about 2,000. The applications were
filed on the 14th April, but up to date
Session 1963.-146
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they have heard nothing further as to
when the Boards will hold meetings to
consider ·the applications.
This is
causing considerable industrial unrest
and disquiet, and I am informed that
certain sections of the union have
called upon their executive officers to
call a series of stop-work meetings.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Which industry is
this?
Mr. HOLDING.-It is the meat
industry. The wages Boards concerned
are principally those dealing with
slaughtering for export. I think the
proposed action can be and should be
avoided by the prompt hearing of the
claims. I urge the Minister to regard
the matter as one of urgency, and, if
necessary, to exercise his powers under
the Act to call meetings of the relevant
Boards. I also ask that the Minister
request that such a1pplications as have
been lodged be dealt with in strict
order of lodgment.
Mr. STOKES (Evelyn) .-I direct my
remarks to the Minister for Local
Government. I wish to refer to a
referendum that was held in the Shire
of Eltham on the 23rd March last with
regard to a proposal to borrow £60,000
for the purpose of erecting new municipal offices. The following report
appeared in the Rosanna News dated
the 14th May, 1963The Eltham Referendum Vote "No"
Committee has written to Mr. Russell
Stokes, M.L.A. (Evelyn) asking him to
assist in getting the Government to restrain
Eltham Council from proceeding with its
proposal to borrow £60, 000 to provide new
municipal offices.

In no way do I wish to restrain the
Eltham council, but I feel it is my duty
to submit the views of this body, which
is widely representative. It includes the
West Riding Tenants' and Ratepayers'
Association, the Lower Plenty Progress
Association, the Eltham Ratepayers'
Association, and the Montmorency
branch of the Australian Labour party.
The committee wrote me a long letter,
a copy of which I forwarded to the
Minister for Local Government last
Tuesday.
Probably the honorable
gentleman has not yet had an opportunity to examine the matter. However
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I have been asked to place the matter
before the House to-day. The letter
from the Eltham Referendum Vote
"No" Committee, is dated the 3rd May,
1963. Quoting portions of the letter, it
statesThank you for your letter of 22nd March.
We wish to point out that our Committee
is not against " forward and beneficial
developments " in the Shire of Eltham or
neighbouring areas.

The letter goes on to sayThe people decisively voted "No" to
the proposed loan for new municipal offices.

I point out that 13,500 votes were
recorded, of which approximately twothirds were "No." The letter continuesIn spite of the referendum and the
definite "No", Eltham Shire Council has
since blatantly continued with the project
and has resolved to advertise its intention
to borrow £60,000 for new municipal offices.
The Eltham Referendum Vote "No"
Committee appeals to you as our Parliamentary representative, to raise the matter
in Victorian State Parliament. We request
that the Government be asked to restrain
the Eltham Shire Council from proceeding
with a matter which has been democratically rejected by the people at a poll
conducted in accordance with the Local
Government Act.

I do not support this body, but point out
that, numerically speaking, it is very
strong. They are sincere people who
have done a good deal for their shire.
I consider that a clear-cut statement
from the Minister for Local Government
would help very much to remove local
doubts and misunderstandings whether
the Eltham council is right or wrong
in this matter.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition) .-A couple of days ago I
had to refer to the tragic situation which
has developed at the Morning Star mine
at Wood's Point. I regret that now I
have to raise the question of the situation obtaining at the Wattle Gully mine
at Chewton. Some four employees were
dismissed last week, and the employment of another five will be terminated
this week. I understand that a further
34 men also have received notice. I
know the Minister is as concerned as I
am regarding the future of these men.

.Adjournment.

This mine has been a consistent producer of gold in recent years. Unfortunately, the ore which it was
working has run out, and the present
situation may be merely a temporary
set-back. If that is so it would be very
much in the national interest to fully
explore the possibility of getting into
new ground where fresh production of
gold can take place.
I know the Minister has already been
very sympathetic in his treatment of
the company. Basically, the situation
arises from the fact that although the
cost of production has risen greatly in
recent years the price of gold has remained static. I know the Federal
Government pays a subsidy for gold production, but I query whether that Government is playing its full part. It will
be a tr.agedy for Chewton and the State
of Victoria if this mine has to cease
operations. I ask the Minister to indicate what the Government has in mind
in relation to the assistance that can be
given to the company to avoid at all
costs the possibility of the mine closing
down while there is still good ground
left unexplored. I should appreciate the
honorable gentleman's views on the subject.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I shall inform the Acting
Minister of Labour and Industry of the
matter submitted by the honorable member for Richmond as soon as I can.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government) .-The honorable member
for Evelyn has raised a matter which
concerns the Shire of Eltham. The
correspondence that he referred to has
been received by me only in the last day
or two, and the relevant matters will
receive consideration as early as
possible.
Mr. MIBUS (Minister of Mines).The matter raised by the Leader of the
Opposition refers to notice given to
miners employed by Wattle Gully Mines
(No Liability). The Mines Department
was advised last Monday that 26 men
would be given notice of termination of
employment because of the low-grade
ore which is being mined. The Leader
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of the Opposition has been generous in
his remarks on what the Mines Department has done. Drilling subsidies to that
mine for the past two financial years
amounted to £2,702, and the Government
grant last financial year was £11,325.
In addition to financial assistance, drilling equipment has been on loan free
of charge to this mining company.
Eighteen months ago a departmental
underground drill was made available,
free of charge, to the company, and two
weeks ago the Department supplied free
of charge, a diamond drill, complete
with crew and equipment, for surface
drilling. It is understood that the company intends to make application to the
Mines Department for further assistance, and I assure the Leader of the
Opposition that, when that application
is received, it will receive favourable
consideration.
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illrgislatinr C!!nuuril.
Tuesday, May 21, 1963.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Gordon McArthur)
took the chair at 4.54 p.m., and read the
prayer.
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.
PRESENTATION OF ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

The
PRESIDENT
(Sir
Gordon
McArthur).-! have to report that,
accompanied by honorable members, I,
this day, waited upon His Excellency the
Governor and presented to him the
Address of the Legislative Council
which was agreed to on the 9th instant,
and that His Excellency was pleased to
make the following reply:MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE MEMBERS
OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:

In the name and on behalf of Her Majesty
the Queen I thank you for the expression of loyalty to Her Majesty's Throne and
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person, and it will afford me great pleasure
to convey to Her Majesty the sentiments
expressed in the Address which you have
just presented to me.
For the cordial and friendly welcome
which you, on •behalf of the people of this
State, have extended to me, I thank you
most sincerely and I assure you that it will
always be my earnest wish to associate
myself with you in advancing the welfare
of this part of Her Majesty's Dominions, and
in preserving the close connexion which so
'happily exists between the Mother Country
and our State.

VALUATION OF LAND (RATES)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON (Minister of
Hou.sing), was read a first time.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.17 p.m.
until Wednesday, May 22.

Railway Department.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
DERAILMENTS ON MILDURA LINE:
DAMAGE: INSURANCE PAYMENTS.

The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of
Agriculture-(a) During the years 1960-61, 1961-62, and
1962-63, respectively, how many derailments
occurred on the railways between-(i) Redcliffs and Quyen; and (ii) Quyen and
Donald?

(~) What was the estimated damage to
rollmg-stock and permanent way in each
such derailment?
(c) What amount of insurance in respect
of damage sustained iby consignees was
claimed, and what amount was paid?

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .-The answers are-Year.
(a)

1.7.60-30.6.61
1.7.61-30.6.62
1.7.62-15.5.63
1.7.60-30.6.61
1.7.61-30.6.62
1.7.62-15.5.63

Track Section.

Donald-Quyen
Donald--Ouyen
Donald-Quyen
Ouyen-Redcliffs
Quyen-Redcliffs
Quyen-Redcliffs

No. of
Derail•
men ts.
1

Nil
1
1
1
1

(b) The costs of making good damage to
rolling-stock or tracks are not available.
(c) The claims made, so far as they are
available <from
the
records,
totalled
£940, 14s. 8d., and the amount paid in settlement was £700.
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LEVEL CROSSING AT MADDEN-GROVE,
BURNLEY.

The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister of
Agriculture-What is the estimated cost of the removal of t!he hand-controlled railway gates
at Madden-grove, Burnley, and their replacement with a boom-barrier crossing?
(b) Is it the intention of the Railway
Department to install a pedestrian subway
at Burnley-street railway crossing?
(a)

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The answers are--

<a>

(b)

£42,260.
Yes.

CONSTRUCTION OF UNDERGROUND
RAILWAY : FINANCE.

The ilion. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
A:gricul ture--

<a> How is the proposed scheme to
construct Melbourne's underground railway
to be financed, and !has the Government
provided for a tax to be levied on all
landowners and occupiers within a quarter
of a mile of the proposed route?
(b) Has the Melbourne City Council
raised any formal objections 1to any .of the
Government's proposals; if so-(i) when
were such objections lodged; (ii) on what
grounds are they based; and (iii) have
they been fully considered by the Government, and with what result?
<c> Has the Government departed in any
way from the original plan of finance
agreed to; if so, what alterations have 1been
made?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-The answers are--

<a> The method of financing the Melbourne underground railway is set out in
Part II. of the City of Melbourne Underground Railway Construction Act, 1960,
No. 6652.
(b) Yes.
(i) On 31st October, 1962, a report of a
special committee of the Melbourne Ciity
Council into finance and other effects of
the above Act was received with a request
for discussions with ·the honorable the
Premier and the Minister of Transport.
(ii) The city council's objections were
based on the proposition that the impact
of the proposed tax on city ratepayers
would be unreasonable.
(iii) The Government has given consideration to the representations of the
Melbourne City Council special committee,
and the Premier has agreed to discuss the
matter with the council in the near fwture.
<c> No.

Electoral.
ELECTORAL.

POPULATIONS AND ENROLMENTS IN
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL PROVINCES.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
Agriculture-(a) What was the total' population within the boundaries of the metropolitan cities
of Collingwood, Williamstown, Footscray,
Melbourne, Essendon, Coburg, Brunswick,
Fitzroy, Northcote, Preston, Heidelberg,
and Richmond as at the 1954 and 1961
censuses respectively, and what is the
present enrolment of electors within the
Legislative Council provinces or parts
thereof covered by such boundaries?

(b) What was the total population within the boundaries of the metropolitan cities
of Prahran, St. Kilda, Hawthorn, Kew,
Camberwell, Malvern, Caulfield, Oakleigh,
Brighton, Sandringham, Moorabbin, Mordialloc, South Melbourne, and Port Melbourne as at the 1954 and 1961 censuses
respectively, and what is the present enrolment of electors within the Legislative
Council provinces or parts thereof covered
by such boundaries?

The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Acting Chief
Secretary) .-I shall answer the questions which are addressed to the
Minister in charge of the House. The
answers are--(a) The total
population within the
boundaries of such metropolitan cities
·based upon the statistics set forth at pages
114 and 115 of the Victorian Year Book 1963,
was 614,129 as at the 1954 census; and
654,998 as at the 1961 census.
The latest enrolment statistics, as at
26th April, 1963, disclose that the numbers
of electors enrolled within the Legislative
Council provinces or parts thereof covered
by such boundaries are as follows:-

Provinces
(Whole or Part).

Number of
Electors Enrolled.

Melbourne (whole) ..
Melbourne North (whole)
Doutta Galla (part) ..
Melbourne West (part)
Monash (part>
Southern (part)

41,920
146,827
83,388
46,334*
1,600*
11,486*

Total

331,555

(b) The
total population within t~e
boundaries of such metropolitan .cities,
based upon the statistics set forth at pages
114 and 115 of the Victorian Year Book
1963, was 622,517 as at the 1954 census;
and 690,302 as at the 1961 census.

The latest enrolment statistics, as at
26th April, 1963, disclose that the numbers
of electors enrolled within the Legislative
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Council provinces or parts thereof covered
by such boundaries are as follows:Provinces
(Whole or Part).

Number of
Electors Enrolled.

Higinbotham (whole)
East Yarra (part) ..
Melbourne West (part)
Monash (part)
Southern (part)
South-Eastern (part)

i22,532
103,964
26,911
91,213*
11,731*
58,523*

Total

414,874

Note:-The boundaries of some of the
municipalities covered do not coincide
with boundary lines of electoral subdivisions; and, therefore, it has been
necessary to estimate the enrolment figures
with respect of those provinces indicated
with an asterisk in the above taibles.
In all other cases, factual enrolments
for the relevant provinces or parts thereof
have been given.

The Hon. J. M. TruPOVICH.-There
would not be very much difference in
thousands in the numbers.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-The estimates are reasonably accurate.
MUNICIPALITIES.
ENGINEERS AND BUILDING SURVEYORS.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) (By leave).-On 1st
May, the Hon. Samuel Merrifield asked
the following question:How many municipalities have-(i) parttime municipal engineers; and (ii) qualified
building surveyors?

At that time, I informed Mr. Merrifield
that the information was being prepared and would be supplied as soon as
possible. I am now in a position to
furnish the following reply:As the information which the honorable
member requested in Parliament on the
1st May concerning municipal engineers
and building surveyors was not readily
available I arranged for the Department to
circularize councils to obtain it. To date,
information has been obtained in respect
of 178 municipalities, of which at present
19 have part-time engineers, and 79 have
certified municipal building surveyors.

I shaH furnish Mr. Merrifield with complete figures as soon as I can obtain
them.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 7)
on the motion of The Hon. G. L.
Chandler (Minister of Agriculture) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
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The Hon. J.M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-This Bill seeks to
make nineteen amendments to the Local
Government Act. As this Act contains
almost 1,000 sections, it is often found
necessary to make. amendments to it.
It is felt by members of the Labour
party that the Liberal party Government must be extremely grateful for the
existence O!f the Local Government Act,
because it has enabled the Government
to bolster up what would otherwise be
a very .poor legislative programme. It
is well known in and outside Parliamentary circles that ·Liberal iparty members of this House have during this
session been most dissatisfied with the
legislative activity of the Government.
The Hon. G. w. THOM.-Who said
that?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-It is well
known that some members of the
Liberal party were almost .Jed to a state
of rebellion because of the paucity of
the Government's legislative programme.
Indeed, some of the legislation .proposed
by the Liberal party Government for
this sessional period did not even come
before Parliament, 1because there was
not a sufficient num'ber of members in
the Liberal party in favour of it.
Because of the many amendments
to be made to the Local Government Act
from time to time, one would expect it
to be almost perfect, but that is far
from the position. Its first deficiency
which comes to my mind is that
it contains no provision for adult
franchise at elections, and I relate my
discussion of this aspect to the references to voting in clause 20 of the BHI.
Of course, adult 'franchise has been part
of the policy of the Labour party for
many years, and we believe it is time
the Government gave consideration to
providing for it at local :government
elections. In these days, if a person is
not actually paying rates himsel'f, at
least he is contributing in one way or
another towards the payment of the
rates applicable to the house in which
he lives. All residents of a municipality
are subject to the by-laws of the council
and to the penalties provided therein,
but they do not have the right to elect
their municipal representatives.
1
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Clause 1 of the Bill covers the short
title, and clause 2 deals with a matter
which concerns councillors and persons
who from time to time petition for polls
to make certain alterations in their
municipalities.
The proposal is to
modify the procedure under which rate..
payers can take up a petition and present
it through the Minister for Local
Government to the Governor in Council.
The ipresent provision requires that 10
per cent. of the number of persons who
a.ppear on the municipal roll must be
signatories to the .petition and that the
signature of each of those persons must
be witnessed by an authorized witness.
The request is then forwarded to the
Minister, whose officers no doubt are
responsible 'for the checking of the
signatures.
If it is found that even one of
the signatures on a !petition is not
properly witnessed, the request must be
rejected even though the petition might
contain the signatures of 15 per cent.
of the electors on the roll concerned.
Clause 2 ·Contains a sensible amendment
which will allow a request to be
accepted if only 10 per cent. of the
ratepayers :properly sign and their
signatures are properly witnessed by an
authorized person. Of course, we believe that the procedure of witnessing
1petitioners' signatures thy authorized
witnesses should be adhered to,
otherwise frivolous, if not dishonest,
representations may be made to the
Minister.

In his second-reading speech, the
Minister of Agriculture, when referring
to sub-section (3) of section 40 stated,
inter aliaThe reference to petitions in this section
has been omitted because petitions normally
come from a council and must be under
the council's seal.

I find that the following sections--41,
42 and 43-also refer to petitions. If
what the Minister has said is correctthat a petition has to come from a
council and must be under the council's
seal-it is likely that these other
sections will need to be reviewed in the
near future.
The Hon. J. M. Walton.

Bill.

Clause 3 relates to councillors who
are members of a committee of management constituted under section 220 or
221 of the Land Act or under section
241A of the Local Government Act. It
will be recalled that last year's amendment to the Local Government Act gave
municipalities the right to set up committees of management to take over
certa'in duties that councils had .previously performed. At that time, many
councils breathed a sigh of relief because
they had in fact been operating in this
manner for anything up to twenty
years. However, the previous amendment, like most legislation which comes
from the present Government, was
hastily prepared and it 'is now necessary
to further amend the legislation.
Invariably, councillors are elected as
members of these committees of
management or, as sometimes is the
case, the entire committee of management is made up of counciUors. It is
inevitable that at some time or another
a committee o[ management must make
a contract with the council which
appoints it, and it is possible that,
because of ·this procedure, councillors
may place their council seats in jeopardy
by rendering themselves liable to disqualification under another section of
the Act. The amendment in clause 3
will overcome that poss1bility, and it
will .further provide that municipal
officers also shall recei·ve :protection.
Clause 4 relates to the ,payment of
travelling expenses to councillors. It
will be recalled that under section 63
of the Local Government Act a 'fee of
lOd. a mile may be paid to councillors
travell'ing within the shire to council
meetings. Of course, that is a reasonable provision, because councillors may
be called upon to travel long distances
to attend meetings.
This provision a;pplies only to shires
and not to metropolitan municipalities.
However, there is no cover for committee meetings of councils. All honorable members who have acted as
municipal councillors know that committee meetings are just as important
as, if not more important than, council
meetings. I have no doubt that at some
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time in the future, steps will be taken
to extend the payment of expenses to
councillors travelling to meetings of
council committees. In relation to this
matter, in its report the Commission of
Inquiry into local government stated

inter aliaIt would appear reasonable that travelling
allowances should be paid for attendance at
committee meetings for making inspections,
or attending .to other authorized council
duties within the municipal district.

All that this amendment will do is to
allow councillors to travel to or from a
council meeting not only within but also
outside the boundaries of their particular municipality.
The second part of this amendment
places a restriction of lOd. a mile on the
reimbursement to a councillor travelling
on council duties outside municipal
boundaries. Previously no such restrictions applied. This amendment is contrary to the recommendation made by
the Commission of Inquiry into local
government, which stated that the
present rate of lOd. a mile no longer
covered the cost, and that this reference
should be deleted and the matter left to
the discretion of the councils concerned.
The relevant recommendations were-(a) That in addition to the present provisions contained in sections 63 and 64 of
the Act provision also be made for the payment 'Of travelling expenses genuinely incurred while a councillor is engaged on
inspections and other council duties, provided these are undertaken in compliance
wit!h resolutions of the council.
(b) The proviso in section 63 of the Act
limiting such expenses to lOd. per mile be
repealed.

The provision contained in paragraph
(b) of clause 4 is, in fact, the very
opposite of the recommendation of
the Commission of Inquiry into local
government. That provision places a
limit of lOd. a mile on travelling expenses, whereas the Commission recommended that this matter should be left
open for decision by the individual councils themselves. In imposing a limit, the
Government is apparently taking the
view that it is a happy medium between
the rate.s paid in the Public Service
which range ·from about 9d. to lld. a
mile. The rate ot lOd. a mile stated in

Bill.
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the Bill is a maximum, hut possibly a·
council may pay only 9d. a mile in the
case of lighter cars. However, councils
cannot pay more than lOd. a mile, even
though a councillor may incur a higher
cost. Accordingly, the argument that
the Government is trying to relate the
reimbursement under this Bill to that
which operates in the Public Service will
not hold water.
Clause 5 relates to the insurance of
councillors. I imagine that this provision
will be popular with municipal councillors because, over a number of years,
they have had to travel long distances
with drivers whom they have not
travelled with before for the pur.pose of
making inspections. Moreover, in order
to make their inspections, they often
have to stand in hazardous places, such
as at street intersections and in building
excavations, and they even climb to the
tops of buildings.
On many such
occasions they take their lives in their
hands, and the time is long overdue when
municipalities should insure those persons who serve in an honorary capacity
for the benefit of their ratepayers.
Several times it is stated in the
Bill that provisions apply to the
cities of Melbourne and Geelong.
I believe the time has come when,
in measures of this kind, special
consideration should not be given to
the cities of Melbourne and Geelong.
I fail to understand why, every time an
amendment is made to the Local Government Act, it should be specifically stated
that certain sections apply or do not
apply to those cities. Such a situation
becomes most confusing to all municipalities, including those of Melbourne
and Geelong, which are treated
separately.
Clause 6 provides rt:hat for the .purposes of the Workers Compensation Act
those persons who are employed or
appointed by the returning officer to
assist in the conduct of annual elections shall be deemed to be employed
by the council. We are all aware
that it is the Tesponsibility of the
municipal clerk to conduct municipal
elections. He may either do that work
personally or delegate the .power to
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other persons. However, it would he
wrong for him to be made responsible
in the event of any claim being lodged
for workers compensation. I do not
know whether that would actually occur,
because I think it is more than likely
that the councils concerned would cover
municipal clerks in respect of such a
contingency. Nevertheless, the amendment in the Bill makes it clear that
responsibility will rest on the local council to take out the relevant policies. This
is a reasonable addition to section 121 of
the principal Act.
Clause 7 deals with the situation which
arises if a candidate dies after the
closure of nominations but before the
polling day, and ft states that, in such
circumstances, nominations shall be
declared open and an election held
on a subsequent date. No reason has
been advanced for this amendment, but
I assume the reason is that it would
afford an opportunity to other persons
or parties to nominate a candidate to
stand against a person who may be the
only remaining candidate in the field.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Those
who sign the nomination paper, for
instance.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Exactly.
It gives them the right to nominate
someone else. The situation could arise
of an undeserving or undesirable person
nominating, and so long as someone
nominates against him the electors are
satisfied, because they say among themselves, "When it comes to election day
we will vote against the undesirable
person."
The Hon. C. S. GAWITH.-The statutory period of 21 days would cover that
situation.
The Hon. K. S. GRoss.-A situation
similar to that referred to by Mr. Walton
arose in the Shire of Werribee two or
three years ago.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! am
interested to hear that. To me it is
surprising that the amendment has not
been extended to cover the full period
up to the declaration of the poll. What
would be the position if a candidate
died on polling day before the poll was
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declared? During the last couple of
days of an election campaign there is
tremendous pressure on candidates, and
I should think that if a candidate was
likely to suffer a heart attack, it would
most probably occur on polling day
immediately before the declaration of
the poll. I see no reason why the
amendment should not be extended so
that it would have effect up to the
time of declaring the poll. One of the
reasons advanced for the inclusion of
this provision in the Bill was that it
would bring the Local Government Act
into line with The Constitution Act
Amendment Act, which states that,
if a candidate for election to Parliament
dies, the nominations shall be reopened.
However, apparently the Minister has
overlooked section 164 of The Constitution Act Amendment Act which provides, inter alia-( 1) If any candidate for any election and
any seven of the persons having signed
the paper nominating him are desirous that
he retire from such candidature, such candidate and such seven persons not later
than noon on the day of nomination may(a) sign and deliver to the returning
officer a notice in the form of the
Eighth Schedule stating that such
-candidate so retires.

That means that any person or party
has an opportunity of making another
nomination. But, in the Local Government Act, it is stated that a candidate
may withdraw his nomination up to
seven days before the polling day, which
is, in fact, some time after the closing
of nominations. So, if a candidate retires in these circumstances, the same
privilege as is afforded where a candidate dies is not granted to the person
or parties concerned to nominate someone else in his stead. Accordingly, an
undesirable person, such as I spoke of
a few moments ago, could be elected
unopposed. I do not think it would ,be
unreasonable to bring this provision into
line with that contained in The Constitution Act Amendment Act.
The subject-matter of clause 8 has
caused a great deal of concern to municipalities in the past. It relates to
objectionable noises at unreasonable
times. I am sure that every member
of this Chamber, irrespective of whether
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he is a municipal councillor, has heard
complaints from ratepayers concerning
this matter.

some guide in this matter, probably
the courts would have been enabled to
make just decisions.

The Hon. C. S. GAWITH.-What is
your definition of unreasonable noises at
unreasonable times?

The Age newspaper last week published an article that proves that not
only are private persons responsible
for making objectionable noises but so
also are public authorities. It stated-

The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-At a
later stage, I shall read to the
House what has been stated by a
most competent lawyer, Mr. Kenneth
H. Gifford, in that regaTd. I understand that Mr. Gifford is considered
to be one of the most eminent persons in that field at the present time.
I would not dare try to give an opinion
about this matter. The fact that the
Government has not done so has made it
extremely difficult for municipal councils
to make this legislation work. If clause
8 is enacted, it will cause much uncertainty and frustration to people and
great expense to councils. The existing
provlSlon in the principal Act has
proved inadequate, and I do not know
that the proposed new paragraphs will
be any better.
The Coburg City Council has taken
to court people who have caused objectionahle noise in residential areas, but
because only two persons complained
and those charged were able to get
more than two to say that they had not
been annoyed, the court has ruled that
there was no public nuisance. A council
is not entitled to prosecute unless something to which objection is taken is
declared a public nuisance.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The enactment of clause 8 wiH remedy that
situation.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-It is intended to do so, but it is doubtful
whether it will have that effect. It does
not give any guide to councils on what
can be considered to be an objectionable noise or an unreasonable time.
Probably Mr. Gawith hit the nail on
the head when he asked, " What is an
objectionable noise, and what is an unreasonable time?" Those matters are
difficult to define, and there can be variations from time to time and from place
to place. If the Government had given

PEACE AND QUIET " JUST VANISHED."

Electrician Mr. Arthur Ruck and his
wife live in Holmes-street, .East Brunswick,
and they like peace and quiet.
They own a £7,000 brick-veneer house
but from the time they moved in ten years
ago, there's been "nothing but hullabaloo."
"It is terrible," said Mr. Ruck yesterday.
"We rarely average more than two hours
sleep a night because of noise and have to
use a black curtain across the venetians
to keep the lights out."
Last night Mr. and Mrs. Ruck put their
grievances before the Brunswick City
Council. They objected to the following
appliances being erected in front of their
home:
A concrete seat.
A water hydrant.
An electric light pole.
A tramway pole with attendant signs.
A tram stop.
Pedestrian lights for a new crossing.
A flashing neon sign directly opposite.
The council compromised and recom~
mended that the concrete seat be removed
to the opposite side of the road, that the
water hydrant be painted, and that the
owner of the flashing neon sign be asked
to turn it off at 10 p.m.
Mr. Ruck said that all appliances except
the tram stop and water hydrant had been
erected since he and his wife moved in.

Last week the Coburg City Council
received a complaint about a large firm
which operates in Broadmeadows-W.
R. Hume Proprietary Limited, pipe manufacturers. In 1958 the Broadmeadows
and the Coburg councils received complaints about this establishment and, upon
applying to the appropriate Minister,
were granted permission to institute
a Supreme Court action against it.
The company did not admit any liability
but, to avoid litigation, it undertook by
indenture not to make the noises complained of after 6 p.m. or before 7 a.m.
on week-days. That fact should be
some guide to the Government on what
are considered to · be objectionable
noises at unreasonable times.
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Only a week ago these people, writing
under the name of Humes Limited,
which is a different firm, stated that
they intended to start making the
noise again.
It is caused by the ham ..
mering of big pipes to remove clinker
from the weld points, and members can
imagine the noise caused by a big
hammer operating during all hours of
the day and night, in .association with
welding apparatus, which entails fliashing lights.
H would certainly be an
objectionable noise at an unreasonable
time. More than 50 people have protested to the council.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-Is it in
a factory .area?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Yes, but
a residential iarea adjoins. There is a
heavy industrial area hard up against
a residential area, which is bad planning, but this sort of thing occurs at
the boundaries of cities when councils
draw up pl anning schemes to suit
themselves.
A member of another. place received
the following letter from a constituent:1

Further to my telephone conversation
and in utter desperation I write to state
c·ertain facts hoping this may be at an opportune time. On recent date I was one of
a group who appealed to the Minister for
Local Goverment, Mr. Porter, against the
permitting of two halls, one a registered
public hall not permissible in residential
areas, dn Heathmont. This is a residential
area and I live next door to the said nuisance, obtained under cover of a permit
granted for a " a place of worship,'' namely
Ohurch of England,
Canterbury-road,
Heathmont.
My grounds for appeal were based on experience of noise and nuisance from the
said registered hall, which in interfering
with normal living conditions deprives me
of sleep or even rest. No dtoubt you will
recall approximately twelve months ago,
the publicity given to the Supreme Court
injunction for the suppression of noise and
nuisance; this concerned a hall seven blocks
away from the hall now in question and
also involved some of the same persons;
in short dt is the removal of the nuisianc~
from on~ location to another. The Minister,
being aw1are of these facts, still refused thE?
appeal.

Even a public hall which may be classed
as a place of worship can become ob ..
jectionable t·o people. It is most difficult
to draft a suitable definition to cover

Bill.

all situations. To some degree, I do not
blame the Government for refusing to
submit a definition, but matters are left
to municipal oouncils, and it will be very
expensive for them to prosecute under
this section of the Local Government
Act, because they will not be able to
prove what is an objectionable noise at
an unreasonable time.
The Hon. c. s. GAWITH.-What do
you recommend?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-In most
municipalities, residents fight a losing
battle. Councillors-particularly Liberal
councillors-are often unsympathetic,
and the Press is reluctant to give much
publicity to the matter. The suburbs
north of the Yarra river are heavily industrialized and, because town planning
was introduced at a very late date, residential homes are jammed hard against
heavy industries. This accentuates the
problem.
I shall refer to a summary of an enlightening opinion that Mr. Gifford sup ..
plied to the Northcote City Council concerning Brownbuilt Metal Sections Proprietary Limited, and those who encounter similar problems from time to
time should be indebted to him for his
comments. He ·statedThe council's power to restrain nuisances
are less than the powers of the ordinary
individual.
Unreasonable noise can constitute a nuisance.
Whilst the noises which I heard on my
two inspections of the area probably did
not amount to nuisances, the nature of the
company's activities is such that it is likely
that a private nuisance does in fact exist.
Any resident or any group of residents
could take proceedings against the company for private nuisance.
The council has no power to take proceedings in respect of a private nuisance.

I realize that clause 8 is designed to alter
this situation. Mr. Gifford went on to
sayTo constitute a public nuisance a noise
must be widespread in its effect. The
noises which I heard on my two inspections are not of such a nature as to constitute public nuisances.
The council has no general power to
make by-laws with respect to noises. Its
only by-law making power with respect to
noise is limited to those which are common
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law nuisances and which, in addition, are
objectionable and are made at unreasonable
times.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That will be
the position until this amendment becomes law.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That is
so. Of course, Mr. Gifford has not had
the opportunity of examining the results
which will be achieved by this legis·
lation. He continued.I think it reasonably clear that the noises
which I heard do not fall within the bylaw making power.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-All of
those questions are matters of opinion.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That is
true. I believe that in this instance the
Government has run away from this
problem. It has endeavoured to put up
a smoke-screen by saying that it is pre..
pared to alter the Act. The result may
be that councils will make the lawyers
rich. There will be an immediate rush
of court cases because people will
approach their local councils, thinking
that the Government has done a wonderful thing in giving councils the opportunity of taking action about a
nuisance, which they as individuals
could not afford to take. After some
time, these people will probably find that
the municipalities have no more power
than they had before the passing of this
measure.
Clause 9 deals with an obvious
anomaly which may result in the distribution of a municipality's income in
an unfair manner. The Act requires
that at least one-half of the net income
of a municipality shall be apportioned
amongst the various subdivisions each
year in proportion to the amount received in general rates from these subdivisions.
General rates may be levied in subdivisions under section 270 of the principal Act. This section provides that additional money raised in any subdivision
must be expended in that subdivision.
However, such additional amounts are
still included as part of net income and,
unfortunately, the subdivision concerned
does not always obtain its correct proportion. The amendment provides that
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in the future a special rate or improvement charge will be disregarded in calculating net income and therefore the
total amount will go back to the particular ward or subdivision for the purpose for which the money was raised.
The provisions contained in clause 10
will exempt the Portland Harbor Trust
from the payment of sewerage rates as
well as municipal rates. Although this
amendment is of benefit to the public
authorities concerned, it must of necessity throw a greater burden upon the
people who have to pay for essential
services. In this case it will place
an extra burden on the ratepayers
of the Shire of Portland, who will no
doubt be expected to contribute the sum
which was previously paid by the Portland Harbor Trust. From time to time
municipal councils complain that large
tracts of land are occupied by buildings
upon which no municipal rates are payable. This practice is being extended
under the provision contained in this
clause.
1

Clause 11 provides that any two or:
more municipalities may form a valuation group and constitute a committee
to employ a qualified person to make
valuations for the municipalities concerned. I do not think this iprovision
will apply to metropolitan municipalities,
most of which employ their own valuers,
but i:t could apply to small country
shires. I find nothing wrong with this
proposal except that under section 160
of the Local Government Act protection
is afforded to the valuing officer of a
municipality.
In view of the !fact that under this
provision a committee will appoint the
valuer, he will not .be an employee of
the municipality and will therefore be
subject to pressure from interested
persons. If any member of the committee is of opinion that the valuation
on his farm is too high or that the
valuation for his riding is not a good
valuation, he may attempt t·o get rid of
the valuer, whereas if the valuer were
employed by the council he would
receive protection under the Local
Government Act.
1
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The provisions contained in clause 12
provide for the repayment of any excess
moneys raised by a municipality in
respect of any separate rate or special
improvement charge. Apparently, no
provision has been made in the past in
relation to excess moneys so raised. As
the Minister explained in his secondreading speech, through circumstances
beyond its control a municipality raised
money in excess of its requirements. The
Bill provides that such excess moneys
shall be repaid to the owners of properties in proportion to the rates paid. The
Minister has said that there is no statutory provision for the disposal of such a
surplus, and that the advice given to the
council concerned was that the .persons
who actually paid the money are those
entitled to a refund.
The amendment contained in clause 12
provides for the money to be refunded
to the persons who are the present
owners of the property. I appreciate
that, if a property were sold, the vendor
would probably receive greater value
for his property by virtue of the .particular improvement for which the rate
had been levied and that, therefore, the
person who bought the property should
be entitled to any refund. Some in..
justice might have resulted if the Government had acted on the advice given
to the council to the effect that the
money should be repaid to the persons
who actually paid the excess.
The provisions of clause 13 relate to
appeals against rates in the cities of Melbourne and Geelong. Clause 14 provides
for a new Division 7 to be inserted at
the end of section 385 to provide councils with power to remove from their
rate-books subdivided land which is
considered valueless. This .provision is
bI'ought about as a result of difficulties
encountered 'in relation to certain land
in the County of Millewa in the Mildura
shire. Apparently, although this land
has no value, it is still appearing on the
rate-books from year to year, involving
the municipality in a great deal oif book
work. The provisions conta:ined in this
clause wiJl provide municipalities with
a means of removing this land from
their rate-books.
The Hon. J. M. Walton.
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Clause 15 will relieve councils from the
necessity of obtaining the permission of
the Governor in Council before entering
into a contract wi·th another municipality or with a public body. In the
past, if a municipality wished to make
a contract with a neighbouring municipality, perhaps for the purchase of
crushed rock or hot mix, permission had
to be obtained from the Governor in
Council. I do not think it unreasonaible
that a municipality should be .permitted
to make such decisions without first
having to obtain permission.
Clause 16 relates to the erection of
weigh'bridges. I believe many weighbridges have existed in the past on
public highways. I could name ait least
two-one municipality owned and one
privately owned. This provision opens
up the question whether particular
industries which own weighbridges as a
necessary part of their business should
be permitted to extend their business
out on to the roadway. I refer to firms
which weigh loads as they enter premises
and then weigh the empty trucks as
they go out, and vice versa. Up to the
present time, such businesses have been
conducted within :the boundaries of the
industry concerned. I think Australian
Paper Manufacturers Limited is one
firm whose trucks line up and are
weighed within the boundaries of its
land. If this is to be allowed on public
highways, it will cause councils some
concern.
Clause 17 of the Bill deals with allotments in subdivisions for use as parks ..
Sometimes a subdivider finds that he
has some land which is useless to him,
or, on the other hand, he might wish
to make his allotments more desirable
for sale and possibly bring a better
price, and he states that a certain piece
of land is reserved for park or some
other public purpose. In the past, if
the council concerned has not immediately taken up such land, it has found
later that it does not own it. Under
the Bill such land will be transferred
automatically to the municipal council
concerned.
I think the proposal is
reasonable.
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I shall cite a case which illustrates the
sort of thing that can happen under the
present set-up. A subdivision took place
in Pascoe Vale. The subdivider or
estate agent set aside a piece of land
which was valueless at the time; it was
the bed of a creek. Later a drainage
scheme was put through the area and
houses were built, and the local council
filled in this piece of land, thus making
it a desirable area. When making up a
plan for construction of the roads, the
deputy engineer of the council discovered
that the land did not belong to the council as had been thought. He traced the
owners, and the people concerned said
they were not interested in paying roadmaking charges, so he offered them a
price for the land and bought it. It is
difficult to establish whether he suggested to these people that his proposal
had the imprimatur of the council; some
people say that he did. Anyhow, he
obtained 69 signatures on a petition-all
that were needed except one-of people
who were prepared to agree to this
piece of land not being reserved for the
purpose of a park, in order that roadmaking charges for their allotments
would be reduced. This action would
have distributed the charges over a
greater field. However, one person held
out and the rot set in, so to speak. When
people discovered the truth, they commenced to withdraw their signatures
from the petition. The deputy engineer
discreetly moved to another municipality
and the land was sold to a buildi11g
company, whose paid-up capital is £5.
At present the council is having great
difficulty in obtaining road-making
charges for this land from the person
concerned. No doubt he bought the land
cheaply, knowing the circumstances. As
I understand the Bill, in future such
land will automatically be transferred
to the council, thus solving what has
been a difficult problem for a number
of years.
Clause 18 of the Bill deals with two
or three aspects of road construction.
In the past when an engineer has drawn
up estimates for road-making costs and
later it has been found that they were
too high, refunds have been made, but
no allowance has been made for interest
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on the excess money. Under the first
amendment contained. in the clause, the
crediting of interest in such circumstances will be allowed. The second part
of the clause deals with street-making
programmes in which councils are required to obtain loan moneys from more
than one source, with varying rates of
interest. The Local Government Act
empowers a council to charge interest
at a rate 1 per cent. higher than the
rates it paid for such loans.
The proposed amendment makes it clear that
if interest rates vary the council concerned will be empowered to charge 1
per cent. above the highest rate of
interest paid for the money borrowed.
The third amendment proposed by the
clause is to raise the period tfor which
councils may borrow money in respect of
street-construction programmes from
twenty to 40 years. I cannot see how
this will be of advantage to many municipalities.
If a suburban municipality
does not complete its roads within
twenty years it is not doing its job
properly. If a council takes out a loan
for a 40-year term, at the end of twenty
years it may have money lying idle,
which is not a good thing so far as the
ratepayers are concerned.
The next provision-clause 19-deals
with fences around dangerous places. It
gives councils the power to require certain types of fences and fences of certain
dimensions to be constructed.
In the
past whilst a council could require that
a dangerous place be fenced, it was
doubtful what sort of fence could be required to be erected, and consequently
the hazard could remain.
There are
dangerous spots in most municipalities,
such as old quarry holes, excavations for
buildings, and swimming pools. An example is a swimming pool on the Moonee
Ponds creek which was left unfenced for
a long time. The municipality considered it to be dangerous and a 6-ft.
paling fence was erected around it.
I
think the proposal is a good one.
Clause 20 alters the form of ballotpaper to be used in respect of a proposal
to change the basis on which rating is
imposed, with the object of simplifying
the procedure.
Under the present
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system there is a good deal of confusion,
and undoubtedly the proposed change is
reasonable.
Finally, whilst members of the Opposition party do not oppose the Bill, they
have some very grave doubts as to its
effectiveness. Nothing is more certain
than that on some future occasion its
provisions will be before the House again
for amendment. Not only does it ignore
specific recommendations made by the
Commission of Inquiry into Local
Government, but also in regard to some
aspects it goes in the opposite direction.
We believe that, at best, the Bill can probably be described as a very poor one,
and hardly the peak of perfection. However, we have no doubt that in due
course the Government will present to
this House some further proposed
amendments to the Local Government
Act.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) .-The Country party
supports the Bill. I suppose we could
say that we are thankful for small
mercies. I, like Mr. Walton, think the
Bill is a good one which will assist municipalities to some extent, but that it is
lacking in certain directions. One point
that arises to my mind is that in the
aspects covered by the Bill apparently
metropolitan municipalities have problems very much in common with those
experienced in the country. However,
on some other matters there are big
differences. I do not propose to deal
with the Bill item by item, as Mr.
Wal ton ably covered the measure in this
way. While I have been a member of
this House I do not think one session
has passed without some Bill amending
the Local Government Act being dealt
with. On every occasion some progress
has been made with benefit to the municipalities, the ratepayers and the community in general.
I do criticize the Bill in one respect:
It does not give any relief to municipalities in regard to costs incurred while
discharging functions or duties which
are the responsibility of the Federal and
State Governments. I think the time is
overdue for those Governments to consider the amount of work that is being
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done on a voluntary basis by the municipalities. These bodies are supposed to
handle matters relating to their own particular districts or areas, and not matters
of national importance, such as immunization schemes, the provision of infant
welfare centres, and the like. A tremendous amount of money is spent on these
matters annually by municipalities.
This Bill does not re~ate to immunization schemes, although for this purpose
all Governments have made grants
which municipalities have gr.abbed with
both hands. However, it has been a
problem to carry out the necessary
work.
Municipal immunization campaigns have greatly checked disease
and have thereby saved the Government large sums of money.
The provisions in this Bill cover
almost every part of municipal life.
Some of the clauses are good, others
should go further, and some proposed
reforms are a little late. First, the Bill
relates to the powers under the Act for
setting up new wards or ridings.
Section 53 of the principal Act
provides for the disqualification of
councillors
interested in
contracts
with the council or in works ibeing
carried out by the council but exempts
a number of transactions from this
disqualification.
Clause 3 makes a
further exemption, and a similar exemption is also made to apply to municipal
officers under section 166.
It is the modern trend to-day that no
matter what a man does in serving on
any committee, he is expected to
receive his expenses. Clause 5 proposes
to extend this principle to councillors.
I may be a little old fashioned because
I believe we must retain the independence of the individual in the community, to give his services free with
the object of doing something for his
fellow man.
Nevertheless, as many
councillors have to tmvel long distances
to attend the various committees, it
would seem fair that they should be
reimbursed their out-of-pocket expenses
and particularly for the use of their private motor vehicles. I hope this proposal
will not break down the great traditions
of our British Commonwealth which
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have played such a great part in the
history of the world. In these days
municipalities have to band together in
order to put some pressure on Govern·
ments for assistance. To this end, a
conference was held in the north-west
of Victoria to examine municipal problems, and, in some cases, the representatives of the various councils had to
travel 250 miles to attend.
In those
circumstances, it is fair and reasonable
that they should be reimbursed their
out-of·pocket expenses.
Clause 5 proposes to amend the principal Act by adding a new section 64A to
give power to apply out of the municipal
fund such payments as are necessary
to provide insurance for a councillor
against accidents which arise out of or
in the course 0f the performance of his
duties as a councillor. Although a
council employee on municipal duties
is covered by workers compensation, a
councillor so engaged or attending
council meetings is not covered. I
should point out that a member of
Parliament attending his parliamentary
duties is not covered by insurance, and
in fairness something should be done
to give him protection in that respect.
I have arranged my own insurance
cover against accidents or death whilst
on my parliamentary duties, but I believe it is proper that the cost should be
met by the people whom I am serving.
In his second-reading speech, the Minister of Agriculture stated that he
expected the premium to be £3 for the
proposed coverage in this clause. I do
not know what is expected for such a
small premium, because it would do no
more than cover a couple of meals;
certainly it would not cover any claim
for a broken limb. I notice that the
Bill does not set out any particular
figure; that is left to the municipalities.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The policy
proposed in this clause would only
cover a councillor going to or coming
from a council meeting, or engaged on
municipal duties.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-That is
so. My policy does not cover me on
other than parliamentary duties. Like
Mr. Walton, I believe that the Bill should
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provide some guidance to municipalities,
and that the position should not be left
open as it is. Admittedly, municipal
officers are responsible men who can be
trusted to use their discretion.
Clause 6 amends section 121 of the
principal Act by inserting a proposeq
new sub-section (6) to provide that for
purposes of workers compensation a
person employed by a returning officer
shall be deemed to be a council employee. I can recall an occasion of a
municipal election when a council officer
who took a bad turn had to be taken
home where later he died. There was
subsequent debate in this Chamber on
this case about workers compensation.
Mr. A. M. (now Judge) Fraser, who
was then a member of this House,
stated that if a man arrived home from
work and then dropped dead-to use
his own words-" The best thing to
do would be to grab him by the legs,
yank him out into the street, and he
would get workers compensation." Even
under the present Workers Compensation
Act the question of compensation is hard
to determine. I recall the case of an
employee of a Government instrumentality who took a heart turn when
travelling in a Government vehicle and
died after he had been taken home. His
widow had considerable trouble in getting workers compensation. This clause
proposes to cover persons employed at
municipal elections.
Mr. Walton mentioned the subject
of nuisances. Unless a person has been
a member of a municipal council, it is
hard to appreciate the problems involved
in suppressing certain nuisances. If the
nuisance problem is aired in court, it
sometimes involves an individual speaking against his neighbour, and that is
hard to do. Many .people in the vicinity
of dance halls and ska ting rinks, and
sporting arenas, where loud-speakers
are used, do suffer from excessive noise.
In the past such nuisances could be controlled on the streets, but not on private
property. Clause 8, which amends section 197 of the principal Act, is a step
forward and will assist municipalities.
Clause 10 proposes to amend section
251 relating to rateable property owned
by the Portland Harbor Trust Commissioners. Seventh-street in the City of
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Mildura contains a number of railway
houses. It has the dirtiest and most untidy strip of footpath in the municipality. The council takes the view:
"These people are not paying rates, and
we should not spend money on the street
when there are other areas that need
footpaths or good roads." Therefore,
Seventh-'Street is being left until all
other roads and footpaths -in the
municipality have been constructed.
Government instrumentalities like the
Portland Harbor Trust, and the railways
should pay a fair rate. Why should they
not do so? If a businessman builds
homes for his staff, he must pay rates
on them. After all he, too, is giving
a service to the community. Why should
not the Railway Department and other
Government instrumentalities pay rates?
If they did, there would not be such an
outcry about the rates being so high, and
councils would not have so much difficulty in financing the construction of
roads and footpaths. I urge the Government to give serious consideration to this
matter.
Mr. Walton referred to valuation
groups and the power of councils to enter
into contracts with other municipalities.
If he lived in the country, he would
realize that these two things run along
parallel lines. Municipalities get together in groups and are thus able to
do the job much more economically. If
they do not combine, the overhead costs
are so high that invariably the work is
neglected.
Similar comments apply in
regard to weighbridges. They are public
weighbridges, but they are not installed
specifically for the use of private enterprise.
The Bill gives the councils authority
to install weighbridges for public purposes, so they shall be located in convenient areas. At the present time
numerous inspectors are running around
the country trying to ensure that
vehicles are correctly loaded and are not
carrying excess weights. If these weighbridges are located at strategic centres,
many people will be saved inconvenience.
A transport operator does not receive
compensation for the time he loses in
having his vehicle checked.
The Hon. A. R. Mansell.
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Mention has already been made of
the subdivision of land in the Millewa
.area. I remember a few years ago when
I visited Portland and was shown an
area out in the bush which had been subdivided and fenced into farms. At one
time rates were being paid on these
blocks, but when I saw the land it was
not being used. Because of the modern
trend of farming under which it is not
necessary for a man to live on his farm,
the Millewa area has more or less been
abandoned. There is no great need now
for these smaller towns. In the horse
and buggy days they were necessary, but
now the farmers can travel to the bigger
towns. So, these small subdivided areas
are left more or less abandoned and they
are a nuisance to municipalities.
The
same comments apply in regard to unwanted reserves. At the present time
before a council can take over such land
it has to get the consent of the subdivider and other people concerned. This
Bill simplifies that procedure by which
the councils can take control of this land.
The Bill covers practically every
aspect of municipal government and relieves councils of a great deal of the
difficulties confronting them at present.
It gives greater security to council
officers and to councillors, ibut it does not
give one farthing more to the councils
to enable them to carry out the duties
they are performing on behalf of the
Government. I appeal to the Government to consider this matter when it is
drafting the next Bill to amend the
Local Government Act.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-If the way in
which the House is receiving this Bill is
any indication, there does not appear to
be a great deal of enthusiasm for it.
Doubtless that has been occasioned by
the fact that since 1958 there have been
before this House 28 Bills to amend the
Local Government Act. However, even
that does not seem to have prevented
the bungling that is going on. To-day
we have the spectacle in Nunawading of
the Country Roads Board serving a
notice for the acquisition of a housing
estate after some fifteen houses have
been built on it. Before this estate was
started, some application must have been
made to the local council for approval,
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and a permit must have been issued by
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works. How did that come about? How
were these people allowed to proceed
only a few months ago, when they are
now to be stopped?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
plan must have been referred to the
Country Roads Board.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That is
so.
With his usual industry, Mr.
Merrifield has shown me the interim
development order of 1959 of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works relating to the land in question.
That order provides for the widening of
Springvale-road, thus affecting part of
this land. r admit that not all of
it is affected. How did the Board of
Works allow this permit to be issued
early this year knowing that its interim
development order provided that some
of the land on which the houses were to
be built would be required for the
widening of Springvale-road?
Some light is thrown on the subject
by the Minister of Public Works who is
reported to have issued a statement
to-day to the effect that he approved of
the Country Roads Board going ahead
with its survey of the area in March
and taking steps to acquire the land if
it was needed. I concede that not all
of the land in question was covered by
the interim development order, but
some of it was.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-It is
all covered by an interim development
order, but not all of it is covered by
the reservation.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
is so. Having given approval for the
Country Roads Boa~d to go ahead with
the project, the Minister said that the
subdividers and builders had begun their
operations very quickly. What a shocking thing it is foT people to begin
operations quickly. Why not behave like
the Lands Department, the Country
Roads Board and other Government
instrumentalities and go to sleep for a
few years? The Minister is reported
to have saidUnfortunately, it meant that houses had
been built before the Country Roads Board
finally decided the land was necessary for
the freeway.
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It needs no words of mine to assure
the House that the builders were en ..
tirely to blame! Why did they not wait
a few years until the Country Roads
Board and the Minister had made up
their minds? Week after week we uncover further bumbling by this Government. This is not good enough. There
has been a mistake, and the Government should endeavour to find out who
is responsible. It seems to me that the
blame must lie with the Minister of
Public Works.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
Government should get Judge Frederico
to inquire into it.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I think
the learned Judge has plenty on his
hands at the moment, although we were
assured by Mr. Bolte, in one of his fore ..
casts, that the inquiry would last foT
not more than half a day.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-To which
clause is Mr. Galbally speaking?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Did
the Minister say " Which clause " or
" which cause "? The Minister of Public
Works statedThe subdividers had begun their operations very quickly. The Country Roads
Board announced the move this afternoon
and would not give any details.

Of course, the Board wou1d not supply
details. Why should the public know
what the Board is doing? After all, the
public is required only to pay for these
things and for the Board's mistakes.
I ask the Minister of Agriculture to
supply the House with further information concerning this matter.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
Minister could inform the House
whether the fifteen houses in question
are to be demolished.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He
could, and he should also explain why,
when the application was made to the
council and to the Board, someone did
not say, "You cannot build there; we
have provided for the widening of
Springvale-road." This :is anO!ther case
in which a Minister of the Crown did
not know what was going on. Government Departments are permitted to
carry on in a slipshod, haphazard
manner, and the community must pay.
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The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-There
is no Ministerial control.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1 agree
with my colleague that there is no
Ministerial control over many Departments. I ask the Minister of Agriculture to find out something about this
matter and to allot the blame for the
situation so that the community will be
able to say, "It is costing us another
£100,000, but at least we have the solace
of knowing who really was •to blame."
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
The sitting was su.spended at 6.25 p.m.
until 7.49 p.rn.

Clause 2 (Verification of request).
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-Even though Mr.
Walton commenced with rather a barrage against the Government on certain
matters, I think it is true to say that
when he really got down to dealing with
the Bill he did not find very much wrong
with most of the clauses. I should like
to congratulate him on the analysis he
made of the various proposals, as I think
he dealt with each clause on the proper
basis.
Most of Mr. Mansell's criticism concerned the fact that although amendments were proposed from time to time
to the Local Government Act, involving municipalitiies in extra duties, not
very much additional finance was made
available to assist them. I suppose that
is the same o1d story in every phase of
Government, be it local, State or Commonwealth. No Government or council
seems to have the finance that 1s required to do the job which it is believed
should be done.
Almost without exception the proposals oontained in the various clauses
of the Bill have been brought about because of recommendations made by the
Municipal Association of Victoria. With
an Act of Parliament containing nearly1
1,000 sections, it is inevitable that from
time to time, perhaps far too frequently,
amendments are found to be necessary.
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The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-We agree
concerning the desirability of many of
the proposals put forward by the Municipal Association, but we do not necessarily agree with all of its suggestions.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That is
so, but I remind Mr. Mansell that we
are dealing with the proposals contained
in this Bill. Those proposals in the Bill
which have been put forward by the
Municipal Association have met with the
concurrence of the House.
Just before the suspension of the sitting Mr. Galbally requested that I should
get some information ooncerning the
acquisition of land in Nunawading. However, it is something which comes within the sphere of a number of other
Ministers, and I am unaible at this hour
to obtain the information which Mr.
Ga~bally desires. Even if I were able
to do so, I have a faint suspicion that
you, Mr. Chairman, would ask me to
relate any infoTmation I wished to convey to one of the clauses in the Bill,
and I would then be in very great difficulty. The clauses in the Bill, almost
without exception, are distinct one from
the other, and it is almost as though
we were dealing with twenty different
Bills in one measure.
The CHAIRMAN (Sir Ewen Oameron).
-Perhaps the Minister of Agriculture
could deal with each clause separately.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-! shall
be happy to accept your suggestion, Sir.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Certain interests not to
disqualify).
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-Mr. Byrnes and I
received an inquiry from the Shire of
Warracknabeal whether water trusts
and other bodies would be covered by
this clause. We took this up with the
Minister for Local Government and the
secretary of his Department. We have
their assurance that, legally, the bodies
to which I have referred are already
covered and there is no need for worry
on that score. I thank the Minister for
Local Government for that assurance.
He intends to inform us of the details in
order that we may pass them on to the
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municipalities concerned. What I have
stated reveals that the municipalities
throughout Victoria are considering very
seriously the implications of some of
the clauses in this Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 4 (Travelling expenses).
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-! should have thought
that the Minister of .A!griculture would
at lea.st have browsed through the report
of the Commission of Inquiry into local
government before conferring with his
Cabinet colleagues on amendments to
the Local Government Act.
Knowing
the Minister for Local Government as I
do, I feel that he must have read the
report to which I have referred, as he
has had it now for a month or two. In
the circumstances, I ask why does the
clause, in one of its proposals, directly
conflict with a recommendation contained in the report? In order to set our
minds at rest, the Minister of Agriculture should explain why the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry into local government were not
considered on this occasion.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! can only say
that I do not know what exactly was
contained in the report of the Commission of Inquiry so far as the proposals
contained in clause 4 are concerned.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
Minister for Local Government ought
to know.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-! am
not saying anything about what the
Minister for Local Government ought
to know; I am dealing with this Bill and
not with the report of the Board of
Inquiry.
The Hon. J.M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-Ther,e are two points
in connexion with this clause. H is proposed to pay the travelling expenses of
co1 mcillors attending council meetings,
but it is not proposed to do so when
councillors are attending meetings of
council committees. That is an important aspect and I am sure all country
councillors appreciate the fact that it
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is just as important to be present
at a council committee or, for that
matter, any meetings of other committees which a councillor is required
to attend in carrying out municipal
duties, as it is to attend a council
meeting.
The other point is in regard to the
restriction of the rate to lOd. a mile
in so far as payments under section
64 of the Act are concerned. A proviso
which did not exist before is to be
added. The report of the Commission of
Inquiry recommended that just the
opposite should be done-that no restriction should be placed on the travelling expenses rate.

It would take a lot of persuasion to
lead me to the belief that the Minister
for Local Government has not read the
report of the inquiry into local government. I can understand that the Minister of Agriculture may not have had
time to do so, and one could not expect
him to know the answers to the queries
I have raised.
The Minister for Local Government
could contend that he does not agree
with the proposals contained in the report, and, therefore, is not recommending that legislative action ,be taken to
implement them. That would be a
reasonable answer to my questions.
However, he has simply ignored the
fact that the Commission of Inquiry has
considered this problem and made a
recommendation. After all, the Commission's report is set out in a tabulated
form, and it would not have taken much
time for the Minister for Local Government to go quickly through the headinigs
in order to ascertain what particular
matters had been recommended.
The CHAffiMAN (Sir Ewen Oameron).
-Order!
Mr. Walton may ask a
question in regard to that at the appropriate time.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .-My understanding
of the position is that the recommenda..
tions made by the Commission of Inquiry
will be considered in their entirety, and
isolated recommendations will not be
taken from the report. It is probable
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that those matters which are deemed
suitable for implementation by legisla~
tion will be dealt with in a later Bill.
However, I do not want members to
infer from my remarks that all the
recommendations in the report will be
embodied in .Jegisla ti on.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-We are not
suggesting that; we are just wondering
why, as this clause is related to a
recomm~dation of the Commission of
Inquiry, regard was not paid to the
recommendation?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-My
information is that when the report
is fully considered matters which require legislation will be dealt with
together in one Bill. My understanding
of Mr. Walton's remarks concerning
the payment of expenses to councillors
is that he contends that the Government
is not going far enough and is not extending payment to counciHors attending at committee meetings.
The Hon. J.M. WALTON.-! am saying
that the Government has not taken into
consideration the recommendations of
the Commission of Inquiry into local
government.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-At
present, section 63 covering the payment
of travelling expenses to councillors
attending council meetings contains the
words " expenses bona fide incurred."
It is proposed to extend the scope of
that section and there are several
reasons why the proposal should :be
more acceptable to the municipalities
than the existing provision.
Consequently, I do not consider that any
honorable member can validly argue
against the clause as it stands.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Dou tta Galla Province).- I
have
listened attentively to the remarks of
the Minister of Agriculture. I do not
want to be unduly difficult about this
matter as I realize that this Bill amends
an Act that the Minister himself
does not administer and that he is
doing his best in the circumstances.
However, his explanation does not cover
the basic query behind Mr. Wa lton's
remarks. The present section 63 of the
1
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Local Government Act provides for a
maximum payment of lOd. a mile to
councillors travelling to council meetings.
The Commission of Inquiry
recommended that the rate of lOd.
a mile should be removed. Section
64 provides for the payment of
expenses for travelling outside the
municipal district in the discharge of
municipal business. The proposal in
paragraph (b) of clause 4 is to add to
section 64 a proviso limiting the payment to a maximum of lOd. a mile,
whereas previously there was no limit.
I think the Minister will agree that, to
put it mildly, this does not represent a
very logical approach, as later it is possible that the Government, in implementing the recommendations of the
Commission of Inquiry, may remove the
proposed maximum rate of lOd. a mile.
I now pose another query. Many
municipal councillors are, by virtue of
their position, appointed to water trusts,
sewerage trusts, or the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, but because these bodies are separate entities,
any work in connexion with them that
is done by the councillors concerned is
not deemed to be municipal business.
However, a councillor need merely go
over the border of his municipal district
to become entitled to travelling expenses,
so long as the work upon which he is
engaged is strictly municipal business.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Would not
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works Act cover that matter?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.No.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-That would
be the proper place to make such a
provision.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.I agree. Nevertheless, there is no such
provision in that Act. Maybe the situation to which I have referred would not
mean much to a man of some substance,
but I have in mind the ordinary man
who is not particularly well placed. I
know of one councillor who is a daily
wage employee, and he sacrifices half a
day a fortnight for the purpose of
acting, in an honorary capacity, as a
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municipal representative on the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works. Moreover, he is denied travelling expenses to enable him to get from
his place of employment to the Board
of Works and, perhaps, home again.
I ask the Minister of Agriculture to refer
this aspect to the Minister for Local
Government with the object of ascertaining whether that anomaly can be rectified.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 5 and 6.
Clause 7 (Supplementary election on
death of candidate after close of nominations).
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL (Melbourne Province).-Under this clause
provision is being made for a supplementary election in the event of
the death of a candidate iafiter
the close of nominations, but no
provision is made with respect to
a supplementary election in the case of
a candidate dying after the close of
nominations but before the closing or
declaration of the poll. The declaration
of the poll could take place on the
evening .of the day when the election was
held. What provision will be made for
that contingency?.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-My understanding
is that this clause brings the Local
Government Act into line with the
Act which governs State Parliamentary
elections.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-The
Constitution Act Amendment Act?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER-Yes.
If Mr. O'Connell's criticism of this clause

is justified, he would be equally justified
in criticizing the relevant provision in
The Constitution Act Amendment Act.
The effect of this clause will be that
candidates for municipal elections will
be placed in exactly the same position
as candidates for election to Parliament.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Is the
Minister prepared to comment on the
position that would arise where a candidate withdraws from nomination?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-No.
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The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province).-The Minister has stated that this clause is parallel
to a provision contained in The Constitution Act Amendment Act. I do not
doubt the honorable gentleman's word.
I merely wish to say that this is an
incident that could arise at intervals
roughly two and a ha1'f years apart in
the case of Assembly elections, :in which
66 seats are involved, and at intervals
three years apart in the case of Council
elections, on each of which occasions
17 seats would be involved. Accoridingly,
there would 'be only 83 possibilities of
such a happening in State elections
w:ithin a period of three years, whereas
in the municipal field there are approximately 200 councils in which elections
are held annually, although I concede
that in many cases they are not contested. Nevertheless, in some municipalities there are multiple ridings or
wards. It will readily be appreciated
that the circumstance to which reference has been made is far more likely
to arise under the Local Government
Act than under The Constitution Act
Amendment Act.
Sub-section (1) of proposed new section 135A makes prov1s10n for a
candidate dying after 4 p.m. on the day
of nomination and before the polling
day. However, a candidate could die
one minute after midnight on ipolling
day. As Mr. O'Connell rightly stated,
no provision is made for such a contingency. H a candidate were Ito die
close to the time of ithe .poll being
declared, what should the returning
officer do? Should he declare the poll;
or, should he withhold the declaration
pending the issue of an official death
certificate in respect of the deceased
candidate?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-He should
declare the result of the election.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIWELD.If it were known on polling day that one

candidate had died, the manner in which
electors cast their votes would probably
change. Another problem arises where
more :than two candidates are involved
and preference votes have to be dis,tributed. I do not think anyone could
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reasonably argue that, in circumstances
such as I have narrated, a fair ballot
could be conducted. It seems to me
that this contingency has not been provided for. I appreciate the dilemma in
which the Minister finds himself and,
with him, I realize that the matter
cannot be remedied immediately. Nevertheless, I ask the honorable gerutlemen
to direct his attention to this aspect wiith
the view of determining whether a
formula can be worked out to rectify
1the anomaly.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister o.f Agr.iculture). -This is one of the
many things that are brought to light
in the course of debate. I see no reason
whatever why provision should not be
made for a supplementary election to
be held in the event of a candidate dying
before the declaration of a poll.
The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH.-H an unsuccessful candidate died,
another
elecUon would not 'be neccessary.
The Hon. G. J. O'CONNELL.--Conversely1 a successful candidate could
die.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-!
agree. This matter will be given consideration, and, if it is thought desirable,
another amending Bill can be broughlt
forward. This is just another illustration of what happens when an attempt
is made to amend an Act. The amend..,
ing measure goes part of the way to
rectify deficiencies, but does nort go as
far as some honorable members would
like it to go.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-What is the
relevant position under The Constitution
Act Amendment Act?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-! do
not know. The thoughts that have \been
expressed by honorable members will be
duly considered but, in the meantime, I
suggest that the Committee adhere to
the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 8 (By-laws).
The Hon. BUCKLEY MA CHIN (Melbourne West Province) .-This clause
relates to one of the most contenrt:ious
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matters which any local .government
authority has to deal with, namely,
controlling and regulating the use of
premises with a view to preventing
objectionable no:ises at unreasonable
times. What is an objectionable noise
and what is an unreasonable time?
The Hon. G. J.
listening to one now.

NICOL.-We

are

The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-It is
pleasing to know that Mr. Nicol on this
occasion is awake and able to take part
in the proceedings.
The Hon. G. J. N1COL.-My only regret
is that I am.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-We
share that regret.
This Bill separates
the nuisances from the noises, but when
we have, as with Mr. Nicol, a combination of noises-The CHAIRMAN (Sir Ewen Cameron).
-Order! The Committee is discussing
clause 8.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-! am
dealing with it, Mr. Chairman. When
you cannot regulate a nuisance, Sir, I
wonder how we can control one, and we
have an example in Mr. Nicol.
If one lived next door to a Salvation
Army hall-and I do not speak disparagingly of the Salvation Army-it
could be objectionable if band practice
were in progress at 8 p.m. when a mother
was putting children to bed. Wherever
there is noise, no matter what the cir·
cumstances may be, an objection can
always be raised by some people.

Near the boundary of Footscray and
Sunshine there is a factory which at
times makes the most awful noises. At
night heavy machinery is used to the
great discomfort of residents of Footscray, although it is just outside the
border of that municipality. It is essential that this firm does this particular
work at night. Is that an unreasonable
time? This is something which must be
considered very carefully.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-How
would you change the clause?
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The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-! am
coming to that point.
Great care
should be taken in the siting of industries near residential areas. In an in·
dustrial area, it is extremely difficult to
pinpoint a particular nuisance or noise.
In Footscray, efforts have been made to
ascertain the source of a certain type of
dirt coming from a factory, and great
difficulty has been encountered in doing
so. Recently, some odours were coming
from Port Melbourne.
The Hon.
Melbourne?

ARCHIBALD

TODD.-Port

The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.Strangely enough, it was proved that
they came from that suburb. I empha·
size the necessity for further care to be
taken in the siting of industries which
may cause a nuisance. Would it be unreasonable for a noise to be made at any
time adjacent to a hospital?
In West
Footscray not far from the hospital
~here are stone-cutting works which
make considerable noise.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-A municipality could pass a by-law stating that
no person shall use any premises so as to
produce an objectionable noise at an unreasonable time, and in a particular
.case let the magistrate work out whether
.a breach of the law has been committed.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-Mr.
Feltham will agree that it is a difficult
thing to interpret.
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nuisances we have to put up with in this
Chamber we have to put up with
nuisances at home.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Wait until
Mrs. Machin hears about this!
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-!
hasten to say that when I speak of
home I refer to the City of Footscray,
where a number of quarries and
other firms create objectionable noises.
Another nuisance is caused by the weekend worker who goes around with
a hired motor mower that makes
frightful noises, which are particularly
objectionable on Sundays.
I should
think that would be an objectionable
noise at an unreasonable time. The
work of municipal councils in policing
these provisions should be made as easy
as possible.
I am confident that the Minister of
Agriculture will give the matter thought.
The most sympathetic consideration
should be given to the municipal authorities so that they will be able to
deal with these problems more easily
and so that it will not be necessary
for people to resort to the courts, as
Mr. Feltham indicated. If a solution
to this problem can be found, it will
be much better for people living in
industrial areas and for the local authorities which have to administer the
by-laws.
The clause was agreed to.

The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-It is a
matter for a court to decide.

Clause 9 (Apportionment of net income among the subdivisions).

The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.·parliament should make it easier for
·people, and they should not have to run
to the courts.

The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-At the risk of wearying the House, I should like to repeat
that the subject of the proposed amendment to the principal Act contained in
this clause was specifically mentioned
in the report of the Commission of
Inquiry into local government. The Opposition would be remiss in its duty if it
did not point out to the Government
at this stage-not subsequently when
the Local Government Act is again being
amended-that after an expensive inquiry was conducted the Commission
made certain recommendations that the

The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-lt may
not be possible for a by-law to be
enforced without someone running to
the courts.
The Hon. BUCKLEY MACHIN.-It
is easy to talk. Many members of this
House do not live in industrial areas,
and it is easy for them to smile and
regard this as a joke when they do not
·have to endure these objectionable
noises. Unfortunately, apart from the
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Government has blithely ignored. On
the subject of subdivisional accounts,
the report statedSectlon 249 of the Act requires in a
subdivided municipality that at least half
of the net income of the municipality ·be
apportioned to each subdivision in proportion to the amount of general rates received
therefrom respectively in the year and that
the amount so apportioned ·be expended in
such subdivision.
"Net income" is defined as the balance
after subtracting from the amount of
general rates received in such year all
sums paid or payable out of the municipal
fund on account of any loan and to any
sinking fund to secure the liquidation of
any loan.
Comment.-The main purpose in subdividing a municipality into wards or ridings is to give equitable representation
on the council to the whole municipal
district.
Most municipalities do not now keep subdivisional accounts as in many cases the
work is costly and serves no useful purpose.
With this type of accounting there is a
tendency for councillors to develop a
parochial outlook.
However, in each of two legal opinions
on the matter, the view has been expressed
that to comply with the requirements of
the section the keeping of subdivisional
accounts is mandatory.
The view of the Commission is that the
question of keeping subdivisional accounts
could be left to the decision of the council
and that the section should be repealed.
Recommendation.-That section 249 of the
Local Government Act 1958 be repealed.

I direct the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture to this passage so that,
should this matter come before the
House on a later occasion, the members
of the Opposition will have already
drawn the notice of the Government
to it.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 10 to 17.
Clause
schemes).

18

(Street

construction

The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-This clause provides
for a refund of interest to be made when
a council has over-estimated the cost of
a street construction scheme. Interest
is calculated on quarterly rests within
the accounting system of the municipality.
I foresee that adjustments in
interest will entail a municipality in con-

BiU.

siderable costs due to the amount of
work involved, whereas the gain to the
ratepayers will be only a matter of
shillings, and in some instances a matter
of pence.
I believe this provision will
be a great burden on the administrative
staffs of local councils.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I support Mr.
Walton's remarks. I point out that
clause 12 relates to the repayment of
excess moneys received by a municipality in respect of any separate rate or
special improvement charge, but no provision is made for the payment of
interest on such amounts. Therefore,
the Government is not being consistent.
At the completion of a street-making
scheme the engineer provides a certificate, and it is at that stage that interest
is calculated on the actual cost of the
scheme. Any excess payment of interest
would probably be made only over the
period of construction, which in a big job
might be eighteen months, so that if
interest were calculated on a quarterly
basis there would be only six or eight
payments involved. In view of this fact,
I believe the necessary paper work will
not be justified.
I point out that the terms for repayment of moneys in respect of private
street construction have been extended in
the past few years from ten years to
twenty years. I believe the amendment
will involve municipalities in much un ..
necessary book work in relation to street
construction schemes.
I do not think
ratepayers would be aware of the
nominal sum to which they might be
entitled so far as excess interest is concerned. This amendment will merely involve municipal staffs in additional work.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! appreciate the
points raised by Mr. Walton and Mr.
Merrifield. Both honorable members
assumed that the estimate of the cost of
the street construction is close to the
actual cost of the work, but there have
been many examples where councils have
overestimated the cost by a considerable
sum.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-In
many cases the cost has been underestimated.
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The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That is
so, but if the cost is underestimated the
position is easily rectified.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.Interest is not paid on a payment that
is not made.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That is
so, but is that any reason why, if the
cost is over-estimated, the excess interest
should not be refunded?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Either
way, I do not think it is worth worrying
about.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-In that
case, there is no argument.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 19.
Clause 20 (New schedule substituted
for Twenty-first Schedule).
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture).-! should like to pay
tribute to the work carried out by municipal councils throughout the State. As
Mr. Walton indicated, it is true that the
Local Government Act, containing
almost 1,000 sections, is probably the
most difficult of Acts to interpret, and
from time to time amendments become
necessary.
A tremendous number of
persons give their services voluntarily so
that the system of local government of
which we are so proud may continue to
operate. I am sure that every honorable
member will agree that these people
render a wonderful service to the community, although in some cases their
efforts are not appreciated.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
MOTOR CAR
(ROADWORTHINESS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 16)
on the motion of the Hon. R. J.
Hamer (Minister of Immigration) for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH (Bendigo
Province) .-This is a Bill to regulate
the disposal of motor cars and trailers,

(Roadworthiness) Bill.
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to provide for the inspection and testing
of motor cars and trailers for roadworthiness, to amend the Motor Car Act
1958, and for other purposes. The Bill
has three specific purposes: First, to
provide for a system of compulsory
safety testing of used vehicles ; secondly,
to tighten the procedure on the disposal
of used vehicles; and, thirdly, to confirm and strengthen the powers of the
police with respect to "spot checks"
of vehicles for safety purposes, and to
introduce into them more extensive roadworthiness inspections. I do not think
anyone could off er any objection to such
laudable objects, and my party supports
the Bill.
Perhaps the main proposal in the
measure is the certification of roadworthiness before a motor car is reregistered. Proposed new section 21c
of the Motor Car Act reads as follows:Where the registration of any motor car
or trailer or any renewal thereof has expired l()r has for any reason been cancelled
and application is again made for registration thereof under this Act the motor car
or trailer shall not be so registered unless
there is sent or delivered with the applica·
tion a certificate of roadworthiness which
has been issued not more than thirty days
before the day upon which the registration
is actually made.

This is a wise provision, which is of
great importance in achieving the aim of
the measure. All honorable members are
aware that even the present system of
checking vehicles on the road has revealed that an appreciable number of
them are unroadworthy. In my opinion,
such vehicles are responsible for many
of the unfortunate fatalities that
occur.
Sub-section ( 1) of proposed new section 21D of the principal Act providesSubject to this Act and the regulations
the Chief Commissioner may license persons for examining and testing motor cars
oin accordance with this Act and the regulations.

I take it that this provision means that
persons to be appointed as testers will
be required to submit certain qualifications to the Chief Commissioner of
Police, or to the Safety Inspection Advisory Committee which is to be appointed under the Bill, to ensure that they
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possess the necessary ability and equipment satisfactorily to test the roadworthiness of motor cars. I trust that
members of the Police Force will hold
the same qualifications as a tester in
recommending the work that is required to be carried out on vehicles inspected. If testers and the police work to
different standards, the objects of the
Bill may not be achieved. I think this
is the crux of the measure. I trust that
the advisory committee will ensure that
the regulations to be made under the Bill
are properly carried out.
The Bill provides for the granting of
licences to testers upon payment of a
fee of £5, and for the annual renewal
of licences for a fee of £2. It might be
considered by honorable members that a
fee of £5 for this purpose is excessive,
and that it. should be reviewed. Of
course, the persons concerned must be
of good standing as well as being adequately equipped to conduct the tests.
To ensure proper observance of the new
provisions, care must be taken to make
sure that the supervisors to be appointed
are of good character; otherwise supervisers and testers may get together in
some way, thus upsetting the intention
of the new legislation. Provision is
made, in proposed new section 21F, for
the cancellation and suspension of
licences.
The appointment of the Safety Inspection Advisory Committee, provided
in proposed new section 21G, is important because the functions of this committee will be to advise the Minister as
to types and standards of equipment
to be used, testing and qualifications of
the persons employed in testing, the
manner of testing cars for roadworthiness, and the issue and revocation of
licences to authorized testing stations.
The committee is to consist of the chairman of the Traffic Commission or his
nominee--he will be the chairman of
the committee--the Chief Commissioner
of PoUce or his nominee, a person nominated by the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce, a person nominated
by the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria, a person nominated by the ChamThe Hon. Arthur Smith.

(Roadworthiness) Bill.

be of Automotive Industries, and a person nominated by the Institution of
Automotive and Aeronautical Engineers.
As the membership covers a wide range
of knowledge, it should be effective.
Another part of the Bill deals with the
powers of the police in the checking
of vehicles on the road. This statutory
power is necessary so that police can
play their part in testing cars without
any finger of scorn being pointed at
them in the execution of their duties.
If any headway is to be made in lessening the dreadful scourge of the roads,
proper measures, such as those provided in the Bill, must be taken. It is interesting and heartening to me that this
Bill should follow recommendations that
I made to the House in a speech made in
November, 1959. At that time I stated! submit there should be compulsory examination of every second-hand motor car
offered for sale so that a check could be
made of brakes, lights, conditions of tires,
particularly tire pressures, the lack of
attention to which has been the cause of
many accidents.

It will be agreed that the conditions to
which I referred are the main causes of
road accidents. It is necessary to be
more careful with a second-hand car because when a person changes over from
one car to another no matter how ex·
perienced a driver he may be, there is
always some little difference in the
driving of the two cars.
Whilst on this subject of road safety,
I mentioned previously that for the benefit of the young folk who will be drivers
in five or six years' time, some instruction on traffic control and road safety
should be introduced into the school curriculum. I direct that suggestion to the
Minister of Immigration in the hope that
some action can be taken along those
lines. The Minister, in the course of his
second-reading speech on this measure,
stated that, with the exception of the
Easter period, the road death figures
for one week-end in February were the
highest for a considerable time. In my
opinion, the highest figure is represented
by the latest death that takes place because that is one more added to the
previous figure. There was one fatal
accident to-day, which, added to the
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three fatalities in the previous two days,
has brought the death rate over that
period to four.
I hope that this Bill will have the desired effect of reducing the road toll, and,
if it is the means of saving one life, it
will be worth while. I trust that the
proposed advisory committee will be o.f
assistance in advising the Minister and
the Government. The Government is
asking for ideas, and no effort should be
spared to give the proposed committee
the facilities to explore suggestions forwarded to it. The saving of human
lives cannot be measured in terms o.f
pounds, shillings and pence, so I hope
that when this measure becomes law,
it will not be bogged down with red tape.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-Mr. Smith
is an optimist if he believes that its
operation will be free from Ted tape.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Perhaps
I am an optimist. The road toll to-day
is too serious a problem to allow
remedial measures to be frustrated by
red tape. This Bill is long overdue,
and I do not know why it has taken so
long to see the light of day.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM (Northern
Province).-Having heard what Mr.
Smith said to-night and what he advocated some time ago, I believe he has
justifiable cause for pride that this Bill
is carrying out what he suggested. I
understood from the second-reading
speech of the Minister of Immigration
that this Bill deals with unroadworthiness of motor vehicles, and that it is not
so much concerned with what might be
called the general mechanical condition
of a car. In other words, there will still
be " bombs " on the road in the sense
that they may have noisy engines and
big ends, clashing of gears, battered
bodies and worn out upholstery; the
cars may still emit great clouds of
black smoke because of worn cylinder
walls.
Al though the Bill does not
specifically say so, I understand that it
is intended to concentrate on such items
as tires, brakes, lights, and steeringwhich are important to every road user
as well as the person driving the particular vehicle.
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Proposed new section 21A of the principal Act, as contained in clause 2, provides, inter al~a" Certificate ot roadworthiness" means a

certificate given under this Part by a
licensed tester which certifLes in the prescribed form that the vehicle to which it
relates complies with the requir:ements of
this Act and the regulations as to its construction and equipment and that the
v,ehicle is in a safe condition to be driven
on a highway.

The Minister said that there had been
consultations with the police authorities
and various people who are to comprise
the prospective advisory committee, and
no doubt when they advised the Government on the drafting of the regulations
they confined themselves to those
aspects outlined by the Minister.
The Bill appears to be well drafted;
it provides that a roadworthiness certificate shall be required when the vehicle
is disposed of by the transfer of its
ownership, when it is re-registered after
a period of being unregistered, or when
the police find cause to inspect it and
consider that it should be repaired and
made roadworthy.
That covers all
aspects except the problem of a motorist
disposing of an old model as a trade-in
for a new car. Sub-section ( 4) of proposed new section 21B of the principal
Act, as contained in clause 2, provides
that a certificate shall not be required
where any motor car is disposed of(a) for wrecking;
(b) for renovation, repair or alteration
by the purchaser, or
(c) to a licensed second-hand dealer
whose principal business is dealing
in motor cats-

Paragraph ( c) is intended to cover the
case of a person trading-in a motor car.
I have some small criticism to make of
that provision because I have examined
the constitution of the three garages that
I have used for the purpose of tradingin cars on the last three new vehicles
I purchased. Although the three of them
are licensed second-hand dealers, in no ·
case is their principal business dealing
in motor cars. It will be remembered
that I directed a question to the Minister, "What is intended by dealing in
motor cars? ", and the Minister for
Immigration said correctly, "It means
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buying them and selling them." It does
not mean servicing, maintaining, or repairing. At the three garages with which
I have had dealings, one has eight
mechanics engaged .purely in servicing,
maintaining and repairing cars and has
only one of its staff engaged in 'buying
and selling cars. The second has six
mechanics, and, again, only one person
is employed in buying and selling cars.
The third has also six mechanics, but
it has two people engaged in buying
and selling cars.
The Hon. w. 0. FULTON.-What is the
volume of sales of motor cars compared
with repairs?
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-All
the garages in question repair, service
and sell motor cars and also conduct a
spare parts and accessories section. In
each case two men are engaged in this
section, and at least two attendants are
employed on the pumps selling petrol
and oil. The number of people engaged
in the business of actually dealing in
motor cars is a most insignificant portion of the staff.
The Hon. G. W. THOM.-The biggest
part of the :profit of each garage would
come from the sales of new vehicles.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-! took
the trouble to inquire from these three
garages whether the commission on .the
sales of motor cars would amount to
50 per cent. of their business. I am not
going to give the honorable members all
the details of what I was told, burt: I
assure the House that it did not amount
to anything like 50 per cent. of the
profit made by the garages.
To-day, I travelled to Melbourne in a
train with two representatives of two
garages in the northern districts of
Victoria, and I put the same proposition
to each of them. I was informed ithat
they both would fail to quali'fy as
persons whose principal business is
dealing in motor cars. I suggest to the
Minister that if he wants these garages
to be able to deal in motor cars and not
require a certificate of roadworthiness
for their particular needs he might see
fit to amend the relevant clause to provide " engaged in the business of motor
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cars "-in other words rto omit the
word "principal." It is not an important matter, because a certificate of roadworthiness will cost only about £1, but
if this provision is to 'be included in the
Bill a large number of people who tradein motor cars and sell them should not
be excluded.
With the Government and the Labour
party, members of the Country party
welcome this legislation. We think it
will do good. We are pleased that the
Government saw fit rto bring the Bill
forward.
The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) .-I wish to compliment
the Government for bringing in the Bill.
I have previously sipoken in this House
on the roadworthiness of vehicles and
have advocated the compulsory testing
of motor cars. I have been in good
company because a survey was recently
made, and, for what Gallup polls are
worth, it was found that 97 per cent. of
the public are in favour O'f roadworthiness tests, 2 per cent. are against
them, and 1 per cent. are undecided.
These figures make me feel as though
I am hopping on the band-wagon at this
stage, but r have no doubt that this
essential Bill would have been introduced irrespective of the political complexion of the Government.
I wish to refer to the need for the
Bill because of my concern at what
happens in the selling of second-hand
cars. I witnessed a typical example
to-day.
I stopped my car at a
crossing with traffic lights and, when
I casually looked at the car coming up behind me, I noticed that the
elderly lady driver was struggling to get
the brakes to work. Despite the fact
1:hat she was not travelling very fast, I
realized that she was going to hit my
car. The vehicle in question was a 1935
Ford and the brake pedal had exactly
1 inch of effective play. Quite obviously,
the vehicle should not have been on the
road. In view of the conditions which
apply in regard to insurance to-day, it
is not worth reporting the damage to
my car to my insurance company. It
will probably cost me £3 or £4 to have
it repaired and under my insurance
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policy I have to pay the first £10 of the
bill anyway. I point out, in passing,
that some people have to pay an insurance franchise of up to £25. In addition they lose their no-claim bonus if they
make a claim. The result is that there
are many accidents that are not reported
to insurance companies or in which Tepairs to the car are not made.
According to The Victorian Pocket
Year Book for 1962, the number of
motor vehicles registered in Victoria
as at 30th June, 1961, was 887,970, of
which 689,664 were· private vehicles,
179,032 commercial vehicles and 19,274
motor cycles. A friend of mine, who is
a panel beater, asked me if I had noticed
the number of vehicles on the road
which required panel beating work to
the va•lue of £10 or £20 and which are
not being repaired. I suggest that they
are not being repaired :because of the
insurance provisions to which I have
just referred. Another aspect is that
the owners may not be able to afford to
pay for the repairs and are waiting until
they have a larger smash before getting
the work done.
Many of these cars
might have been knocked out of align..
ment in the smaller accidents in which
they have been involved ·and the drivers
are unaware of this fact. So the ques..
tion of testing motor vehicles becomes
·particularly vital.
I want to pay a tribute to all previous
Governments for their contributions
towards reducing the road toll. Statistics published in The Victorian Pocket
Year Book for 1962 reveal that the rate
of road accidents per 10,000 motor
vehicles registered has improved from
13. 70 in 1951 to 8.89 in 1961, whilst the
figures relating to persons injured have
decreased from 267.9 per 10,000 motor
vehicles registered in 1951 to 192. 72 in
1961. I have no doubt that the duplication of the Geelong Highway has saved
dozens of lives and perhaps thousands
of injuries.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Thirty per
cent. of accidents.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
is so. I do not want to take away from
any Government its share of the credit
for the improvements in the incidence of
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road accidents. I wish to thank the
Minister of Immigration who was able
to supply me with some figures whi'ch
I sought in ovder to direct the attention
of the House to the need for this type
of legislation. I desired to have them
recorded in Hansard because I thought
they might impress the Government.
The Minister of Immigration was able to
supply figures furnished by the Acting
Chief Commissioner of Police, who
pointed out that records were not
kept of the number of motor vehicles
which were checked for roadworthiness. I feel that figures should have
been kept in connexion with this activity,
but I offer no criticism of the Police
Department because it is always easy
to be wise after the event. I maintain
that records should be kept of tests
which would give an indication to the
Government of the cause of accidents.
According to information supplied by
the Acting Chief Commissioner for the
year 1961, members attached to the
Traffic Control Branch caused 6,102
orders for repairs to be issued and for
1962 the members of the same branch
caused 6,293 orders to be issued.
Figures are not available to show the
number of orders for repairs which were
issued throughout the whole of the State
during that period. That is only a
small portion of the picture. The tests
in question are being carried out by
2,000 police who have been trained
especially for this work.
When I asked a question in the House
recently and the Minister was unable to
supply the information I sought, I asked
the honorable gentleman whether the
figures quoted in Police Life were correct, and I was informed that they
were. I emphasize that the figures concerning the number of vehicles in re..
spect of which orders for repairs were
issued would be somewhat biased, be..
cause only vehicles which appeared to
be unroadworthy would be checked by
the Police Force. If the figures which
I want to quote prove anything, they
prove that this Bill is absolutely essen ..
tial and, possibly, the only criticism
which could be levelled at the Government concerning the measure is that it
should have been introduced earlier.
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Similar legislation has been operating in
New South Wales for some considerable
time. The ·system in vogue in New
South Wales provides that there shall
be an annual check of vehicles and that
certificates of roadworthiness must be
presented with applications for registration. Ultimately, a similar system may
be adopted in Victoria.
In conclusion, I propose to refer to the
matters which have worried me in
regard to the causes of accidents. It
has been said that speed is a major
cause and that the worst accidents occur
on country roads. Although country
members claim that accidents on country thoroughfares are usually caused by
city drivers, I believe that it does not
matter who drives a vehicle or where
an accident occurs; the fact remains
that in many accidents human beings
are killed, and it is the responsibility
of this House to do its utmost to prevent such loss of life.
Unfortunately, there are many unroadworthy vehicles-they are sometimes called "bombs "-on the road
to-day, but it is not until they are driven
on the open road at speeds of 40, 50 or
60 miles an hour that their defects
If it was being
become apparent.
driven at 50 miles an hour the motor
vehicle which ran into me this morning
would almost certainly be a " killer " on
an open road even without colliding
with anything. Possibly the steering
would have collapsed· under such conditions.
·
The unroadworthiness of vehicles is
certainly a contributing factor to accidents on ,country roads. I have quoted
figures-originally they related to tests
made by the Victorian Automobile
Chamber of Commerce--which are not
only illuminating, but also alarming, and
which emphasize the need for legislation of this type. I invite honorable
members to examine the statistics relating to tests carried out by the Police
Department's Vehicle Safety Testing
School. In an article published on page
6 of Police Life, of April, 1963, there
appeared these interesting commentsLast year, students of the eighteen
courses conducted by the school alone
carried out nearly 7,000 inspections, during
which 34,000 faults were detected in the
vehicles examined.
The Hon. J.M. Tripovich.
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The Minister of Immigration has pointed
out that instead of averaging six faults
per vehicle, the average is only five.
Nevertheless, five faults per vehicle is an
alarming figure.
One vehicle was found unroadworthy on
28 different counts. The owner-driver's
reaction was to strip the car of its number
plates, declaring, "It's not worth the expense of keeping it on the road."

Unfortunately, the driver in question
was prepared to drive his vehicle on the
roads until he was caught, which is
tantamount to carrying a lethal weapon.
He was allowed to drive an unroadworthy vehicle until, by sheer accident
in a snap test conducted by the police
testing squad, he was caught.
Another car, involved in an accident, had
the master cylinder of the braking system
filled with water instead of brake fluid.

The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Water
is incompressible.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That is

so.
The brake drum terminals were so
corroded that the car's brakes were only
10 per cent. effective.

These things must worry any person who
is interested in reducing the road
carnage.
Yet another car had a worn ball and
so.cket joint on the steering, held together
by a rubber band.

The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The driver
should have used red tape!
The Hon. J.M. TRIPOVICH.-I asked
the Acting Chief Secretary whether
these statements were true, and he
replied in the affirmative. The situation
seemed so serious that I sought some
verification. The article continuedNinety other vehicles were so unsafe that
they had to be towed away.

That is a serious statement.
Most common faults were defective
lights and parkers, 64.2 per cent.;
ends, 58.7 per cent.; steering, 50.6 per
footbrakes, 44 iper cent.; tires, 36 ,per
hand brakes, 32 per cent.; and
absorbers, 21 per cent.

headfront
cent.;
cent.;
shock

Of the faults to which I have referred,
those relating to front ends, steering,
foot brakes and tires could cause accidents, particularly on an open country
road.
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The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Were
any figures supplied concerning the unroad worthiness of drivers?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
question was debated when the breathalyzer Bill was under consideration. I
am sure the Government will not be loath
to act upon the recommendations of the
proposed Safety Inspection Advisory
Committee. The Bill will merit the
acclaim of all members of this Chamber.
I express my pleasure that this House
is now dealing with a measure which relates to matters that have been dear to
my heart for many years. I commend
the Bill to the House.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne
North Province).-! should like to
take the opportunity of congratulating Mr. Smith, who handled the Bill
for the Labour party. Mr. Smith has
taken a keen interest in the road toll in
Victoria. As long as seven years ago,
my colleague directed the Government's
attention to the need for many of the
provisions which have been included in
this Bill. The only conclusion which can
be drawn from this state of affairs is
that the Government has been very slow
to act. I do not intend to offer any commendation to the Government for introducing this measure.
It should have
been brought forward years ago, when
the problem was first directed to the
attention of the Government. The state
of the Geelong-road and the number of
accidents on that highway have been
mentioned. I frequently drive along
Geelong-road and Dandenong-road. I
believe that any motorist who !has an
accident on either of these two highways nowadays is undoubtedly either
careless or driving an unroadworthy
vehicle. The figures provided to-night
showing tlhe incidence of accidents prove
conclusively that in the provision of a
good r.oad surface we are half way to
road safety. After all, vehicles need to
be extremely strong to negotiate many
of our suburban road surfaces, because
our local municipal councils are finding
it aLmost impossible to obtain the finance
needed to maintain roads in good order.
If the Government had been sincere,
it would not have delayed so long when
it was asked by the Melbourne and
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Metropolitan Board of Works in 1961
to receive a deputation seeking financial
help for road-making purposes in the
metro:poli tan area. The Board realized
that it could not do the job adequately
with the limited resources available to
it, but it took the Government eighteen
months to answer this request. It was
only after great pressure and determination on the part of some of the
Commissioners of the Board of Works
that an answer was forthcoming. In
answer to a question I asked in the
House a fortnight ago, it was disclosed
that a discussion was requested with the
Premier on the allocation of funds for
the carrying out of urgent works which
would undoubtedly cut down the road
toll, but it took tlle Government eighteen
months to furnish a reply, and this
proved to be not satisfactory. This is
typical of the way in which Government
Departments are acting at the present
time under the regime of the Liberal
party Government. Only recently in
Coburg-I realize I am getting back
again to my home area, but I do so
because I know it so well-The PRESIDENT
(Sh· Gordon
McArthur) .-Order!
I think Mr.
Walton is now departing from the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-With respect, Sir, you have not heard what I
intend to say. I wish to refer to
traffic hazard at the intersection of Bellstreet and Melville-road.
The PRESIDENT.-! suggest that the
honorable member should make only a
brief reference to this matter.
The Hon. J.M. WALTON.-This is a
very busy intersection, and the local
council considered that it should be
widened by the acquisition of a corner
piece of land owned by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board. The
council wrote to the Board for two
years but did not receive an answer.
Again, this proves my contention that
Departments under the control of the
present Government are not always
anxious to take action that will reduce
the road toll. The tramways Board does
not intend to use the piece of land to
which I referred as it has abandoned all
idea of extending the tramline and !has
applied for a bus licence to operate

a
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a service from the present tram
terminus. The council eventually decided to start its projected work.
Within two days there was a represen..
tative of the tramways Board on the
spot. He stated that the Board would
not shift tramway poles at the corner
unless the council was prepared to allow
the Board to park buses right in the
intersection. When the council suggested that this matter should go before
the Traffic Commission for consideration
and ruling, the officer of the Boavd held
up his hands in horror and said, " Let
us settle this between ourselves; do not
take it to the Traffic Commission." The
tramways Board was afraid that the
Traffic Commission in the interests of
road safety would not support the Board.
I consider that the record of the present
Government in regard to road safety is
merely window dressing from start to
finish.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
The Hon. R. J. HAMER (Minister of
Immigration) .-I should like to thank
honorable members for their reception
of this measure, which it is felt should
make some contribution towards the
solving of a very difficult and persistent
problem. I merely wish to comment on
one or two statements by honorable
members.
Mr. Smith referred to the qualifications
of testers. Of course, it is vital to the
success of this measure that the persons
carying out the tests shall be properly
qualified.
The Government expects
that the committee to 1be appointed to
advise on this proposal will establish
qualifications sufficiently high to ensure
that the job will be properly done. If
it does not, the Government will certainly be most disappointed and I do
not expect the committee to fail.
The registration fee of £5 was fixed
because the initial application will in·
volve an inspection of the premises con ..
cerned and an investigation by· a supervisor. Consequently, a great deal of
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time will need to be spent to ensure that
an applicant is of the proper standard.
Honorable members can rest assured
that a valuable right will be conferred
upon proprietors of testing stations.
Experience in New South Wales has re..
vealed that if a licence is suspended or
cancelled, the man involved immediately
makes a tremendous protest. Members
of Parliament are called upon to do their
best to get the licence restored or the
suspension lifted. Action of this type
indicates that testing stations are loath
to lose this valuable right. The proposed fee represents only a small cost
to the testing station compared with
what it will make either directly or in·
directly from the proposed procedure.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-What is the
estimate of the number of testing
stations that will be needed?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-My own es·
timate is approximately 800 throughout
Victoria. As Mr. Fulton is probably
aware,
the
Victorian
Automobile
Chamber of Commerce has been running
a voluntary scheme over the past two
years, and it claims to ha:ve covered
Victoria with 660 stations. However,
the Government must ensure that nobody in the State is left unprovided for,
and I imagine that my figure is a safe
estimate. We cannot be definite until
the committee has examined the problem, but I imagine that approximately
800 will be sufficient. For the sake of
comparison, I point out that New South
Wales has provided for 3,400 testing
stations, but as New South Wales is a
much bigger State than Victoria, naturally more stations are required there.
However, I believe that too many have
been licensed.
The Hon. P. V. FELTHAM.-The main
thing· is that the Government should ensure that there are sufficient in Victoria.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-That is so.
As I mentioned in my second-reading
speech, reasonable competition will be
provided for.
The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-The only
way to get a proper comparison would
be to obtain figures showing the number
of vehicles on the roads in Victoria and
in New South Wales.
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The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-It is not as
simple as that. The area of New South
Wales is so much bigger that this factor
must be taken into account.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Will any
provision be made for a check back to
the person who originally road checked
the vehi.cle when, at a snap check, a
vehicle is found to be unroadworthy?
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Yes. Mr.
Tripovich has raised an dmportant
question. One of the duties of supervisors will be .to check, in a proportion
of instances, to ensure that the work
is properly done. That leads me to ithe
matter raised by Mr. Smith, namely, the
qualifications of supervisors. Mr. Smith
correctly assessed that :the operation of
the scheme will depend largely on the
calibre of these supervisors. I am confident that, in Victoria, we shall be a'l>le
to recruit the same sort of people to
act as supervisors as those serving in
New South Wales, in which State the
supervisors comprise a highly dedicated
body of men who are wrapped up in
their task and could never be accused
of being easy on the testing stations.
On the contrary, they are very strict.
That brings me to a comment made
by Mr. Feltham to the effect that there
are in existence a number of second-hand
dealers whose dealings in cars constitute
only a part of their normal business.
Mr. Feltham directed attention to the
definition contained :in sub-section ( 4)
of proposed new section 24B. Upon considering that provision, I think there is
some substance in what Mr. Feltham
said.
The definition is aimed at the
second-hand dealer who deals only casually in cars; in other words, it is
aimed at a person who deals mainly in
something else and only occasionally in
cars. In my view, the definition does
not cover the case of a person who has
other business apart from a second-hand
business, and, to that extent, the definition needs re-wording. Accordingly, I
propose that progress rbe reported so
that I may have an accurate defindtion
drawn for consideration by the Committee to-morrow.
Progress was reported.
Session 1963.-147
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VALUATION OF LAND (RA~ES)
BILL.
The Hon. L. H. S. THOMPSON
(Minister of Housing).-! moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

When a Valuer-General was appointed
in the State of Victoria, one of his first
recommendations was to the effect tha:t,
when a rate was levied over one municipal district, ·the councils in those areas
should be required to have a true and
correct valuation-one certified by the
Valuer-General at the 31st December,
1961. That idea was embodied in
the Valuation of Land (Amendment)
Act passed in 1961.
Some councils were rather rapid in carrying
out the spirit and letter of this
instruction and, as a result, valuations of their areas were completed.
That has created something of a
problem, inasmuch as there are some
council areas where valuations have
been carried out and other council areas
where they have not been undertaken.
Therefore, ratepayers in the areas
where the valuations have rbeen madein parts of the metropolitan area,
Ballarat, Geelong and Bendigo--are
required to shoulder more than their
fair share of the burden in respect of
water and sewerage rates. Several
councils directed the attention Of the
Government to this position.
The sole purpose of this Bill is to
ensure that, until 31st December, 1964,
the o1d valuations shall apply in those
council areas. Fourteen councils are
affected in that regard. Eleven councils
carried revaluations in the past year
and, fa the normal course of events,
those valuations would have been used
by the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works in levying its rate for
the financial year 1963-'64. They include
Broadmeadows in part, Keilor, Melbourne, Nunawading, Preston, Prahran,
Heidelberg in part, Croydon, two ridings
of South Barwon, and three municipalities in the Ballarat area. The first part
of clause 2 covers those particular
municipalities.
However, there were
some municipalities which acted more
quickly and revalued their area so that
the new valuations were used hy the
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Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works when it levied its rate for the
financial year 1962-·63.
The second part of clause 2 ensures
that councils which carried out the new
valuation prior to this year will be
included ,for exemption purposes. Those
councils are Eltham, Sunshine, and the
Shire of Marong.
Further, those
councils which complete new valuations throughout the year 1963 which
valuations would, but for this legislation, be used by the Board of
Works and similar authorities for
levying rates for the financial year
1964-65, will be exempt from having
their new valuations used 1for uniform
rating purposes by the Board until 31st
December, 1964.
In short, the gist of the Bill is to
ensure that, where a rate is levd.ed over
more than one council area, until
all valuations are brought up to date on
31st December, 1964, the old council
valuations and not the new ones shall be
used. The ratepayers of the fourteen
councils enumerated will benefit immediately, and the ratepayers of those
councils which make revaluations this
year will receive commensurate benefits
next financial year. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. SAMUEL
MERRIFIELD (Doutta Galla Province),
the debate was adjourned until the next
day of meeting.
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that fact justifies its introduction. However, I shall put that matter aside
because it will be discussed when another measure is before the House.
This extraordinary Bill proposes a
complete departure from principles
which have been established in the
Local Government Act. Under this
legisilation, there can be rating on the
net annual value and on the unimproved
value of land. When rates are levied
on the unimproved value system, there
is a provision enabling municipal councils to declare as specially rateable
certain properties that ordinarily would
be difficult to rate equitably. The rate
must have some equity compared with
the net annual value.
It is intended
that with special properties there shall
be a relationship between principles of
general rateability and reasonable comparisons of values.
Even in those
cases there is some relationship to other
comparable properties on the assumption, which is -inherent in the Local
Government Act, that the services the
owner of a property secures from a
municipality shall be related to the
rateability of his property. I put aside
those considerations, which have been
tacitly accepted down the years with.;.
out great argument-in this House, at
any rate.

This Bill proposes the introduction
into the Local Government Act of a
completely new principle. It is intended
that agreements may be entered into
between municipalities and individual
ratepayers, so that an the old standards
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRIES)
of rating are to be torn up.
If the
measure is passed, a municipality will
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from May 16) not have to pay any regard to the
on the motion of the Hon. R. W. Mack Eighteenth Schedule, the application of
(Minister of Health) for the second which has always been a vital principle
in the rating of properties.
The
reading of this Bill was resumed.
measure will have no relationship to
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD the Government's vaunted valuation of
(Doutta Galla Province).-After care-- land legislation, which was brought in to
fully reading and reflecting on this Bill, rectify the mismanagement and skulI have come to the conclusion that it is
duggery that went on in the fixing of
not by any means the simple, innocuous
valuations
in municipalities.
Certain
measure that the Government has purfavoured
people
will
be
able
to
bludgeon
ported it to be.
The circumstances
surrounding the establishment of a or :blackmail-whichever term one
new ·port may have had something to chooses to apply-municipal councils
do with it, but it is debatable whether into entering into special agreements.
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What are the facts? Sub-clause (1)
of clause 2 provides for the insertion
in the principal Act of a section 390A
statingThe council of any municipality may
enter into an agreement with any person
liable to be rated in respect of any land
within the municipality which is not within a radius of twenty-five miles of the
General Post Office at Melbourne and which
is used or to be used for industrial purposes
as to the amount of rates that w.m be
payable by him under this Act and the
amount of rates so agreed to be paid shall
notwithstanding anything in this Act be
for all purposes the rates that may be
made and levied under this Act in respect
of that land.

I suppose the vital words are "which is
used or to be used for industrial purposes." The words "or to be used for
industrial purposes " are probably to
provide for a form of enterprise such as
that to be established at Crib Point. I
suppose it is contemplated that an anticipated industrial venture will become
subject to an agreement under this part
of the legislation. But the words are
not limited. When is the land to be
used? Is it to be used in twenty years'
time? Is it to apply to land zoned under
a planning scheme for industrial purposes but not yet used for such purposes? These things are not clear.
Does the proposed new section open
the door so that every industrial venture in Victoria outside a radius of 25
miles of the General Post Office at Melbourne is free to negotiate with the
municipal council in which it is situated
for some remission of rates? Will a
.firm which rents property upon which
it has installed light plant be free to
threaten that it will move to another
municipality if it does not receive rate
concessions? Are we to have a patchwork of blackmail and bludgeoning, with
companies threatening municipal councHs that if they do not enter into agreements certain action will be taken? On
the other hand, will municipal councils
compete with one another in trying to
attract new industries to the point of
forgoing rates entirely?
The rates may be reduced to a minimum. Is the siting of new industries
to be. open to wild competition between
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municipalities? Sub-section (3) of proposed new section 390A provides that no
such agreement shall have any force or
effect until it has been approved by Order
of the Governor in Council published in
the Government Gazette. Of what value
will that be? I would not think too
highly of such an order, judging by some
of the Orders in Council which this
Government has gazetted. If a number
of such orders are sought, what standard will the Government apply in order
to decide whether it will or will not
approve of a particular agreement?
This provision will operate at the expense of other ratepayers in a municipality. The industry which seeks to
force a municipality into an agreement
will gain something at the expense of
other ratepayers who meet their obligations. Such industries will be able to
engage in a form of blackmail. The Bill
goes further. Under the provisions of
the Local Government Act, the Oakleigh
City Council fixed a rate to bring in a
certain sum of money for the carrying
on of its services. The court, in deciding
on an appeal against this rate, found
that the rate which is fixed each year
must be made upon the requirements of
the municipality for that year. This Bill
will have no regard for the requirements
of the municipality in any particular
year, because no time limit is set on the
agreement. An industry could say," We
want an agreement for 50 years." Such
an agreement will have no regard for the
financial situation of the municipality in
50 years' time. Again, the municipality
could fix a rate at a proportion of the
existing municipal rate.
Everyone realizes that valuations have
increased, and the income of municipalities has likewise increased. Will a
municipality be permitted to fix a rate
now at a certain proportion of the existing rate which at the end of a 50-year
period or some intervening time could
constitute a far smaller proportion than
is envisaged? This provision seems to
me to be beyond a joke. Why should a
council of to-day be entitled to bind its
ratepayers and councils of the future for
an indefinite period?
The Minister will probably inform me
that the Governor in Council will decid~
whether the agreement is beneficial or
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otherwise. He will probably also say
that the Distribution of Population Committee, which investigated this matter
for so long, made a certain recommendation. I have not seen the committee's
report, but I understand that its recom ..
mendation in this regard is of a general
character only and does not go so far
as is proposed in this Bill. Therefore,
in view of the fact that this proposal
may bind municipal councils for the
future, our party is certainly not happy
about it. I remind honorable members
that the industry seeking an agreement
may be an extractive undertaking which
necessitates the carrying of heavy loads
over the roads within the municipality.
However, to attract the industry to
establish within a particular municipality, the ratepayers, by virtue of the
agreement entered into between the in·
dustry and the municipality, will carry
the burden of making good the damage
which the industry may inflict upon the
roads.

The Hon. R. W. MAY (Gippsland
Province).-This measure constitutes a
departure from the established principles
of local government and, as Mr. Merrifield has pointed out, it will not entail
the Government in any expenditure. It
is proposed that any municipality which
desires to secure the establishment of a
particular industry within its boundaries
may grant a rate concession to that
industry. If the industry is of the magnitude of BP Australia Limited-this.
company was referred to by the Minister of Health in his second-reading
speech-which is establishing a refinery
within the Shire of Hastings, the munidpality would be ()IIl safe ground in
extending to it a concession by way of
rating, knowing full well that- the enhanced value of adjacent land would recompense it in respect of such a concession. That would be sound business
on the part of the municipality, because·
what it lost on the swings it would regain on the roundabouts.

The Government has not provided in
this measure for any reimbursement to
be made to municipalities by the Govern•
ment. It will allow the municipalities
to carry the " baby " 'Yhich is properly
a State "baby." The question of decentralization is not one for each munici..
pality; it is for the whole of the State
to face and plan in a systematic manner.
The Government has exercised soma
discretion in that it has not provided for
concessions to be made to industry in
relation to sewerage and water rates,
although I suppose that could come later.
Who knows what plot this Government
may hatch? I believe this measure
could result in a great deal of damage,
and I do not believe the Government
has foreseen all the problems that may
arise in the future. Our party will not
vote against the Bill, but the Government must accept responsibility for its
own legislation.
Although it is problematical whether any decentralization
will result from this measure, I trust
that, if it does, the Government will take
steps to alleviate the burdens cast on
local governing bodies in attracting industries to establish in particular locali..
ties. I believe the Government should
carry the responsibility for what
amounts to State planning.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-It would not
lose much on the swings.
The Hon. R. W. MAY.-I agree, but
the picture could be different so far as
the general ratepayer is concerned. It
could be argued with force that, if he
desired to dispose of his property, the
ratepayer would earn a substantial
increment in enhanced value, but in the
case of a person who did not desire to
dispose of his property the reverse
effect would be suffered in that he
would have to pay higher rates. The·
Country party feels that it ought to
point out that aspect, also that the Bill
opens up a wide field. No doubt an
organization such as BP Australia
Limited is establishing itself in the
Westernport area for sound business
reasons, apart from the good shipping
and port facilities that will be available for its purposes there. I have
no doubt that the company has obtained
its land at concessional prices. Indeed,
the company would have been unwise if
it had not obtained an option over the
land it required prior to making a public
announcement of its intentions.
The possible ramifications of a Bill of
this nature open up the question of
what effect it will have on similar in-

The Hon. Samuel Merrifield.
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dustries located in various other parts
of the State and whether they will
suffer from an unfair advantage being
granted to others. The Government will
have to meet that situation if
it -arises, which is obviously possible.
The Country party supports the
measure, which may be of great assistance in bringing industries into certain
municipalities. However, we do not regard the proposed BP oil refinery as
a particularly good criterion for the implementation of one of the first findings
of the Distribution of Population Committee. That may sound a left-handed
compliment, but this is a multi-million
pound industry which will accept all
the benefits that it can receive under
this legislation, and perhaips it would
have been better to have heralded the
findings of t!he committee by attracting
by means of the proposed concession
a struggling industry, so to speak-one
of much lower financial stature-to a
country area. However, the Government has to legislate for the whole of
the State, and if the first people to take
advantage of the :proposals haippen to be
the BP company, that is quite within
the ambit of the legislation and consequently .we cannot object to it on that
score.
We believe that, by and large, the
Bill could be the means of inducing industry into country areas, and we are
not unmindful of the fact that it places
the onus on the municipality, bearing in
mind the pros and cons of the situation
and the economic balance-sheet, so to
speak, affecting the particular area.
Municipalities will have something that
they can offer to an industry, but ultimately any reduction obtained by an
undertaking must be paid for by the
general ratepayer in the area.
I
reiterate that what is achieved may be
of great benefit to those who desire to
dispose of their property by reason of
its enhanced value, but that the position
will be different in respect of those
people who do not wish to sell their
property. The Country party supports
the measure.
The Hon. W. P. MAIR (South-Eastern
Province).-!, too, support the Bill. I
believe that many country municipalities
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wish the Local Government ACt to be
amended in this way, but I am not insensible to some of the possibilities raised by Mr. Merrifield. I consider that the
test of the proposed legislation is in the
strength and character of the municipal
councils. Sub-section ( 2) of proposed
new section 390A of the principal Act
providesNo such agr.eement shall be made unless
the council is of the opinion that the
establishment or maintenance of that industry within the municipality makes a
substantial contribution towards the industrial development of the municipality
and encourages the decentralization of industry in Victoria.

That indicates the great responsibility
that will ;be placed on the local council.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Once
the council has formed an opinion, no
appeal can be made against it.
The Hon. W. P. MAIR.-That is true,
but the agreement has to be confirmed
by the Governor in Council. I do not
know whether the Governor in Council
would veto an agreement which a municipal council wished to enter -into. We
are always hearing assertions that industry should be induced to go into the
country, and I agree that that is desirable. I should like to see industry spread
throughout the State on a much wider
scale than is the case at present. I feel
that the Government is making an effort
in this direction by falling in with the
wishes of municipalities and making a
contribution towards the encouragement of industrial development outside
the perimeter of greater Melbourne.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Ballaarat
Province) .-I should like to say a few
words on this Bill because four members of this House have served on either
the original Distribution of Population
Committee or the most recent committee,
which presented -its final report to
Parliament only last Tuesday. I refer
to the committee's original chairman,
Mr. Mack, the Minister of Health, who is
handling the Bill on behalf of the Government, also to Mr. Smith, Mr. May and
myself. I, too, had the honour of being
chairman of the committee which became defunct last Tuesday. Mr. Merrifield said he believes that, in this Bill,
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the Government thinks it is to a degree
carrying out a recommendation of the
Distribution of Population Committee. I
should like to emphasize that the recommendations in the progress reports and
the final r:eport of · the Distribution of
Population Committee were made purely
on the evidence received from municipalities throughout Victoria. It was
noticeable, particularly in the evidence
given to the original committee, that
municipalities did say, "How can we
play some part in enticing industries
into our particular municipalities? " The
suggestion was strongly forthcoming
from many municipalities, both nearmetropolitan and far afield as well, that
if they had the ability to give rate
concessions it would be one of the best
contributions they could make to decentralization and the establishment of
industries in their areas.
A recommendation of the Distribution of Population Committee as contained in paragraph 228, in its fourth progress report,
statesThe Local Government Act restricts the
assistance which municipa1ities can give to
industries .by way of concessions. The
Committee recommends that municipalities
outside the metropolitan area •be given
power to grant concessions to industry.

That recommendation does not specifically mention rate concessions, but what
other concessions could a municipality
give to any large firm that would be
an enticement to come to that particular
municipality?
That recommendation
was contained in all subsequent reports,
including the final report of the committee.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.-Over
what radius?
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-! shall deal
with that aspect later. One of the recommendations in the final report of the
Distribution of Population Committee
stated, inter aliaThe Local Government Act should be
amended to enable municipalities to grant
concessions to industry.

It has been asked in this Chamber
to-night: Why make the first industry
to
be
granted
such
concessions
such a gigantic organization as BP?
Undoubtedly that is the motive be-
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hind this measure at this point of
time. However, it takes a huge industry to make one realize the ramifications
of what rates mean to a country municipality. I am a councillor of the Shire
of Bacchus Marsh, which two years ago
was fortunate to have a substantial
industry commence operations within its
boundaries. The Colonial Sugar Refinery
set up plant and machinery in Bacchus
Marsh to a capital value of £2,500,000.
The rate revenue of the municipality is
£50,000. The value for rating that could
have been forthcoming from the organization, based on 100 per cent., was
£125,000.
The Hon. W. R. GARRETT.-Under
what system of rating?
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-That is net
annual value. However, in most municipalities where net annual value applies,
1/20th of the capital value is used to
obtain a rateable figure, but municipalities tend to work on a fairly high rate
and keep the valuation down to about 50
per cent. or 60 per cent., instead of
the full 100 per cent. I understand
that the capital valuation of the
BP venture is £20,000,000.
If the
Hastings shire takes 1120th of that
sum, which is a figure of £1,000,000, and
then applies a 60 per cent. rating, it will
·mean £600,000 in net annual rates to the
shire. The Shire of Hastings now has a
rate of 2s. 9d. in the £1 so that if that
figure is multiplied by 600,000, BP will
pay £80,000 in rates. The revenue for
that shire for the financial year 1961-62
was £75,000. Without any alteration to
its present rate it will obtain more
revenue from the BP company-one industry alone--than from all the rest of
the shire.
It takes a £20,000,000 industry to make the Government understand the ramifications of the full
rating.
I can quote the case of the
Timbrock company which, I understand,
pays something like £8,000 or £10,000
to the Shire of Bacchus Marsh-I
do not know the exact figure.
If the
Timbrock company had said, in the
initial stages of its development, "We
have had a look at Bacchus Marsh; we
will go somewhere else," Bacchus
Marsh could have lost a large industry.
Perhaps under this provision the shire
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could have said, "We will cut your rates
to £4,000 during the establishment." Mr.
Merrifield stated that people subsidize
industry; jn fact industry is subsidizing
people in a substantial way.
The Distribution of Population Committee dealt with the question of radius.
It was difficult to stipulate a strict
radius outside of Melbourne. I believe
the Commercial Goods Vehicles Act
specifically lays down that any concessions or licences as of right under
that Act only apply inside a radius of
25 miles of Melbourne. It is known that
in its wisdom the Transport Regulation
Board tends to permit such licences
within 50 miles of Melbourne.
The Hon. P. v. FELTHAM.-It is
within the 25-mile radius for the
privileged class.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-'! mentioned
that analogy only to indicate a dividing
line where concessions shall be given
and shall not be given.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-In other
words, absolute freedom of transport in
the metropolitan area but not in the
country.
The Hon. V. 0. DIOKIE.-That is so.
The final report of the Distribution of
Population Committee. went into some
detail on the question of radius. Paragraph 829 at page 33 of that report
stated, inter alia-Except for established towns-Bacchus
Marsh,
Broadf.ord, Gisborne, Kilmore,
Kyneton and Woodend-the Committee recommends that no industries inside a radius
of 50 miles from .Melbourne be approved by
the Minister as being " decentralized."

Rightly or wrongly I believe what the
Committee intended to mean was no
industry within 50 miles of Melbourne
by road, because 50 miles takes in a
long way as the crow flies. I believe
Castlemaine would come within that
limit if a line as the crow flies was
taken.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! doubt
whether Kyneton would come within the
50-mile proviso.
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The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Kyneton is
52 miles from Melbourne by road, so it
would come well within the 50-mile
limit as the crow flies. I know Crib
Point is 46 or 47 miles by road from Melbourne, because I was looking at the map
to-night. The committee in its recommendation allowed the Minister a certain amount of discretion, and if an industry did fall within 1 mile of the
radius, it would be foolish not to grant
it some concession. The 50-mile radius
was recommended by the committee because municipalities, in their evidence
believed that aspect should be strongly
emphasized. If initially it applies to
I beBP, good luck to them.
lieve that negotiations must be made
through the Division of State Development; that division could say to a
particular municipality, "To what
degree do you believe that you can
give a concession in rates to this particular industry." If the municipality says
"None whatsoever,'' it is indicating
that it is eliminating itself as an area
in which industry may become established. If people think an -industry in
their midst will be a terrific economic
gain both to the men and women who
will work in the industry and to the
area concerned, the municipality should
have the right to negotiate an agreement, which has to be approved by the
Governor in CounciL
Therefore, I
think this Bill represents a real step
along the right road towards the solution of this problem, which is not only
getting people to live in the country
but retaining those who are already
living there.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD (Melbourne West Province).-We have just
listened to Mr. Dickie giving to the
House a dissertation on behalf of two
struggling companies which are endeavouring to keep out of the hands of
the liquidator! I refer to the Colonial
Sugar Refinery Company Limited and
BP Australia Limited.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-The
former company closed the masonite
factory at Eildon weir.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-That
was because it blundered; it deserved
its fate. We all know the ambit and
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the wealth of the Colonial Sugar Refinery Company Limited. We do not
want legislation cloaked with hypocrisy,
and we do not want this piece of legislation wrapped around the efforts of
the Distribution of Population Com..
mittee. We understand and recognize
that it is complementary to a Bill which
will be debated later and in which considerable concessions will be granted to
BP Australia Limited.
When all is said and done, I do not
think there is any shire or council in
Victoria which can afford to give con·
cessions and still live up to its respon·
sibilities and the demands of its
ratepayers. I do not believe that in·
dustry in any part of the metropolitan
area asks for concessions. In Port
Melbourne there are industries which
pay rates of up to £20,000 a year with·
out quibbling.
They do so because
they know that they are getting service.
They know that the municipality will
keep the roads in good order and pro ..
vide other services. They pay because
the law of the land lays down that they
shall do so. We are convinced that the
terms of the agreement between the
Hastings Shire Council and BP Aus..
tralia Limited have already been
approved. Every pound of flesh that the
company has been able to extract from
the shire has already been extracted.
Mr. May spoke o'f the appreciation
of the value of the land in the area
when the refinery is to be constructed. I
doubt whether it will increase in value
very much because people will not
welcome living alongside a refinery.
They wilil appreciate the fact that their
rates will not be reduced and that a
large organization is to enjoy concessions because special legislation has been
passed. The .company will save £80,000
in .port charges alone.
The Hon. v. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Todd
does not believe •that the industry
should be established in the country.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-Here
we have the crocodile tears.
The Hon. v. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Todd
wants the inaustry in Port Melbourne.
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The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-We
would like the oil companies to get out
of Port Melbourne; we do not like oil
tanks any more than anyone else.
It
should not be said that we are opposed
to decentralization, because during the
term of office of the Cain Government
more decentralized industries were
established in Victoria than have been
set up in the history of any other
Government.
However, under the
present regime 90 per cent. of those
industries have closed down.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Todd
should read the facts again.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-If
Mr. Dickie is prepared to give concessions to BP Australia Limited, he should
also be prepared to give them to those
industries which have had :to close down
their works in country areas because
they have been unable to compete with
metropolitan industries.
Government
supporters should not try to cloak this
legislation wi:th an aura to which dt is
not entitled. It goes hand in hand with
another Bill which will hand out the
" fruit from the sideboard " to an
,organization which is quite capable of
standing on its own feet and earning
its own :profits without wringing money
out of a municipality which has grave
resiponsi'bilities. This industry wants all
the services it can get at the lowest
possible rates.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-This is one
of the best propaganda speeches that
Mr. Todd has ever made.
The Hon. ARCHIBALD TODD.-Mr.
Dickie has made propaganda speeches
about .taking the cost-of-living adjustments away from the workers. We do
not want to hear rubbish about the
Colonial Sugar Refinery Company
Limited; we want the plain truth
about
legislation.
The
Government is wringing from a municipality concessions which it can ill
afford to give. We do not oppose
decentralization in any shape or form.
In 'fact, we want to encourage industries
to go to the country and establish themselves.
However, when the whole
ramifications o.f this Bill are brought to
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light and the people read the schedules
to another Bill before the House, they
will realiize the tremendous advantages
that this company will enjoy over its
competitors. I am sure that those competitors will not 'be hapipy a'bout it. This
Bill should not be cloaked with
hypocrisy; the truth should be told
when these matters are presented.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
1

Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Agreements relating to the
rating of land occupied by ipersons
carrying on decentralized industries).
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD
(Doutta Galla Province).-! thought I
might have received a reply !from the
Minister, but apparently he has no
intention of participating further d.n tile
debate. Therefore, I want to reply to
what Mr. Dickie said, and that will not
take much effort on my part. He
referred to the high rateability affecting
the Colonial Sugar Refinery Company
Limited in a particular municipality.
That company estabHshed its factory at
Bacchus Marsh knowing full well the
high rateability to which it would be
subject.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-It was a
strong negotiating point.
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.The fact remains that the industry did
establish itself at Bacchus Marsh. The
BP organization is not going to Crib
Point simply because of reduced rateability; it has decided to establish there,
as the Premier stated, because tankers of
70,000 or 100,000 tons capacity will be
enabled to enter Westernport.
Mr. Dickie shed some crocodile tears
concerning big industries which must
pay high rates. The Colonial Sugar Refinery Company's factory at Bacchus
Marsh is not the only industry
which will be required to pay high rates.
Many industries are situated beyond
the 25-mile radius from the General
Post Office, which this Bill deter-
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mines as a dividing line. Is it
suggested that these industries should
threaten blackmail? If they do not
threaten blackmail and do not obtain an
agreement, they will accept the rateability as provided for in the Local
Government Act. Why should the
Government make flesh of one industry
and fish of another? The Government
is acting in that manner on this occasion. The BP company is already
obtaining
the
benefit
of
deep
seaport facilities, which is the real
economic reason why it is going to the
Hastings municipality. Additionally, it
will enjoy lower rates than those which
must be paid by other organizations,
such as the Vacuum company, which is
not beyond the 25-mile radius and which
has established a plant worth probably
£20,000,000. The oil companies which
are established in the vicinity of Altona
will obtain no remission of rates.
Decentralized industries will be no
better off when this Bill becomes
law, because all municipalities beyond a 25-mile radius will be in the same
position, and will be able to compete on
the same basis under the legislation as
they already compete under the Local
.Government Act. In fact, their position
will be worse. The weakest municipalities will offer the biggest inducements
and will set the pace for every other
municipality to attempt to emulate.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Is not the
main benefit from the measure the fact
that country -industries will be able to
compete with their metropolitan com ..
petitors?
The Hon. SAMUEL MERRIFIELD.The recommendation which this measure
implements has been selected from the
Distribution of Population Committee's
report and the Bill is being hastened
through Parliament for the one purpose
which Mr. Todd clearly indicated. I invite
honorable members to calculate the
amount of rates which the BP organization would be required to pay. Taking
the value of the plant at £15,000,000, the
net annual valuation at 5 per cent. would
equal about £750,000. On the 'basis of
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2s. 9d. in the £1, the annual rates would
amount to approximately £103,000. I do
not know what amount of rates the
company will pay under the agreement;
.probably the amount has 'been decided,
but not disclosed to ~arliament.
According to the Minister's speech on
another matter, the annual "run
through " of the company will be in the
vicinity of 1,500,000 tons of crude oiJ
which, of course, will be processed
into petrol, benzine, and other by-products. I do not know the precise values
of these products, because oil companies
are very guarded in that direction, but
I shall base my calculations on the
basis of 2s. a gallon. A short ton consists
of 250 gallons, which means that the
value per ton of the product is £25. In
other words, the total annual production
from tl~e refinery, namely, l,·500,000
tons, would yield £37,500,000 a year.
Can any Government member justly
claim that the payment of rates to the
extent of £103,000 would embarrass a
company which was d~riving an amount
of £37,500,000 annually from its products?
Of course, all the wealthy oil companies
are in the same boat, extracting extravagant amounts from the public purse and
making huge profits which they are unable to take from the country. Consequently, many of them are "selling
money," exchanging dollars for pounds
in New York with companies which desire to establish themselves in Australia.
These companies have so much money
they cannot get rid of it, and yet Government members have claimed that the
BP organization could not afford
to pay an amount of £103,000
in rates per year. The BP organization alone will derive the benefit of reduced rates; certainly the Shell
company will not enjoy the concession,
nor will those other similar organizations within the 25-mile radius. It is a
sorry situation when a Government will
introduce legislation to confer upon a
private organization benefits of the type
envisaged in this Bill. I say that apart
from all the general ramifications I
enumerated in my second-reading speech
as to the effect of the Bill.
The Hon. SamueZ Merrifield.
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The Hon. G. W. THOM (SouthWestern Province).-! wish to say a few
words on this clause as .reference has
been made to the Shell Company of Australia Limited which operates a refinery
situated in the Geelong area. At the outset, I must say that I am pleased that
this measure is being treated on a nonparty basis and that all honorable members are in complete agreement, although
some have perhaps doubts as to how
effective its operation will be. I can
quite see that if the Bill is misunderstood it could cause some heartburnings
and troubles in localities outside the
25-mile radius of the metropolis.

I think most honorable members will
agree that once a municipality has
received a certain rate revenue from an
industry which has been established for
a period of time, it is very difficult for
it to do without.that money. I am sure
that the Minister of Health will agree
with me when I say that it would be
very difficult for the Warrnambool council to subsist on a reduced rate revenue
from the Fletcher Jones establishment.
The position is similar with the Corio
Shire Council. It would be impossible
for it to make any substantial reduction
in the rates paid by the Shell company,
the Ford motor company, the International Harvester company or any of
the other big industries established in
its area.
I anticipate that the way in which this
legislation will be interpreted is that
in the formation stages of an industry
a municipal council may be able to grant
a concession in rating. However, I think
that councils would be very wise to bear
in mind that when an industry becomes
established it attracts personnel to the
area who need those amenities of life
provided by municipal councils such as
elderly citizens clubs, kindergartens,
sports ovals and so on.
Consequently,
it will be very difficult for a munici ..
pality to continue for any length of time
any rating concessions granted at the
commencement of an industry's functioning in the locality. I would not like to
see any municipality enter into long-term
agreements with companies, because I
think they would be tremendously
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dangerous. Municipalities would find
that it is necessary for these industries
to meet their share of the money
required to provide amenities necessary
in an expanding industrial and residential community.
The Hon. R. W. MAY (Gippsland
Province).-The Country party appreciates the existing position and
what it considers will be the effect
of this measure. We do not consider
that the passing of this Bill will
in any way affect the status quo
as regards municipalities outside the
25-mile radius. Whilst we do not want
to be sidetracked on an issue involving
BP or any other multi-million pound
companies, we do wish to say that we
believe that there were certain physical
attractions involved in the proposed
establishment of a refinery at Crib
Point. Outside of the 25-mile radius
there could be heartburnings in perhaps
only two or three municipalities at the
most. Therefore, this should not be
taken as a fair criterion of the effect
of the measure.
It was my privilege to visit the
Kwinana refinery at the time of its opening, and I well recall being told that
when the refinery supplied oil to companies which did not have oil refineries
in Western Australia it was paid not in
cash but in kind. It was decided to
establish a refinery at Cockburn Sound,
much the
same
I
believe, for
reason as a decision was made to establish a refinery at Crib Point. It was a
matter of the attraction of the location
rather than any other inftuence.

This measure will leave responsibility
with the munidpalities, but it will not
affect the status quo that exists between
municipalities which are attempting to
attract industries outside the 25-mile
radius of the metropolitan area in their
bidding or offer of concessions for that
industry.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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ADJOURNMENT.
WHEAT RESEARCH INSTITUTE: SITE OF
FARM--STATE
RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY
COMMISSION:
DRAINAGESTATE PENSIONS OFFICE:
PENSION
PAYMENTS - POLICE
DEPARTMENT:
DETENTION OF GIRL AT MILDURA.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .--By leave, I move-That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow, at -Eleven o'clock.

I have had a discussion with the Leaders
of the other parties, and in view of the
fact that it is hoped to complete the
business of the Council to-morrow, I
think it is desirable that we should meet
as early as convenient.
I consider
11 a.m. to be the appropriate time.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agricu1ture).-I move-That the House do no·w adjourn.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I wish to raise a
matter that is causing a good deal of discussion throughout wheat areas of the
State at the present time, and I refer
to the location of the farm on which
will be established a wheat research
institute. A number of questions have
been asked on this subject in this House
in the past week or so, and I think
honorable members are familiar with
the role to be played by the State, the
Wheat Research Foundation and, incidentally, the Commonwealth Government, which will provide a lot of the
money needed.
At the present time, there is a bitter
argument pr.oceeding, which will become
even more bitter as time goes on, regarding the location of the farm. This
will become a brawl between the officers
of the Department of Agriculture and
wheat growers unless governmental
action is taken.
Departmental officers
advocate the establishment of the
institute near Horsham, and give quite
a number of reasons for that proposal.
Horsham is a substantial townone of the biggest in that part of the
State-and it provides many amenities.
The wheat growers have proposed two
alternative sites, one at Warracknabeal
and one at Dimboola. It is contended
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that Warracknabeal, at any rate, could
offer all the amenities to be found at
Horsham, and that both Warracknabeal
and Dimboola are more in the wheat
area and are more suitable sites for this
institute.
Horsham is really on the fringe of
the wheat-growing areas of the State.
Warracknabeal seems to be the best
place to establish the institute, but
Dimboola would be second choice. Both
are more or less in the centre of the
wheat-growing industry. Further, we
know that the type of wheat grown at
Warracknabeal and Dimboola is closely
related to the average type of wheat
grown in the State of Victoria. The
Horsham district is accredited with
growing very soft wheat, which has a
low protein content and is not up to
the general average of wheat grown
elsewhere in the State.
The Hon. K. s. GROSS.-lt is still in
great demand.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! agree
that we are managing to sell our wheat
but, if Mr. Gawith were in the Chamber,
he could probably tell honorable members about the protein content of the
various wheats produced. Nevertheless,
it cannot be denied that wheat of very
low protein content is grown in the
Horsham district as compared with the
wheat grown in the Mallee. We do not
want the institute to be established in
the Mallee, because it would be too far
away from the centre of the wheatgrowing areas of the State, nor do we
want it established at Horsham.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It could
be established in the north-east.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes, if a
suitable district could be found. We
have located two suitable areas, one at
Warracknabeal and another at Dimboola. Both of those places are in my
province. From what I have heard
from wheat growers during the past
day or two, either \Varracknabeal or
Dimboola should be selected as the site
for establishing the institute.
The Hon. R. W. MACK.-Do not other
wheat growers say that the institute
should be located at Donald, Jeparit, or
Hopetoun?
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A number
of places have been suggested, but the
wheat growers have narrowed the selection down to two sites. The current
opinion among wheat growers is that
the departmental officers, because they
live in Horsham and have some personal
ties there, are ignoring the opinions of
the wheat growers.
The Hon. R. W. MAY.-Who is to pay
for the institute?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The Department will provide £22,000 annually
towards the running expenses of the
institute when it gets going.
The
Foundation-or, the wheat growerswill find the capital cost.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Yet the
wheat growers will have no say in regard to where the money is going.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is the
current opinion. I fear that the wheat
institute farm will never be established
in the State of Victoria, because the
wheat growers are determined that they
will not be overridden by departmental
officers, and that state of affairs is
tending to come about. I ask the
Minister of Agriculture to handle this
matter very carefully and to make the
keenest of inquiries into it, because we
have been waiting for years to get the
institute established. Since the institute
was first mooted there has been nothing
but squabbles about who will run it. In
this matter I come down on the side of
the wheat growers, whose opinions-not
those of departmental officers-ought to
be paramount.
The Hon. W. 0. FULTON (Gippsland
Province) .-I direct the attention of the
Leader of the House to the very serious
problem in the north Gippsland irrigation area in the region of Maffra, Sale
and the Nambrok-Denison soldier settlement district. An alarming situation
has been allowed to develop there because of the lack of drainage. I couple
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the Soldier Settlement
Commission-now the Rural Finance and
Settlement Commission-as culprits in
this matter. Year after year, every
time there is a downpour of rain,
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hundreds of acres of land are flooded.
The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission says it has a master plan.
To my knowledge there has been a
master plan for the past ten years. I
claim that no such plan should be put
into operation while some persons are
suffering heavy losses every two or
three years, and they have been doing
so for the past ten or twelve years.
During the past week I have been
called on continually to inspect properties upon which no work has been done
for years. They are in an area where
hundreds of acres are under water. My
latest call was made at 10.30 p.m. yesterday on a soldier settler living some
distance out from Sale. He is a dairy
farmer, and his property comprises 90
acres of land, 70 acres of which are at
present under water and will remain in
that condition for some weeks to come.
His neighbours have told him that fuey
will give him agistment .for his cows
to help him along. He is not the only
settler affected. This state of affairs has
been going on for years and years. The
Soldier Settlement Commission, as well
as the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, has a responsibility, because that body selected the land and
authorized the erection of houses and
sheds and the sowing down of pastures.
Every now and then acres of land are
submerged, sometimes for as long a
period as three weeks. The time is long
past when the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission should tackle this
problem in an efficient manner.
In Boisdale, a place I have known for
the past 42 years, I have never before
seen so much water over .farm proper·
ties. From 40 to 80 acres are affected.
When farm land is submerged for some
time it becomes affected by salt, yet all
that officers of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission say, when
approached upon the matter is, " We are
working on a master plan." We do not
want a master ~Ian which will take
another twenty years to implement.
What we want is a plan that will work
in with the master plan so tha:t, when
it becomes necessary to afford relief,
this matter can be discussed without
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undue delay such as has occurred in this
irrigation area ever since it has been in
operation.
Every time the Commission brings
land under irrigation there is never
sufficient work done to take the surplus
water off the land. Consequently, salt
has come up through the soil right
throughout the district. I appeal to the
Minister of Agriculture to take the
matter up with the Government with
the object of ascertaining whether relief
can be brought to those people who are
suffering. I should also like the honora'ble gentlemen to di·scuss the subject
with the Rural Finance and Settlement
Commission, because that body placed
the soldiers on the land, and so it is the
responsibility of the Commission to see
that at least those settlers receive justice.
The Hon. R. W. MAY (Gippsland
Province) .-I direct the attention of the
Leader of the House to a matter that
has been brought to my notice. The
State Pensions Office, presumably in
following out its -instructions, iperuses
the death notices in the columns of the
daily newspapers and, i'f it is di scovered
that a ,pensioner has passed away, a
letter is immediately posted seeking the
return of a ·pension cheque which may
just have been posted. I have in mind
a case where the person concerned had
died hut had not been buried when a
request for the return of a pension
cheque was received. The point I make
is that, when a loved one passes on, the
relatives suffer a sad bereavement, and
there is a feeling that in such cases the
State Pensions Office should exercise a
spirit of sympathy and understanding
by deferring its request for return,
knowing full well that the cheques could
not be cashed without the signature of
the payee. A day or two at least should
elapse before a request for the return of
a cheque is sent so that decency will be
observed when a family has suffered a
bereavement.
1

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Minister of Agriculture) .-The matters raised
by Mr. Fulton and Mr. May will be investigated and replies will be sent to
them.
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Concerning the subject discussed by
Mr. Byrnes, nobody regrets more than I
the long period that has elapsed since
the appointment of the Wheat Research
Committee and the constitution of the
Wheat Research Foundation which leads
up to the establishment of a Wheat Research Institute. There is no need for
me to go over ,the history of the matter,
which extends over a long period of
years. In the early stages, there was
opposition by the Wheat and Wool
Growers Association against the Australian Primary Producers Union concerning the appointment of one representative of the union on the Wheat Research
Committee.

It is true that the Wheat Research
Foundation desired the Wheat Research
Institute to be established at Dimboola.
The Director of Agriculture, the Deputy
Director and others associated with the
responsibility of administering the
Wheat Research Institute, when established, have Horsham in mind. There is
no secret about that. The Director of
Agriculture and the officers whose responsibility it will be, to provide the
scientific personnel and to administer
the establishment, state that they are
not prepared to recommend to the
Government that it should find the sum
of £22,000 annually to pay the salaries of
the scientific personnel who will work at
the Wheat Research Institute if it is
established at Dimboola.
This is the first major effort that has
ever been made in this State to decentralize wheat research in a big way.
Those concerned have a fear-which,
from what I can see, they are
justified in entertaining-that if this
establishment is built near a town which
in their opinion is not suitable from the
viewpoint of attracting and holding
scientific officers and their families, the
project could be a failure. If it is a
failure, it will be the Department of
Agriculture, the Director, his officers,
and the Government of the day who will
have to accept the blame for agreeing
to the establishment of the institute at
a centre which was not recommended
by the Deparitment.
The Hon. G. L. Chandler.
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The Hon. W. 0. FuLTON.-The Minister of Agriculture will be held respon ..
sible, too.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-That is
so. There is a marked difference of
opinion on the matter.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-On what
are their fears based?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-! do
not know that I should go into all the
pros and cons, but I shall say that they
base their fears primarily on the fact
that if scientific personnel are to be encouraged to go to a country district and
to remain there--their families will have
to be educated-the best possible town
must be selected.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Warracknabeal has everything.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-If
Warracknabeal has everything, as Mr.
Byrnes claims. it has, why did not the
Wheat Research Foundation recommend
the establishment of the institute there?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Because the
owner of land on which it was proposed
the institute should be established
asked a price of £60 an acre.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Mr.
Byrnes has indicated that Horsham is
unsuitable.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! said that
the land was unsuitable.
.The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER-Persons
who have spent much time dealing with
the problems of the wheat industry have
informed the Foundation that the institute should be established at Horsham.
There seems to be a marked difference
of opinion between Mr. Byrnes and
departmental officers, who claim that
land at Horsham is suitable.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-! do not say
that the land at Horsham is not good,
but Horsham grows a much softer wheat
than the average quality of wheat grown
in Victoria.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-When
one considers that research is under..
taken at Walpeup and Rutherglen, I do
not think anybody can say that Horsham
is unsuitable. I emphasize that the
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wheat farmers of this State are to pro·
vide half the money; the Commonwealth
Government is providing a subsidy on a
£1 for £1 basis. I agree entirely that
the farmers should have a big say in
everything leading up to the establish·
ment of the wheat institute. If when
a decision is made the farmers walk out,
the Department will have to "carry the
baby " and bear criticism in the yeaTs
ahead, particularly if the right scientific
personnel cannot be obtained.
It
will be the responsibility not of
the Wheat Research Foundation but
of the Department to do that.
As Mr. Fulton rightly indicated
if the Minister of Agriculture of the day,
the Director of Agriculture and his
officers agree to a certain locality
knowing that there is a danger that
scientific officers will not remain there,
they will go down in history as failures,
just as the institute will if the project
does not succeed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-How are
scientific personnel retained at Walpeup?
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-If Mr.
Byrnes is to say that the scientific personnel who will be required at this
research institute are only on a corresponding basis to the scientific personnel
at present at Walpeup, I think he should
study the subject a little more.
To-day I sent a letter to the Wheat
Research Foundation and, until it is received, I do not think I ought to reveal
its contents; it would be improper for
me to do so. In defence of the attitude
of the Director of Agriculture and senior
officers of the Department, I should like
to say that not one of them believes that
the institute should be established at
Dimboola. Perhaps we should confer
with the Foundation as to where we go
from this point. Mr. Byrnes has ventilated the matter from his side, and I
have put the viewpoint of the Department. This matter of site has not come
before me officially except in a recent
letter from the Foundation, which stated
that it could not agree to the institute
being established at Horsham.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-! desire to
bring to the notice of the Government
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the circumstances, as represented to
me, surrounding the detention of a
ieventeen-year-old girl f.or a period of
three days and nigh ts in a cell at the
Mildura watchhouse. The girl, who is
the daughter of a respected Mildura
family, was charged on Friday morning
last with vagrancy; that is, she was
deemed to be idle and disorderly in
that she was a person having insufficient
means of support. I am assured that
she is a girl of unblemished reputation
with sufficient means of support.
Senior Detective James Patrick Barrett of the MHdura Criminal Investigation Branch interviewed the girl with
another girl in a Mildura street last
week. He instructed both girls to report to him at different times at Mildura police station on the following
day.
The girl I have mentioned reported to him as instructed at 9.30 a.m.
on Friday last. At 9.45 a.m. she was
charged in the Mildura watchhouse with
vagrancy, taken before two justices of
the .peace and, at the request of Detective Barrett, was remande'd until May
22nd. On the further application of the
same detective. the bench, presided
over by Mr. S. MiUs, a justice of the
peace, refused bail. The girl was then
lodged in a cell in the Mildura watchhouse. I am informed that when the
girl's brother asked one of the justices,
a Mr. Bayliss, if there was any process
of law by which he could secure bail
for his sister on this minor charge, the
justice told him that he had :been
advised by the police that she would
have to stay in the cell for the full
time ordered by the court.
The Hon. R. J. HAMER.-Did he say
he was told that by the police?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Yes,
he says that he was so informed. I am
further informed that when the girl's
brother, with another party__;by this
time there was great distress in the
family-went to the home of Mr. Mills
at Mildura at 9 o'clock on Sunday last
and asked him if he could facilitate the
granting of bail for the girl, Mr. MiJ.ils
told the brother, "I have investigated
this case. I know the background. A
few nights in the cell will do her good."

